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PROGRmS AND PLANS m DEAIJNG WITH THE 

REVISED SYSTm OF N!TIOiiAL !CCOONTS 

It is the present illten.tian that Australia· should in due course 
adopt the United Nations Revised Sratem. ot National Accounts (SN!) as far 
as possible. However, some margjnal variations from SNJ. principle, defini
tions and classifications will be made; some tables 11'111 be modified or 
compiled in part only; and some tables will not be compiled at all ill the 
foreseeable future. But the inteo.tion will be that -the SIJ. can still be 
used as a general framework and guide for ~oses or exposi ticn and . · 
presentation • 

.lt least two stages are inTolved in the process or workillg 
towards the adoption o! the SN.l. In the short· mn there is the· proble11 
o! re-arranging data in the existing system or the lbreau o! Census and 

" Statistics in order to report to the U.B. Statistical Office in accordance 
11'1 th the revised SJ.l. In the lcnger run there is the -problem or adapting 
the whole s7stem, data base, and estimating methods to the revised sn. 

2. There are several reasons in favour or adopting the Slf! tor 
national purposes. First, the Eurean considers that inte~tional report-
i.Dg ahOtlld be treated seriously, not least becau.se or the requests it ~, 
receiTes within Australia tor comparable statistics ror-Anstralia and other 
cocntries. In such cases, U.N. publications are usually consulted and it is 
unsatia!actorT to haTe to explain dit!erences between Anstralian national 
figa%es and those used !or international comparisons. Second17, it is 
obvious that reporting intemationally mu.st become easier the closer one 
can bring the national s7stem to the SNJ.. Thirdly, atter several ,-ears' 
experience w1 th the existing s7stem the Bureau sees the need for a number or ~ 
changes. In making ·an.r changes at all it is essential to haTe them bUilt 
into a coherent s7stem and the elaboration or an.r such system is a complicated 
and time-consuming task. The lhreau. has participated tully in the elabora
tion o! the SN.A.. While not in complete agreement w1 th it, the lUre au would 
rish to aToid revising and extending its present s7stem ill such a wa.r that . 
it would be inTOlved in explaining a separate system and at the same time 
trying to maintain some sort or compatibility with the SNl b7 explaining 
(and in sol:S. measure justi!Ting) numerou.s differences. 

3· Another important reason for making maximum use or the SHlis 
that it see2a certain to be in use internationally tor a long time. For the 
next 10 to 20 .rears it 11'111 presu.mabl7 be inrl.uencing both statistical devel
opcsnts and statistical discussions nationally and internationally. It seems 
likely also to arrect academic discussions and the developing technicpes or 
using national accounting and other statistics for forecasting and plannipg 
ptlrpOses. 

International Reporting 

4• This is an im:nediate problem because the Blrean rill shortlr be 
asked to report 1968 and 1969 data on both the old and the new SN.A. bases. 
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The new questionnaire is currently being exa:nined but it is too early to 
say how much o£ it the Bureau will be able to complete. For the present, 
there is no alternative to adapting the existing data to the new system. 
This is, o£ course, what the Bureau has been doing in the past with the 
old system since the national system was never fully in accord with the 
old SNA. Where Australian data cannot be co~pletely fitted into the new 
tables, efforts will be made to obtain as close a fit as possible and any 
differences will be noted. To do even this thoroughly can be a laborious 
and time-consuming task because it is only possible to detect differences 
by a detailed examination of the two systems item by item. It may be easier 
with the new SNA, since it contains a much fuller description of concepts 
than the old SNA, and the questionnaire careiully sets out the differences 
between the old and the new. Because the furea.u expects to give considerable 
weight to SNA standards in planning cha.Il8es, it was tl:.ought to be desirable 
to embark on a more detailed comparison than had been done with the old SUA. 
Even at this early stage, it has become apparent that there were z:1ore differ
ences than had been suspected between the Bureau's system and the old SNA. 
In a £ew instances reporting was on the wrong basis in the past, but fort
unately in some of these cases it bas been found that the basis is more in 
keeping with the new SNA than with the old. 

5· There is much in the present reporting system that the Eurea.u 
cannot complete at this stage. Alth~h the U.N. reporting system will be 
taken into consideration when assessing developmental priorities, the Bureau 
will have to be guided primarily by its assessment of the ii:lportance of part
icular series and tables for Australian purposes. However, one would expect 
to find considerable common ground between national needs and international 
reporting requirements. 

6. Australian reporting or data in terms of the new ~A !or the next 
£ew years will depend an the availability of data in the present syste~. The 
general policy will be: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

where data can be readily and reliably adapted to the SUA., this 
wi 11 be done; 

where present data cannot be adapted but it is expected that the 
SNA concepts will be adopted !or national purposes, new statistics 
will be developed progressively as resources permit to enable 
reporting on the new basis to be undertaken, possibly even in 
advance of incorporating chcmges into the Australian system, 
provided the figures prove to be reliable; 

where it seems likely that the ~TA will be accepted in principle 
but it is also unlikely that its require:ents can be met in 
practice, the Bure~u will not report any estioates that it would 
be unwilling to use in the lustraliEm syste:1; end 

where it is not expected that the ~T~ will ba adopted and it is 
found that esticates cennot be readily and r3liably ~de as in 

2 
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(a), the Ru-e au rlll not undertake special enquiries only to 
enable it to coi:ply rl th intel:.'Ilational reporting requirements. 

7. A few exa.::tples c.ay perhaps illustrate this polic,-. For (a), 
the new Sla changes the classification or personal consumption expenditure, 
and the lb.reau would tr7 to adapt its reporting to this new classi.f'ication, 
even thO".lg!l it differs !ro:2 Australia's. Sil:dlarly, the new SNA. treats hire 
purchase charges as being pBJ"able by the cnstomer and there would appear to 
be no reason for not reporting on this basis, even thrugh in the lbreau 
acbinistrative costs or these ccxnpames are treated in the same •ar as those 
ot banks, that is, as an ele:z1ent in .final con.sw:1ption attributed to f'inancial 
enterprises rather than to the household sector. A continuing case will be 
that or capital transfers which is a concept unlikel7 to be accepted in the 
J.u.stralian syste:!l. For (b) the development or adequate accounts !or nan- .. 
pro!it institutions rlll involve seven new collections, and as these are 
developed it ~Y be possible to adjust some or the reported !igQres as in 
(a). For (c), exa.::tples are not so eas.r to find, l:nt possible cases include. 
transfers fro~ COJ:panies to the personal sector, stoCks in transit between 
Australia and OTerseas, varirus insurance tran.s.f'ers, and depreciation of' 
govern=ent assets. In t~ese cases (with the possible exception or the last) 
the di!!iculties a.-e likel.r to be practical rather than conceptual. Hence 
estil:ates rlll not be provided until they are or a standard that could be 
published in the national statistics. For (d), the separation or the rent 
or land fro::~ the rent or bu.ildings or the separation or t!le sale or land 
!ro::1 the sale or buildings provides a good e:::ca.:tple. 

e. The preced.!J:lo paragraphs refer specifically to the reporting or 
d.a ta fro::~ 1968 onwards in terms or the new SN.A.. There is also the trans-
1 tional proble:L or reportin6 data for 1960-69 in terms or the old SNA blt 
in a revised questionnaire. For the aost part the revised questionnaire 
involves a re-arrange:ent or items blt a substantial number or new dissections 
are also requested. J.t the manent, it is not possible to devote a large 
a::1oont or resources to this part or the questionnaire. ErlstinG sources rlll 
be adapted where this can be done economically and reliably, though it ma..r be 
posaible to be SQQeT.hat less exacting in this latter regard than is desirable 
tor current !iguxes. However, there will be no attempt to correct cases where 
t!:le Australian data are round to have been reported inco:rrectl.r in the past 
b-.1t are core or less comparable with the new SN.L In the lone;er run, when the 
Anstralian s7st~ is changed, the lhreau would expect to take its new !igt1res 
back be70:1d 1968 and would report the full run or .rears en the new SNA. basis. 
This .cean.s taking the view that it is more important for international com
parisons to prOTide sou::1d figures on the new SNA. tor as lcng a period as 
possible than to revise those em t!le old S!JA basis, that there YOUld be little 
interest in comparisons or how the chan...,~s have arrected the figures or 
different countries, ani that temporal comparisons are better made on each 
countr.r•s own figures than on a !o:mal. linking or the tlro d:i!!erent s.rste:ns at 
a particular period. 

3 
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9· As mentioned earlier, there are cases where it is now recognised 
that Australia's national accounts were not in accord with the old SNA 
because of differences of principle. There were also cases where the differ
ences arose simply because the appropriate data were not available. These 
latter cases include some in which the new SlA has made carginal adjustments 
to concepts, such as the movement of some non-profit institutions from the 
enterprise sector to the government sector, which have a low priority 
rating for investigation and adjustment. In so~e instances, the Bureau will 
have to decide for reporting purposes whether to say that the concept but 
not the estimate has been changed or that the Australian estimates are not 
comparable with one or other of the concepts. 

Revising the Australian System 

10. In due course a number of changes will be made in the Australian 
System of National Accounts. The present syste~ has been in use for several 
years without changes despite some shortcomings. As has been indicated, 
changes in the system will be strongly influenced by the new SNA but the 
::a.treau does not intend to make these changes in the immediate future, mainly 
because a number of important improvements and extensions are currently being 
made in the statistical data base. For the year 1968-69, a completely new 
system of conducting economic censuses was introduced with integration of 
establishment and enterprise data in six broad industry sectors. The detailed 
results from these censuses should be available next year but a great deal of 
analysis will then remain to be done to relate them to past estimates and lay 
down a basis for future estimates making ~mum use of all the new data. 
Use of the census material is closely related to plans to implement parts of 
the SNA and for this reason some aspects of the census collection and proposed 
use of the statistics are discussed below. However, it is envisaged that it 
will be 1973, or even 1974, before it will be possible to make the revisions 
to, and further elaboration of, the accounts that will follow from this 
census material. Ancl it is also considered that it would be best to incorp
orate these changes and also any changes to be made in the light of the SUA 
at the same time. 

Sectors - Enterprises, EStablishments, etc. 

11· Both the old SNA and the Australian National Accounts (k~A) refer 
to the sectors as persona, govern=ents, and ~~terprises. (The ~lA distinguishes 
trading and financial enterprises but this is not particularly important for 
the present discussion.) In fact, these two systems comprise basically a 
national production account and a number of highly sn::--marised sector financial 
accounts. The sectoring arrangement is manifestly inadequate for a co1:1plete 
system of accounts and, in particular, if further development in the product
ion account area is planned, it i~ediately becomes obvious that interest will 
be in establishments oore than in enterprises. l!ost COUl'ltries (including 

4 
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Australia), however, content themselves with showing GDP b7 industey o! 
origin based on the addition or compensation or emplorees, classified as 
tar as possible on the basis o! establishments, and· gross operating surplus, 
classi!ied on the basis or enterprises. 

12. The new SNA now recognises the need !or different srstems o! 
classification and sectoring !or the different tTPes or accounts. Compared 
rl th a rew more or less passing references to establishments in the old S.NA, 
the new SN.&. makes it clear that, in principle, all the production accounts 
or the srstems are based on a classirication or establishments or 
establishment-tJPe units and the income and capital finance accounts are 
based on a classification or enterprises or other appropriate institutional
tTPe units. 

13· This has important implications ror the whole statistical srstem. 
It has been traditional to acknowledge that there are three wars -
expend! ture product, and income - or deriving national accounting aggregates.· 
In practice, man7 cow:ltries have used the income and expenditure methods, 
and then in some cases haTe had ditf'icnl.tr in reconciling these with the 
production-based esttmates or the inpnt-output STstem. If the new SNA is • 
to be implemented, it would seem that more attention will need to·be given 
to wa1'9 and means or applring &11 three approaches w1 thin a single, 
co-ordinated srstem. In this respect the Enreau hopes the Integrated 
Econo::ic Censuses, re!erred to earlier, will be of' great benerit. The 
censuses included are mining, mamtacturing, electricitr and gas, wholesale· 
and retail trade, and a number or service indltstries such as hotels, hair
dressers and laundries. The srstem provides tor retw:ns f'rom all establish-· 
menta predom1nsntlr engaged in mr one or these incblstrr sectors, and also !rom 
enterprises predominsntlr engaged in these sectors. For single-establishment. 
enterprises there is one combined return, bu:t !or multi-establishment 
enterprises there are separate retums. The enterprise retum summarises the 
main figures !rom the establishment returns and obtains separate details !or 
out-or-scope units (all units combined). Ancill.ar7 units such as storage or 
administrative locations are ·included em establishment or enterprise retums 
depending on whether the7 sene one or more establishment. J.s tar as possiblE 
details or operational reTenue and expenses, capital expenditure, and stocks, 
etc. are covered in establishment returns md details or other expenses (and 
or some non-operational income and outlar such as interest and roraities) are 
included in :the enterprise retum. Tabulations are planned to provide 
estimates or GDP tor enterprises in broad indu.str.r classes and also for. 
establishments br tine indastrr classes. This latter tabulation necessitates 
the spreading or the expenses, or which details are collected f'or enterprises 
only. Estica.tes or these expenses will also be required for the ."in-scope" 
establishments or "out-or-scope" enterprises. There will be problems in 
making appropriate estimates !or establishments and enterprises in industries 
outside the scope or the economc censuses. However, with the census and 
other data the Blrean expects to go a -lcng •a:r towards completing SNJ. 
Table 1 ( GDP and Factor Inco:a b7 Xind or Economic Acti rl t.r) and 
Table 17 (Ik>:.estic J'actor Income According to Kind or Economic 
A.ctivitr and Institutional Origin). Without being certain how 

5 
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different these two tables Will be at corresponding levels of industry detail, 
there is neve~theless merit in trying to follow the SNA here, since it makes 
possible a clearer exposition of the concepts than either the old SNA or the 
present ANA. As to the accounts themselves, the Euresu would expect to 
develop progressively same of the C accounts (Industry Production Accounts). 
The A accounts, with their detailed analysis of the destinations or commod
ities and the need to·reconcile commodity flows and statistics of expenditure, 
will be more di!~ioult, and probably impossible, until an input-output table 
has been completed on the basis or the new census data. 

14· In regard to fixed capital expenditure, Australia has been basing 
.its classification by industry on ownership and not on industry of use as 
provided in the old SNA and therefore· are not af'fected b.r the change in the 
SNA to industry of ownership. However, because sources of information have 
been based on units which are much closer to enterprises than to establish
ments; the EUreau has had considerable difficulty for various reasons in 
reconciling such establishment data as it has with data from its other 
sources. Here again, it is hoped to use the economic censuses to establish 
relationships between enterprise statistics (required for the III - 5 Accounts) 
and establishment statistics (required for Table 7). These problems may be 
considerably greater than those in respect or product estimates, mainly 
because or the variety of ways in which the ownership and management or build
ings and other capital equipment can be organised, not the least troublesome or 
which is that all (or the bulk of) capital expenditure may be incurred by a 
related company which.owns all the capital equipment. Although the basic 
collection unit in the censuses was ~he enterprise, special arrangements have 
been made for property-owning companies. The result aimed at is that the 
capital expenditure or an enterprise should be attributed as far as possible 
to its component establishments on the basis of use, or intended use, and in 
the case or property-owning companies to the establishment(s) of the related 

· comp8nies. Possibly the main gap in the system is in respect of capital 
expenditure of an operating enterprise on equipment intended for transfer or 
lease to a related enterprise, though even here the Bureau should have en~h 
information to follow up any important cases. 
~ 

15~ It might be argued that the foregoing discussion represents a 
somewhat uneasy compromise between the use criterion of the old SNA and the 
ownership criterion or the new. Australia would argue that it will be very 
close to what ·would have been obtained bad enterprise groups been used as the 
collection unit (as is envisaged as a possibility by the SNA) and all capital 
expenditure of the group distributed to the appropriate establishments. Strict 
comparability with the product tables, however, may necessitate some estimating 
to remove intra-group payments of rent. 

Sectors - Non-profit Institutions 

16. At present, the Bureau is following the old SNA in saying that 
these institutions are in the household sector. In practice, this does not 
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fully reflect the real situation. For example, in large measure p~ents 
by persons to non-profit institations are analysed rather than the expen
diture or these institations; to the extent that governments make payments . 
to such institutions, these are renected in government expenditure; and 
the wages and salaries paid by these insti tations are included in a table 
entitled "Private :Enterprise Wages and Salaries Paid, by Industry" since. . .. 
there is no provision in the s7stem for wages paid by the household sector. 

17• :Because it clearl1 separates production accounts from income 
and capital finance accounts, the new SNA. is much clearer than the old in 
its treatment of these institutions.· The Dl.reau expects to follow broadly 
a similar conceptual framework and would hope to develop progressivel1 , 
accounts tor nan-profit institutions •. These accounts may have to be pieced 
together from a variety or indirect sources, but there are alread.T some 
direct collectians established for hospitals and universities, and the time 
might be right to consider further collections from private schools. Betore · 
accounts for non-profit institutions can be developed, however, certain 
difficulties over the formulation of concepts in the SNA and the appropriate 
interpretation or th~ will have to be resolved. 

18. The SNA defines nan-proti t institutions b7 reference to whether. 
their charges tor services cover their costs. Elsewhere it refers to· the 
possibilit7 that such institutions mar be instruments or govemment social 
policy snd in such cases po.ts them in the government sector. Australia has 
ditfiCtll ties 1fi th both aspects or this datini tion. In Australian usage the . · 
tem non-proti t institutions is nomall7 taken to include an institution in 
which no-one is entitled to a distribUtion or profits rather than only those 
institutions which operate on a strictly non-profit-making basis. Some 
private schools rel1 on gifts to help meet running costs, and this clearl7 
Deets the SNA definition, but some charge tees su.tficient to cover running 
costs and onl7 rely en gifts for capital purposes, and the like. It is 
dittiCtll t to know where to draw the line and the lbreau would not be disposed 
to divide schools among all three sectors viz. (i) producers or government 
services, (ii) producers or private non-profit services to households and, 
(iii) indastries. ~fficulty also arises over institutions like public 
hospitals, medical and hospital inst1rance funds, and universities. These · 
are all financed in substantial measure by the government and, largel7 
because or this, to some extent controlled. The1 are closel7 bound up with .•. 
govem::ent social policies. Again it is ditticult to draw a line between the 
non-profit and the government sectors. It is perhaps worth noting here that 
this issue :ca1 be affected b7 the need to link production and employment 
statistics• these are institutions whose employees would not be commonly -
regarded as government e=ployees even though the institutions apparently meet 
the fin&ncial snd social policies criteria in the SNA. 

7 
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Sectors - Government 

' ' 19· For some years the EUreau has been working on a substantial 
elaboration of the public sector statistics which are fairly closely linked 
with the national accounts. ·FUrther development is needed to eliminate 
some confused treatment in the national accounts, but the ways in which 
these statistics have ·been developing are not fully consistent with the 
new SNA. 

20. The present anal.rsis isolates any trading-type activities (i.e. 
production of goods or services for sale to the public) and classifies them 
as public enterprises. The operating surplus of such "enterprises" is shown 
in the trading enterprises income appropriation account but is.then passed 
to the government account and all other financial and capital transactions 
are recorded in the government sector. But the present analysis deals with 
activities, which may or may not be co-extensive with those of establish
ments, and apart from ambivalence about whether these activities are in the 
enterprise sector or the gove~ent sector, it is unsatisfactory to classify 
activities as enterprises (though it must be added that the old SNA is almost 
equally confused on the subject of public enterprises and applies terms to 
them which are properly applicable only to establishments). 

21- Subject to the following comments, the Rtreau would expect to 
work. out something more acceptable on the general lines or the new SNA, and 
to indicate more clearly which government establishments are included in the 
industries sector, which enterprise-type units are treated as part of general 
government, and which as corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises. A main 
concern is that the application of the establishment concept to the purpose 
classification in the SNA is somewhat unsatisfactory, and it is believed that 
the government sector as a whole is one where conventional ideas of an estab
lishment are very difficult, if·not impossible, to apply. Certainly more 
study of the problem is needed. It is recognised that an establishment of 
some sort must be found for purposes of industry classification, but 
Australian public sector statistics have been developed more as a classifica
tion of accounting units on the basis of the nature of their transactions 
than as a classification of physical establishments. For the purposes class
ification, and perhaps also for the industry classification, the Bureau will 
for the present have to adapt the present analysis as it is being developed. 
For.the purposes classification, it is believed that this is compatible with 
the rest of the SNA, and for many uses it may be more appropriate than a 
strict establishment approach. It also seems less objectionable to refer to 
an accounting unit as an establish:nent-type unit than to refer to it (as at 
present) as an enterprise, and such accounting units may give tolerable 
results for industry classification even if they fall short or providing a 
full range of establishment data such as employment and capital expenditure. 

8 
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Rent, Interest, and Financial Institutions 
. -

22. The old SNA treated net rent, interest. and~ dividends as 
transfers and Australia has adopted th~ same principle. ··This decision 
seems to have b·een adopted originally because income statistics for enter
prises were ·used at the time" and the lbrea.U. took the view that a firm's ' 
contribution to grOss.damestic pro~ct.should be invariant to its method 

' ' 

or financing, whether b7 equity capital, borrowed'capital or b7 renting or .. 
capital equipment. This treatment ·was, perhaps, ··reasonable enough in " 
relation to enterprises, bu.t in· relation to both government and household. 
sectors it had some undesirable features which ·Diight have been aggravated 
if the logic had been applied more ·rlgorousl)"• For example, logic suggests. 
that net rent p8id b1' persons or govemments shOuld have been classified as . ' 
a transf'er: instead the gross rent p&id b7 those sectors· was treated as a 
purchase and gross rent and operating· ~lus -w~re. impo.ted t~. owner-occupied 
dwellings and (in the old SNAJ to buildings owned and occupied b7 gover.nments. 
In practice, these concepts ·are ertremel7 dif'f'icnit to apply to rent· payments 
b7 enterprises since information has to be collected in terms of' gross rent · 
payments which then have- to be eonverted to net p~ents.· · ·· . ' . . . - . .. . . -

23. In the new SNA, cQntribu.tion 'to gross domestic product: is looked 
at !rom the point or view or· establishments rather· than or enterprlseso . The 
logic of' treating interest as a transfer is reinforced .. b,. the practical ·· · ·· 
impossibili t7 or attributing interest tc) the component establishments or 
enterprises. There is no comparable problem in measuring gross rent paid 
at the establishment level. There is still a case ror·maintaining that the' 
product of an establishment should'not depend on whether it rents its capital 
equipment. :But if this case is·accepted, ·there are still intractable con
ceptual and practical problems of splitting the ·gross rent into its two ' 
components (purchases of' goods and services and a transfer) and or deciding 
which industrY' to credit with the sales of'. the goods and services, and &n1' 
!actor incomes included therein. · · 

24. There are no ideal solutions to these problems. EXcept f'or the 
distinction between rent of' land and other rent, the !Ureau will probablY" 
change to the new SNA treatment· of' rent. There. are,. however, ·two fUrther ' 
problems. The SNl treatment is not reallY' satistactor.T f'or input~output · 
purposes since input cO:.ef'f'icients rill be af'f'ected b1' changes in the. pr~ .. 
portions of' owned and rented equip~nt •. Secondli, ·there is the matter of' 
locating rent receipts b7 indnstr.r or;· which amounts to the same thing,. 
identif')"ing the. appropriate establishment units. which receive rent. In 
practice, it seems likelY' that the real estat~ i~dastr.y will consist or 
relatively specialised f'irms onl7 ·and mu.ch ·(perhaps most) of' the ownership · 
will be a secondarY' activity in a great variet7 or other industries. An 
especially troublesome case couid be the -we. insurance in~stry: to. the ' 
extent that it manages the properties it owns and lets, the cost or services 
should be deducted f'rom the rent· received' but in practice it might be hard 
to prevent it being included, along with administrative expenses, in the 
imputed charge to the household sector. · 
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25. Closely linked with the rent and interest problem is that of 
financial ins~itutians. A consistent treatment of rent and interest as 
transfers resuits inevitably in negative operating surplus in these 
institutions. The old SNA principle of imputing a charge over and above 
the interest received did not appeal to the Bureau and a different solution 
to this problem was adopted. This was to treat the "excess" expenses or 
financial enterprises· as a component of national expenditure, a rom or 
collective cons~ption .financed out or their interest receipts more or les·s 
comparable with other collective consumption financed by the government out 
or taxation receipts, etc. This seemed an irritant to many o.r the users or 
these estimates, partly no doubt because it was not fully understood, though 

. it is perhaps questionable whether the international recommendation would 
have been better understood or accepted. Since these institutions by and 
large are operating profitably in a commercial context it seems obvious that 
their charges are concealed in their existing-receipts and should not be 
imputed in addition. This is rou~y the implication o.r the new SNA treatment. 
This suggests charging the costs or sales and personal finance companies to 
the borrowers (maiill.y households, but the problem of allocating part to 
industries or capital .finance accounts is not discussed), the administrative 
costs or life insurance and. pension .funds to households, and the impu.ted 
service charge of banks, etc. to· a dummy industry so that, without any 
additional interest imputation, operating surpluses in total are reduced 
by the operating loss attributed to the dummy industry. 

26. It seems likely that the lhreau will adopt this treatment in 
preference to the present treatment, despite some logical shortcomings even 
in the new proposal. There are also.one or two other minor problems still 
not answered in SNA such as what to do with costs of unit tmsts, investment 
companies, etc. Probably these should be charged to households, thus 
necessitating a corresponding addition to the property income paid out by 
these institutions.· 

Classifies ti on·s 

27. There is a great variety of classi!ications in the SNA. Some 
or these. are so closely interwoven with definitions of items that they become 
to all intents and purposes an integral part of the system. Others are much 
more peripheral and could be altered substantially without greatly affecting 
the structure of the system. The classification of final consu~ption of 
households, the classification of government purposes, and even in large 
measure classification by kind of economic activity all fall into this second 
category. Some of these classifications are at variance with those used in 
a substantial bodl of Australian statistics, frequently covering an extended 
period of years, and it would be impracticable, or at least unwise, to adopt 
them in the national accounts. In such cases the Bureau will use the national 
system (i.e. the Australian Standard ~dustrial Classification and our class-
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i!ication or government expenditure b7 .1\mction) and make the best arrange
~tents practicable for converting to Sf.A for reporting purposes. In other , . 
cases, such as the classification or consumption expenditure or hoUseholds, 
the lUre au will probabl7 be able. to adopt the SNA classification in : : 
principle since .the impact an other nation&l. statistics is relativel7 small". 
or so1:1e or the developments are at the stage where the7 can still be readil7 
influenced b7 the natianal accountiDg requirements. This is not to .sq, 
however, that there will be no di!!icul ties in practice j.n aligning Australian 
statistical sources W1 th the classi!ications. This is a perennial problem 
with an inevitable feedback iii to actual classifications. It is hoped, however, 
that such variations will :,prove to 'be.or minor importanc~.. · , · . -

28. There are elements. in some .or the proposed SN'A classifications .. 
about which the !Ureau has· resena tiona ot principle. Some have . alreadi been 
menticned in relation to the classification· or units between industries, gov
emment services, and services or nan-proti t producers,· and in relation to 
the attempt to distinguish land from buildings. Another case is the distinct
ion between current and capital transfers. Forcing transfers into the capital 
group if' one part.r ·so regards them (a principle which seems to be abandoned in 
the SNA, 'll'ithout anr discussion, in the case or insu.rance·clailzis), must have 
a distorting effect on the accounts or the other party. The Blreau disagrees 
11'1 th the omission or estate duties from the government income and c:utlay . 
account when govemments clearl7 regard these as cu.rrent revenue. It is also 
reluctant to classif'.r as capital a number or regularly rec:u.rring grants by 
govemments when the7 do not result in the acquisition or a.rrr capital asset 
b7 the government. A solution ma7 be to allOY pa)'IIlents to be recorded as 
current but receipts to be recorded as capital it the.r are clearl7 to finance 
capital outlay. This W'ill necessitate the inolusicm. or a· reconciliation item 
in the national capital account to balance the discrepancies between receipts 
and payments or both current and capital transfers and to record the element 
or national saving which has not been attributed to anr individual sector • 
.Another case that appears to be illog:l.cal, is making item 6. 7 (unfanded 
employee welfare cont%ibutions imputed) a current transfer back from h~seholds 
to the employers where the Blreau is able to make such an imputation in the 
first place it rill be treated as borrowing b7 the employer from the household 
sector. 

Inuut-outuut - commodity accounts, etc. 

29· Australia's p·lans in this area are still general and !airl7 
flexible. Up to date, only an· extremel7 small establishment has been approved 
!or input-output and progress on tables tor 1962-63 has been slow but work 
should be completed this .rear. For the .future, it is hoped to compile input
output tables in the years when Integrated Economic Censuses are undertaken, 
which is expected to be about everT five 7earst beginning rith 1968-69. The 
cocnodit7 tables or the s7stem (Tables 2 and 3J should develop out or this 
input-output work. The annual census _or manufacturing rill provide much or 

11 
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the basic data for these tables (in particular Table 2). \Vhether such 
tables are prepared_on a partial basis annually, and if so, in what detail, 
will depend oh' the lUre au 1 s view or . the demand for them and the availability 
of the resources required to complete them from the tabulated basic data. 

Canital Finance Accounts 

30. IUreau resources have not permitted, as yet, development of these 
accounts in an.r overall and systematic way. Flow-of-funds accounts have been 
prepared for some years in the Reserve Bank of Australia, on a basis broadly 
consistent with the Australian National Accounts. Changes in the basis of 
sectoring in the national accounts may affect the Reserve Bank 1 s rather more 
detailed sectoring and close consultation will be desirable. 

12 
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1. An integrated system of National Accounts is a necessary tool for an 
integrated approach to the collection and assembly of·economic data. The sta
tistical end products have numerous intermediate and ultimate analytical uses, 
whether these be for micro studies, highly disaggregated macro studies, or .. 
macro analysis based on aggregated data. The system of accounts provides a· 
conceptual and data base for price systems and analysis, input~output analysis, 
productivity studies, etc. It also makes feasible research on highly dis- . 
aggregated models of the economy involving transactions in goods and s~rvices, 
transfers and financial instruments, as well as saving, lending, stocks of reai 
assets, and levels of financial claims. · 

2. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics has just completed a major phas_e· in 
the development and revision of Canada's system of National Accounts. In 1968, 
DBS published an historical revision of quarterly and annual Indexes of Real 
Domestic Product by Industry. In 1969, quarterly and annual Tables of Finan
cial Flows for 19.62-1967 were ·published, and regular quarterly publications .. of 
these data now appear. Also in 1969, we published a two volume set of 1961 
Input-Output Accounts and analytical tables. By the summer of 1970, DBS will 
have published an historical revision of the annual National Income and Ex
penditure Accounts (from 1926) and of the quarterly Accounts (rrom .1947). We 
continue, of course, to publish regular quarterly and annual data on the 
Balance of International Payments. 

3. The integrated nature of these accounting systems was recognized from 
their inception, and given a formal label in 1969. Each of the regular C?r 
occasional publications in these areas (containing data, concepts and methods) 
will now carry a general title, ·"System of National Accounts". (In Canada, the 
System of National Accounts includes the Balance of International Payments.) 

4. The·tmportance of an integrated set of asset and·liability statistics 
for modern economic analysis is well recognized, and data development for 
stocks of fixed reproducible capital and for financial assets and liabilities 
is progressing. These developments are summarized in Section III. 

s. A schematic. outline of the framework of the Canadian System of Na-
tional Accounts is given in Diagram 1. 

1 
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DIAGRAM I. Framework of the Canadian System of National Accounts 
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NOTES TO DIAGRAM I 

Sub-Systems of the canadian System of National Accounts 

6. The annual Income and Expenditure Accounts include accounts and 
tables #1 - 12; accounts #1 - 10 comprise the annual "sector accounts" of the 
sub-system. The ''main supporting tables" for persons ( #11) are described in 
the last paragraph of Section II of this paper. The ''main summary tables" for 
Gross National Product at Market Prices and Gross National Expenditure at 
Market Prices (# 12) can be viewed as consolidations of income, non-factor· 
primary cost, and final expenditure (current consumption and capital formation) 
entries in the income and outlay accounts and the capital finance accounts. · · 
In the product (or income) table, a sub-total is presented for Net National 
Income at Factor Cost; this excludes indirect taxes, capital consumption 
allowances and miscellaneous valuation adjustments, and one-half the residual· 
error of estimate (these three items being part of Gross National Product at 
Market Prices). 

1. The quarterly Income and Expenditure Accounts include #12, # 11 and 
revenue and expenditure tables for government whose content is equivalent to 
113 and #7. 

8. In the quarterly and annual Accounts, Gross National Expenditure at 
Market Prices and its components are presented in current and in constant 
(1961) dollars. 

9. In the u. N. SNA , the Capital Finance Accounts include financial 
flows. In the canadian system, the balances of the capital finance accounts 
(#6 - 10) are for net lending or net borrowing - the Financial Flow Accounts 

.(#13 - 16) are presented as a separate sub-system. 

10. The following are dealt with in the text of the paper: 

Table or Account numbers 

17 

18 

(see conment) 

19 - 22 

Sub-system 

Input-Output Accounts 

Measures of current and constant 
dollar Gross Domestic Product by 
Industry 

Conment 

Balance of International Payments Conceptually 
equivalent to 

5 + 9 + 16 

Asset and Liability Accounts Under development 

3 
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11. Section III of this paper will deal with each of the sub-systems; the 
extent of the implementation of U.N. recommendations is described in general 
terms, selected similarities and differences between the U.N. and canadian 
systems ~re pointed out, and important areas of development in Canada are out
lined. Section'ti which follows deals with a few of the broader differences 
and points out one important problem area that appears to exist in both 
sys.tems. · 

II. Major Problem Areas 

The General Approach in Canada 

12. In the development and integration of the sub-systems of the Canadian 
·Accounts, we have attempted to came as close to the U.N. SNA as our statistical 
source material, analytical requirements and Canadian customs and usage permit. 
In the deliberations which led up to the final fo~ulation of the U.N. ·sNA, 
we always took the view that countries should structure the conceptual, 
definitional and classificatory aspect of their accounts such that interna
tional comparability can be obtained without too great a cost to the interna
tional respondents. However, we have also maintained that the institutional 
requirements, the social milieu and the past investment of the users of the 
accounts may necessitate different structural and presentational forms in 
different countries. · Some problems which fo~erly arose from such differences 
are now removed by the use of computer automation which facilitates the storage 

_and manipulation of masses-of detail, including its rearrangement into a 
variety of· formats. · 

The Institutional Sectors and their Linkage to the Dissaggregated Production 
Accounts-

13. ·In recent months, planning has begun for a highly disaggregated 
medium te~ simulation model of the Canadian economy. Work on this model will 
be carried out by several federal government departments and agencies, 
including the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The experience gained to this 
point leads us to believe that in one important area, the U.N. SNA and the 
··existing canadian- system have relatively inflexible structures which do not 
take. full cognizance of the extent of data development and the possibilities 
of modern coding, programming and computing technologies in advanced countries. 
For modern analytical requirements, the level of detail for the institutional 
sectors is not adequate in the Canadian and U.N. systems, particularly in the 
area of non-financial industries. However, such additional detail would likely 
have limited analytical possibilities if it were not linked in a detailed way 
to the production accounts. The aggregation of indust+Y value added into a 
single account from which institutional sector incomes are distributed (as in 
the U.N. SNA) appears to be unsatisfactorY, even for the existing disaggrega
tion of institutional sectors. It follows that the saving, capital formation, 
net lending, financial flows and assets and liabilities of the institutional 
sectors are not adequately interrelated with the establishment-based production 
accounts. 

14. For the Canadian system, we attach considerable tmportance to the 
formulation of more detailed and systematic links in this crucial area. For 
example, it appears feasible in Canada to construct input-output accounts (and 

. to derive analytical tables based on input-output data and models) using esta
blishment-based statistics for the estimation of industry and commodity 

4 
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production, commodity absorption (including imports), incomes generated, man
power re~uirements, etc. on an integrated national and regional (or partially 
regional1.zed) basis and (through the use of "classification conversion ma- · 
trices" which are based on a central list of companies and their establish
ments) to regroup establishment-based industry data into fairly detailed 
company-based industries for describing: the distribution of profits in the 
forms of retained earnings, interest, dividends, profit taxes, etc.; transfers; 
saving; capital formation; net lending; financial flows; and assets and 
liabilities. Research into the modeling of these areas in an integrated manner 
with the production statistics of the SNA depends upon this type of data 
development. Of course, it would not be possible to estimate certain important 
income components {particularly interest and dividends) in full intersectoral 
detail, nor would such estimates necessarily be useful in analysis~ These 
~ransactions could be pooled at a more aggregated sectoral level for redis
tribution. 

The "Standard Accounts" of the U.N. and Canadian Systems 

15. The Group II Accounts of the U.N. Standard.Accounts are those for 
Production, Consumption Expenditure,. and Capital Formation. These tables 
provide an aggregation and rearrangement of the type of information contained 
in the input-output accounts. It now appears to us that the typical user of 
these accounts would find them unnecessarily detailed and possibly confusing 
with respect to industries and commodities. Yet with all this detail, he could 
not adequately relate them to the Standard Accounts for the five institutional 
sectors (Group III Accounts - Income and Outlay Accounts; Capital Finance 
Accounts). 

16. The Group II and Group III Accounts should furnish a set of useful 
analytical tools at a level of aggregation between the fully consqlidated 
·accounts (Group I Accounts in the U.N. Standard Accounts), on the one hand, 
and the·fully disaggregated set of accounts on the other. They should be 
relatively stmple and straight forward in structure and presentation; at the 
same ttme they should furnish certain linkages required by the user. 

17. The U.N. Group II Accounts would be much more comprehensible to the user 
if they were presented as one full matrix containing the aggregated set of 
input-output accounts, including the requisite detail on secondary commodities 
produced by each industry group, as well as detail on final expenditure o~ 
commodities. However, this would not solve the basic problems which seem to 
be: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

the user cannot directly relate consumption expenditure and capital 
expenditure on commodities to the producing activities; 
he cannot directly relate the components of gross domestic product by 
activity in the Group II Accounts to the offsetting entries in the 
institutional sectors of the Group III Accounts (this is the same 
problem as that outlined above for the fully disaggregated accounts); 
in any case, it is questionable whether the activity-based industrial 
detail in the Group II Accounts is a desirable feature in a set of 
Standard Accounts - perhaps this should be relegated to the Supporting 
and Supplementary Tables. 

18. The U.N. Group II and Group III Standard Accounts are comparable to 
the canadian annual "sector accounts" of the income and expenditure accounts, 
plus our financial flow accounts. Instead of the U.N. Group II Accounts for 

5 
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activities and commodities, we employ a "consolidated" domestic product 
account; at present, this account can be fully deconsolidated into total 
busines~, gover~ent, and persons (see Diagram 1) •. Although highly aggregated, 
this production account is an "inter-industry flow" table in which the inter
mediate "business-to-business" transactions do not appear. Thus there is no 
problem of link~ng expenditure on commodities to the producing activities in 
the Canadian "standard acco.unts "(1). In addition, the component detail for 
primary costs of production and for final expenditures are furth~r detailed so 
as to permit an articulated set of cross entries to the income and outlay 
accounts and the capital finance accounts of the four institutional sectors: 

i) 

ii). 
iii) 
iv) 

persons (including prlvate non-profit institutions) and unincorporated 
business 
govermnent 
corporate and government business enterprises 
non-residents 

19. In the U.N. institutional sectoring, non-financial "quasi-corporate" 
enterprises are combined with non-financial corporate enterprises, while other 
unincorporated enterprises are included with households. Canada has few such 
quasi-corporate enterprises in terms of the U.N. criteria as set out in para. 
5.52 of the U.N. SNA document. Thus in the Canadian system, virtually all 
unincorporated businesses are included in a sector with persons. However, the 
full system of income and expenditure accounts contains two supplementary main 
tables for persons only: 

i) a table showing "Sources of ~ersonal Incame", 
ii)·a table showing "The Relation between Net National Income at Factor Cost, 

Personal Income, Personal Disposable Income, and Personal Saving", in 
which the detail on the outlay of persons in presented. 

Personal income is defined to include the total "net income of non-farm 
unincorporate4 business" and the "net income received by farm operators from 
farm production". Comparable estimate~ for persons were part of our previous 
accounts and are considered to be particularly useful in analysis. In 
addition, the personal income statistics are required for the calculation of 
.equalization payments under taxation agreements between the federal and 
provincial governments.·. 

III. Comments on the various Sub-systems 

Income and Expenditure Accounts 

20. Many aspects of the structure and presentation of these accounts have 
been dealt with above. From the. start, our basic concepts were never very 
different from those of the original U.N. system and in our recently completed 
historical revision, they have been brought into closer line with the new U.N. 
SNA. For instance, our treatment of withholding taxes on income accruing to 
Canada has been changed, the net imputed rent on government owned. fixed assets 
has been dropped, certain items in consumer expenditure have been brought into 
closer conformity with the U.N., surpluses of liquor commissions (government 
monopolies in Canada) are now .treated as indirect taxes rather than profits 

(1) Of course the problem reappears in a different form - that of relating 
the consolidated production account to the input-output accounts. 
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of government business enterprises, etc. However, we felt strongly enough 
about the established treatment of imputed banking services to retain the 
existing Canadian (and old U.N.) methods in this area. In the institutional 
sector accounts, we have not drawn the distinction between financial and non
financial corporations (although the financial flow accounts have made this 
distinction)~ We hope to begin work in the near future on a separate private 
non-profit institutions sector and on an improved data·base for unincorporated 
businesses. 

21. It might be noted that for historical reasons, we have continued to 
feature the "national" concept in our summary main tables (see Diagram I). 

Input-Output Accounts 

22. The Canadian 1961 input-output accounts are considerably more de
tailed than is recommended by the U.N. - 187 industries and 644 commodities 
(goods and services) with the largest published aggregation being 110 indus
tries by 197 commodities. As indicated, the canadian accounts and analytical 
tables are rectangular (more commodities than industries) rather than square 
as in the U.N. SNA. In our publishe~ tables, the valuation of commodities (in 
terms of U.N. SNA terminology) is at approximate basic values, rather than at 
producers' values as in the U.N. system. In general, we can rearrange our 
basic data in order to present them in a format which is close to the U.N. 
system. 

23. The 1961 input-output accounts are undergoing a few rev1s1ons to 
integrate them with the new income and expenditure accounts;· estimates of final 
expenditure vectors by detailed category or purpose of expenditure and by 
commodity are being completed. We are now in the process of updating these 
tables in current and constant dollars for the years 1962-1967, using current ' 
period information where it is readily available. 

Gross Domestic Product by Industry of Origin 

(a) {Constant Price) Real Domestic Product by Industry 

24. In June, 1970, DBS began publication of monthly Real Domestic 
Product by industry. These measures, as well as the regularly published 
quarterly and annual measures, include all establishments in the economy 
classified by industry in the DBS Standard Industrial Classification, regard
less of sector; i.e. the Canadian "industry" includes the relevant U.N. 
"industry" concept, plus establishments (activity units) in private non-profit 
institutions, in general government, and in households. However, at the total 
economy level, DBS currently makes a rough split between "Conunercial" and ''Non
Commercial" by assigning entire SIC industries to one group or the other on 
the basis of predominance. For example, water systems and other utilities 
{SIC 576 and 579) although containing commercial establishments, are classified 
in total to non-commercial. Research is planned to determine the possibility 
of fragmenting SIC industries following the U.N. sectoring system. In the area 
of estimating constant dollar outputs and intermediate inputs, DBS is shifting 
to a greater use of current price values deflated by price indexes and away 
from the use of physical quantity data. Further detail relating to GDP in 
current and constant prices by industry of origin is contained in a separate 
paper to this Conference, "Production Statistics and Indicators for Indices of 
Product ion". 
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(b) Current Dollar Gross Domestic Product by Industry 

25~ · DBS also has a programme for developing annual estimates of current . \ . 
price GDP by Industry. At present, research is underway in an attempt to 
derive current price GDP for the years 1966 and 1967 in a manner that is con
sistent with the constant price data using methodology developed in large part 
for. purposes of the 1961 industrial distribution of GDP and the input-output 
accounts. 

Financial Flow Accounts 

26. In general, the Canadian system of financial flows follows the U.N. 
recommendations. In full detail there are 31 sub-sectors including "rest of 
the world". Two differences in sectoring are worth noting: 

• 
J 

i) In the U.N. system, the Exchange Fund is included with general govern-
ment. In Canada, the operations and policies of the Fund are so closely 
linked with those of the central bank that the Exchange Fund is included 
in the Monetary Authorities sector (this treatment was the earlier 
recommendation of the U.N.); 

.ii) in contrast to the U.N., Canada has set up· separate sectors for federal 
government financial institutions, and for provincial government finan
cial institutions. In Canada, these organizations operate primarily to 
serve private enterprise (e.g. Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 
provincial industrial development corporations) and have few counter
parts· in the private sector •. 

27. Most of the estimates in the financial flow accounts are based on 
quarter-to-quarter changes in balance sheet totals for financial assets and 
liabilities, the statistics for which come largely from direct quarterly 
questionnaires and from data filed for administrative purposes. Emphasis has 
been placed on the type of instrument; we do not yet have good data on short
term vs. long-term instruments, particularly in the areas of bonds and term 
deposits. Within the next year or two, the data now being collected will be 
reviewed and improvements gradually introduced. 

Balance of International Payments 

28. In the Canadian accounts for institutional sectors, transactions 
with the rest of the world are not treated as a separate type of account as in 
the U.N. SNA. Rather, non-residents are treated as a separate sector. Thus 
the Canadian Balance of International Payments serves, in part, to bring 
together the transactions with the rest of the world in one set of accounts. 

Asset and Liability Accounts (Balance Sheets) 

(a) Levels of Financial Claims 

29. Professor Revell of Cambridge University has prepared for the U.N. a 
memorandum on financial assets and liabilities; this will serve as a basis for 
international discussion. A final draft on the subject is expected in late 
1972. In Canada, we have taken the position that estimates of balance sheet 
entries for financial claims should be prepared, but have not yet set a time
table for project. We shall, in general, follow the concepts outlined by the 
U.N. 

8 
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PROGRESS AND PLANS IN DEALING WITH THE 

REVISED SYSTEM OF NATIONAL ACCOUNl'S 

1. The fifteenth session of the Statistical Comaission 
adopted-the revised System ot National Accounts(SNA) for the 
use of national statistical autherities and 1u-the internation
al reportiDg of coaparable national accounting data. This 
systea·provides a comprehensive and detailed frame-work for 
the syste~tic and integrated recording of the-flows and stocks 
of an economy. It brings together data ranging in degree-o~ 
aggregation .troa the coasolidated aecou.nta o:t the- D&tion·.o:t the 
old SNl to detailed illput-output am. flow-of-funds. tables into 
an articulated, coherent system~ It has been recognised. that it 
will tab a., number or- cou.ntries · aaJty years before they can 
coapile all the data of the full. system-which are needed fer 
the purpoae ot econo•ic aud. soctal·analysis. HoweYer; iD.-the _ 
ease of the developiag. countries, tile chapter of·the revi&·ed
SNA which 1• deveted to discussing. the ways. 1D which-they 
mi~ht adapt the ~ull ayatem_to their·own requirements;and 
circumstances; includes-a suggested ~rder of prioritiea.in 
which they Di!ht develop the staudard accounts· aDd tables ot 
the system. 

2. The sequence in which the 'developiDg cotmtr1es ·might 
start the-compilation ot.-the standard-accounts-and supporting 
and auppleDentary tables· o~ the full system of natioaal accotmts 
is set out in annex 9 .• 2 oZ the· revised SNA.. The suggested .list 
of priorities is the-result o~:weighing ;be di~~iculties.o:t 
catbering the·- basic series needed to- estimate· natioml. accoQ.t-
i.D~ data a!aiDat the. urgency·with ·wbich·the natio.aal accounting 
aerie a are required A. The highest priority b.as been-' assigned. to 
the coaptlation of accoWlts and tables which are- urgently needed 
&Ad which z:::sy be- prepared.·1ro•_bas1c ·data that are;. ~or t.he 
r:ost part, already aTailable in the case o-r a- DUilber. of_ deYelop
ing countries. Priority 1 covers the·toll .. im«:aecounts: 

StaC:crd.AecoaDts 

a. 
(1) Con2olidated aooounts for the nation 

.. 
(ii) Fiaal consuaption-expenditure ~f goYernment aervices 

(iii)FiDAl consu=ption expenditure o~ private DOD-protit 
services-to households 

(iY) Fil::ll consus:ptioD expeuliture of ·households 

(v) Separate production accounts ror the following 
iDi ustries: 

1 
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cining and quarrying; ~nufacturing ond 

,, electricity, gas and uater; construction; 
wholesale and retail trade; transport, 
storage and coc:unication 
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(vi) production nccount of producers of govern~ent 
services 

(vii) Inco~ and outlay account of non-fi~ancial 
enterprises, corporate a~d quasi-corporotc 

(viii) Income and outlay account of gen~ral government 

( ix) Capital fi.c:lnce account of general governL~~nt, 
gross accumulation part 

Standard Tnbles 

(i) Supply nnd disposition of corr~oditieB 

(ii) Composition of gross capital formation by typo of 
capital goods 

(iii) National income at carltet price a 

(1v) External transactiona 

Consolidated Accounts 

5. The consolidated aocouuta for the nation inclcdo the 
follo~ing accounts:-

(!) Account 1: groas docastic produot and c:p~~iture 

(ii) Account 3: national disposable inco~~ and its 
appropriation 

(iii) Account 5: capital finance, and 

(iv) Account 6: All accounts- o~~err.~l tr~nc~ction3. 

The account 1 conte.in3 the follc~1ing itcc.:J of gro!Ja dc::~stic 
product: 

(1) Compensation ot ecployoeo (2) Of~:oti~~ z~plus (3) 
Conau~ption of f~cd capitol (~) I~jircct tn=~a, looo 
(5) Sub:Jidioa. 

In India, ocp:~.rato infor::.:1tion io not co:::pilcd fer tho fir~! 
tuo itcc.:J. It uould ba pocoiblc to cc=pilc aor~r~to coti=~too 
in roopJct of those ite:s only on on cd-hoc t~oio. Tt~ vario~~ 
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iteas shown in the expenditure on the gross doaestic product 
include: 

(1) Government final consumption expenditure (2) Private 
.final consumption expenditure (3) Increase in stocks (') 
Gross fixed capital formation (5) Exports ot goods and 
services less (6) Imports of goods and services. 

Pre·liminary est i=ates of gross· fixed capital ·formation and 
increase in stocks for the years 1960-61 to 1965-66 have been 
brought out by the Central Statistical Organisation in 
Noveaber, 1969. The estimates of.private final consumption 
expenditu~e in Account 1 can be obtained only as a residual. 

6. , I be appropriation of d·isposable income in Account. 3 
contains the·following:itess: 

(i) Government final consumption expenditure (2) Private 
final consumption expendture (3) Saving. 

The preliminary estimates ot.- saving for the· period 1960-61 .to 
1965.-66 also have been brou~ht out by the Central Stat 1st ical 
OrganisatioD in Novembe-r, 1969• It sbo~tld, therefore. be 
possible to compile the intormation.for these three items 
provided, the information tD.respect of "private·timal 
consuJ:&ptioD expenditure" is obtained as a residual from 
Account 1. The disposable income contains the following items: 

(1) Compensation of·eaployees (2) Compensation of · 
employees from the rest ot·tbe·-orld, net(3) Operating 

·surplus (4) Property and entrepreneurial 1ncoae,trom 
the rest of the world, net (5) Indirect taxes less 
(6) Subsidies (T) Other current transfers' troa. 'the· rest 
of the world, net • · 

Here again separate information is not available in respect 
of the following. items:-

(1) CompeDsatioD of employees 

(ii) Operating surplus 

7. The capital financ~ account contains (1) groas ace"Umulation 
an~ (ii) fiD&nce of·gross accumulation. Tbe·items.ef gro~a 
accuculation include· (1) increase iD stock; (2) ·gros• f1xed 
capital formation (3) purchases-of intangible assets n•e•c• 
from the rest of the world, net and (4) net lending~to the rest 
of·the·world. The information in·respect. of the first two 
itec:& is.available. in the·preliminary estiJr.ates of capital 
:torcation in. IJJdia 1 1960-61 to 1965-66.brougbt. out.·by the 
CeDtral.Statiriical.Organisation. Inforn:a~ion.in·respect of 

·the·itea •Purc~aes of intangible assets n.e.c. froa the rest 
of the world, net" is-not available. However, infor:ation·in 

3 
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respect of ·the- item "Net le.nding to the rest of the world"-
ia available in table No.9: external transactions account 
of the,publication entitled "Estimates of national product 
(Revised Series)•, l~rcb, 1969 issued by the Central 
Sta~istical Organisation. The·items in the finance ot gross 
accumulation include (i) saving ·(ii) consumption of fixed 
capital and (iii) capital transfers from the-rest of the 
world, net. Preliminary estimates of saving are aTailable 
tor_ tbe- perio~ 1960-61 to 1965-.66. The estimates of · 
consumption ot fixed capital are also available ·forthe same 
period_ in the· studies by the Central Statistical Organisation·. 
However, ·estimates of the item "Capital transfers from the 
rest of the wo.rld, net" are not available. The capital finance 
account in the·revised SNA also makes a distinction between 
(1) net acquisition Qf financial assets and (ii) net incurrence 
of liabilities. The capital account in-the balance of payments, 
howev~r, provides se~arate information for creuit and·debit 
items in·respect of l1) private(non~banking), (i) long term 
and (ii) short-term, (2) banking(excluding Reserve Bank.of 
Tndia). and (3) ot_ficial (including Reserve Bank ot India). 
The Reaerve Bank of India have been requested to explore the 
possibility ot--makingavailable the details of the three items 
Yiz., . (1) · capital ·transfers from the rest of' the world 1 net 
(2) net acquisitions ot foreign-financial assets and \3) net 
iDQurrence of foreign liabil~tie~. 

s. The Account 6: "all accounts - external transactions" 
contains the following items in the current receipts: 

(1) exports of goods and services 

( ii) compensation of employees from the rest of the world 

(iii) property and entrepreneurial income. from. the rest 
Of the world and 

(iv) other current transfers froD the rest of the world. 

The disposal of current receipts includes (1) imports of goods 
and services (11) compensation of employees to the rest of the 
world (iii) property and entrepreneurial income to the rest. of 
the world (iv) other curreut transfers to the rest of the-world 
and (v) surplus of tbe nation on current transactions. The 
external transactions.aocount given in table 9 of the Central 
Statistical Organisation publication does not cake a distinction 
between (i) compeDSation of employees and (1i) property and 
entrepreneurial income. A distinction, however, has been aade 
between "investment income" and "other factor services". The 
other factor services include technical·fees, royalties, 

. rentals. technicians and other professional service charges to 
the extent these could be identified ~rticularly in respect of 
the period from 1963-6~ onwards for paycents and from January 
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onward ror receipts. The net diplomatic expenditure is included 
in the item "government not included elsewhere" in the balance 
or payments, but separate iatormation about the net compensation 
or local and roreign employees is not aYailable. Further the · 
net investment income tigures·rela~e only to remittaDCes and 
exclude the undistributed profits accruing to· foreigners. 
However,-data in respect of retained earnings of the branches 
ot foreign companies have been obtained from .. the Reserve Bank 
of India tor the purpose ·of compiling natienal accounts. 

9. · The necessary information in respect of the final 
consumption expenditure of government ser.ices is available. 
However, separate information in respect of the tinal 
consumption expenditure of (1) private non-profit services to 
households and. (11) households is not available. The aggregate 
esttcates of private 'final consumption expenditure·can'be 
obtained in. the case of India as a residual in Account 1. The 
figures of rinal consumption expenditure of households can be 
built up fro:a the National Sample Survey data. An idea of ·rtnal 
consumption expenditure of private non-profit institutions 
serving households can thus be obtained by making use of these 
two aggregates. However, it will t!lke ·same time be :tore 
independen~ estimates·tn respect of final consumption expenditure 
are available in respect of private non-profit institutions 
serving households. 

10. Priority 1 has also been assigned to·separate production 
accounts for certain industries in ~he case of developing 
countries• In the revised S.N~., a distinction-bas been made 
between (i) characteristic products of industrial activity and 
(ii) other products, of the gross output. The items of·gross 
input include: (i) intermediate consumption·(ii) compensation 
of employees (iii) operating surflus (iv) consumption of fixed 
capital {v) indirect taxes less vi) subsidies. The operating 
account of departmental enterprise• -in the Central Statistical 
Organisation publication on nat tonal produc~ ., however, shows 
two items i.e. (i) sales and (ii) subsidies on the receipts 
side and the following five items on the expenditure side:-

{1) purchase of commodities and.services 

(ii) compensation of employees 

(iii) interest 

(iv) allowance tor depreciation and 

(v) operating surplus. 

For the purpose of compiling th~ production account, it would, 
th efore be necessary to comp1le separate-estimates-of the 
tw:ritems'ot the gross input, viz., {i) indirect taxes and (ii) 
intermediate consumption. The expenditure on interest and rent 

s 
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which is at present included on the expenditure side of the 
operating account of departmental enterprises would have to 
be taken out and included in the income and outlay account 
of non-financial quasi-corporate enterprises. Studies are 
also in progress in the Central Statistical Organisation to 
compile the operating accounts of non-departmental 
enterprises from their annualcccounts. There are, however, 
certain differences in the scope of various iteffiB as compared 
to the items contained in the revised S.N.A. For instance 
the available information is inadequate to make a distinction 
between characteristic products of industrial activity and 
other products of gross output. Further, the expenditure on 
fines and penalties, interest, rent and net casualty 
insurance premiums have been included in the operating account 
whereas these item~ c:ehonld have been included in the income 
and outlay account ot non-financial enterprises, corporate 
and quasi-corporate according to the revised SNA. It is, 
however, proposed to explore the possibility of compiling the 
production accounts of departmental and non-departmental 
enterprises and other organised industries in the first 
instance according to the concepts recommended in the revised 
S.N.A. Production accounts for some ot the other sectors 
recommended in the revised S.N.A. could be prepared only 
periodically and on an ad-hoc basis. 

11. The production account of producers of government 
services includes the ·following items of gross input:-

(i) intermediate consumption 

(ii) compensation of employees 

(iii)consumption of fixed capital, and 

(iv) indirect taxes. 

The gross output includes (i) services produced for own use 
(ii) non-commodity sales and (iii) commodities ~reduced. 
Information in respect of the consumption of fixed capital 
of the producers of government services is not available. It 
is proposed to undertake further studies in the Central 
Statistical Organisation for compiling the estimates in 
respect of this item. It is also proposed to explore the 
possibility ot caking a distinction between the three items 
of gross output. 

12. It would be difficult to coDpile the accounts of private 
non-financial quasi-corporate enterprises due to lack of ~sic 
data. However, it is proposed to prepAre the inco::3 and outlay 
accounts and capital finance accounts ot non-fin3ncial 
corporate enterprises and tir~ncial institutions to the extent 
feasible. The incoca and outlay and capital fin~ncc accounta 
(groas accumulation part) in respect of genaral govern~~nt 
ore available in the Central Statistical Organisation 
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publication on national product. There are, however, certain 
differences in the classification of various items of 
disbursements, receipts, gross accumulation and finance of 
gross accumulation. Separate information in respect of the 
following items on the disbursements side is not available 
in the income and ou~lay account ot public authorities 
contained in the Central Statistical Organisation publication:-

( i) rent 

(ii) net casualty insurance premiums 
(iii) social security benefits 

(iv) social assistance grants 

(v) current transfers to private non-profit institutions 
serving households 

(vi) unfunded employee welfare benefits 

.(vii) qurrent transfers n.e.c. to residents. 

Similarly, on the receipts side of the income and outlay 
account, separate information in respect of the following items 
is not available:-

(i) withdrawals from entrepreneurial income of 
quasi-corporate government enterprises 

(ii) property income in the form of 

(a) dividends and 

(b) rent 

(iii) casualty insurance claims 

. (iv) direct taxes 

(a) on income 

(b) not elsewhere classified 

(T) social security contributions 

(vi) unfunded employee welfare contributions imputed and 

(vii) current transfers n.e.c. from 

(a) residents and 

(b) the rest of the world. 

1 
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In the case ot the items contained in the gross accumulation 
part of the capital finance accou•rt ~ sernrate inforcat ion is 
not a-v:ailable in respect of ( i) 11urchasEs of land, net ( ii) 
purebases ot intangible assets n.e.c., not, and (iii) capital 
transfers, net, from residents. Further, no details are 
available iD respect of the various items contained in the 
second part of the capital finance account in respect of'net 
acquisition of financial assets and net incurrence ot liabili
ties plus net lending. Studies· are in progress to explore the 
possibility ot compiling (i) income ane outlay ana (ii) capital 
finance accounts o! the various sub-sectors ot general. govern
ment as recommended in the revised SNA. 

13. In the ·standard tables, priority 1 has been assigned to 
tbe table entitled "Supply and disposition of commodities 
simplified Yersion••·Necessary data tor compiling the estimates 
of various items presented in this table are not available. 
However, it is proposed to explore the possibility ot compiling 
the required information to the extent possible, on an ad-hoc 
basis. 

1•. Another table which has been assigned priority 1 is 
entitled "Composition· ot gross capital formation by type of 
capital goods". The capital goods in this-table haTe been 
clasaitied in the following categories:-

(!) residential buildings (2) non-residential buildings 
(3) other const.ruction except land improvement (-') land 
improvement and plantations and orchard development, 
(4.1) land improvement (4.2) plaDtation, orchard and 
Tine-yard development (5) transport equipment (6).aachinery 
and equipment (6.1) agricutbaral machinery and equipment 
(6.2) other (7) breeding stock, draught·animals, dairy 
cattle and the like. The item "increase in stocks" contains 
the follewing categories:-

(1) Goods producing industries: (1.1) caterials and 
supplies (1.2) work-in-progress (1.3) liveat~ck except 
breeding stock, dairy cattle and the like (1.•) rinisbed 
~oods (2) Wholesale and retail trade (3) other industries 
l•) Government· services. · 

The preliminary estimates of capital formation in India 
compiled in the Central Statistical Organisation make a 
distinction between (i) construction (ii) machinery and 
equipment and (iii) change in stocks. The estimates ot net 
gross domestic capital formation have been given separately 
for public sector and priYate sector and the change in stocks 
have been estimated separately tor (i) a~ricultural coc:odities 
other than food grains (ii) food grains (iii) livestock, (iv) 
aininf (v) canufacturing (vi) electricity (vii) commerce and 

· (Yiii public administration. Studies are in progress to coapile 
the estimates of gross capital torcation by type of capital 
goods as recommended in the revised s. N. A. 

8 
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· 15. The part· of table entitled •Nat tonal incoae at market 
prices• has also been assigned priority 1. The Central 
Statistical Organisation publication on na~ional product 
contains the estiaatee of net national product at market 
prices. Further it also contains another· priority 1 table 
entitled ·~ernal transactions•. However, detailed notes 
explaining the coverage of the individual ite_ms ot this table 
as recommended in the revised SNA have been made available 
to the Reserve Bank of India for further studies in order to 
explore the possibility of ~~&king available· the necessary data. 
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PROGRESS AND PLANS IN DEALING WITH REVISED SYSTE14S 

OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 

1. National accounts in Kenya are compiled for pro-
duction and capital formation. Only rather broad estimates 
are available of other variables such as consumption and 
savings - work on more detailed sub-accounts for these is 
now underway. The existing accounts were developed f'ollow
ing extensive revision of the old series and have been back
dated to 1964. Revision of the old accounts was undertaken 
for the following reasons:-

2. 
to a 
have 
been 

1. The development of statistical work since the 
old accounts were established in 1954 had made 
available a large amount of new data which en
abled production and capital formation accounts 
for each industrial group to be calculated. 

2. The previous.accounts lacked sufficient detail 
and it was f'elt that for planning purposes 
particularly a more elaborate breakdown of the 
production sectors was desirable. The revised 
accounts are based on the 3-digit ISIC, with 
minor modifications to suit local conditions. 
The public sector has been broken down into 
its main components, each being distinctly 
identified in the accounts - Central Government, 
Local Authorities, Statutory Corporations and 
the East African Community. Each of these has 
been further sub-divided into "general govern
ment" and "enterprise" sectors. 

3. Advances in methodology made the previous 
series appear crude and obsolete. The revised 
accounts are based on the new S.N.A. 

The rest of this 
discussion of some of 
risen, and the manner 
attempted. 

paper will ·~e devoted primarily 
the methodological problems which 
in which solutions to these have 

3. Treatment of the East African Community in the 
accounts raises some interesting issues. The Community is 
a supra-government organization responsible f'or rail, water 
and air transport and communications operations in the three 
East African territories of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. 
These operations are run by corporations set up by the 
Community. In the revised production and capital formation 
accounts these corporations have been both functionally and 
territorially disaggregated. As far as the revised s.N.A. 
is concerned, the only guidance it offers on the treatment 
of such institutions is contained in paragraph s. 109. I~ 
reads: 

"Problems of definition o.f residents also arise 

1 
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where an enterprise which operates aircrafts, 
ships or fishing fleets entirely or primarily in 
international commerce is jointly organized and 
owned by a number o£ companies or by enterprises 
resident, in a number of countries. In this 
case the sales and costs o£ production, the other 
current receipts and dis-bursements and the capi
tal transactions o£ the entity, should in principle, 
be allocated to a resident corporate enterorise 
of each country in principle to the share of it"s 
company, or its resident enterprise, in the 
financial capital o£ the entity". 

4. This solution presumes that the bulk of operations 
take place in international waters or air space. However, 
in the case of corporations run by the East African Community, 
by and large, the major part of their operations take place 
within the territorial limits of the three partner states 
of the East African Community. The revised S.N.A. does not 
offer a realistic solution to the problem posed by inter
territorial public corporations like those run by the East 
African Community. What has therefore been attempted in 
Kenya is allocation of territorial shares for these corpora
tions on the basis of location of activity rather than owner
ship. These corporations have interlinked operations in all 
the participating territories, as well as (in the case of air 
transport and shipping) outside the borders of these terri-

. tories. In order to break operations down by location, a lot 
of complex data have had to be obtained. In addition to 
making a territorial breakdown of the operations of the cor
porations have also been classifed into industrial functions 
according to the ISIC. In doing this, the intra-functional 
flows of each corporation have had to be determined along 
with the proportion o£ output of each .function which is either 
capitalized or exported. 

s. Although, by and large, the methodology adopted 
conforms to the Revised System of National Accounts, there 
~re some minor differences. The first set of these concerns 
"subsistence activities" in these accounts. Calculation of 
'subsistence activities" in the production accounts o:f Kenya 

has been undertaken within the context of the report by a 
"~vorking Group on the Treatment of Non-monetary (Subsistence) 
Transactions within the frame-work of National Accounts". 
~his "working group" was convened by the United Nations 
L~onomic Commission for A:fric~ and met in Addis Ababa in 1960. 
The report of this "working group" has been used, however, as 
a broad point of reference only - since there are certain 
differences between the definition and methods adopted for 
actual calculations in Kenya and the main recommendations of 
"the "working group" - which, to a certain extent, are also 
incorporated in the revised systems of National Accounts. 

6. To begin with the term "non-monetary" rather than 

- 2 -
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"subsistence" is preferred in Kenya. This is due to the 
extent of production covered by this sector. It includes 
the production of all goods and services which are produced 
within the rural households whether for "non-monetary" ex
change or for own consumption, and which are comparable with 
those norma1ly produced by enterprises in the monetary sector• 
has therefore been classined into the following·categories: 

(1) Agriculture 

(2) Forestry 

(3) Fishing 

(4) Construction and building 

(5) Ownership and dwellings 

(6) Water (collection) 

7. Coverage extends to the production activities of 
rural households as opposed to industrial/commercial enter
prises. The households covered are engaged primarily in 
farming, forestry and fishing, outside the "modern sector" 
which also embraces some enterprises in the rural areas, 
e.g., large scale farms. However, contrary to the views of 
the working group and the S.N.A., the product contribution 
of "ownership of traditional dwellings" is also included in 
the revised Kenya Accounts. This follows the classification 
of construction of these dwellings as capital formation by 
end-use in the first place. To make the product estimates 
consistent with capital formation estimates, therefore, 
production accounts cust reflect the production of the capi
tal assets thus created. This is the secQOdpoint of dif
ference with the main recommendations of the working group" 
whose contrary view on this point states: "The working 
group does not consider the classification of such production 
(traditional dwellings) as capital formation necessarily 
involves the imputation of a rental income and has not pro
vided :for this in its recommendations". 

a. For categories 1 and 3 noted above, valuation of
the commodities which have marketable counterparts has been 
undertaken at producer prices. Average prices have been 
used - calculated as a simple average for each region and 
for each commodity in a given year, prevailing in markets 
near the main producing centres. In those areas where such 
prices are not obtainable they are instead derived from 
prices in the neighbouring main marketin9 centres. 

9. For activities which have no comparable market 
sectors, other cethods of valuation have been applied~ As 
in similar cases in the monetary sector, where there 1s no 
market, e.g. for the government sector, valuation at cost 
bas been adopted and is considered as th~ next best alterna-

- 3 -
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tive and the opportunity cost of labour is considered to be 
the best indicator of this. Output therefore is valued by 
using wage rates which are ofiered in alternative e~ployment 
to the type o~ labour similar to that engaged in the pro
duction of these goods and services'i.e., the wage rates 
which this labour could expect to earn in the vicinity of 
production if' it were to opt for wage ·employment instead of 
production for own use. The wage rates used are calculated 
on an hourly basis and applied to very rough estimates of the 
time spent in production of these goods and services. 
Finally, the output of ownership of dwellings is an evaluation 
of the imputed rental value of these dwellings based on their. 
depreciable lifetime. 

10. For the monetary sector also there are some differ-
ences between the revised S.N.A. and the practices adopted 
in the current calculations in Kenya. Inforestry, an im-
·putation has been made £or estimated output of planted 
forests, on the basis of the annual growth o£ timber in these 
forests. In mining, "negative" product for oil expbration 
is avoided by "exporting" the loss on such oil prospecting to 
the country from which the company undertaking oil prospecting 
originates. The company in question is treated as an agency 
rather than a locally registered firm. In insurance it has 
not yet been possible to undertake product calculations se
parately for casualty and life insurance business. Howev~r, 
it is hoped that the necessary data would be forthcoming 

· f'rom a new statistical inqui.ry of insurance companies. 
There are also differences in the treatment o£ bank service 
charges on households and depreciation charges on government 
machinery and equipment. Bank services charges under the re
vised S.N.A. need no longer be imputed to household expendi
tur~s •. This is a difficult change to make in the current 
calculations since the basic data to make this adjustment 
cannot be obtained from existing banking statistics. Also, 
consumption of government machinery and equipment is not 
included in product calculations of the government sector 
since here too the basic data required to make this adjustment 
are not yet available. Hovrever, these modifications will be 
introduced in due course. 

11. These in brief are some of the main features of the 
national accounts as they exist at the moment in Kenya. 
Currently, a fairly Cetailed input/output analysis is being 
undertaken £or 1967. One of the objectives of this exercise 
is to test the internal consistency of the revised production 
accounts of the monetary· sector. Some results of this exercise 
have already revealed some discrepancies in the estimates for 
the monetary sectoro Efforts are also being nade to improve 
the coverage and ·estimation of production in the non-monetary 
sector through rural household budget and agricultural surveys. 

12. Apart fro~ refining the quality of existing national 
accounts, consideration is also being given to extension of 
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se accounts beyond production. It is hoped to make more 
ect estimates of consumption and savings on basis of the 
ults of Rural and Urban Household Budget Surveys which 
! underway right now. This will enable consumption and 
•ings - the only elements in estimates·of use of resources 
.herto arrived at as residuals - to be directly estimated. 
addition, efforts are being made to estab1ish income 
:tribution statistics. Attempts are also being made to 
•rove the quality of data for constant price calculations 
order to make these more refined. 
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10(a) LESOTHO 

Progress and plans in dealing with the revised 

system of National Accounts 

1. The first National Accounts report for Lesotho was produced for the 
ye~rs 1964/5 and 1965/6. In constructing the tables in this report, it was 
mainly the Income approach that was adopted and, taking into account the · 
lack of detailed data from some sectors which are required for the successful 
use of the product approach, the income approach will be used until after the 
1968/69 report has been produced. The Bureau of Statistics has always been 
aware of the serious shortcomings in its statistical series and, recognising 
the need to adopt the revised system of National Accounts, sought the expert 
guidance of the Economic Commission for Africa to pave the way for a smooth 
transition to the new system. The regional adviser in National Accounts 
arrived here i'Q. November 1969 and spent about two weeks on: -

(a) making a general review of available statistics as 
well as suggestions for their improvement; 

(b) examining the national accounts work so far done 
and making recommendati,ons on the methods of 
estimation and compilation and presentation of the 
accounts. -

Frames of the four consolidated accounts of 
the nation (recommended in the revised S. N. A.) 
as well as ten supporting tables were drawn._ 

2. Unfortunately, at the time of the adviser's visit, questionnaires for 
collecting national accounts data had already been sent out for the fiscal _ 
year 1968/69 and the suggestions made regarding improvement in the 
statistics collected will be implemented in about August, 1970 when these 
suggestions will be incorporated in the revised questionnaires for 1969/70. 

3. \Vith regard to the Agricultural Census which was in progress when 
the adviser arrived, she recommended that information on some items which 
were not included in the census questionnaires could be obtained from the 
proposed annual survey of current agricultural statistics scheduled to start 
after the main census. These include: - -

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Own consumption in quantity: human consumption, 
animal feed, waste and stocks ; 

-
Commercialization in quantity and value; 

Prices at nearest market (considered as farm prices); 

Credit received by farmers during crop year (from 
banks and co-operatives), the duration of the credit 
and the interest on the credit; 

Production of vegetables and fruits: Own consumption 
and sales and prices received by the farmers. 

The following additional information on livestock could also be 
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included in the annual survey: 

(i) 

(ii) 
. '\ 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Cost of rearing livestock- animal feed, chemicals etc; 

Prices received by farmers for each type of livestock; 

Capital formation - equipment, sheds etc. during the 
year concerned; . 

Credit received by livestock farmers (from banks and 
co-operatives), duration of credit and interest thereon. 

4. Improvements in the questionnaires for collecting data on the follow-
ing were also suggested. . · 

·(a) Manufacturing, 
' 

(b) Building and Construction, 

(c) Imports and Exports, 

(d) Services. 

5. In conclusion, it might be stated that a foundation has been laid for a 
gradual change over from the old to the new S. N. A. However, it is the rate 
at which the implementation of the recommendations made will take place that 
will dictate the pace at which the change over will take place. It has to be 
appreciated that for a country like Lesotho, with a very young Bureau of 
StatiStics, the fundamental problems of making our respondents statistics 
conscious and educating them to maintain good records of their business 
activities have not as yet been overcome. The Bureau has since 1965 been 
encouraging businesses to keep proper books of accounts and this effort on 
its part has shown some encouraging results. The new S. N .A. necessarily 
requires elaborate details and a complete change over to the system can only 
be attained after many years of relentless work. 
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lO(a) - NEW .ZEALAND 

PRCGRESS AlJD PLANS IN DEALING WITH 
THE REVISED U. !·;. SYSTEr-: OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 

1. The catalyst_for the radical revision of statistical 
collections and methods now taking place in New Zealand was the 
r~ation~l D~velopm:nt Confe:ence. This was a body charged with , 
examin1ng 1ndicat1ve plann1ng and the implementation of targets; 

2. The inadequacies of New Zealand's existing national 
accounts were highlighted during the Plenary Session of the 
N.D.C. by the publication of the U.N. "A System of National 
Accounts". Impetus was given to the early development of a' 
national accounting system based on that proposed by the United 
r:a tions. 

3. Much of the work of the l1ational Development. Conference 
had to be done on the basis of estimation as a result of unsatis
factory statistical information, particular in the National 
Accounts. ,.,, . i 

4. A Technical Committee on Statistics was subsequently . · ·· 
set up by the National Development Council and made proposals 
for considerable changes in the nature and extent of statistical 
collections. Nearly all of these changes are based on the 
concepts and structure of the SNA. Included in this Committee's 
proposals \'Jere specific recommendations for the preparation, · 
by 1972, of the major part of the U.N.-S.N.A. These proposals 
involve the preparation of annual accounts within six months. of 
the er~ of each financial year and less detailed quarterly 
accounts. It is proposed to complete those parts of the 
accounts required for indicative planning purposes ~d they are 
sufficiently comprehensive to meet most general needs. The 
industrial and institutional sector classification of the U.N. 
-S.N.A. are being similarlyadapted to meet New Zealand's 
planning needs \'lhilst at the same time fulfilling· requirements 
for international comparability. 

5. Looking beyond 1972 the same Committee has made 
proposals for the implementation of other parts of the United 
Nations System. The proposals have been accepted as desirable 
by the National Development Council and the Department of 
Statistics. 

6. Full details of the accounts and tables to be included 
in the New Zealand system, along with details of their relative 
priority are available on request from_ the Department of 
Statistics. 

7. Progress to date with these ?roposals has bee~ mainly 
exoloratory with the emphasis on train1ng staff and mak1ng 
prospective users of statistics sufficiently familiar with the 
new system to be able to contrib~te to_its development for ~ew 
zealand. Formal and informal d1scuss1~ns.have been held w1th 
Government departments, members of the t~at1onal Development 
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Councils and their staff, representatives of private enterprise, 
and the Department of Statistics. 

8. A survey of electricity usage is also to be carried 
out by the Department of Statistics. This is regarded in part 
as a pilot study and a means of building up the nucleus of a 
staff of statisticians and interviewers necessary for a full 
sample survey of household income, expenditure and savings. A 
full survey will be a 'first' in Ne\-'i Zealand and is considered 
to be essential to the compilation of the more detailed national 
accounts called for in the United Nations proposals. 

9. The enterprise census, as a means of collecting 
production and related statistics, will be a further major 
developrr.en.t in New Zealand. A three-man team is at present 
examining alternative methods and their feasibility in the New 
Zealand context, prior to a firm decision on this method being 
taken. New Zealand statisticians regard the need for some such 
method of integrating statistical collections as a vital pre
requisite for accurate 1mtional accounts and supporting series. 

10. Other changes in basic collections are less dramatic. 
They have been made and will be made as the development of the 
national accounts reveals a need for additional information. 

11. These long term plans Hill take several years to 
implement. During this intervening period it is intended to 
prepare the accounts as best \'ie can using existing series, 
particularly the inter-industry study of 196.5-66 and some ad 
hoc collections. 

12. Some of the basic classifications necessary for the 
accounts have been prepared in the first six months of develop
ment work. The preparation of a five digit industry 
classification based on the revised United Nations I.S.I.C. 
(M4 Rev.2) is well in hand and should be completed by July 1970. 
The broad indus trial groups for \·;hich it is intended to prepare 
production accounts in the !J.Z. -S!JA have been finalised. To 
meet the planning needs and the need of more general users, it 
has been found necessary to have 27 classes \lfhich can be 
combined either in the more usual way following the Divisions 
of the I~S.I.C. or by grouping together vertically related 
industry classes. This latter grouping is required to provide 
relevant information on the performance of the industries for 
which the various (industrial) Sector Councils of ~Jew Zealand's 
plar~ing body are responsible. ~he 27 classes and their place 
in the indicative planning system are shown in Appendix A. 
Appendix B. sets out the institutional sector classification 
for r: e\'1 Zealand. 

13. Some additions have been made to the United Nations 
classification. The additior~l sub-classes in the financial 
institutions sector identify Gove~nment data necessary to enabl
the full place of Government in the economy to be seen. 
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14. The cla3s for l(b) meets a particular New Zealand need. 
Producer Eoards are largely statutory bodies generally respons-
ible for marketing an agricultural product. They have . 
considerable powers granted by Government but are independent of~ 
Government in many respects. A separate sub-class seemed the 
only reasonabl_e way of treating these organisations. 

. ' 

15. · . ·one· important point which is not apparent from the 
classification.is f!e1-1 Zealand's definition of a "quasi-corporate 
non-financial enterprise". In ~~ew Zealand the possible legal · · 
forms of enterprise include the public company, usually large; 
the private company which ranges in size from an organisation 
with a multi-million dollar turnover to a small family or even 

. one man con~ern and the unincorporated individuals and partner
ships. The unincorporated businesses can be, and often are ·· 
larger, than the small incorporated businesses. Eoth keep similar 
accounts for taxation purposes and in practice both "mingle and 
manage" the _financial assets and liabilities of the enterprise· · 
and the h~use~old together. 

16. In this situation New Zealand has to make a meaningful 
and practical.distinction between corporate and quasi-corporate 
enterprises on the one hand and unincorporated enterprises_on 
the,other •.. A distinction between the small company and the 
normal .. one-man· enterprise is meaningless but to identify the 
"small".:private company from the ''large" private company is 
impractical. The conclusion is that the only feasible and the 
most _useful grouping is to regard all businesses that keep 
taxation~records as quasi-corporate. As a result it seems 
probable that New Zealand -v;ill include some enterprises in 
Sector 1 which in other countries would be included in Sector 5. 

17. . He have also had some trouble in preparing a usable 
definition and. classification_of capital formation by type. 
The distinction between "fixed caoital" livestock and "stock" 
livestock. \vhilst. alright in concept is not really practical 
especially whenone tries to apply it to the 40 million sheep 
born in Irew Zealand each year. \;lflether they are to grow wool 
or go for slaughter is a week by week decision dependent on 
relative prices of wool and meat and on the availability of feed. 
New Zealand has kept the United t!a ticns distinction but the 
measure of it will necessarily be an arbitrary one in practice. 

18. In the case of expenditure on trees grown for timber 
we feel that the U.l!.-SNA has not followed the related trans
actions through the accounting system. The present U.N. 
proposals would require sale of timber trees to be a sale of 
capital which is unrealistic. New Zealand's present proposal 
is to treat timber as work in progress •. 

19. Except for the points raised above the clas~ifi~ation 
of capital proposed by the U.n .. has b7en accepte~ by l~e\'l .uealand. 
Whilst some finer points are st1ll be1ng argued 1t seems probabl 
that the classification of capital formation by type will be· 
finalised by the middle of 1970. 

J 
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:o. Other classifications which are being prepared are the 
classification of commodities by characteristic industry of 
production, of types of financial assets and the purpose class
ification of Government activity. 

21. Some attempts have been made to prepare production 
accounts using existing sources of information. Whilst this 
has been ~ainly a training exercise it has shown up many areas 
-v;here additional information is required. In some cases the 
economic transactions required by the system will never be 
available from financial accounts of enterprises or be measurable 
except in some arbitrary fashion. 

22. Particular difficulty has been found with the treatment 
of rent. The conceptual distinction between rent for non
reproducible assets and that for reproducible assets may be a 
useful one. However, there is considerable difficulty in 
identifying the two elements and this may outweigh any advant
ages in having a measure of operating surplus which is 
independent of the ownership of non-reproducible resources used 
in production. 

2J. Other problems of measurement are apparent with 
depreciation. Here it seems probable that we shall be forced 
into measuring the value of capital stock, something our present 
statistical collection system is not geared for, before consumpt
ion of fixed capital can be estimated with reasonable accuracy. 

24. Similar problems arise with the measure of depreciation, 
the practical distinction between capital and current repairs, 
and the practical treatment of bad debts, discounts and exports 
sold on consignment. 

25. New Zealand is only on the brink of developing a 
system of national accounts in the sophisticated form proposed 
in the 1968 System of National Accounts. We can see many problems 
and these are probably only the tip of the iceberg. There is a 
definite need for the implementation of the system and we are 
hopeful that resources will continue to be available to complete 
the programme that has been outlined. 

Attached: Appendix A 
Appendix B 
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APPENDIX "A" 

1. 

2. 

J. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Industry groups to be 
used in the N.Z.-SNA. 

Agriculture and hunting 

Forestry and logging 

Fishing 

f.1ineral fu~l extraction 

Other mining & quarrying 

Manufacturing n.e.i. 

r-·anufacturing Industries 
Processing Agricultural 
Products 

~anufacturing Industries 
Processing Fisheries 
Products 

Manufacturing Industries 
Processing Forestry 
Products 

10. r1anufacturing Industries 
Processing Mineral Fuel 
Products 

11. Manufacturing Industries 
Processing f·~ineral 
Products 

12. Fuel and Power 

1). Water 

14. Construction 

15. Distribution 

16. Hotels, Restaurants 

17. Transport 

18. Communications 

19. Finance and Insurance 

20. Real Estate 

5 

Arrangement of N.z.-·sNA industry 
groups to provide accounts suit-

able for planning · · 
. 

Agricultural·Production Council· 

a. Agricul.ture and hunting 
b. ~1anufacturing Industries . 

Processing Agricultural Products 
, ' 

Fisheries Council 

a. Fisheries · 
b. Manufacturing Industries Pro-

cessing Fisheries Products 

Forestry Council 

a.- Forestry and Logging 
b. Manufacturing Industries Pro

cessing Forestry Products 

Minerals Council 

.a. 1-!ineral Fuel Extraction 
b. Other Mining and Quarrying 

Manufacturing Council 

a. Manufacturing n.e.1. 
b. Manufacturing Industries Pro

cessing Mineral Products 
c. Manufacturing Industries·Pro

cessing Fuel Products 

Fuel and Power Council 

Fuel and Power 

Building Industry Advisory 
Council 

Construction 

Distribution Council 

Distribution 

Transport Council 

Transport 
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APPENDIX "A" (cont'd) 

Industry groups to be 
used in the N.Z.-SNA. 

I*'. . ~,;. '\ • . . 

21. Owner. Occupied Dwellings 

22 • . Other ~: .. rental . and 
Leasing -

2). 

24. 

25. 

Services-
. .. . ' 

, 
I - .._· • ·~ ' -

Producers of Central 
Government ·services 

Producers of Local 
Gov·ernment Services 

. : \ ;. ~ ' 

26. Producers of Private 
Non-Profit· Services 
to Households 

... : ~ .. ~. ~ f ~. .. •• 

-
2T~; ·no.mesti-c· Services to 

.~ Household's ·. 

6 

Arrangement of N.Z.-SNA industry 
groups to provide accounts suit-

able for planning 

Government Programming 
(Treasury) 

a. Producers of Central Govern-
ment Services . 

b. Producers of Local Government 
Services · 

Industries excluded from N.D. 
Council purview 

a. Water 
b. Hotels and Restaurants 
c. Finance and Insurance 
d. Communications 
e. Heal Estate 
f. Owner-occupied dwellings 
g. Other Rental and Leasing 
h. Services 
i. Producers of Non-Profit 

Services to Households 
j. Domestic Services to 

Households 
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AFFENDIX 11 B11 

INSTITUTIONAL SECTCR CUSSIFICATIOU FOR NEW ZEALAND 

1. NOl!-FIUANCIAL ENTERPRISES (CORPORATE AND QUASI-CORPORATE) 

(a) Private (including private non-profit enterprises 
serving business) 

(b) Producer Boards 

(c) Goverm:1ent 

(1) Central 
(1i) Local 

2. FINANCIAL Il-!STITUTIOt!S 

(a) Reserve Bank of New Zealand . . 

(b) Trading Banks 

(1) Government owned 
( 11) Other 

(c) Insurance and Pension Funds 

(1) 
(11) 

(iii) 

Central Government owned 
Local Government owned 
Privately owned 

(d) Other Financial Institutions 

(i) 
(11) 

(iii) 

Central Gove~ent owned 
Local Government owned 
Privately Ot.ned 

(n} Central Government 

(b) Local Government 

4. FTIIVATE l:ON-PROFIT INSTITUTIONS SERVING HOUSEHOLDS 

5. HOUSEHOLDS 

6. f~ST OF i~OTILD 

? 
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10(a) - TANZANIA 

1. For Tanzania (Mainland) official national income estimates date as-
far back as 1954. Till last year, the Bureau of Statistics was compiling 
estimates of gross domestic product and capital formation of Tanzania' -· 
(Mainland) broadly in conformity with the United Nations recommendations on 
the subject contained in the old 'System of National Accounts and Supporting
Tables'. The methodology adopted in practice was, however, very crude in-
many respects and was largely dictated by the availability of data obtaining 
in the early sixties. Since then a considerable amount of statistical data 
had become available through the population census, survey of manufacturing 
industries, and other ad-hoc surveys and enquiries. Furthermore, many_ 
defects or inadequacies of this series for economic planning purposes had · 
also assumed considerable importance. Realising all these, the Bureau of 
Statistics embarked upon a detailed and comprehensive revision of the 
national accounts of this country and this opportunity was taken to effect -
the changeover to the revised system of national accounts. 

2. In February this year, the Bureau of Statistics brought out a report 
entitled 'National Accounts of Tan~ania, 1966 to 1968' which presented for 

/ 

the first time the consolidated accounts of the nation along with a number of 
detailed tables on the industrial origin of domestic product, breakdown of 
capital formation, analysis of the accounts of various public authorities and 
the account of public corporations for the three years 1966 to 1968. These 
estimates have been built up in conformity with the latest recommendations of 
the United Nations on the subject contained in 'A System of National Accounts' 
- U.N. Series F .2 Rev .3. Three points of divergence may, however, be 
mentioned here. Firstly, it has not been possible to identify and accord 
separate treatment to 'Machinery and equipment rental and leasing'-· This 
economic activity, however, is of no major importance in the Tanzanian 
economy and is, in the new series included as part of the operating surplus 
of the respective industry of use of the equipment. Secondly, automobile 
repair services have been included under manufacturing industry contrary 
to the U.N. recommendations to treat the same as personal services. This 
is so because in Tanzania by far the larger proportion of automobile servicing 
activity relates to business vehicles and cannot be considered as personal 
or household services. Thirdly, motor vehicle duties have been classified 
entirely as indirect taxes as the major portions of the receipts under this 
duty in Tanzania relate to business vehicles and further no separation of tlie 
vehicle duties into that paid by household and that paid by nonhouseholds has 
been possible. Similarly no split-up has been attempted in respect of some 
of the other gpvernment receipts such as airport charges, passport duties 
etc. as well. 

3. Further, in conformity with the U.N. recommendations, three types 
of own-account activities of households have been treated as industries in 
the revised series. They relate to (1) the dwellings which households own 
and use on their own account (owner-occupied dwellings), (2) the own
account construction of dwellings in rural areas and (3) the own-account 
production by households of primary commodities (subsistence production). 
The own-account construction of non-residential buildings in rural areas 
have, however, been ignored for want of any relevant data. Again, in 
conformity with the U.N. recommendations a nominal finance industry has 
been recognised and its negative operating surplus taken as equal to the 
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imputed service charge of financial intermediaries to avoid double counting. 
Thus there is no imputation of bank services charged to households. Also, 
no imputation has been made for net rents in respect of buildings and 
structures owned and occupied by government. 

4. The revised international standard industrial classification of all 
economic activitles (with two minor amendments) has been adopted for the 
industrial origin classification of domestic product. 

5. Analysis of expenditure of public authorities by purpose as 
recommended in the revised system of national accounts has also been under
taken .for the years 1965-66 to 1969-70. 

6. The revised series of national income estimates of Tanzania . 
(Mainland) has,· presently been carried forward to 1969. It is proposed to 
build up later in the year comparable estimates for 1964 and 1965 as well. 

7. Independent estimates of private consumption expenditure based on 
commodity flow approach as well as household budget survey data remain to 
be built up. These can, however, be taken up only next year after the 
results of the nationwide household budget survey become available. 

2 
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Item 10(a)- United Kmgdom, 

PROGRESS AND PLANS IN DEALING WITH THE 
REvtSED SYSTEM ·oF NATIONAL- ACCOUNTS _ 

1. The system used by the United Kingdom for our own national accounts 
is described in the book published in 1968 "National Income Statistics: 
Sources and Methods". The system does not follow precisely the former 
SNA but is reasonably close to it. There are differences in the treatment of 
a few relatively small items and in some of the classifications. However, in 
most cases the United Kingdom figures could be adjusted to SNA concepts for 
the purpose of the United Nations annual questionnaires without too much 
difficulty, although some differences in classification remained. 

2. With the arrival of the revised SN A we are faced with two sets of 
problems - first how far it will be possible for us to complete the new United 
Nations questionnaire from data already available and how far new data will 
have to be collected or special estimates made; second, how far, if at all, 
should we modify our own national accounts to bring them more in line with~ 
the concepts of the revised SNA. At the time of writing it is possible to -~~·A"<~,;. -
provide the answer to most of the problems in the first group, but only to Ia~ 
some of those in the second. Our decisions on possible changes in our own 
accounts have not yet been made, but they are likely to reflect :t}le extent to 
which we consider the revised SNA is an improvement on its predecessors 
for national purposes as distinct from international use. 

The structure of the system 

3. The main changes in the structure of the revised SNA are the intro
duction of input/output tables and the setting up of institutional sectors, each 
with an income and outlay account and a capital account leading to tables on 
the acquisition of financial assets and the incurrence of financial liabilities, 
and, eventually, to balance sheet data. These extensions do not, in principle, 
present any difficulties for the United Kingdom. Vle already link our input/ 
output tables with our national accounts, although, unlike some countries, 
we do not use the input/output tables to construct the national accounts but 
rather reconcile the two sets of data. We have for many years had income 
and outlay account for institutional sectors and several years ago these were 
extended to include data in financial transactions. The further development 
of the financial accounts to include balance sheet data is already under 
consideration. Nevertheless, on a number of points of detail, we cannot at 
present follow the revised SNA completely. For example, our input/output 
tables are based on our own Standard Industrial Classification, which differs 
in some points from ISIC and the tables are not as detailed in respect of the 
service industries as those proposed for SNA. The institutional sectors we 
already use are very much the same as those proposed in SNA except that, 
in common with most other countrie_s, it is likely to be some time before we 
are able to establish a sector for private non-profit institutions separate from 
the rest of the household sector. 

The main changes in concepts 

4.. In the revised SNA, .. valuation at factor cost has almost disappeared -
even national income is now valued at market prices. \Vhere factor incomes 
are still used, eg in Table 5 of the new United Nations questionnaire, 
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operating surplus is to be recorded net of capital consumption for each 
industry group. We shall have no practical difficulty in adjusting our 
figures to these new concepts so far as aggregates are concerned, but there 
will be problems in allocating both indirect taxes and capital consumption by 
industry groups. At present in the UnitedrKingdom accounts the analysis by 
industry relates to gross domestic product at factor cost. Some specific >< 
taxes, eg thbse on tobacco, alcoholic drink or petroleum products, can be 
allocated readily to the appropriate industries but for others - motor 

. vahicle licence duties, local rates, purchase tax etc. - we have not at 
present the data necessary to make a precise allocation, and will have to 
rely ori estimation, at least in part. 1tbreover, the allocation in principle 
of some of these taxes, under the United Kingdom system, is not always clear. 

5. At present,.estimates of capital consumption are published regularly 
for institutional sectors and for the main types of fixed asset' but not for 
industry groups. The basic data is available for an allocation by industry, 
since we already publish an industry allocation of the total capital stock, 
but the production of industry estimates will involve a considerable amount 
of work and is likely to take some time. Hov?ever, preparations are in hand 

. for transferring most of the work on capital stock and capital consumption 
to a computer and when this has been done - we hope later this year - the 
work of producing an industry analysis of capital consumption should be 
simplified. 

6·. It is convenient to mention at this point an allied problem which arise~ 
in the analysis of government expenditure by purpose. Here, we have hitherto 
followed the former SNA in including an estimate of the imputed rent of 
government owned buildings. The revised SNA omits this imputation but 
substitutes capital consumption. It will therefore be necessary for us to 
estimate the detailed allocation by purpose of the expenditure of the 
estimates already available in total for capital consumption in the government 
sector. Apart from this difficulty, we welcome the new table in SN A which 
provides for the analysis by purpose not only of current expenditure on goods 
and services but also of transfer payments, capital formation, etc. We have 
had a table on these lines in our own accounts for many years. It gives a 
more detailed analysis by purpose than is called for in the revised. SNA but 
can be abridged to the latter fairly closely. 

Classifications 

7·· In the United Kingdom, we have our own Standard Industrial 
Classification 2 which is broadly similar to, though not identical with, 
International Standard Industrial Classification. The United Kingdom classi
fication was revised in 1968 at about the same time as the revision of 
ISIC and changes in both have brought them closer together than they were 
before. For example, the change in ISIC whereby establishments specialising 
in the repair of consumer goods (footwear, watches, motor vehicles, radio 
and television etc) are now classified in service industries rather than with 
the corresponding manufacturing group is in line with United Kingdom practice 
while the United Kingdom classification now follows ISIC in treating tea 
blending, coffee blending, roasting and grinding and the heat treatment of 
milk as part of foo~~anufacturing rather than as part of the distributive pro
·~ess. We are in theAprocess of re-classifying our own national accounts 
(including the input/ output tables) on the basis of our 1968 Classification, 
carrying the re-classification as far back in time as data permit. When this 
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has been completed, we shall be able to provide data for the new United 
Nations questionnaires which will only differ from lSlC on a few minor points. 

8. The United Kingdom classification of consumers' expenditure is 
fairly detailed and can be re-arranged to match that in SNA for most 
categories. There will, however, be differences in some cases. Our own 
classification provides for three categories of durable goods. Two of these, 
motor vehicles and furniture and floor coverings, correspond to SNA groups 
but the third covers not only household durables (cooker~, refrigerators, 
washing machines etc) but also radio and TV sets and other similar items 
which. are classified in different SNA groups. It is unlikely that we shall be 
able to breakdown our figures in order to follow SNA. Also, as a result 
of our mainly free National Health Service we shall have little to report 
under the heading "Medical care and health expenses". Some items which 
would be appropriate here - the medical and pharmaceutical products in 
SN A heading 5.1, to the extent that they are purchased outside the 
National Health Service - are included in the United Kingdom figures with 
toilet preparations etc. under a single heading "Chemists' goods". Here 
again, it is unlikely that we shall be able to adjust our figures to fit the 
SN A classification. 

9. The analysis we have available for capital formation is less detailed 
than that recommended in the new SN A. For example, in the case of stocks, 
the analysis between materials, work in progress and finished. goods, is 
available only for manufacturing -industries. In the asset analysis of fixed 
capital, we distinguish dwellings, other buildings and works, ships, 
vehicles and aircraft, and plant and machinery. lt is unlikely that we shall 
extend .our figures for either stocks or fixed capital formation to show 
separately the other categories recommended in SNA, since the additional 
work which this would impose on respondents to statistical enquiries could 
not be justified by the value of the further figures. 

10. Our classification of exports and imports of goods and services. is 
based on the lMF Balance of Payments Manual and it is unlikely that we 
shall change it unless and until the Manual is revised. There will 
therefore be some minor differences between what we can provide .and the 
recommendations in the revised SN A. Some of these recommendations, while 
logical in the context of the system, would be difficult to apply in practice 
without asking respondents for additional data which may well not be readily 
available. For example, the expenditure of the crews of ships and aircraft 
in overseas countries is not at present distinguishable from the other 
overseas expenditure of the shipping companies and airlines concerned. 
Similarly, in the case of individual travellers overseas, while data are 
available which enable us to distinguish between holiday travel and business 
travel, it is not possible to breakdown the latter between the outlays 
reimbursible by the employer and those made by the traveller on his own 
account. 

11. As mentioned above, our own classification by purpose of govern~ 
ment expenditure fits in well with the revised SNA. This.'is also the case 
with the classification of financial transactions. 

Minor points 

12. There are a number of detailed points on which our present practice 

·' 

differs from that recommended in the revised SNA. For some of these we · 
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shall be able to make adjustments and may even embody them in our own 
accounts, but there are others for which the necessary data are not at 
present available and are not likely to become available because we believe 
that the attempt to collect this information could not be justified in the United 
Kingdom. ln general, however, this will have little effect on the main 
aggregates. One example is the proposal to treat purchases and sales of 
land as separate entries in the capital account, apart from fixed capital 
formation. lt will not in general, however, be practicable to do this. The 
effect on the aggregates will, of course, be nil since inter-sector transactions 
in land will cancel out, apart from the transfer costs incurred. Similarly, 
it would be extremely difficult to treat the rent of land separately from other 
rents. We shall not follow the proposal to treat certain large unincorporated 
businesses as "quasi-corporate" and include them with corporations •. Even 
if it were possible to identify such businesses for some purposes, it would 
not be feasible to ensure that they were treated consistently throughout the 
accounts. However, such businesses are not important in the United Kingdom. 
We shall probably amend our own treatment of life assurance and pension 
funds to bring it more into line with the revised SN A, but it may be difficult 
to do this in the case of casualty insurance, _again because of lack of data 
on which to allocate premiums and claims between different sectors and 
different industries. A number of other examples. could be cite-d, but none c'f 
them is of great importance. " 
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SYST:El•~S OF REGIONAl ACCOUNTS · 

Introduction 

Australian accounts have so far been compiled mainly on a 
national basis, although some estimates of personal income and expenditure· . 
and faxrn product have been compiled and published for each State. The basis 
has been laid in the new Integrated Economic Censuses for the development of'·· 
estimates of gross product by industr.y for each State. This paper reviews 
in a general way some of the problems which have been recognised in the .. 
compilation and use of regional accounts, together with some indication of 
the type of work which it is hoped will be undertaken in this field. in the 
near future. 

Concepts and Uses 

2. It is difficult to assess the demand for regional accounts in 
Australia. Some of the conditions which result in strong pressures fo~ · : . 
their development do not exist here to the same extent as in some other . · 
Comt1onwealth countries. For instance, variations in income per head·from one 
State to another are not significant enough to be a matter of~uch policy 
concern nor are there serious probleos of depressed areas with chronically· 
hieh unemployment rates. Perhaps the greatest regional disparity is' between 
the populations of metropolitan areas and the remainder of the country, 
evidenced by the exceptionally high .and growing concentration of population 
in the capital cities and major urban areas. This in itself could present 
an increasincly important problem which might warrant a rather different 
structuring of regional accounts than is contemplated at present. Interest 
in Australia therefore tends to centre on urban-rural problems and equity 
questions arising from Commonwealt~State financial relationships, but there 
ic some interest in regional data as an aid in considering the allocation of 
regional resourcesinvolved in national development proposals. From time to 
time, the Bureau of Census and Statistics receives requests for information 
on gross product by States, for the product of particular industries by 
States and for product and expenditure within a particular area or State •. · 
Requests have also been received from those in£erested in town-planning and 
marketing for information on personal income in relatively small geographical 
regions. For Western Australia in particular efforts have been made at the 
University of \lestern Australia to compile a reasonably full set of regional 
accounts, including a balance of payments, etc. and an input-output study of 
the Perth metropolitan region. 

3. The requests that are received and the uses to which the 
information is to be put are frequently not clearly formulated. In some 
instances these requests appear to be based on a view that since national 
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accounts are es~~ntial statistical equipnent at the national level so by 
analowr regional accou."lts are required at the loner level. Sometimes these 
requests are market oriented and are expressed as a demand for regional 
accounts when in fact estimutes of regional rroduct, or even personal 
incooe, 11ould appeo.r to be more appropriate. It is evident, however, that 
there are oar..y problcos v;hich could be handled 1:1uch 1:1ore effectively using 
statistics tested for consistency uithin an accounting framework. Although 
the regional analyst has lacked a ceneral. purpose framework and has had to 
rely on whatever partial and often unco-ordinated statistical series he 
could find for the job on hand, tcere has not been Great pressure for the 
development of a body of regional statistical data into a ~rking continuous 
system in which the analyst might with confidence jointly employ different 
but logically related series. 

1 
f 

4• Australian national accounts \'"/ere developed mainly as a tool for 
use in connection with stabilisation policies during the last war and in the 
relatively full eBploycent situation which has existed since. This 
particular use would seem to have a lit1ited importance in relation to 
regional accounts. 

5· I.!ore recently, increasine attention has been given to :problems 
of economic crovnh and the attendant problems of uchievinc an optimun 
allocation of resources. This aspect of national accounts is perhaps of 
major importance in relation to regional accounts. :r.:any of the potential 
users ·of regional accounts appear· to be interested in relative growth rates 
in particular regions, in potential developmental projects in particular 

·regions, in develo~entsin productivity and costs between different regions, 
and related matters. It seems doubtful, however, that a full system of 
accounts, parallel with the_ national accounts, is necessarJ for studying 
tr~s type· of problen. For example, problems associated with the balance of 
payments, overseas inves~ent and capital financing are generally ouch more 
important at the national than the resional level, where the transfer of 
financial resources fro~ one area to another presents few problems. 
However, even the conp~lation of regional production accounts requires 
information at least on the eoods and services components of the inter
regional transactions and the reGional dissection of external transactions. 
These are obviously inr.ort~nt in any consideration of the allocation of 
resources between particulc.r regions, b1.:t probleus of obtaining sufficient 
and reliable data, 11articul::.rl:-· of inter-recional transactions are 
considerable even fo~ FJ. cc:::p:-1.rati vel:r small number of States or regions -
as is the case in Lu3tralia. At p~esent tr~ee States compile somewhat 
limited statistics of interstate trade, but info~ation for the other three 
states is inco~plete. ~o ccnplete the trade fieures for the reoaining 
States and to :::c2re esti.r;Je.tc~ fo:- interstate service transactions r.ould be a 
fomidable task, re(}_uirinc scnethinc in the way of tables for each State 
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showing the supply and disposition of commodities. As mentioned earlier; 
academic researchers have done some pioneering work of this kind for 
\/estern Australia but the :Bureau has no plans at present for undertaking 
such work for all States. Action by the Bureau may well depend on demand 
for State Statisticians to produce this sort of info~ation in particular 
States. 

6. Another use of the national accounts has been in connection with 
income distribution policies. Here. also regional accounts may be of . 
considerable importance, but again it may be that only selected parts of the 
accounts are really needed rather than a fully developed system. For 
example, form~ years the Commonwealth Grants Commission has been 
concerned with the problem of comparative taxable capacit.1 among States and 
the need to ensure that the various claimant States did not fall below 
minimum national standards in respect of certain social services.- These 
considerations involved a detailed analysis of government accounts in the 
States. The importance of the Grants Commission's recommendations has 
declined in recent years- they now.concern only one State- but equalis
ation problems still remain and the statistical techniques and published 
information have not always kept pace with the changes brought about·b,y the 
increasing role of the Commonwealth through the medium of "special purpose".·· 
grants to all States. 

1· It would seem, therefore, that there is a need to develop a 
regional accounting framework. Academic studies, however rudimentary in the 
first instance, would be useful aids to understanding and would offer sone 
needed guidance and stimulus for the development of regional statistics. 
:But at least until international standards are established in this area 
there is no real case for the Bureau of Census and Statistics to attempt to 
produce a set of continuing balanced accounts. Rather there appears to be a 
need to produce (within a "shadow" accounting framework) estimates for the 
immediately useful components for which reasonably sound estimates are 
feasible. 

a. In the absence of a clearly defined demand for a full integrated 
set of accounts for particular States or regions within States, developoent 
in the Bureau will proceed relatively slowly in a step-by-step canner 
rather than with some priority programme to develop these systems of 
accounts. As the first step, it is hoped to develop estimates of gross 
domestic product 9n)a State basis (hereafter referred to simply as "gross 
State product".) ~1 to supplement the existing systems of personal income 

( 1) In the Australian national Accounts product and production are regarded 
as essentially geographic concepts which cannot properly include income 
received out of other countries' -products. Consequently, the term gross 
national product, is used instead of gros~ domestic product, and gross 
State product is an exact equivalent. Similarly, gross product by 
industry needs no "domestic" qualification since it is "domestic" by 
definition. 
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by States. The Bureau would also expect to compile estimates 'of other 
c~ponents of e~enditure in addition to the estimates of personal 
consumption.already published, but conceptual difficulties may preclude 
complete estimates in this field. The problems of providing income 
estimates for smaller regions within States present few conceptual 
difficulties, but there are considerable practical difficulties, and progress 
in this field is still somewhat uncertain. Plans and possibilities in 
these three fields are discussed in more detail later in this paper. 

9. Progress with the regional product estimates in Australia is 
likely to depend in part on progress in utilising the Integrated LConomic 
Census data within the national accounts and input-output framework. The 
problem is first to align the income tax tabulations with the integrated 
census tabulations for enterprises in the scope of the censuses. To do this 
positively enough for regional product estimates,; it would be necessary to 
match the companies in the two data sets at the individual record level so 
as to ensure that duplications or gaps do not occur when income tax and 
census tabulations are used together. The problem arises from the fact that 
the income tax records as they are received in the Bureau have no identifi
cation other than the (not always reliable) indust~ description as supplied 
by the taxpayer. Currently, attempts are being made to devise procedures 
acceptable to the Taxation Commissioner and which overcome this problem but 
the indications are that legislative changes would be necessa~ and perhaps 
difficult to achieve. 

Gross State Product (i.e. gross do~estic product by State) 

10. . In planning our integrated economic censuses for 1968-69, a 
co-ordinated set of returns for both enterprises and establishments was 
introduced. The censuses are those of mining, manufacturing, gas and 
electricity, wholesale and retail trade (including hotels and restaurants 
and certain services such as laundries, hairdressers and garaees). Returns 
were required for all establishments whose operations are predacinantly in 
these industries and enterprise returns were required for all enterprises 
which were mainly engaged in any of these industries. The retarns souGht 
details of the operations of separately located head offices and ancillaries 
such as stores, transport depots, etc. as well as of the operating 
establishments. The auestions were framed in such a way as to enable 
estimates to be made of the contribution of each enterprise and establish
Dent (main or ancillar,y) to gross product. 

11. Strictly speaking, of course, this can only be done for 
enterprises. However, nany enterprises operate in several industries and in 
several States, and thus, for both industry and regional product calcul
ations, it is necessar,y to make estimates on the basis of the establishment, 
which can be allocated to a single industr,y with core frecision th~~ the 
enterprise because an establishoent is defined as a separate location, and 
is unequivocally classifiable by region. ~he census returns will in 
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general provide .full details of purchases, sales, stocks, wages, rent and 
other operating expenses on an establishment basis, and the enterprise 
return for multi-establishment enterprises asks for the balance of expenses 
which were considered inappropriate or undesirable for inclusion in the 
establishment returns. These miscellaneous expenses which are reported on 
the enterprise retum but not on the establishment retw:n will be allocated 
to the individual establishments in proportion to their value added.· 
CODpared with the possible alternative or allocating the whole income or 
enterprises to particular regions, this adjustment, which in any case 
applies only to t:IUl.ti-establisbment- enterprises, is concerned with only a 
relatively minor element of costs. Er.rors or uncertainties in their 
allocation cannot serious~ affect the results based directly on establish
cent returns though, of course, there are other reasons for wanting to know 
their precise magnitude in total. In addition, for all enterprises, the 
wages and salaries of head offices and ancillary units are "charged" to the 
establishments they serve. l3y this process the product or the establishment 
proper is reduced ·and the product of the ancillary unit (defined a.S equal to 
its wages and salaries plus, in the case of head offices, net rent received)(2) 
can be correctly classified by region. For1 establishments belonging to · - · 
some "out-of-scope" enterprises (i.e. those operating predominant~ in 
industries other than those listed above), and for which there is no ente~ 
prise return, appropriate est:ilnated adjustments mey have to be made, but in 
cacy cases (such as government factories) no adjustment will be necessary. 

12. Therefore, it is expected that the results of the Integrated 
EconarU.c Censuses will provide estiJiiates or gross product by State (as well 
as by industry) which are on a consistent establishment basis and, a1 tho\lbh 
based to some extent on convention, more accurate than anything which has 
been available in the past. In the past the :Bureau, like statistical 
services in cany other countries, has had to r.oik from statistics of incone 
on an enterprise basis, and it has frequently been pointed out that the 
arbi~J assucptions involved may pre-judge the ver,y oatters on uhich the 
statistics are intended to throw light. or course, the method adopted is 
not rlthout its asSlliilptions and limitations. The valuation or transfers 
between establishcents inevitably lacks precision in sane cases even if firms 
try to follou the :preferred IJethod, and ,..;here they do not the adjustments 
oade in the Bureau oust likewise lack precision. It is also recocn.ised that 
allocating ·expenses on the basis of "value added" ocy not be the theoret
ically ideal solution. Conceptually, the least satisfactory link in the 
\7hole process is perhaps the iiJplicit asSlliilption that the product or head 
offices and ancillar~ units can be oeasured by the wa£es and salaries that 
they pay, plus the net rent they receive in the case of head offices. As 
this cie;ht be tholl6ht to underestiiJate the :product or head offices in 
particular, it could have soue effect in underesti.tlating the product or a;ny 
ret;ions (whether States or metropoli~ areas) where head offices tend to be 

(2) Rent received is collected only for enterprises as a whole, and is 
allocated to head offices. .-
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concentrated. Ho~ever, any judgement about the £rOSS product Generated by 
head offices and bther ancill~r,y units oust rely heavily on some convention. 

13.. Until such time as the results of the economic censuses are 
available and studies are made of the relationship betr:een establishment and 
enterprise estimates, the precise proportion of the \';hole economy covered by 
the census industries in terms of cross product will not be lmo~n. On the 
basis of currently available estimates by industry, which as indicated above 
make use of inco~e tax and other statistics of enterprises, it is expected. 
that the coverage will be about 50 per cent or more. Estimates for a~·ri
culture are based on establishment returns readily classifiable by State 
·even though this sector is not regarded as part of the intecrated census 
prot;ramme, and the problem of the multi-State enterprise is not of o-eat 
importance in ~~iculture. Ownership of dwellin~s~ wages of government 
employees (see below), and wages and incomes of unincorporated businesses in 
most other industries present no serious conceptual or practical problems. 
~bat r~ains to be est~ated are the incomes of companies and Co~.onwealth 
Government enterprises in construction, transport, COL1munication, finance, 
and various service industries. These in total should not account for more 
than about 3 or 4 per cent of gross domestic product. It will be necessary 
to rely on fairly ·arbi tra:r-.r assunptions to allocate sene of these incomes by 
State, after solvine at the national level the more eeneral problem of how to 
incorporate the new census data into the present data Lase anu estic~tion 
system. In the case of the transport and communications sector there are, of 
course, difficult conceptual and practical problems of determining where 
these industries are located and allocating their transactions accordincly 

.between regional product and expenditure and external transactions. 

Gross ~enditure by States 

14· At the present time the Bureau publishes estimates of nersonal 
consumption expenaitu=e by States. TI1ese are, perhaps, best regarded as a 
dissection of the national fieures, and they represent expendi ttu·e takine 
place in the State rather than direct estimateG cf c:~enditt're by resiarnt3 
of the St~te. For ex~~ple, retail sales figures are used to allocate nuch 
of the exrenditure, so that conceptually some adjust~ents are necessarJ to 
correct for shopping by persons (including mail order shoppins) in States 
other than the State of residence, but the errors are probably not verJ 
significant. Slightly more important, perhaps, is the fact that no 
adjustr.1ents are made for interstate tourism. It is difficult to see ':lhat 
could be done about these factors at any ju0tifiablc cost ~~d any process 
of estimatinc ex_pendi ture on the basis of inco:ne (as is done with a feTI 
items) seeos likely to assune away just the problens that t~e estLqates 
mieht be exr;ected to thro-.v light on. 

15. Over t~1e ~rears there have been freq_uent C.enancis for e::>t:i.I.'la tes 
of private ca!li tal ex:·endi ture by States anc_ these esti;::.a tes ·;;::r.~ld certainly 
be desirable for t.1e study of regional c_Tm7th and developr~.Eor1t. :1o·.iever, 
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much of the available info:cna. tion is based on enterprises and it has not 
been possible to link it satisfactorily to the limited establishment data 
available. Consequently, it has not been possible to compile fUlly 
satisfactor.y figures for areas smaller than Australia.· Here again it is 
hoped to use the economic censuses' collections to provide additional 
regional statistics but the difficulties are rather more foxmidable than in 
respect of the product side of the esticates. The problems of using census 
data for some industries in conjunction with tax or other ·enterprise data 
for other industries will not be eas.y. Without developing new collections 
for the industries not covered b.y the econamic censuses, there is no 
adequate basis for distributing capital expenditure of multi-establishment 
enterprises to industries and States~ In the case of expenditure on assets 
to be rented there are conceptual as well as practical difficulties. It is 
not clear whether expenditure should be recorded in the :region-where the 
assets are located or where the ownership and/or management is assumed to be 
located. It may be difficult to get consistent :reporting on a location 
basis if this is the preferred altemative. As for other items in the 
accounts, in the case of capital expenditure there is the general problem of 
reconciling econamic census data with data from other sources. Subject to 
that, for ind~stries within the scope of the economic censuses details of 
capital ~diture are collected on an establishment basis which·in tw:n are 

I 
reconciled with the enterprise returns. Transfers of capital equipnent 
between e~tablishments are reported on establishment returns as though they 
were :purchases and sales. Buildings for letting are reported only on the 
enterprise return, but other equipment for leasing is distributed as far as 
possible to establishments. For these sectors therefore,·within the owner
ship concept at the enterprise level, information will be available on 
equipment used directly by the enterprise and classified by establishment 
and therefore by States. Information on equipment for rental (other than 
buildings) is distributed to the extent that there is an operating establish
I:lent with which it c&n be identified. However, for other sectors, unless 
special new collections are developed, ver,y little info~tion will be 
available on how enterprise data for multi-establishmen~ enterprises should 
be distributed by States. -

16. Rented equipment poses a special problem. Applying the System 
of national Accounts (SUA) principles to regional accounts, non-transportable 
assets (buildings, etc.) should be classified to the region in 'Which they are 
located - if necessary, -imputing an economic agent resident in that region. 
In the case of transportable equipment, it should be allocated to the 
controlling establishment. For the fozmer it is often difficult to obtain 
consistent reporting of expenditure and rent receipts on a location basis, 
y:hereas for the latter the area of location may be a more usef'ul basis than 
place of ownership or management. The differences might not be ver,y 
important f'or State estimates but would become more important in any attempt· 
to obtain data for regions smaller than States. Finally, there is the 
problem of capital equipcent which is readily moveable from State to State, 
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and specificall~ ~r~~sport equipwent. It i3 difficult to ensure consistency 
between allocations of :product and capital exr)endi tu=e as an interstate 
transport o:perator (e.e. an air1ine)Il!a.Y record all its rurchases of vehicles 
in the State of the head office yet operate them with staff based in other 
States. Some uorking rules are necessarJ uhich are consistent v;i th the way 
in which their operations are conducted reeionally. 

17. The Eureau'has recently published figures for individual States 
of ~~penditure by State and local eovern~cnt bodies. TI1is cooponent of 
expenditure presents little difficulty u11less attempts are r.1ade to obtain 
figures for regions s.oaller than a State. Central ( Com:-Jonweal th) Government 
expenditure, however, presents both conceptual and practical difficulties in 
a federal systeLl. A strone case Dit.;ht be oade on conceptual crotmds for 
treatint; the Co:r:rr:10nvteal th Government in the v;ay suggested in the SlTA for 
international bodies, a.Yld ti:e ·1:est Australian study to which reference has 
already been :cade coes some way towards treating the Coi:UI:onwealth 
Government as non-resident. This ·would mean that t!:e vrar;es puid are treated 

·as part or regional income but not of regional (donestic) product, and other 
Co~onwealth purchases would be treated as exports fron the several regions. 
This would appear to be a son:ewhat esoteric and not ver:· useful result, but 
"useful" is the qLestion beggine ten.J. To illustr.:Lte, v:~en pressed by a 
State government for info~ation on the State distribution of other 
Commonwealth expenditure, it was not clear whether the State was concerned 
with the idea of the Conmonwealth as a custoner for its local industries or 
with the question of projects within the State, and it was not 1•ossi ble to 
get a:ny real clarification of wl~ether they were interested in payments in the 
·State, purchases in the State, or purchases for use in the State. The 
second interest is appropriate to the non-residential concept above, ~hereas 
the last, to which pay1:1ents. in the State ncy or ne..y not be a fair approxi
mation,: calls for a s:rstem in which the Co::nr:lonweal th Govcrn:::1~nt (ar.d its 
product and expenditure e..ccounts) are broken up into several units resident 
in the various.regions. Under sue~ a system, uhich appe~rs to the E~reati to 
be probably the x:;.ost t::enerdly useful, expenditure on wages is q_ui te easily 
and properly attributed to the State w~ere emplo;tees are located and they 
fom part of the product of the region. Eut even under this s:rste:o the 
concept of ~urchases for use in the State will J..eave so::e arbi tra.r;y decisions 
to be made, notably in relation to hone end overseas purch~ses of defence 
equipment, incl udine s!:ips a.YJ.d aircrn.ft. 

Personal Inco:-:1e and E:ITlendi ture 

18. There have been reqt.:.ests fro:J ti.::w to ti..r:te fro:: plan::.1ing bodies, 
market research or['anisaticns, etc. for statistics of ~~crscnal incc:r::e a..~d 
expenditure on a s~all area b~sis. It c8.y be feasible to !>rovide tDis 
infonnation for personal incowe. '.:'he estin::;.ticn of fersonal e:xrenditure by 
States would, however, be subject to the so.=:e diffj c·..:..l tiPs disc-:1ssed in tbe 
precedinz p8.r3.£T2.:r:h. So far as r;ersonal inccr:.:c i:::. conceri:ed, t••o ~~-o.::sibili
ties SU[gest theL1Selves - ti1e inclusion of qt:.e.::tiOll3 0Y1 irJ~X.C' in t~e 
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ion census schedule and a more detailed area dissection 'or taxation 
ics. (Conceivably a sample survey miGht also be used but the size of 
ple needed could make this impracticable if the number of regions was 
:r11merous.) There has, houever, been a firm decision not to include · 
Jme questions on the 1971 population census schedule. ~1e use of 
~ statistics presents formidable problems of coding residential 
es, although this may become more feasible with the further develop-
cocputer operations over the next few years. The other imr)ortant 

lty in the use of taxation statistics.is that it will be necessary to 
timates independently for i te;;ns which are excluded entirely from tax 
ics or which tend to be seriously under-reported. 

lnancial Accounts 

At this stage it is not intended to construct a regional system 
1nts beyond that of ·the product and expenditure accounts and personal 
1nd outlay. It is considered that the compilation of a complete set 
1cial accounts would be impracticable at this time, esr-ecially in 
problems associated with transactions of the Common~ealth Government 

f important companies which cross regional boundaries. This· is not 
that selected transactions cannot be classified quite accurately and . 
f on a regional basis, but there are enough important items (such as· · 
part of receipts of company tax and loan receipts from institutions) 
~ot be so classified to oake the exercise of doubtful validity. 

9 
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APPROACHES TO REGIONAL ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING IN CANADA 

Introduction 

1. The definition of regional economic accounts as a "set" of statistics 
implies that it should be capable of some analysis of its component parts and 
amenable to an examination of some of its details, but does not necessarily 
denote a set of balancing and/or double-entry type books. The reference to a 
national accounting is not meant to prejudge the technical issue as to whether 
regional accounts should conceptually be on a "domestic" or "national" basis. 

2. Since Canada is a federation of provinces which have significant eco
nomic responsibilities these areas have been selected as the basis for the dis
cussion and the main emphasis will be on provincial accounts~ The term re
gional accounts will henceforth refer to accounts for sub-provincial areas. 

Demands for Provincial Accounts and DBS Response 

3. Although the need for indicators of provincial production -- and its 
disposition -- has been expressed in many quarters, the most articulate re ... 
quests came from provincial governments and found normal expression at a series 
of federal-provincial conferences on economic statistics. An outline of the 
reasons why the D.B.S. has so far found it impractical to actually construct 
provincial accounts may be of some value. 

4. The absence of a conceptual framework within which one can construct 
some of the components such as corporation profits, and the lack of data in 
such vital areas as provincial exports and imports are examples of past and to 
some extent continuing obstacles to the creation of sound provincial accounts. 

5. For multi-regional companies, it is difficult to determine the eco
nomic region of origin for profits and other company derived statistics, such 
as interest and depreciation, other than by some arbitrary method such as of 
the location of the head office, the distribution of salaries and wages, sales, 
employment or some judgementally or empirically derived combination of these 
factors. The development of establishment. (i.e. sub-company) type information 
in the past has been such that serious consideration of either allocating com
pany type financial statistics on the basis of - or deriving financial statis
tics directly from - establishment based surveys was very difficult. Lack of 
data, rather than conceptual doubt impeded work on the expenditure side. No , 
information on the provincial breakdown of investment in inventories, federal 
government expenditure and consumer expenditure exists. 

6. There also exist conceptual and data difficulties with respect to the 
provincial allocation of a national at market prices concept of production. 
Similar difficulties with respect to the industrial allocation of these con
cepts have been encountered in Canada in the construction of country-wide 
input-output tables and in the real industry of origin type approach to 
national accounts. Since the problem in the latter two s~stems has been solved 
by opting for a domestic at factor-cost concept of production, the adoption of 
a similar concept i.e. domestic production at factor cost for provincial ac
counts will probably prove viable. 

1 
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7. As a matter of fact, in the late fifties the Bureau undertook a pro-
vincial estimation of the income side of the income and expenditure accounts 
for the year 1957 with the then available data and on a domestic and factor 
cost basis. The estimates were never released as they'were not judged to be 
of sufficient reliability, however, a paper outlining the methodology was dis
tributed to the provinces. 

8. Attempts to structure provincial accounts along the traditional in-
come expenditure accounts have, however, been questioned in a much more funda
mental manner. Problems of monetary and fiscal management, the external rela
tion of the currency and the avoidance of the ups and downs of the business· 
cycle have been and are in the main the responsibility of the national govern
ment. One of the chief - if not the primary - objective of the income expen
diture accounts has been to furnish a meaningful framework within which deci
sions on these issues could be made. At the sub-national level, on the other 
hand, "it is clear that the major regional problems are different from those 
posed at the national level, and it does not necessarily follow that they re
quire a complete set of national income and product accounts as their basic 
framework of economic information."(!) 

9. Even if there had been no basic conceptual problems and data for 
provincial accounts had been more readily available, the immensity of a proper
ly executed job appeared in the past simply overwhelming. Such an undertaking 
would involve compiling every year ten provincial aggregates with all their 
appropriate details, making them consistent with all other provincial data, 
integrating them with national totals, and analyzing them in terms of national 
price and volume movement. The possibility of being faced with provincial de
mands for the latter dimension as well as eventually quarterly data, must also 
be taken into account before one commits resources to such a project. 

10. It can indeed still be argued that the resources of a central statis
tical agency would be more efficiently employed in developing a regional poten
tial or data base than to undertake such estimates itself. Regional analysts 
could ·then build up their own macro-economic models from this base. This would 
give a much greater degree of flexibility to the construction of provincial ac
counts and they could be much more readily related to regional analytical and 
policy needs. Further, the builders and users of accounts would thus be t~e 
same people -- or at least work in close proximity to each other -- and the 
assumptions which must inevitably be made at the detailed working level could 
be more clearly recognized. Analysis could thus be based on an intimate know
ledge of the limitation of the data and would presumably therefore be more 
reliable. Furthermore, as this approach would spread statistical expertise 
more widely over the country and result in more experimental solutions to given 
problems, it can be argued to have more long run potential benefits than a cen
tralized construction possesses. 

11. As a matter of fact, though it is recognized that a central statis
tical agency should be ready to set standards and provide technical and coor
dinating assistance and make available data, it is partly because of the fac
tors outlined above that there has been no really serious demand on D.B.S. to 
undertake regional input-output studies for specific regions. There is, how
ever, another aspect which differentiates provincial input-output models from 
other macro-economic aggregates. In the main such provincial input-output 

(1) R. and N.D. Ruggles "Regional Breaddown of National Economic Accounts", 
Design of Regional Accounts, w. Hocho;vald, ed; John Hopkins Press, 
Baltimore, 1961 p. 132. 
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models as exist in Canada have been built for specific analytical purposes and 
no serious proposals have been made to use them for inter-regional comparisons 
or to construct them in such a way that a national table can be derived. ~ · 

12. Although none of the considerations described so far have lost their 
validity, development at all levels of govermnent and in the political, econo-· 
mic and statistical areas have illuminated the problems from different angles · 
and involved DBS in an ongoing process of reassessment. 

Recent Developments 

13. The needs and demands for provincial accounts vary from the relative-
ly unsophisticated desire for one figure -- be it production, demand or 
income -- against which the overall economic performance of the province 
could be compared to detailed information to be incorporated into advanced. 
econometric models built by provincial experts. In terms of people and 
resources involved, development in the provinces is uneven. 

14. It is obvious that the different needs of all the regionally-ori.ented 
analysts, planners and policymakers as well as variation in available economic 
expertise prevent the emergence of.a consensus on even the broad specificatiorr 
or purposes of provincial economic accounts. However, it is possible to des
cribe in general terms the types of analyses for which they might be used •. 

15. Problems of analysis in growth and development are probably of most . 
concern to the provinces. The analysis of such problems fractures itself on 
closer examination in many directions. Under the heading of ongoing growth 
and development, provincial authorities want to discover not only what has 
been the past performance of the region as a whole but also its causes. Depen
ding on the type of analysis pursued and the prevailing economic and legal 
constraints, policies designed to influence such growth can be directed towards 
either the production or demand side. 

16. Another problem area is that of interregional income di'sparaties. 
The Economic Council of Canada has been very much concerned here and' has sug
gested "two main, interrelated considerations •••• in moving towards a better 
regional balance. The first is the importance of reducing the relative dispa
rities in average levels of income as they presently exist among the regions •••• 
The second consideration is the need to assure that each region contributes to 
total national output •••••• on the basis of the fullest and most efficient use 
of the human and natural resources available to the region."(2) While output 
data are obviously needed to quantify the issues raised in the last half of the 
quotation, personal provincial income has been found adequate for a quantita
tive look at the first problem.(3) 

17. While there exists a long history of federal government activities 
designed to correct regional economic· imbalance, these ~ave in the ~a~t m~inly 
consisted of ad hoc measures with little attempt to des1gn such pol1c1es 1n an 
integrated manner. The federal government established the Department of Re
gional Economic Expansion which may now give a federal dimension to- the demand 
for some form of provincial economic accounts. 

(2) Economic 
(3) See S.E. 

Economic 

council of Canada, Second Annual Review, Ottawa, 1965 PP• 98, 99. 
Chernick, Interregional Disparities in Income, Staff Study No. 14, 
Council of Canada, Ottawa 1966. 
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18. There exists some possibility that the federal department will re-
quire not only value data but regional volume and price data as well. The ab
sence until now of equally strong pressures by the provinces for provincial 
price analysis is probably caused not only by their realization that such price 
data might be more difficult to obtain than value data, but also their basic 
inability to influence the course of prices. Furthermore, while the provinces' 
interest has in the main been restricted to annual data, it is not too unlikely 
that demand for timely sub-annual regional data may also emanate from the cur
rent federal approach towards regional problems. 

19. There have been some efforts by the provincial authorities to cons
truct their own provincial accounts which clearly demonstrate that the desire 
for such provincial accounts is strong enough to have prompted the provinces 
to invest their own resources into such projects. By now there exists, there
fore, in some provinces, an analytical and policy formulation capacity which 
with the passage of time can only grow and improve. At the same time the fede
ral demand for regional statistics and their increasingly sophisticated use is 
growing. In this changing climate it has been felt at DBS that while it is 
still too early to decide to undertake the actual construction of one or more 
sets of provincial accounts, it has become incumbent on the Bureau to speed up 
its development of the regional data base from which reliable and good quality 
accounts could be constructed either by federal or provincial agencies, and 
tentative priorities have been set for the course of this development. 

20. It may also be noted that from a strictly statistics management point 
of view, the development of data within a given framework -- even without any 
definite commitments as to the actual implementation of the complete framework 
permits a smoother, more integrated and more coordinated program than ad hoc 
and piecemeal extensions. 

21. The fact that DBS establishment statistics are now fairly well 
developed makes it not unlikely that provincial establishment-based data for 
macro-economic aggregates will be constructed first. Combined with this is 
the suitability of establishment-based data for the type of analysis which many 
provinces want to carry on. Furthermore, location specificity of such data 
give a capability of sub-regional aggregation. The already existing program 
for the further extension of establishment-type data by DBS briefly dealt with 
below, reinforces these arguments. The further development of regional estab
lishment data would render feasible the construction of reliable value added 
as well as input-output type of accounts. It might eventually make it possible 
to give such accounts a price and volume facet as well. 

22. It cannot be gainsaid that the economic analysis of a region which 
does not consider the demand side is fully adequate. The fact remains, how
ever, that sub-national governments are in many cases not able to have too sig
nificant an influence on the demand side, either in terms of their own goods 
dereanded by outsiders or the goods demanded by their own residents from out
side. This is even more evident in the small area type of analysis. Neverthe
less, a reasonably strong desire for data on the demand side is also present in 
Canada. One of the main reasons for this stems from the fact that taxes at the 
sub-national level are quite often ained at final demand and provincial taxing 
authorities are therefore understandably interested in viewing their tax base 
and potential within an integrated macro-economic framework. Provincial plan
ners, furthermore, are interested in the export-import aspect of the demand 
side. The difficulties of constructing a frane~·:ork and filling its cells for 
a sub-national balance of payments are too well-known to require elaboration. 

4 
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23. Since there exist institutional and constitutional constraints which 
seem to circumscribe the potential economic impact of regional demand oriented 
policies, and since it is statistically more difficult. to construct a base for 
a provincial gross expenditure framework, its development has under present 
circumstances been given a lower priority than that of the establi.slnnent type 
data base. 

24. These conclusions are reinforced by the existing plans for the devel-
opment of statistics which now exist in the DBS and which have been.drawn up 
after a very careful process of weighting and considering all the demands made 
on the Bureau. The realization of these plans will constitute a significant 
strenghtening of the Bureau's data base. If the regional dimension is given 
proper attention-- and although this will involve some new data collection·it 
appears to be to a substantial extent a question of appropriate coding and 
tabulation of available data -- the present data short-falls will, one hopes, 
largely disappear in the future. In areas where the major difficulty is the 
substantial data deficiency (for example service industries, construction, 
etc.) programs are being formulated to collect new data.(4) 

25. Like many other statistical agencies in the world, DBS is of course 
making increasing use of more and more complex electronic data processing in
stallations and as such installations make possible the progressive automation 
of the entire data collection.activity, one can expect that in the future mo~ 
easily retrievable regional characteristics can be incorporated :into the data 
base. 

26. It is evident; in sunnnary that while the DBS is planning to broaden 
and deepen its regional data base, it is not in a position to undertake the· 
construction of provincial accounts. DBS has also not reached any firm ~on
elusions as to the type of provincial accounts which would be most useful ana
lytically, although there exist preferences, prompted by feasibility, towards 
an establishment based data system. 

27. A summary outline of the conceptual problems to be resolveduight 
be: 

(i) the allocation of head office expenses; 
(ii) the allocation of overall company expenses in the case of multi

establishment companies; 
(iii) the determination of income originating from such special industries as 

(iv) 
transportation, 
there may also be problems of determining income originating in (a) gov
ernment, (b) communication, (c) and finance. It should be pointed out 
that the establishment is thought of as the most feasible general unit 
from which to obtain regional and industrial information. In specific 
industries or regions or for certain specific information items, the 
establishment may prove not to be the most suitable unit of collection. 
In such instances one should approximate the establishment concept as 
closely as possible. 

28. Appearances perhaps to the contrary such a course of action which 
emphasizes the broadening of the data base without assuming responsibility for 
construction of specific aggregate accounts, has at this time several very sig-
nificant advanatages: 

(4) Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Brief to the Special Committee on Science 
Policy, Senate of Canada; Ottawa, 1968 PP• 80, 81. 
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It permits further exploration by the provinces into the kind of system 
which they would eventually like to see and from which they will in the 
long run derive the most analytical and policy formulation benefits. 
It provide~~time both to the provinces and DBS to 'build a competent sta
tistical an~ analytical staff in this area and there are also some indica
tions that the application particularly of econometric methodology may 
have some significant pay-offs. 
The development of a broad regional data base without commitment to any 
specific provincial accounting system prevents such development from being 
locked into a precise format at too early a stage. On the other hand, the 
expansion of regional statistics will benefit from the coherence and in
tegrative influence of the system of national accounts. 
In due time- it may also be possible to remove the obstacles to the devel
opment of a provincial system of factor incomes. As more data become 
known and articulated, establishment and legal entity type may become re
concilable one with the other. At that point, a rational allocation of 
company type forms of income to establishments -- and hence regions ~
could be .attempted. 

Conclusion 

29. It appears that at this time no insuperable conceptual problems exist 
for some types of provincial accounts or at least none which are not amenable 
to any worse conventional circumventions than are practised in other areas of 
the national accounts. In view of the improvements which are planned for the 
national data system as a whole, the regional information for Canada is bound 
to improve over the next few years and emphasis is being placed in the DBS on 
the development of a regional data base rather than on the advocacy of any 
particular provincial accounts system. 

6 
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SYSTE~S OF REGIONAL ACCOUNrS · 

1. In a large country like India with a federal set-up of 
polity, it is of interest to compare the progress in the 
economic and social fields made by one constit.uent region 
with that of another. The Republic of India consists of 
17 States and 11 Union Territories. The States/Union· 
Territories are further divided for administrative 
convenience into districts, tehsils, towns, villages etc. 
In India the 'region' for the estimation ot income and 
other aggregates is taken as co-terminous with various 
administrative divisions of the country. At present, however, 
the need for regional income data has been felt tor the · 
States/Union Territories and districts and not for administra
tive sub-divisions lower than the districts. Again, as the 
inter-district economic and social transactions are more 
difficult to measure than inter-State transactions, it is 
recognised that the problem of regional accounting would need 
to be first resolved at the State level before considering 
the district level estimates. In view of this, the estimation 
of income bas been largely restricted to the State/tnion 
Territory level although certain attempts have been made by 
some official and non-official agencies to work out the 
estimates at the district level. Some studies have·also been 
carried out in the field of consumption expenditure and 
capital formation at the State level. It may be mentioned 
that there is no conceptual accounting framework at the 
regional level in India. Efforts would have to be made to 
evolve a suitable framework considering the availability of 
data at the regional level. 

STATE DOMESTIC PRODUCT (SDP) 

2. The estimates of State Income could be built up either 
by the •accruing' approach or the 'originating' approach. The 
estimates ot State income accruing and state income originat
ing are both essential for a comprehensive insight into the 
economy of a State. The State income originating may be 
considered as the income originating from the productive . 
enterprises situated within the boundaries of a State anu it 
corresponds to the domestic product concept at the national 
level. The state income accruing may be defined as the 
income accruing to the factors of production supplied by the 
normal residents of a State which corresponds to the concept 
of national product at the country level. The difference 
between the two arises on account of the flow of factor 
incomes across the boundaries of the States. Such flows of 
factor incomes are much more significant-at the State level 
than at the national level. It is also much more difficult 
to measure them at the State level as the economy of the 
States is essentially open and there are no administrative 
arrangements such as the exchange control or the customs 
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department which enable the measurement of ouch flows at 
the national level. In view of these difficulties the 
eaphasis in India has been on compilation of estimates of 
State Domestic Product(SDP) by the incoge originating 
concept. 

Work done so far 

3. The earliest estimate of state income by Slater 
~ppeared in tmdras Year Book 1923. However. tbe details of 
the cethod of estimation are not known. The oarliesi ~ttort 
at esticating regional income was that ot Natarajan\1 J vho 
allocated the national incoge for the years 1938-39 and 
19(9-SO by three broad sectors acongst the then British 
Provinces on the basis of the sectorwise indices specially 
ponstruoted for the ,purpose. The estim~fs of national 
income used by him were based on Rao•s\~ esticates tor 

·the year 1931-32 which were carried forward to 1938-39 and 
1949-SO with the help of indicators of physical gr~tb in 
the three broad sectors. Price eftect was superimposed by 
the use of index numbers·ot wholesale prices published by 
the Office of the Economic Adviser to t~3)Government of 
India. The next was the study by Tiwari presenting the 
estimates for the years 1921-22, 1931-32 and 1938-39 tor 
the state of United Provinces both at current and constant 
prices. He collected and utilioed a large acount of local 
data on output, incoce per worker·etc. Production approach 
vao used in the sectors of agriculture, livestock, fishing 
and hunting, forestry and aines while for the ree3ining 
sectors the inooce approach was adopted. The tvo alternative 
procedures - one of allocation of national totals acong 
States and the other of direct estication-toll~od by these 
studies vero -typical of the methods used in 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Natarajan, B. An Essay on National Incoc~ and 
Expenditure in India. 1949. 

Rao, v. K. R. v., Nation3l Income of British India, 
1931-32 (1940) 

Tiwari, s. G. - Economic Prosperity ot the United 
Provinces, 1951. 
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later(4) attempts in the field by official and non-official 
agencies and research workers. The estimates for the States 
ot erstwhile Bombay, Bihar and Uttar l~adesh were released by 
the respective State Statistical Bureaus(SSBs) around the . 
year 1950. In the meantime the Working Group on State Income 
was formed by the Central Statistical Organisation which 
stimulated greater interest in the subject. By 1958, as many 
as 8 SSBs viz. Assam, Bihar, erstwhile Bombay, Himachal 
Pradesh, l~dhya Pradesh, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and West 
Bengal bad undertaken the work ot the estimation of State 
income. Presently all the States(excepting Nagaland and some 
Union Territories) are regularly publishing the estimates. 
Annexure shows the position regarding the availability of 
State official series and also indicates the base year in 
case of each State tor the compilation of estimates at constant 
prices. Some of the SSBs have recently revised their earlier 
series bf broadly following the Central Statistical Organisa
tion{CSO) as per the methodology gjv~n in its brochure on 
revised series of national prouuct\SJ. The data-base and the 
methodology adopted for deriving the official ·estimates vary 
trom State to State. The base year for the estimates at 
constant prices are ~lso different. As a result, the estimates 
currently published by the SSBs are not strictly comparable. 
The need for having a series of comparable estimates of State 

·Domestic Product has gained considerable recognition in 
recent years because a part of the allocation of resources 
from the Central Government to the States is being 
based on the relative per capita incomes of the States. 

(') (i) B. G. Kunte:- F.conomic Prosperity of Bombay Province 
and SiDd, 1919-1939 (ii). Mohinder D. Cboudhry & Bert F. 
Hoselit: State Income of Delhi State 1951-52 and 1955-56 
in Economic Development and Cultural Change, April, 1963 
(iii) Mohinder D. Choudhry: Regional Income Accounting 
in an Underdeveloped Economy, 1966 (iv) K. N. Raj: Some 
Features of Economic Growth of the last Decade 1951-61 
in India. Economic Weekly, February, 1961 (v) Ravi Verma: 
Estimation of State Income by allocation method. Third 
Indian Conference on Research in National Income, 1961 
(vi} National Council of Applied Economic Research: 
Estimates of State Income for 1950-51, 1955-56 and 1960-& 
and Distribution of Income by States 1960-61 (vii) 
Institute of Public Opinion: The Character of Regional 
Changes in Income: 1955-56 to 1960-61. Quarterly Econ~mic 
Report, 25th Issue (viii) R. Mehrotra: Social Account~ng 
and Regional Incomes in India, 196u. 

- (5) llrochure on Revised Series of Nati_onal Product for 
1960-61 to 1964-65, cso, 1967. 
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To meet the requirec3nts of the policy cakera, the CSO 
prepared in the year 1968 cocparable esticates of SDP ot 
various States and made the same avajlable to the Planning 
Commiss,i.on, Finance Commission ,etc .,.tor their use. The compar
able estimates prepared by the CSO are discussed later in 
paragraphs 14 to 16. 

l1IsrRICT I~OME 

'· In recent tiDes the de~nd for the district inooce 
estimates as a measure of the level of development of such a 
region has gained considerable importance. The difficultieB 
of preparing income estimates by the accruing method at the 
district level are all the core greater. Apart from the 
non-availability ef basic data at the district level, the 
'originating' concept is also relatively much more difficult 
in the case of the district than for the State in respect 
of supra-regional sectors, covering the boundaries of more 
than one region, like Railways, Post and Telegraphs etc. 
Despite these difficulties, some SSBs viz. West Bengal, 
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Ptmjab, Andbra Pradesh 
and Assam have attempted district income esticates by the 
1nooce 'originating' concept although all the reports are not 
yet publighed. The National Council of Applied Econottic _ 
Research\ J have also published district income esticates for 
1' States of the Indian Union. All these esticates are rather 
imprecise •. Their usefulness lies in the fact that they help 
in focussing attention on the gaps in statistics at the 
district level. If district esti~ates have to be ceaningful, 
special and consistent efforts would have-to be cade to 
collect the reQuired information at the district level. 

CONSUMPriON EXPENDITURE 

~. The National Sample Survey (NSS) bas been collecting 
data P¥)bousehold consunption expenditure froa its very first 
round\ Esticatee are available by rural and urbaD areas for 
all the States from all rounds except the first two in which 
data on only rural households vere collected. The estimates 
of household consu:nption can thus be built up at the State 
level by the use of NSS data although such esticateo ~Y be 
subject to larger error as compared to the esti~tes at the 

(6) 

(7) 

National Council of Applied Economic Research: Inter
district and Inter-State incoce differentials- 1955-56 
(1963) 

The first round of the NSS covered the period October, 
1950 to ~mrch, 1951. From the fourteenth round(July 1958~ 
June 1959) each round of NSS covers one full year. 
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all-India level due to the small sample size at the State 
level. As regards government consumption expenditure, the 
CSO, as a part or their work on the preparation of 
'Accounts or the Public Sector•, compile iDrormation on 
this item. A number of SSBs have also brought out 'Economic 
Classification of the State Government Badgat t. These 
documents provide data on the consumption expenditure by 
the State Governments. As in the case of all-India estimates 
compiled by the CSO, the SSBs estimate. only (i) compensation 
of employees, and (ii) net purchase of commodities and 
aervices - the break up or the latter item into a detailed 
commodity classification has not so far been attempted. 

CAPITAL FORMATION 

6.. The first notable estimates 9f capital formation by 
States were _ prepared by Mehrotra\8) for the year 1958-59 by 
a combination of both direct and allocation procedures. The 
estimates of capital formation based on local data have been 
comp~led by the SSBs of Assam and ~harashtra. 

7. The Maharashtra SS~S)prepa~ed the estimates of capital· 
forcat ion for the years 1961-62 and 1962-63 'by important 
industry groups as well as by the public and private sectors. 
In the case of public sector, use was made of the budget 
docu~ents ot the State Government and local bodies·wbile data 
on railways and posts and telegraphs were obtained from the 
concerned agencies. In the case of private sector, the estimat
es were built up on the basis of Reserve Bank of India's 
'All India Rural Debt and Investment Survey 1961-62 1 (AIRDIS), 
NSS estimation tor the urban households for the year 1961-62, 
annual survey of cottage and- small industries conducted by 
the SSBa and Annual Survey of Industries (ASI) etc. · · 

8. The estimates of the Assam SSB(1o) were also compiled 
-separately for the public and the private sectors and cover 
the period 1950-51 to 196,-65. In the case of - private 
sector, the estimates for rural households were built up 
from the AIRDIS and the estieates tor other years obtained 
--------------------------------------------------------------4 (8) Mehrotra R.: Social Accounting and Re&ional Incomes in 

India, 1966. 

(9) •capital formation in Maharashtra•, SSB Maharashtra 
1966 (unpublished). · 

UO) "Estimates of Capital Formation in Assam, 1950-51 to 
1964-65", issued by the Departn~nt of Economics and 
Statistics, Assam, December, 1968. 

5. 
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on tho bas io of suitable indicators. '1,hc eot h::ate!l of capital 
for~tion in construction in urban areas uere based on the 
'Survey of Urb-3n House Duild ing Activity 1956-57' conducted 
by tho SSB and u2e of index nuubera of value of i~port of 
ceoent' into Aosno for the use of the private sector. For 
~nufncturing industries, the esticates were built up on the 
b3sis of the ASI. For ~ant of data, the eoti~ateo in rcopect 
of non-household st:.all scale establishr.::ents uerc not coiJpiled. 
The esticateo for the Stuto Govern~ent(ndoinistration) were 
~ased on the 'Econocic Classification of tho State Govcrn=3nt 
D~dget',vhilc data on construction expenditure of the Central 
Govcrn~3nt(ad~inistration) were obtained fro~ the Accountant 
General, Aasac and Nagaland. In the case of railnnyB and pootn 
and telegraphs, the requisite data nere obtained directly 
froc tb& concerned agencies while the est it::lteo of departx::ental 
coc=~rcial enterprioen of the State Goverr~ant uore culled 
out froo their annual accounts. The eotii::.atea of chango in 
otocks in the private sector were restricted to the factory 
cstabliohoents, cining anu co~~arce. The SSB presented the 
estir.ates both for gross an,J net capital fort:.:lt ion o.t current 
prices only. 

Coordination of State inco~a work 

9. The CSO in cooperation with the SSD3 has played an 
icportant r~le in the attecpta made toriards evolution of 
State incoce esti~ates on a conparable basis. Apart fron 
being the central agency responsible for preparing and 
releasing the csti~teo of inco~e and Qthor related nggregatou 
at the nll India level, the activities or th~ CSO in tho field 
of fegio.c31 accounting also cover (i) proYision of technical 
and occrctarial assiotancc to the Workin~ Group on State 
I~co~ (UGSI), ( 11) conductitlg on..;.thc-spot atu:1ieo at th3 
headquarters of tho SSD3 by cending ceLtrnl ten~~ tor evalu~
tion of the available dutn a~ th~ c3thodology a~~ auggeotin~ 
~3aaures for icprovc~3nt, and (iii) provinion for trnininz 
facilitiea in tho field of n3tion~l/re6io~l nccounti~J tor 
the technical p3raon~3l ot th~ SSD~o 

Uorkin3 Group on State Ir~orJ n~d o~-tho-anot ntu~ien in th~ SSD1 

10. Thc·UGSI vns co:3tituted in 1957 co~~iati~~ ot activo 
uorltero in the field of DOt:.3 in tho SSD.J, tho CSO or;;.] other 
interested age.ccioo nith. tho follc~tir.~ 1u..'1ot1o::.:J: 

( i} oxnni.c:lt ion of L.3thcdn of eotiotion tn:j co£.oopt:J 

(ii) iuv.l.stir;o.tion of 't;ay>J nt~J ~;an:J to :fill up tho gn.p:J 
regardi.t~ oc:J.a of th~ ccctor3 

(iii) iuprovo::~nt in cover-:lGO il.::l flt::llity of in:torr.:..:ltiou 

(iv) ir:.:_1rovcr:3nt in cc::;:.:lr~'Jility of ct.:;!.L_:Ltc:J of diff.)rcnt 
Staten n.r::.J 
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(v) technical scrutiny of the estinates to the extent 
possible. 

The Working Group examined the various methods in vogue in 
the SSDs tor estimation of State income and suggested various 
measures tor improvement. It also discussed the position 
regarding the availability of agricultural price statistics 
tn various States and the appropriate price data for · 
valuatioL ot agricultural output. It recommend~ti that in 

the case of sectors where the income approach was followed 
in the estimation of state domestic product, periodical 
assessment ot data on employment, per head earnings etc.,by 
the SSBs would be desirable. For this purpose, special 
studies suitably phased to cover various sectors over a period 
of years in cooperation with the CSO h~ve been recommended. · 
The CSO has prepared· tive brochureal11} describing the 
aethods adopted by the States. Subsequently teams were sent out 
to the headquarters of the Tarious SSBs tor on-the-spot 
examination ot all aspects of State Income estimation. The 
five brochures, one each on (i) agriculture, animal husbandry, 
forestry and fishery,. (ii) mining and manufacturing, (iii) 
electricity, gas, water supply and sanitary services, (iv) 
other services and (v) trade, storage, hotels and restaurants, 
explain in detail the basis of preparation ot estimates o~ 
S:UP bJt various SSBs tn these sectors. The brochures are 
intended to serve three basic purposes. Firstly, they would 
help the Planning Commission and other policy making bodies 
in using the estimates prepared by the SSBs with the full 
knowledge ot details and limitations ot the estimates. 
Secondly, they would enable each SSB to appreciate in detail 
the methodology and data-base used by other SSBs. Thirdly, 
they would help the CSO and the WGSI in formulating and 
laying down standard methodologies in various sectors. 

(11) These are (i) 

(11) 

(iii) 

(tv) 

(v) 

Methodological Questionnaires. and 
Replies on State Income Estimation: 
Agricultural Sectors, CSO, April 1964. 
Methodological Questionnaires and Repliea 
on State Income Estimation: Mining and 
Manufacturing Sectors, cso, Sept., 196•. 
Methodological questionnaires and Replies 
on State Income Estimation: Services 
Sector, cso, March 1967. 
Methodological Questionnaire and Replies 
on State Income Estimation: Electricity, 
Gas, Water Supply and Sanitary Services, 
CSO, Feb., 1968. . 
Methodological Questionnaire and Replies 
on State Income Estimation: Trade, 
storage, Hotels and Restaurants, cso, 
Sept., 1969. 

7 
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11. Evolution of Standard Methodologl: After exaaining 
all aspects including the aethodology and data used by 
different SSBs in compiling their estimates ot SDP, the 
WGSI has prescribed standard methodology for various 
.sector~. These sectors correspond in scope and coverage to 
the revised series of national product brought out by the 
CSO with suitable further breakdown wherever necessary. The 
sectors considered are: (1) agriculture and animal 
husbandry, (11) forestry and logg1ng,(ii1) fishing, (iv) 
aiDing and quarrying, (v) large scale canufaoturing, (vi) 
railways, (~ii) communication, (viii) banking and insurance, 
(ix) public adainistration(Central Government), (x) public 
adainistratton(State Government and local aut&orities), (xi) 
educational .services, (xii) medical and health services, · 
(xiii) sanitary services, {xiv) electricity, gas and ·water 
supplft (XY) small scale manufacturing, (xvi) construction, 
(XYii) transport by means other than railways, (:viii) trade, 
storage, hotels and restaurants; (xix) real estate and 
ownership ot dwellings and (xx) other services.· 

12. The first fourteen sectors cay be classified in~G 
t~ee categories: 

(1) Category -I of sectors tor which the production
approach was recommended·viz. agriculture and 
aniaal husbandry, forestry and logging, fishing, 
mining and quarrying, large scale canutacturing 
and electriQity. 

(ii) Category -II of sectors ror which the incoce 
approach has been recommended viz. public 
administration(State Government and local 
authorities), educational services, medical 
and health services, sanitary services, gas, 
and water supply. 

(11i) Category·-111 consisting of four sectors, viz. 
railways, communication, banking and insurance 
and Central Government administration. 

In respect of the last category, the estimates at the 
all-India level were reco~nded for allocation a~ong States 
on the basis·Of standard indicators prescribed for the 
purpose. The CSO allocates the national totals acongst·the · 
States 1D respect of these sectors. As regards.the last six 
sectors, listed in paragraph,10 above draft standard 
aethodology has been prepared·by CSO but final recom=enda
tions have yet.to be made. 

13. In prescribing the standard·methodology, the avail
ability of Statewise data and ueability ot such data on 
production, prices, inputs, working force, earnings, 
indicators of teaporal and spatial pattern relating to 
various sectors have been the pri~ry guiding factors. The 

8 
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base year recommended tor ·estimation at· constant prices was 
1960-61. Standard methodology prescribes the choice ot the 
relevant data, lays down the procedures for their use and 
suggests ways and means to procure the minimum essential data. 

I 

14. Training in Regional Accounting: In the Statistical 
Officers' training courses run by the-CSO which are in the 
nature ot in-service training ot technical workers ot the · 
Central and State Governments, there is a provision tor 
special training in national and regional accounts for the 
trainees opting tor this subject. A need has, however, been 
felt tor instituting an intensive in-service training course 
in regional accounts specially for statisticians working in 
the field ot ·State Income in the SSBs. A scheme tor this 
purpose has been processed and a six-month course is expectad· 
to start sometime during the fiscal year 1970-71. The emphasis 
in the course would be on concepts and definitions, 
techniques ot examination of source material, standard 
methodology etc. It is proposed to devote about 130 hours to 
theoretical aspects and more than 650 hours for practical/ 
study work. It is hoped that the course would go a long way 
in meeting the needs·of the SSBs tor technically trained 
personnel in the :fie.ld ot State. Income accounting. · 

Comparable estimates prepared by the CSO 

15. As already stated the estinates of SDP prepared so 
tar by various SSBs are not comparable because of the 
differences in methodology.and data-base used in the 
preparation of such estimates. There has, however, been a 
consistent demand tor a comparable set ot estimates of per 
capita SDP with all their limitations.which could be used 
tor allocation of certain percentage· of r~sources from the 
Central Government to the State Governments. The CSO 
prepared the comparable estimates for all States in association 
with the State Statistical Bureaus for the period 1962-63 to 
1964-65. The estimates in respect of net output from the 
.com~odity producing sectors i•e• agriculture, animal husbandry, 
forestry, fishing, mining and quarrying and large scale 
manufacturing we~e supplied by the State Statistical Bureaus 
whereas estimates tor non-commodity·prouucing sectors were 
worked out by the cso mostly by the allocation of national 
total to States by use ot appropriate indicators depending 
upon the availability of the same. The details of the indica
tors used tor allocation tor each sector are as follows: 

1. Scali scale manufacturing: Statewise NSS data tor 
1960-61 

2. Construction • Statewise working force • 
data from 1961 census and 
consumption of cement 

3. Electricity, gas and water 
supply • Analysis of accounts of • 

·g 
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3. Electricity, ~as and 

water supply (contd.) electricity undertakings, 
employment in gas industry, 
working force and wages and 
salaries in water supply. 

' \ 

4. Public Administra
tion 

5. Transport by other 
means· 

6. Trade , storage , 
hotels and restau

. rants 

~. Real estate and 
ownership of 
dwellings 

s. Other services 

:Analysis of budget accounts_ 

: Number ot motor vehicles,· 
consumption of high speed diesel 
oil analysis of accounts of port 
trusts 1961 working force 

: Income tax statistics 1961 and 
working force 

: Income from ownership of urban 
dwellings 

: Working force as per 1961 census 

16. The estimates prepared by the CSO are not strictly 
comparable. in the sense that they do not fully take account 
of the wage differentials. Furthermore, compiled at current 
prices they also do not take account of the price differentials 
from State to State. However, taking into account the avail
ability of statistics, this procedure was considered to be the 
only alternative. In the long run it would be necessary to 
build up the estimates for all the sectors according to the 
standard methodology laid down. 

10 
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Annexure 

Positio·n of State Income Work at the SSBs. 

(Estimates of State Domestic Product at Current and 
Constant Prices and the Base Year Used tor Constant 

Price Estimates) 

s. State/Union Estimates at Base year 
No. Territory current constant col.(4) 

{1) (2) 
l!rices 

(3) 
I!rices 

(4) (5) 

1 • Andhra Pradesh p p 1960-61 
2. Assam p p 1948-4:9 
3. Bihar, p p 1948-49 
4:. Gujar~t p p 1960-61 
5. HaryE.tna p p 1960-61 
6. Jammu & Kashmir Not preparing p 1955-56 
1. Kerala p p 1960-61 
s. Madhya Pradesh p p 19152-53 
9. Maharashtra .p p 1960-61 

10. Mysore p p 1956-51 
11. Nagaland Not preparing 

. 12. Orissa p p . 1960-61 
13. Punjab p p 1952-53 
14. Rajasthan p p 1954-55 
15. Tamil Nadu p p 1960-61 
16. Uttar Pradesh p p 1960-61 
11. West Bengal p p 1951-52 
18. A.ndaman and 

Nicobar Islands Not preparing 
19. Dadra and Nagar 

Haveli Not preparing 
20. Delhi Not preparing 
21. Goa, Daman & Diu Not preparing 
22 •. Himachal Pradesh p p 1950-51 
23. Laccadive, Minicoy 

and Aminidive 
Islands No~ preparing 

24. Manipur p p 1960-61 
25. l~FA Not preparing 
26. Pondicherry Not preparing 
21. Tripura p Not preparing 

Note - p denotes that SSB prepares estimates. 

11 
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Systems of Regional Accounts 

1. In countries like TanzanU.., which have embarked upon comprehen-
sive planning for economic development it is essential to build up regional 
accounts within the framework of national accounts. However, the dearth 
of reliable and up-to-date statistics relating even to the important fields of 
primary production acts as the most serious bottleneck in building up 
regional estimates. Further where the national estimates are based on the 
results of sample surveys regional estimates tend to -be either non-existent 
or in any case less dependable. 

2. For Tanzania, certain ad-hoc breakdown by regions of GDP 
estimates prior to the recent revisions alone are available. No regional 
breakdown of the revised series of estimates have been compiled for any· 
of the years. The Bureau of Statistics has plans to build up such estimates 
at regional level at least for the primary producing industries. Building 
up capital formation estimates at regional level is almost impossible under 
the existing availability of data. However, in course of time, as the 
country gets more and more committed to regional planning the necessity 
to have regional accounts would be felt more keenly. 



Item lOb - United King'dohi' 

SYSTEMS OF REGIONAL ACCOUNTS 

1. !here has for some time been an interest in separate accounts for 
the constituent countries of the Unit~d Kingdom, and in particular for Scotland 
and .for ~ales. More recently, the establishment in 1965 of eight Economic. 
Regions In England, each with its own Regional Economic. Planning Board, 
has created. a demand for separate figures for these regions al.so. The requi
rements ~hich ha:ve been put forward, both for the separate countries and fo"t" 
the Planning Regions, have been varied. At one extreme there have been 
su~ge sti~ns for full sets of accounts comparable with those produced for the 
United Kingd~m as a whole, including input/ output tables, the analysis of 
gross d.omestlc product by industry of origin as well as by expenditure compo
nents, Income and outlay accounts for institutional sectors, etc. At the 
other extreme there have been more modest demands for data on the contri
bution made by each country or region to the gross domestic product for the 
nation. Between these two extremes there have also been suggestions for 
time series for gross domestic product or certain components such as 
consumers' expenditure or capital formation, designed to assess the rates 
of development in particular areas. 

2. There has been a considerable -increase in the last few years in the 
number of statistical series in which a regional analysis has been incorpo
rated, but the data available still fall far short of what would be required 
for the compilation of comprehensive and consistent systems of regional · 
accounts on the lines of those available for the UK as a whole. Nor do the 
data yet adequately meet the more modest demands mentioned above. Whichever 
approach to regional estimates of gross domestic product and its components 
is adopted - via expenditure data, income data or production data - a point 
is reached where it becomes necessary to allocate some part of the national 
totals on a more or less arbitrary basis. This is no doubt the case in other 
countries also but for a small and densely populated country with an intri-
cate communications network such as the United Kingdom the problems tend to 
be more .serious than in a larger country where regions are more self
contained. Because of this need for arbitrary estimation the regional 
estimates are inevitably subject to appreciable margins of error. 1t has 
therefore not been considered worth while to devote much in the way of 
official resources to this work. Official estimates are, however, published 
by the Government of Northern Ireland, which is largely autonomous and for 
which most statistics are collected separately, and a "Scottish Budget" 
which was in effect a central government account for that country, was 
published earlier this year. Apart from this, a certain amount of work has 
been done by research workers in universities and similar institutions. 
They have produced estimates in some detail both for Scotland and Wales and 
for the Economic Planning Regions in England. The work has been officially 
supported to the extent of provision of data, some of i~. anpubl.is~ed, and 
in some cases financial assistance. The results of this unofficial work are 
useful in giving the approximat~- mag'?-itu~e. of each country. o~ r~gi~n's 
tribution to g .d. p •. and the way 1n ~h1ch 1t IS mad_e up, but It I.s _unhkely that 
a series of such estimates purporting to show changes over tlme for a 
particular region would be very reliabl.e, e~en if the work were taken over 
officially and additional resources put Into It. 

3. The remaining sections of thi~ pap~r s.et out in more de~ail the data 
at pre sent available and the problems 1n .using It to produce reg1onal accounts. 

1 
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Expenditure data 

4. A regional distribution is available of the data collected in the con-
tinuing Family Expenditure Survey. This can be used to produce a first 
attempt at an income and outlay account for the personal sector. The sample 
of househol~s is, however, very small in some regions and certain sections 
of the popul"-tion - those living in institutions - are excluded from the 
sampling frame. Information on expenditure on goods and services by local 

. authorities can, of course, be readily a~ sembled within regions and presents 
no problem. For central government expenditure, however, it is necessary 
to adopt some conventional rules. One possibility is to allocate the whole of 
the expenditure to the South East Region of England, which includes London. 
Another would be to allocate the total expenditure between regions on a 
per capita basis. A third would be to allocate expenditure as far as. possible 
to the regions in which it is actually made. For fixed capital information, . 
data are already published showing the regional allocation of public sector 
expenditure on dwellings and other buildings and works but data are not at 
present available for other types of assets. There are particular problems 
in such cases as expenditure on railway rolling stock or vehicles operating 

. in more than one region. For capital formation in the private sector, some 
data are available on dwellings and on industrial and office building, but 
these are in physical terms and have to be converted to values on arbitrary 
assumptions. There are also some data derived from the system of invest
ment grants, though these apply only to certain types of capital formation. 
Although some attempt at each of these components of gross domestic product 
can be made, there is a major difficulty over exports and imports. Not only 
is there no way of allocating overseas trade by regions but also no data are 
available on the flows of goods and services crossing regional boundaries 
within the country. These flows are of particular importance in the United 
Kingdom. Transport statistics yield some estimates of freight tonnages but 
it is very difficult, if not impossible, to use these to obtain value estimates. 

Income data 

5.. For personal incomes, both from employment and from entrepreneur-
ship~information is available from a regional analysis of income tax data. 
The basis of allocation, however, is the region in which the income is 
assessed, so that the problem of inter-regional movements again arises since 
the region for assessment is normally based on the place of work and may not , 
coincide with the place of residence. Although the boundaries of the Economic 
Regions are drawn in such a way as to avoid this as far as possible, there-
are inevitably cases where a city near the boundary of a region d·caws some 
of its workers from a neighbouring region. The tax data are not comprehensive 
in that they exclude incomes below the tax limit and adjustments must there
fore be made to allow for this. Nor do the tax figures coincide with the 
income definitions needed for national accounting purposes, so that the 
adjustments made in the national figures, for which there is some firm basis, 
have to be allocated much more hazardously among regions. The most 
difficult problem·on income data, however, arises over company profits. 
Most of the large companies in the United Kingdom have establishments in 
more than one ·region, but the profits, whether extracted from company 
accounts or from tax assessments, relate to the company as a whole. For 
tax purposes the assessment is made in the region in which the head office 
is allocated - frequently in London, even although the bulk of the activity 
may be elsewhere. The allocation of these profits between regions can 

2 
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only be made on some arbitrary basis such as data on the numbers employed 
in the various regions, but this inevitably adds very much to the margin of 
error in the regional estimates. Personal incomes from interest, dividends 
etc • can, like income from employment, be allocated according to the place 
at which the recipient is assessed to tax but no distinction can be made 
between incomes received from sources within the same region and those from 
sources in other regions. Here again, the figures are incomplete since . . 
small investment incomes may be omitted because they a~e below the tax 
limit or are not fully reported. Nevertheless, the use of this tax data 
supplemented by data from the Family Expenditure Survey can provide 
regional estimates of personal income and expenditure, which are probably 
more reliable than estimates for other parts of the accounts. 

Production data 

6. In the quinquennial Censuses of Production data are available on the 
net output, as defined for the purpose of the Census, for each region. This 
is available because the Census returns are as far as possible on an estab
lishment basis. Net output derived in this way, however, is before deducting 
certain expenses, particularly those incurred by the head office of large 
enterprises with a number of separate establishments. Such expe·nses, to 
the extent that they are known, can only be allocated between the regions in 
which the establishments are situated on an arbitrary basis. ';I'he Census of 
Production, however,· covers only about half the economic activity of the 
country. For other industries much less information is available, and for 
some. none at all. The production approach is therefore not a very useful 
one in this context. 

3 
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Confidentiality together with objectivity and accuracy are the 
comer-stones of the structure of public cor~idence that an official 
statisticiaz: r:u.st build up in order to do his job properlY.. Provisions for 
the protect1on of confidential information from disclosure are also 
c~pleoentar,y to the necessar.y provisions giving an official statistician 
power to conduct compulsory censuses and surveys. At least in .&tstralia . ,~ · 
coopulsory collection of data would not be possible withOut the acco.cpany:i.ng 
protection against disclosure provided by the confidentiality provisions of · 
the Census and-Statistics Act 1905-1966. · 

2 • The relevant· provisions of the Act ·are wide and simply stated. 
However, their interpretation involves complex legal and statistical 
consic!erations. The Act provides that: 

"20.-( 1) · The Statistician shall compile and tabulate the 
statistics collected pursuant to this Act and shall publish 
such statistics or abstracts 1;hereof, as the J.Iinister 
directs, with observations thereon. . · 

24. The Statistician, an officer, or the occupier of a 
dwelling, shall not, except as allowed. by this Act, divulge 
the contents of aQY form filled up, or any info~tion 
furnished -

in pursuance of this Act; or 
at the request of the Statistician, for 
statistical purposes." 

The precise effect of the Act then. depends _on the meaning given to the word 
'divulge' and the word 1 contents 1 • In practice these are interpreted to me_ an 
that no statistics should be published or otherwise revealed to any person out
side the Bureau which would even indirectly represent the operations of any 
single firm or t}1..e personal particulars of any individual person. -

3. The present Act makes no distinction between information collected 
by the :Bureau of Census an.d Statistics and inion:m.tion supplied to it as a by
product of the administrative processes of other agencies. It also applies 
with equal force to all statistics compiled by the Bureau. By contrastt in 
sooe other countries certain statistics (e.g. overseas trade statistics) are 
exeopt from the general confidentiality rules. There is no provision for the 
Statistician to obtain permission from info~ts to publish inforcation 
which would otherwise be confidential. !~or is there any scope for the 
Statistician to supply such infoma.tion to other BQvernment ·authorities where 
these authorities cay have a legiticate use for it, even if its use could be 
of no disadvantage to the supplier of the infor.:1ation. There is even some 
uncertainty as to the freedom of the Statistician to give back to an 
administrative departoent individual particulars supplied to hie by that 
department for statistical purposes. 

1 
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4· ~1e strin~ncy of these aspects of the ~\ustralian legislation 
creates a number of difficult practical problems, particularly in respect of 
larce finely classified monthly statistical collections like overneaa trade 
statistics. It also places restraints on the usc that m~ be made of 
registers of e~tablishiJ.cnts and enterprises maintained by the Bureau for 
statistical purposes. These registers are costly to establish and maintain 
and could have a variety of legitimate adoinistrative as well as purely 

·statistical uses. 

5· In Australia, the collection, compilation and publication of 
official statistics. is highly centralised, most of this vrork beil'lG the 
responsibility o! the Commonwealth Statisticia11. This has tre ad.vn.nt~'"'"e . of 
enabling consistency .to be oaintained in policies and prc.:.ctices relatine to 
confidentiality. 

6. · But legislative and procedural rules m~ not be enouJh. It is the 
feeling of confidence among informants that their business and personal 
privacy will be protected that is essential if they are to vrillinGlY pro-vide 
the Statistician with the det.ailed information he needs. .d.nd, v1hatevcr the 
legislative provisions for protecting privacy, confidence will depend on the 
Statistician's judgment in preserving the spirit of the law as well es the 
letter of it. The letter of the law would permit publication of an industry 
total if there were three producers, but this would break the spirit of the law 
if one of the producers. were small. The exercise of judgment in this w~ 
enables confidentiality policies to be applied fle:dbly in varying circum3tances 
and to be modified to suit changing community conditions and attitudes. It 
should be.remembered, of course, that any chan6~ must be based on~ sensitive 
appraisal of community attitudes and be implemented with great care to avoid 
any possibility of damage to the public credit of the official statistician. 

1· Over a considerable period of time a working policy on 
confidentiality has been established in Australia within the· conte~d of the 
legal and practical situation described above. The effect of the introduction 
of computers to the \70rk of the Bureau has been to change the basis on vrhich 
the existing policies had been established. The new possibilities for. 
statistical service provided by computers and the effect of- computers on the 
community generally a.~d on users' requirements for statistics, including the 
form in which stati3tics are provided to them,have created a need for a 
review of confidentiality policy. In this review it is necessary to return 
to consideration of first principles to ensure that confidentiality 
legislation and practices are made consistent with the new tec~~olo;y of data 
processing and the new service philosophy represented by the data bank 
approach to statistical services. The follo·,rin0 parauroraphs consider the 
objectives of confidentiality policy, the implications of com)uter 
processing, the data bank approach to sup~ly of infor~tion and its effect on 
confidentiality policy and procedures, and possible future developnents. 
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Objectives of a Confidentiality Policy. 

8 • The formulation of a policy on confidentiality requires the needs 
of the community as a whole for statistics to be balanced against the right. to· 
privacy of individual persons or firms. It falls therefore into the general . 
class of questions involving the reconciliation of the interests of the · 
community and the ind.i vidual. The details of the coltridentiali ty policy· of 
any country will therefore be affected by the political, economic and social 
structure of that country and there can be no standard poiicy for all 
countries. There will be common elements in the policies of different 
countries, however, because the basic purpose of. confidentiality policy is 
the same in all cases, i.e. to obtain access to detailed information that 
informants would not willingly make generally available. '"The suggested 
objectives of confidentiality policy set out below m~ therefore have fairly 
general application. The conflict between the two interests referred to above 
can be observed in this set of objectives, and the achievement of a socially 
acceptable balance requires the greatest skill and the most sensitive judgments 
on the part. of the statistician. 

9· 
degree 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

The objectives are arranged in three groups which initially have a 
of overlapa 

those concerning informants and their protection against 
intrusion into their privacy or disclosure of their 
business information; 

those concerning statistical offices and their 
responsibility to op~rate effectively .and efficiently;·. and 

. those concer:n:iilg users and their need for informat.ion.-

(a) Policy· Objectives Primarily Concerning Informants 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

to protect persons fully against the disclosure of 
their personal particulars to ~ person or government 
agency outside of the official statistical office; 

to protect organisations fully against the disclosure 
of information relating to their operations. The 
determination of what constitutes full protection is, 
of course, a problem in its own right, especially in 
the absence of complete knowledge of ovmership and . 
control relationships in private and government 
enterprises; , 

to respect community standards relating to personal 
and business privacy, e.g. to take account of the fact 
that even to .make observations or to collect or query 
information is in some .degree an invasion of privacy, 
regardless of protection agains~ ~sclosure, and t~at 
some information is highly sens~t~ve. Thus a part~cular 
conmru.ni ty at a particular time might consider that some 
questions are of such a sensitive nature (e.g. ~ligion, 
personal income) that they should only be asked ~n a 
particular W83 or answered on a voluntary basis, or 
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(e.g. company profits) that privacy should be respected 
by restricting the number of officers handling 
identi~iable retuxns; 
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(4) to be responsive to requests by individuals and firms for 
consideration of particular disclosure problems (e.g. to 
have their returns identified only by code number to 
prevent disclosure in· transmission or to maintain privacy 
on receipt);_ and · 

(5) to be equitable in making such· arrangements ·so that no 
individual or firm is refused special protection which· 
is available to others. ' 

{b) Policy Objectives Primarily Concerning the Statistical Office 

(1) to preserve public confidence in the security of 
confidential information supplied for statistical 
purposes so that they will supply genuine data 
willingly; 

(2) to be adaptable to meet changing circumstances and 
. evolving cormmmity standards so as to provide the 
best servi"ce possible within the existing constraints; 

(3) to arrange that as much as possible of the total stock 
of information obtained by the government for all 
p~oses is _fully used for statistical purposes; 

(4) to avoid unnecessar,y duplication of functions by 
statistical offices and other administrative agencies, 
e.g. ·in the maintenance of business registers; 

(5) to establish procedures simple enough to be capable of 
implementation without excessive clerical or data 
processing costs and to be sufficientlY specific to 
obviate the need for continuous attention by senior 
officers· to the interpretation of the rules for 
individual cases. 

4 
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(c) Policy Objectives Primarily Concern.inf? Users 

(1) to be flexible in operation so as to minimise the negative 
effects of confidentiality procedures on published 
statistics and services - e.g. to avoid the danger of 
confidentiality policy becoming a convenient rationalisation 
for failure to meet users 1 requirements 1vhich could be met 
with sufficient effort; 

(2) to provide for the special needs of government programmes 
by specific data sharing arrangements. This mqy conflict 
with other policy objectives and is not provided for in 
Australian legislation or practice. It mey be argued by 
government users that there are circumstances where certain 
individual record data about businesses· could be disclosed 
to other government agencies in the interest of efficient 
government and with the general consent of informants. It 
is understood that some statistical legislation permits 
this, e.g. by provisions for disclosure by consent, by 

.excluding some non-sensitive data from the disclosure 
restrictions or by permitting transfer of information 
within the government under certain-definite limitations. 

The Implications of Computer Processing 

10. In Australia, computer processing of official statistics is 
performed by the Computer Service Centre, which is a division of the Bureau 
of Census and Statistics. The Computer Service Centre has installations in 
Canberra and in each of the State capital cities and virtually all computer 
processing of official statistics is per.for.med by these installations. The 
Computer Service Centre also provides computer processing services to several 
other Commonwealth government departments, including the Department of the 
Treasury and the Commonwealth Taxation Office. It therefo·re combines in a 
single organisation and at each computer installation both statistical and 
administrative data processing. This centralisation of computer processing 
of official statistics Within the Bureau ~ey have assisted in recognition of 
the implications of computer processing for confidentiality policy and it is 
hoped will also assist in the development of a new policy and procedures,.. It 
mey also have created special problems arising from the possible unfounded 
public belief-that organisations sharing a single computer service may also 
be prone to share confidential information between them. 

11. On a broader plane, the effect of computers on the question of 
confidentiality has been to draw the attention of a wider audience to a 
problem that was formerly confined largely to discussion in professional 
statistical circles. It has also revived interest in the discussion within 
these circles and. m~ national statistical o~fices are feeling a need to 
review principles and practices in relation to statistical confidentiality. 

5 
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12. The use of computers affects confidentiality policy and practice in 
the following wa:ys: 

(i) G~ater attention to confidentiality policies and procedures 
for implementing them is needed because -

(a) Information can now be processed in greater detail 
and a greater volUI:le and wider range of tabulations 
can be produced. The possibility of storage and 
linlcage of data on a large scale is also introduced. 
These developments intensify the need for disclosure 
analysis and.for better procedures for the prevention 
of accidental disclosure or deliberate attempts to 
obtain illegal access to inforoation. 

(b) To some extent alrea~, and no doubt to a much greater 
extent in the future, statistical tabulations will be 
replaced by information retrieval systems. Such a 
system ma:y be conceived of as a data base of detailed 
information including confidential details and a set 
of programs for retrieving, aggregating, analysing and 
tabulating that information. It can be expected to 
provide greater flexibility and more spee~ response 
than existing methods for .the production of printed 
tabulations. However, new procedures would have to 
be provided to protect the confidential information 
in the data base from disclosure and to carry out 
disclosure analysis on the reports prepared. This 
disclosure analysis would have to be carried out as 
each report is compiled if the full potential of the 
information retrieval system were to be realised. 
In doing so, procedures would need to be adapted to 
avoid residual disclosure by the supply of separate 
reports for intersecting data sets. Although each 
of these reports would not contain confidential data, 
when combined they mey enable confidential details 
to be imputed by subtraction. 

(c) '.1idespread ignorance and misunderstanding of computers 
and their capabilities, reaction to change in the form 
of new computer systems, and resistence by groups 
whlch believe they may be disadvantaged by the 
extension of computer processing may lead to a public 
reaction against computer based inforcation systems. 
This reaction, which was seen in the United States 
in the form of the "data bank" controversy, creates 
special problems for statistical offices. It mey 
result in rest.raints on their activities in collecting 
data or in maintaining integrated data files or 
registers. It may also inhibit them from exploiting 
to the fullest possible advantage the potential of 
computers for a better st~tistical service and reduced 
operating costs. 
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Co:r:::tputers provide the means for a more refined and systeiaatic . , ·,. 
approach to disclosure ana.l¥sis. The :rules adopted to prevent.·: :. 
disclosure need no longer be based on rules of thumb or 
intuitive judgment. They can be based on a set· of detailed 
decision rules laid down in advance for icplementation by · · 
cocputer program as tabulations and other reports are 
prepared. · · 

To the extent that human juc:lt;tlent is required to detercine 
disclosure problems that cannot be settled by the • routine 
application of such decision rules, computer processing can 
provide special reports to hibhlight sensitive cells in 
tabulations and to illustrate the results of alternative 
combinations of cells or classification changes ·designed , , · l 
to avoid disclosure. An example of this approach· is·· the ' · · · 
disclosure analysis procedures built into the computer 
tabulation system for the 1968-69 Integrated Econox:rl.c 
Censuses conducted by the Bureau. · · 

<' .... 

The widespread use of computers for commercial data . 
processing, particularly where cocmon-carrier data "~ ··: 
transr:rl.ssion services or computer service bw:_:eBl:U are·:· 
used, has raised .the problem of the security of. . . :· 
confidential business records, to sey nothing· of lnili~B.ry 
and diplomatic info::cmation. A::J a result, a substantial 
degree of attention is being given by z:u:.nufacturers. and 
users of computers, particularly by co=:nmica.tions · 
utili ties and service b:.ll.--eaax, to tha :1ea.ns of ssc:.tr~1j 
info~ation held on co:n:!uter readable nedia, being 
processed by a computer or transmitted over a transmission 
network. There is potential for a substantial· by-product· · 
of technic;.ues that could be beneficially applied to the .. 
probleo of confidentiality. . · · · · · 

':i'he Data Ba..."lk Apnroach. to Supply of Information - Concepts and· Termnology·: 
13. The issue of confidentiality arising from data stora.ac-e and linkage 
deserves special attention. The following discussion draws on proceedings of 
two sessions of the L"'lter.national Statistical Institute. Before describin8 · 
the technical possibilities of the "data ba.nk 11 or integrated A.D.P .•. file 
approach for improving statistical services in .Australia,· and exa..:,)nine .' .. 
p=oblems of confidentiality that these raise and their possible solution3,·it 
is necessary to reach a cot1mon understanding about terminology. Clear and 
objective discussion can be difficult when sone of the key terms such as 
"data bank" ney have very different and soiJetil:les highly emotive 
connotations for different persons. , "-
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14. The foliowing concepts and terms (following particular~ Vander 
Noot and .Young1 and Bachi and Baron2) seem to be the most useful: 

(i) 
-4 

Dat'd file: a .set of consistent~ defined observations 
(relating to a single subject or with at least one 
characteristic in common) recorded on a single medium 
(which can be in·machine ~adable form, e.g. punched 
cards or magnetic tape or in another form such as a 
printed list or set of handwritten cards). The set 
of observations in the data file m:33 relate to a number 
of different units at a single point of time or to a 

. set, of observations over time. · · 

(ii) Data base: a set of related data files. . 

(iii) 

15· 
concepts: 

Data bank: a data storage and retrieval system operating 
on a data base (i.e. a number of related data files) and 
constructed with a sufficient degree of standardisation 
to enable linkage of data between files to be made readilY 
and inexpensivelY with a minimum of programmer 
intervention. It allows single items or groups of items 
o:f information to be retrieved singly. or in combination 
with any other item or group of items in the bank. Ideally 
the retrievals and data manipulations are achieved by 
specifying standard plain language control commands rather 
than by writing ad hoc programs to deal with specific 
requests. 

The following indicates the relationship between the above 

DATA about individual cases 
exist on more or less unrelated 

individual 
persons 

individual 
businesses 

individual 
properties, 

etc. · SETS OF FILES . ~ ' ' ~ 0000 ' ' ' ' 0000 
which, when organised into a system 
to serve a common purpcse, may be 
called the DATA BASE for .that 
purpose 

I:f aiJY part of the data base is 
held in a form which permits 
the rea~ association of the 
individual records on different 
files it mey be c·alled a DATA BANK 
(integrated :file ystem, uniform 
file s tem etc. 

"'----v-----' 
(e.g. data base for administe:cing 
controls over businesses) 

(e.g. data base for statistics 
of household sector of 
national accounts) 

observed data 

record association 
and manipulation 

or com uted data 

(1) Proceedings of the American Statistical Society 1966 
(2) International Statistical Institute 1969 
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Distinctions between different classes of data bank are suggested below as 
being useful in axr:1 discussion of the privacy problem. 

Statistical Data Banks/Administrative Data Banks 

16. rlhereas a statistical data bank is a data bank which is maintained 
onlY for statistical purposes (i.e. it makes available· to users only 
statistical aggregates rather than individual case data) an administrative 
data bank cakes available individual case data to its users. An 
ailrninistrative data bank may also make available an output of statistics 
based on the a.d.tti.nist:rative data and/or on data collected directl,i for
statistical purposes. An arlminist:rative data bank which has an output o.r 
both administrative data and data collected directlY for statistical . 
purposes could be described as a hybrid (administrative/statistical) data 
bank. If the operating :rules for a hybrid data bank were changed so that 
onlY statistical aggregates could be delivered from it then it would become 
a statistical data btplk. Thus the essential difference between statistical 
data banks and other roms of data bank is in the bank's data-delivery 
arra.tlg'ements. This is illustrated as follows: 

STATISTICAL 
!lATA BANK 

individual 
case data 
collected 

for statistical 
purposes 

.. 
I 

: data-sto~ : · 
1 sub-system 1 
I I 
I 1 
I I lr-------. 
l data deliver.r : 
r SUb-S tem I 
a_:_..._...., ___ J 

statistical 
aggregates 
only 

l 

Mministrative 
individual 
case data 

---- .-.... , 

info:rmation 
about 
individual 
cases (a) 

J 

.A.DMINISTRATIVE 
~A. BANK. 

statistical 
aggregates 

" 
In the above illustration the ailrninist:rative data bank is a hybrid 

type because .of the output (a) of information on individual cases. ~ere 
could l:e a now or statistics or of individual case data from the 
ailrninist:rative data bank to the statistical data bank without altering the 
status or the statistical data bank. H!;[_ output of individual-case data 
from the statistical data bank to the user would change it to a hybrid 
(administrative/statistical) data bank. 

17. Although the distinction between statistical and administrative 
data bar..ks can be fairly readily drawn in discussion among professional 
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statisticians, it does not necessarily follo;7 that this distinction will be 
readily uccepted by the public at laree, especially as it is based on the 
uses to ;1hich the data bank is put, rather than· on the infomation stored or 
the structure of the data bank. A gradual programme of public education m.ey 
therefore be hecessarJ in order to establish a climate of public opinion in 
which the distinction bet~een statistical data banks and adoinistrative data 
banks is widely a~cepted. 

18. It c~~ thus be seen that it is participation in a hybrid type data 
bank that is most likely to con:;>ronise a statistical a.onuncy' s reputation -for 
respecting personal privacy. The pure statistical data bank is unexceptionable 
in this respect so long as it· stays pure a.nd the public have confidencE3 that it 
is a pure statistical data bank. 

19. Integrated file systems v;hich are often called data banks but which 
contain only aggregated data (albeit perhaps at a very fine level of 
aggregation) present no problems 'vi th regard to disclosure. Only statistical 
aggregates come out of it since only statistical aczregates go into it (this 
assumes that the aggregates pass the disclosure tests of having sufficient 
cases in them). The Time Series Information System being developed in the 
Bureau (which is similar. to CAUSTI.I) and CAHSIU itself are exa.t:1ples of such a 
statistical tlata bank~ 

20. There are various kinds of administrative data banks. It is worth 
noting that it is the intelligence data bank that raises most of the fears 
against data banks in general. In this kind of data bank the aim is to build 
up a general dossier of info~ation about the individual as an indh~1ual, e.g. 
a data bank set up to provide -infomation about individuals for use in crime 
detection O+ for credit rating. Statistical offices have a stake in 
encouraging legislative protection and ethical codes relating-to all 
admin.istrative data ba...'1ks, including o.n interest in keeping open any one-\7ey 
flo;; of information from such banks into their ovm systen. Their nost direct 
concern, however, is with statistical data ba.."'..ks. 

Intet~ation of Statistical Files in Australia 

21. ..1s the .Australian statistical system is highly centralised, the 
Bureau does not fd~e all the ael~nistrative problems involved in the 
intet;Tation of ::rt~tisticd files in countries such ;,:s the United States v:hich 
have aecentralised statisticel systems. 

22. The possibilities of computer processing tecrllliques for the 
integration of ~tatistical files which have been so well expounded in the 
Kaysen report\ 1 J have been recognised and, as nentioned earlier, there are no 
significant organisational barriers to the substantial realisation of these 
tec!h~cal possibilities. However, experience in the Bureau has been that the 
conceptual problems and practiqal statistical aspects of integrating 
statistical files are at least equal in importance to the technical data 
processing aspects. 

(1) Executive Office of the President, U.S. Bure::;.u of the Budget, ~1enort of 
the Task Force on the Storage of and Access to GoverTh~ent Statistics, 
.la.shington, D.C., October 1966. 
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23. A great effort over the past five years has enabled the Bureau :to 
take substa."ltial steps towards the integration of its statistical collections. 
"\lith this work as a base, the development of an· integrated statistical · ~ 
in.fo:r:::1ation service is now being approached in which the storage, linkage and · 
retrieval of statistics will be organised so as to take advantage of the . 
degree of integration of collection and compilation already achieved and to . 
cake use of the potentialities of computer processing· to provide a better . 5 
statistical service to users. This development is raising some new legal , : 
problems in relation to confidentiality and has heightened the importance of 
so::::e long sta."lding ones. These problems 'JIJ2J' be considered in three groups: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

those arising in the case of statistics compiled from the ' 
a.d:I::linistrative records of another department where there · 
~~ legal provisions governing disclosure of those records 
by that department; 

those arising from the confidentiality provisions of 
statistics legislation (in Australia, the Census and. 
Statistics Act 1905·1966); and 

those relating to the disclosure of the contents of 
registers. 

24. The first kind of ·problem can be illustrated by reference :to :the · 
taxation statistics on which Australian national accounts are largely based. 
These are the aggregate tabulations of income tax returns which·include those 
for the same businesses from which the Bureau of Census and Statistics··" · · 
collects enterprise and establishment retw:ns in its integrated censuses of' .. 
mining, manufacturing, electricity and gas production and distid.bution; · ·' ·' 
wholesaling, retailing and associated services. Development of the· national 
accounting system us~ the latter data (as well as taxation data for : -~ 
industries not covered) could proceed with much greater confidence if it Were 
possible to align the aggregate industry data for enterprises compiled £rom:' 
the two sources. However it will be difficult to do this positively because 
the taxation retums are coded to industr.r by Taxation Office staff· from only 
the simple description supplied by the business on its taxation return. A ; 
solution might be to provide the taxation office with a listing o.f the · '· · 
enterprises showir~ the more objectively determined industr.r codes assigned 
to them by the Bureau of Census and Statistics, but the Census and Statistics 
Act precludes this. The alternative solution o.f the Taxation Office 
supplying the Bureau individual records on magnetic tape plus identifying · 
lists to permit the Bureau to link the records with its census files is: 
precluded by the legislation governing the Taxation Office. This also 
prevents possible arrangements .for avoiding duplication (e.g. the · 
substitution of data .from·taxation records for that at present collected by 
the Bureau .from small single-establishment enterprises). 

25. Thus the taxation legislation, in making no allowance for the fact 
that the statistics legislation would prevent the individual details being 
used for ~ purpose other than the compilation of aggregate statistics, may 
actually operate against the interests of the business community, the 
statistical office and the user in preventing the data available to the 
governcent from being fully used for statistical purposes. 

11 
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26. Legal questions arising from provisions of the statistical 
legislation can be illustrated by another example. Statistics of inports are 
co~piled from copies of import entries lodged by importers with the Department 
of Customs ancl ~cise. Under the provisions of the Census and Statistics Act 
it is not specifically provided that the Bureau m~ legally give back to the 
supplier of the d~ta (the Department of Customs and Excise) the particulars 
included on any individual import ent:cy. A large and complex statistical 
editing and tabulation system has been developed to compile statistics of 
imports and of shipping cargo movements. This data processing system also 
provides the most economical means by which statistics of imports by · 
individual importers or cargo shipped by individual shipping operators could 
be compiled fo+ adcinistrative purposes. Compilation of this information in 
this w~ has the advantage of economy and of consistency with the more 
aggregated statistics used for other purposes. There would be no breach of 
statistical confidentiality in principle by the supply of this information to 
the Department of Customs and Excise because it \Vas originally lodged vd th 
that department as part of adoinistrative procedures associated with imports. 
However, the present provisions of the Census and Statistics Act prevent this 
being done. 

27. An essential part of any system for liru(ing and retrieving 
statistical data is a register, identifying the individual units whose 
particulars are recorded on the statistical files and providing 
classificatory information. Such a register is expensive to set up and 
maintain and has many other possible uses apart from the linkage and 
retrieval of data. Statistical uses·include the preparation of despatch 
lists, collection control.and s~ple selection. Han-statistical uses include 
the preparation of directories · of various kinds; for example, a directory of 
manufacturers containing a list of the products ~keted by each manufacturer. 
Such a directory would be useful for trade promotion purposes and in fact one 
is maintained by the Australian Department of Trade and Indust:cy. At least 
insofar. as they relate to businesses and contain only information such as the 
name, address, industrial classification broad size grouping, and broad 
product range, there appear to be no overrl.ding statistical policy reasons 
why the contents of such directories should not be made generally available 
or at least available to government agencies. Unless provisions can be made 
uhich enable the contents of such registers to be shared between several 
users, the cost of establishing and maintaining then mey be such as to 
prohibit their construction for statistical purposes. Tne Austr~lian Census 
and Statistics Act at the moment woul~ appear to prevent the contents of such 
statistical registers being made kno\Tirto any person or organisation outside 
the Bureau. 

28. . These legal aspects of the integration of statistical files and 
the sharing·of statistical processing systems with other governnent 
departments and the sharinG of register facilities are under consideration 
at present. It is hoped that arrangenents can be nade to ta...1<:e advantage of 
some of these possibilities without weakening the protection afforded by 
confidentiality legislation to statistical data generally and \rithoat 
damaging public confidence in the Bureau. 

12 
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Possible Future Jevelo~nents 

29. In the discussion above a distinction has been drawn between 
statistical data banks and a.d:ninistrative data banks and there is an 
associated distinction between statistical data processing systems and 
adiiinistrative data processing systecs. ~lith the increasing use o.f computers 
for administrative purposes, the monopoly which statistical offices once held 
of large scale autoo.a:tic data processing systems is rapidly disappea.ring. · 
Since an automatic data processing system can be adapted to produce 
statistical a5u~gates as easilY as it can produce other forms of reports the 
traditional role of·the Bureau in the compilation of aggre~ate statistics in 

. . 0 

such fields as overseas trade and taxation "'fJey in the long run u...'"ldergo a 
si[7lifica.nt cha.l'l.t,noe. The Bureau mey in future be concerned to a greater 
extent with the question of overall statistical needs and collection 
relationships, statistical and information processing standards, conceptual 
fr~ework for the definition of statistical concepts, and facilities for the 
stora.o~, linkage and retrieval of in.foma.tion and to a lesser extent with the 
actual manipulation of source data or initial compilation of statistics •. It 
would follo-.7 fron such a development that the :Bureau as a statistical office 
would necessarily take a IJOre direct interest in the policies and procedures 
governing confidentiality and the protect~on of privacy in information 
processing in GOVer.ncent agencies generally because the formulation and 
maintenance of standards .in these catters mey be as significant from .a 
statistical poL~t of view as the standards applied by the statistical office 
itself to the statistics compiled from its oun collections. 

30. The importance of hybrid (statistica.l/adoinistrative) data _banks 
c.ey also increase. These data banks raise the most ·difficult policy 
questions with regard to confidentiality.. As has been shown earlier, there 
are stro!lb reasons on srounds of efficiency for the establishment of these 
data banks. However, the problems of ensuring that appropriate confidentiality 
policies and procedures are .followed, are ver.y complex.and they cey also 
involve the most sensitive public relations. 

31 • The Bureau is continuously examining· specific aspects o.f the whole 
question. The under~ing principle applied in any .fUture development will be 
for the Bureau to work m. thin a legal and ethicaJ. fram.ework which balances the 
riGht of individu.aJs to privacy against the society's view of its right to be· 
informed, and efficiently governed. 

32. .An atmosphere of charltie often gives rise to uncertainty and to 
fears for the security of individuals. The Bureau is aware of the wey in which 
basic conditions governing confidentiality policy are changing and can see the 
need for measures to be ecployed to maintain public confidence in its 
operations. Some clear logical thinking will need to be done in professional 
circles to establish a greater measure of consensus on principles, practices 
and terninolo~ as a basis .for IJ.ore rational discussion as and v;hen the 
problem becomes a natter o.f public debate. 

13 
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THE GENERAL QUESTION OF CONFIDENTIALITY· 
ESPECIALLY AS INVOLVED IN THE USE OF COMPUTERS. 

I. Introduction 

1. The subject of confidentiality invites consideration of many related 
topics. Their discussion would carry us beyond our central theme of confi
dentiality as it relates to the operations and practices of statis~cal agencies. 

2.. Confidentiality problems were recognized prior to th~ advent of· 
computers. Safegua,rds were written into the Statistics Acts of several 
countries (typically decades before the first computers) as a legal expression 
of the concern of producers of statistics for the protection of the individual. 
Outside of statistical agencies information systems have also existed for a 
l<?ng time w_itho~t the computer being involved. For instance, a telephone 
d1rectory f1ts Vlrtl:ially any meaningful definition of an information system. 

3. Computers, however, are such a powerful tool in the hands of both 
users and producers of data that the dimensions (though not the substance) of 
the confidentiality problem have been transformed. Computers, by enabling 
users to apply analytical and decision-assisting techniques to a variety of · 
statistical information, typically in highly disaggregated form have stimulated 
an increasing demand for detailed information. Similarly, the increasing role 
of governments of all levels increases the burden on statistical agencies for 
data to supp<:?rt their administrative, regulatory, policy-making, judicial, 
and planning activities. Computers have also provided statistical agencies 
with a tool for processing, storing and retrieving information from a variety 
of separate or linked files collected over long periods of time. Thus computers 
have altered the statistical "market" on both sides: on the side of the 
"purchaser" as well as on the side of the "producer." 

4. The statistical "market" situation, however, has a third dimension 
as well: the needs and concerns of the general public. The public benefits. 
from the legitimate.uses of statistics by governments, businesses, non-profit 
organizations, academic users, etc.; yet, the public is also concerned about 
the increasing burden that the collection of the statistics puts on them and by 
the real or imagined possibility of the misuse of "George . .Prwell" 1984-type 
dossiers about individuals. This brings us to the consideration of a seldom 
made distinction between confidentiality and privacy of data. 

IT. The nature of data confidentiality, privacy and security 

5. Statistics Acts typically represent a type of "social contrac~" 
between a statistical agency and the data-providing public. It au_thonzes a 
statistical agency to collect data from individuals in order to satisfy the . 
legitimate information requirements of the ':~try and, o~ the_ other ~and, ~t 
provides protection to respondents by prohib1ttng t~e pubhcatton or_dlsseml
nation of individually identifiable data. Hence the mtent of the A~t 1s to . 
guarantee that no harm will come to an individual as a result of his comph~ce 
with the Act. (Actually, even the publication of aggrega~e dat~ ma.y result m 
generalized "harm" to individuals, for example changes m leg1slatton). 
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6. The protection of individual returns embodied in Statistics Acts. · 
typically includes at least the following three provisions: (1) the individual 
·returns furnished by persons,· businesses, etc. will be used only for statis
tical purposes and not made available for taxation, regulation or other adminis
tx:ative adtion, (2) the returns will be handled only by sworn staff of the 
statistical office and (3) the data will be disseminated only in a form which 
will not permit without authorization the identification of data relating to any 
individual, firm or other respondent. . 

7. . · The essence of the first provision is that information provided by a 
statistical of~ice should be designed for use for statistical purposes since 
statistical analysis does not require information about identifiable respondents, 
it therefore follows that the statistical office need not and must not provide 
information pertaining to a particular individual or other respondent, nor 
should it publish or otherwise make available the records it collects in a· 
way that permits the identification of these records as being specific to 
particular respondents. Thus the third provision is essentially implicit in 
the first~ The second provision simply relates t~ the responsibility of the 
officers of the statistical agency with respect to data security, i.e. it 
establishes the accountability by the personnel of statistical offices. 

8. Cqnfidentiality, as a legal concept, is the legislator's imperfect 
translation of the following: "Don't publish or make available information 
collected under the authority of the Statistics Act which may be harmful to 
the individual respondents who provided them." This more diffuse concept of 
harmfu~ness is clearly the real concern of the public. Thus, there is a real 
distinction between_ privacy, the public concern and confidentiality, the legal 
concept. 

9. An analysis of any country's publication programme would probably 
show that, in a strictly legal sense, the confidentiality provisions of the 
Statistics Acts are not absolutely observed. This is recognized sometimes 

·through specific exception in the Statistics Act (the new proposed Act in 
Canada will permit DBS to publish a register of establishments with name, 
address, industry code and employment size), but sometimes even without 

. such provisions. When for example, cross-tabulations of industry by occu
pation even at a moderate level of geographic breakdown are published, the 
tables often have several cells showing one respondent. Such entries are 
potentially recognizable as being the response of a specific individual. 
Industry and occupation, however, represent reasonably common knowledge 
and no one is apparently particularly concerned even though the legal require
ment of confidentiality has been violated. A table concerning income distri
butions and showing some cells with only one respondent would, however, be 
intolerable since this would result in the violation of the privacy of the 
individual income data. · 

10. . The distinction between confidentiality and privacy is a fine one and 
the Act does not distinguish between them. Yet in its daily practice, the 
statistical agency is attempting to draw a line between the two concepts And 
therein lies another fundamental problem: computers are not capable of exer
cising subtle value judgments; they require precise quantitative definitions 
capable of being translated into numerical procedures and algorithms. 
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Ill. TYJ)es of violation of confidentiality 

11. Violations of confidentiality may arise in a number of different ways 
and it may be worth discussing the different types. 

Breach of securitv 

12. This type of dis~lo~re, i~ essentially a breach of the ~ecrecy oath 
each employee of the statistical office must take. It may consist ofgossip 
among friends, or it may consist of the sale of confidential information for 
profit. In either case it is a breach of data security. The fight against such 
disclosure con~ists of strict emphasis on security procedures, thorOu.gh 
investigation of "leaks", and enforcement of physical security (locking 
returns after office hours, supervisory surveillance, etc.). 

13. Computer technology adds a new aspect to the old problem of making 
an unauthorized copy of confidential data. It is relatively difficult to deter
mine when an unauthorized person unlawfully makes a copy of a computer tape 
containing statistical information. During the first and second generation of 
computers this was easier to avoid since usually only one job was being 
processed by the computer at a time. In the current generation of computers 
several jobs are frequently being processed at the same time. This problem 
is even more difficult to avoid when the statistical production is carried ou:t 
on a computer which is not in the possession of the statistical agency, as in 
the use of commercial service bureaus, other government departments, etc •. 
In this last case, the tapes are "under the custody" of employees of the 
statistical office, however they have no real control over them during their 
processing by the computer. The control during the time rests with the 
"software." 

The "Old School Tie" problem, or the friendly persuasion 

14. This may be a dangerous tupe of disclosure because it appears so 
harmless. It consists of passing information to a person known to be 
"thoroughly trustworthy". Typically he wants the information for himself and 
would not pass it along to others. He may belong to another government 
department, may even be the minister responsible for the statistical agency, 
or he could be a friendly newspaper man. The defence against this possibility 
lies in the thorough indoctrination of employees: information is confidential, 
not only when it relates to individuals but even in aggregate form before it is 
published or made generally available. 

Processing accident 

15. As long as people are involved in the processing of data there may 
be accidents. Copies of confidential data mailed out, computer tapes may be 
mislabelled and printed out for inspection by unauthorized persons_, or 
confidential reports could be misfiled in a library open to the public. 

Inadvertent direct disclosure 

16. \Vhile the previously mentioned types of disclosure can'be blamed on 
a lack of security of one kind or another, direct disclosur~ may result froi? . 
the statistical office's publication practices. It would not mvolve the proV1SIOn 
of confidential information about a person, establishment or other_respondent 
with his full identification, but rather his inadvertent identific~tion through 
the publication of too much detail. As was hinted above, precise rules are 
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. 
generally missing to ensure against th~s kind of disclosure._ 

17. In the area of economic statistics some guidelines exist. For 
example, it is generally accepted practice to blank out information which is 
based on .fewer than three respondents or when one or two respondents 
account fo'r more than a specified proportion of the aggregate. Even in the 
field of economic statistics, however, the issues are not always clear: an 
aggregate derived from an establishment survey may satisfy all the require
ments of the conditions mentioned above, yet it may be a disclosure if all the 

_·establishments involved belong to the· same enterprise. The Census publi
cations of many countries indicate that not even such general guidelines exist 
in the field of·population or housing. Once the precedent is established to 
publish cells containing zeros and ones, the statistical office leaves behind 
at least one kind of potentially firm quantitative interpretation of the confi
dentiality rules and begins to rely on judgment. The line is a thin one: if 
occupation by industry can be published, why not occuaption by industry by 
age? · · 

Residual disclosure 

18. This type of disclosure occurs inadvertently when two or more sets 
of data taken together enable the user to identify information pertaining to an 

. individual respondent even though there is no direct disclosure. The trivial 
example occurs when an entry in a table is blanked out but which can be 
deduced from the marginal totals and the other entries in the table. A less 
trivial example is the publication of certain industry totals by province or 
other local area when one cell is dominated by. a single respondent. Usually 
this province is grouped together with another province whose corresponding 
total, by itself, is publishable. If in an other table the "publishable" province 
is identified separately' the corresponding total for the first province can be 

. obtained by subtraction - a residual disclosure: In Canada this is a particu
larly-vexing problem because the Census of Manufactures reports are shared 
.with provincial statistical agencies (with the consent of respondents). It is 
difficult, however, to convince a province, which is entitled to publish its 
results, to forego publication so as to safeguard the confidentiality of 
respondents in a smaller province. In order to overcome this problem a 
jointly agreed upon publication format is developed each year. 

19. Residual disclosure is difficult enough to guard against when the 
method of dissemination is restricted to a fixed set of publications. As 
statistical offices are developing a capability for retrieving summary data 
from individual responses, the problems of residual disclosure will multiply 
exponentially. 

IV. The definitional problem of confidentiality 

20. . It has been said that the heart of the difficulty in dealing with is sues 
of confidentiality is that confidentiality has not been defined in quantitative 
terms. There is a genuine conflict between production methods which allow 
the inexpensive compilation and publication of more data in greB;-ter detail and 
rules of confidentiality which are essentially based on the paper and pencil 
age of processing. Computers could handle the problem of testing for confi
dentiality if confidentiality could be defined non- subjectively. Without such 
definitions our best hope for using computers to tackle this probl~m lies in 
trying to identify at least those data which are clearly and obviously not 
violating confidentiality (leaving only the remainder for human judgment). 
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In the absence of hard and fast definitions, the next best thing would be some 
quantitative conventions. . -

21. Conventions are in the process of being established through prece-
~e~ts_- For example, ou~ U.S. counterparts "published" after the 1960 Census 
1nd1VIdual census data w1thout:name or geographic identification (broad . 
regional identification were retained). These tapes were based on a sc:mple · 
drawn from the Census at the rate of 1 in 1,000 (another sample of individual 
records at the rate of 1 in 10,000 was available on punched cards). The 
precedent, once established, became the precedent for the similar dissemi
nation of data c_ollecte_d in the mon0_ly Current Population Survey (at about 
the same samplmg r~t1o). The Bnt1sh are similarly disseminating data 
collected by the Soc1al Surveys. Yet these conventions are hard to defend. 
Why stop at a sample of 1 in 1, 000? Why not 1 in 100? Why not 1 in 10? 

22. One such possible convention concerning direct disclosure seems t~ 
offer itself through some methodological considerations (see Section 7). 
Residual disclosure could then be defined as the publication of aggregates 
from which, through mathematical manipulations, data could be derived which 
would represent direct disclosure. Such a definition would at least conceptu
ally permit a precise determination in any concrete situation as to whether or 
not a particular tabulation, if released, would result in disclosure. This 
would be the first step toward "mass production" of tests of disclosure. 

V. The issue of confidentiality and the problem of duplication of collection 

23. The public also needs to be protected against the burdens of providing 
the mass of information required by the modern state. Information for statisti
cal purposes is only one part of the burden. Statisticians.have a. clear 
responsibility to reduce the burden if the needed data can be extracted from 
data already provided by the public for administrative purposes. This is an 
increasingly rich source of statistical information since the administrative 
activities of modern governments encompass ever wider spheres. 

24. All concerned would benefit if statistical agencies obtain access to 
administrative data, yet the public may regard this with some misgivings. It 
is felt that the accumulation of information about individuals within an agency· 
will allow the linkage of information from various sources and thus create the 
feared "George Orwell" 1984-type dossier. In this context, the provision of 
the Statistics Acts that identifies the purpose of data collection (whether 
directly from the individual or indirectly from an administrative a~ency), as 
being statistical has a bearing. A statistician must strive to c_la~fy the 
fundamental distinction between information to be used for stat1sttcal or other 
purposes. Statistical agencies normally already h~ve authority·t? collect 
much of the information held by administrative agencies. It benef1ts no one 
to duplicate the collection of information from the individual when it can. b_e. 
compiled from administrative sources. Yet s_uch ac:cess pu~s B: r_espons1b1hty 
on the statistical officers to protect the genu1ne pr1vacy of 1nd1V1duals. 
Information flow between the statistical office and administrative agencie~ . 
must be in one direction only- from the administrative agency t~ the stat1sttcal 
office. 

25. Access to administrative records for statistical -purposes can be a 
mixed blessing under some circumstances. Need~ may ~r1s~ for ~ccess by 
the administrative agencies to individual information wh1ch 1s alr_eady collected 
by the statistical agency. If the statistical agency does not proVIde the 
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requi~ed indiVidual data, the administrative agency may argue that the only 
way to avoid duplication would be for the statistical agency to abandon the· 
collection in favour of the administrative agency. It may promise, in return, 
access to the statistical agency. This may or may not be the best solution, 
dependiUg on the circumstances. · 

26. · The abandonment of primary data collection by the statistical agency 
in favour of administrative agencies can be dangerous. The statistical agency 
cannot easily enforce appropriate statistical standards on the administrative 

. agency unless some incentives are possible or the collection of adequate data 
is almo.st self-enforcing. An example of such incentives is when the statistical 
agency attaches standard statistical codes to the forms collected by an 
administrative agency or when it provides the administrative agency with 
access to carefully maintained, high-calibre registers (this is often explicitly 
permitted by Statistics Acts). Such a relationship exists in Canada between 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics and the Unemployment Insurance Commission: 
the latter provides much of the updating information for the register of 
establishments maintained by DES, in return it receives from DES its own 
forms appropriately coded by industry. It is,1also·likely to be both a contribu
tor and beneficiary of a central register of business units that is under 
development by DES. Examples of data collection by administrative agencies 
whose standards are almost self-enforcing are Vital Statistics, and External 
Trade. 

27. More generally, abandonment by a central statistical agency of the 
c.ollection of statistics to administrative agencies may result in the erosion 
of the function and authority of the statistical agency. As other government 
departments develop easy access to computers, it may be tempting for them 
to compile statistical tabulations from their administrative data instead of, 
or in addition to, passing the original data to the statistical agency for this 
purpose. Such an erosion .could also have as a result a direct deterioration 
in the level of reliability of the particular series concerned. This could 
occur since the administrative agency compiling statistical tabulations for 
general use is less likely to adhere to the methodological requirements of 
estimation, editing, imputation and other uniquely statistical techniques of 
data processing that are part and parcel of the production of statistics. 

28. In summary, safeguarding confidentiality can lead to duplication of 
effort by the statistical agency and the administrative agencies, or in fact 
even between statistical agencies. There is no single best solution to this 
problem. Leaving the collection to administrative agencies can be a useful, 
in fact, sometimes unavoidable method of avoiding duplication and can result 
in high-quality statistics under the right circumstances. Joint collection, 
with the primary duty of collection vested in the statistical agency, may be 
another possible solution. In the latter case, care must be exercised that 
the authority of the Statistics Act to collect data is not used as an umbrella 
for the provision of individual returns to administrative agencies, unless this 
is done .with the explicit permission of respondents. Statistical agencies 
should have unimpeded access to administrative records for statistical data 
(but this should not become an excuse for abandoning data collection to· 
administrative agencies). At the same time the statistical agency must strive 
to maintain in the public mind the fundamental distinction between data for 
statistical and administrative purposes. 
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VI. Technical issues of confidentiality 

29. It has been mentioned that the computer as such did not create the 
confidentiality problem. It is a fact, however, that computers have extended 
enormously the users' ability to utilize data (and generated therefore an 
increased demand). At the same time they also extended the ability of the 
stat~stical offices to _cope with this demand (even though never to the full satis
faction of users or, In fact, to the statistical offices themselves). These 
changes, though quantitative in nature, are of such dimensions that one can 
ask at wha! point the accumulation of quantitative. changes becomes a qualitative 
one. In this sense, therefore, though they did not create the problem. 
computers have increased it. . · ' 

~0. . From the point of view of a professional data processor, confidentiality 
IS the problem of the data collector. From his point of view retrieval from,. 
for instance, census files is no different from selecting a book in a library. 
Viewed in this fashion, statistical files are not very different from a business 
inventory, credit bureau or library record system: they all consist of a 
data base consisting of a record of each separate unit. Information is added 
to or retrieved from the base on demand. The methodology of these types of 
systems is identical. The data processor needs to know the answer to such 
questions as which data items are to be secure, what confidentiality rules · 
should apply to what kinds of retrieved tabulations and what is the procedure 
in precise terms to determine the confidentiality of a particular tabulation. 
And so we are back to the definitiortal problem. 

. . 
31. The issues can be illustrated by two Canadian systems. One is a data 
bank of time series called the Canadian Socio-Economic Information 
Management System (CAN SIM). The overwhelming majority of the time series 
stored in CAN SIM are either published or publishable aggregates, hence non
confidential. However, CANSIM is equipped to store time series which are 
sufficiently disaggregated that they are confidential (accessible only by 
officers of DBS). Technologically CANSIM is capable of dealing with this 
type of confidentiality requirement. Time series that are confidential can 
only be accessed by persons who know a specified password and different 
series (in fact, different data in a single series) may be accessible through 
different passwords. The key to the success of computer methods in this 
case is that the status of data with respect to confidentiality is essentially 
determined outside the computer system, prior to input. There are many . 
articles in the literature on data processing dealing with ever more sophisti
cated procedures designed to prevent unauthorized access to data that is 
known to be confidential. Actually, these are not methods to deal with the 
confidentiality problem: rather, they are methods to deal with the security 
of data, given that their confidentiality status is alre.ady determined. 

32. The problems of checking the confidentiality of the retri':ved tabulations 
are entirely different in the case of another system currently being developed 
in DBS. It is called the Geographically Referenced Data Storage and 
Retrieval System (GRDSR) and is designed to sto~e individual data from 
surveys and retrieve arbitrarily specified tab~ lations reques_ted by users, 
referring to an arbitrarily specified g_eographic_area~ The first concrete 
implementation of GRDSR is planned In connection wit_h 1~71 Census dat~. 
The design of this system is quite advanced and there IS. httle dou_bt at this 
time that the objectives of the system mentioned abo.ve will be achieved. From 
the point of view of confidentiality, however, GRDSR present~ altoget~er 
different problems from CANSIM. Whether or ~ot the tabulations retrieve~ 
from this base are confidential is, in contrast With CANSIM, not known until 
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. . 
after the retrieval. Procedures have to be de signed, therefore, to screen· 
the retrieved information prior to passing it on to users. In the absence of 
precise .quantitative definitions as to what constitutes disclosure, the system 
can provide the reviewing statistician with a useful guidance: it should be 
possible t'? build into it conservative criteria to indicate when a particular 
tabulation~'i.s not confidential. The remaining cases would therefore appear 
as potential violations of confidentiality and will probably have to be reviewed 
by humans. With respect to residual disclosure, our hopes are essentially 
similar: to design a system which will assist a .human reviewer to carry out 
his task more effi«!iently. Actually, under the definition of direct disclosure 
implied by section 7 (or something similar to it) a mathematical solution has. 
been developed to determine whether or not a particular tabulation may 
represent residual disclosure. 

33. To· close this section on a more positive note, an example of a situation 
where the computer was successfully used to assist in safeguarding confi
dentiality can be given. The Census of Manufactures is based on the collection 
of data from individual establishments and most of the tabulations are also 
carried out on establishment data. Prior to the computer era the tabulations 
were, of course, checked for confidentiality, but this was restricted to 
checking for the disclosure of establishment data. Now, computers enable 
us .to carry out a much more advanced check: the central list of business 
units identifies establishments by companies and, using this facility, the 
Census of Manufacturers· tabulations are checked not only for disclosure at 
the establishment level, but also at the company level (when data are collected 
from establishments it may· happen that a particular tabulation appears to be 
non-confidential even though the establishments involved are mostly belonging 
to a single company). 

VII. Methodological issues of confidentiality 

34. Developments in statistical methodologyl. similar to developments in 
cqmputer technology are, of course, not the cause of problems of confi
dentiality. But just as in the case of computer. technology, they may well 
sharpen some of the issues involved. Developments in the field of record 
linkage are closely related to the concern of the public for privacy. Privacy 
has been defined by Professor Weston of Columbia University as the right " 
"to determine what information about ourselves we will share with others". 
The concern about privacy, in fact, centers around the question of making 
such information available to others who are not known to the respondent. 
Professor Weston -argues that an attack on a man's ability to control what is 
known about him represents an assault on his humanity. Yet, in the modern 
state, the life of individuals is widely described and documented by written 
records (which typically are converted into machine-readable records). 
When two records dealing with different aspects of an individual's life or 
activities are brought together and merged into a single record by the process 
of record linkage, the extent of the recorded information about him is 
increased geometrically. 

35. The fine, yet vital, distinction. as to whether record linkage is 
performed within a statistical agency, which will carefully guard against the 
disclosure of individual information, or by an administrative or control agency 
which may use the information in an altogether different fashion, is seldom 
made with suff:Lcient clarity. 
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~6._ . Record l~kage, of course, is accomplished·m~st easily when each-
mdiVldual has a unique number which is reported by him on the different · 
re~ords. Yet it i~ eas! to see intuitively that it is not necessary to have a 
unique number to ~dentify ~o _records as referring to the same person or 
event. If enough information Is recorded about the person in both records 
(such_ as his age, sex, mar:~tal s_tatus_, _address, ethnic origin, etc.) then, _ . 
even m the absence of a unique Identifier, each additional piece of infOrmation 
narrows down the number of possible persons to whom the record could refer 
until the choice is narrow~d to a ~ingle individual. Methodological develop- ' 
ments have been reported m the hterature during the last two years which 
may well lead to an_econ_omic~~ly feasible process of record linkage _even in 
the absence of a unique Identifier. The methodology involved is probabilistic. 
One can nev~r ?e. 100% certain that the linked records are in fact referring 
to the_ same mdiVldua~, ?ut one can specify a level of certainty, no matter 
how high, as long as It IS less than 100%. -Even in criminal courts, -juries · 
are only asked to determine guilt beyond reasonable doubt (not with certainty). 

37. When the methodology of record linkage is fully developed (and there 
have been major advances in the last few years), it almost certainly will be 
used. Yet, in light of the justifiable public concern, statistical agencies 
must use. record linkage with extreme caution and protect with double care 
the linked records from disclosure. In most instances the Statistics Act 
would entitle them to collect directly the additional information that record 
linkage might put at their disposal. It is not economical to collect directly 
information which can be created through record linkage within the statistical 
office: individual respondents would have to bear the burden of response as 
well as, through their tax money, the cost of it. Hence, the efficiency of 
record linkage must be weighed against the public's concern. 

38. Record linkage is related to the problem of confidentiality in yet 
another way. Disclosure involves making available information concerning 
a unique and identifiable individual. The statistical office, of course, should 
never disclose information about an individual who is identified by his name. 
But, the concept of disclosure also implies restrictions on disclosure of 
information on an individual who can be identified through his characteristics. 
In this latter case, therefore, disclosure occurs when a user can identify a 
respondent through an implicit or explicit process of record linkage. From 
this standpoint violation of confidentiality might be defined as the disclosure · 
of information that goes beyond that required for identification alone. Hence 
one may argue that a table in which some of the cells contain entries of ~ne . 
but in which none of the marginal totals are ones does not represent a VIOlation 
of confidentiality. In fact, in this case the entry of one can _on~y be identified 
as referring to a particular person if the reader knows a pnon that the 
particular person has all the characteristics in~icated by the table. However, 
should another dimension of breakdown be superunposed on the table then . 
disclosure would clearly occur. At that point, _info~ati~n is.~isclosed ~bout 
a person which goes beyond that required for h~s umque 1dent1ficati?n; m a 
sense at that point the reader may learn something new about a particular 
person~ To illustrate by an example, suppose that a particu~B:r c~nsus table 
published for a given municipality relates to· the cross-classtficat~on ~f 
persons by industry and occupation. Suppose that one of the en:tnes 1n the 
table is one but none of the marginal totals are ones. The reader at that 
point may r;cognize the person to whom the_ one r~fers.: he may say, "Joe 
Smith is a statistician working in a synthet1c textile mtll; the table show_s " 
that there is one such person; that entry must t~erefore refe~ tC?.-Joe Smtth • 
For the reader to recognize this entry as referrmg to Joe Sm~th, he mus~ 
know in advance that Joe Smith is a statistician and he works 1n a synthetic 
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• 
· textile mill. Since none of the marginal totals are one neither the industry _ 
nor the-occupation identifies Joe Smith by itself: both are needed simply for 
identification (actually, if the entry is based on a sample, the reader must 
also know for full identification that no other person has the same occupation 
and industry). If this table, however, is extended to a cross-classification 
of industry by occupation by age, at that point the reader may learn Joe Smith's 
age. -

39. . Should this analysis be correct and acceptable , it would go a long 
way toward conceptualizing what is involved in disclosure and hence it might 
carry us closer to arriving at an acceptable, yet precise definition of dis-· 
closure. Direct. disclosure might then be defined as an entry based on a -
single observation (or other specified number of observations) provided.that 
at least one of the corresponding marginal totals is also based on the same 
single observation (or other-specified number of observations). Given a . 

. precise. definition of direct disclosure, a corresponding definition of residual 
disclosure can be derived. · 

40. · Under the heading of methodological i~sue-s. related to confidentiality, 
it is sometimes argued that response errors, 1 automatic error corrections, 
etc. , in a sense moderate the problem of confidentiality since all of the 

-information that might be disclosed in a tabulation is not "real". This seems 
to be a relatively minor i~sue. First of all, if enough information on an 
individual is contained in a record he· can be identified using the statistical 
theory of record linkage briefly referred to above, even in the presence of . 
errors in some of the recorded information. Second, if appropriate statistical 
standards are maintained, the extent of such imputations should be at a low 

· enough level to ensure that its effect is small. · 

VIII. Confidentiality and the organization of the statistical system 

. 41. ·It was mentioned above that a centralized statistical system makes it 
easier in practice both to protect confidentiality, and to do so in a publicly 
visible fashion. It is important to here again distinguish carefully between 
the use of information for statistical and for administrative purposes. This 
distinction is much easier to make if the agency involved in the collection and 
publication of statistics has only statistical functions. When the statistical 
function is an adjunct to an administrative function, it may not only be more 
difficult to appear to maintain confidentiality, but it may in- fact be more 
difficult to do so. 

42. On the positive side, when a statistical activity is an adjunct to an 
administrative activity, it may be easier to gain access for statistical purposes 
to the records of the particular administrative agency involved. It may, 
however, be more difficult to gain access (even for statistical Pl!rposes) to 
administrative records of other agencies. A central statistical agency can 
argue with conviction that it be allowed access to administrative records for 
statistical purposes. Whatever the confidentiality constraints specified in 
an act governing an administrative agency, a Statistics Act is probably more 
stringent in this respect. Moreover,, the central statistical agency would 
probably be entitled to· collect the information in question directly from the 
respondents. 

43. Any central statistical agency has a variety of information, about 
respondents within its walls. Record linkage performed on this data does 
not require inter-agency agreement. For those concerned about privacy this 
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may~· an additi~n~l s~urce of worry. Objectively, ho.;ever, the public would 
ben~f1t by t~e ehm_mation of redundant data collection and by the increase· in 
the 1nformation gained from data already collected. 

IX. Confidentiality aspects of different forms of data disseminati~n. 

44. In this section which can be considered to be a summary of the paper. 
the issues mentioned above have been regrouped. under the alternative forms ' 
of data dissemination. · 

Publications 

45. . Thi~ is~ of cou_rse, the t~aditional and still most important form of 
data d~sse~unation. D1sclosure Is e~siest to prevent in a printed publication. 
A publication, no matter how large, mvolves only a finite number of fully . 
foreseeable cells. Once disclosure is precisely defined it will be possible 
to devise algorithms to check the publications for both direct and residual 
disclosure. Even in this case serious problems remain since mere identifi
cation of "disclosure cells" does not guarantee a method to handle them. No 
fully satisfactory method of suppressing disclosure cells in a table, even · 
after they have been identified, has yet been devised. Rows or columns may 
be collapsed, but this "ruins" some other publishable cells in the table. It 
also tends to diminish the value of the whole publication. Another, even less 
satisfactory way of dealing with th~ problem is simply to blank out any cells. 
which may result in disclosure. This, of course, would result in disclosure· 
through the discrepancy between the totals implied by the body of the table . 
·and the actual totals presented on the margins. 

46. Neither the concept of confidentiality (which is at the present largely 
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based on judgment), nor the practice of protecting it is uniform. It appears 
that conceptually identical tables· are treated differently depending on the 
information they contain. A tabulation containing several zeroes an.d ones 
may be published if it refers to a cross-tabulation of say age by ma~al status; 
but a similar table may be considered to be a disclosure if it represents a 
tabulation of income by occupation. 

User requested retrieval 

47. Thebproblem involved in this type of data dissemination has been high
lighted by contrasting retrieval from a data bank containing aggregates whose 
confidentiality status is determined prior to input (such as is the case with 
CAN SIM) with a data base containing individual respondent data (such as the 
GRDSR base) where confidentiality must be determined after retrieval. In 
the latter case methods have to be devised not only for checking for direct 
disclosure, which is not an easy task by itself, but also for residual disclosure 
which involves keeping track of all requests previously processed. DBS is 
actively working toward finding a solution to this problem which may be a 
crucial roadblock in the way leading to the full use of such systems as GR~SR. 
It might be mentioned that, given a definition of direct disclosure a correspond
ing, ':nathematically precise definition of residual disclo~re an~ ~ ~athematical 
theory involved in testing for it is possible. The economic feasibility of the 
procedures involved are currently bein_g inves~gated. Pa_rticula~ly the cost 
of testing for residual (as opposed to direct) disclosure will be high 
irrespective of the method used. This is due to the fact th~t the v_ery c~ncept 
of residual disclosure involves keeping track of all tabulations and retnevals 
from a particular file and this can be an enormous task. 

11 
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· "Summ,<;~.ry tapes" 

48· This method of "publication was introduced as part of the data dissemi-
nation programme for both the 1961 and the 1966 Censuses. These are 
computer tapes c_ontaining basic tabulations from the Census, i.e. minimal or 
no cross-tabulations but by very small geographic areas. The problems of 
confidentiality are conceptually similar to those of standard publications. To 
the extent, however, that these summary tapes contain information referring 
to exceedingly small areas (areas containing 150 to 200 households) the 
."standaz:-d" problem of confidentiality of regular publications is compounded. 

Sample of individuals on tape· 

49. . . Disseminating data for a sample of individuals is a recent innovation. 
To the best .of our knowledge-it is only applied in the area of population and . 
income tax hou~ehold surveys. A sample of records is selected, all direct 
identification and geographic codes removed (at least the detail of such codes). 
The sample records are typically released in machine-readable form •. The 
advantage of this form of data dissemination is that it permits users to "play 
around" with the data, and permits certain types of analyses which cannot 
be carried out on aggregate data. It has also been found to be a useful aid 

. in teaching survey courses since it is a source of "live" data. 

50. The question whether this form of data dissemination does or does 
_not represent. disclosure runs head-on into the problem of definition--what 
do we mean by disclosure? . The most liberal interpretation of the concept is 
where violation involves breach of security. The most restrictive interpre-

. tation is one wherein disclosure occurs whenever someone, on the basis of 
prior knowledge about a respondent can find out some additional information 
about him (or her). Should our definition of disclosure coincide with the 
latter, then the dissemination of individual records on tape, even after the 
removal of formal identification, is clearly a disclosure. After all the Census, 
for example, contains upwards of 70 fields of information about most individuals. 
Even if each field of information is only a categorical "yes-no" type of variable 
(and obviously most of the variables involved are coded to more than two 
classes) the theoretically possible number of different records is equal to 2 
which is a number exceeding 10. There. can be no doubt that with so much 
information available about each person on the tape, every person is uniquely 
identifiable (i.e. someone who knows enough about a given person can recognize 
him on the basis of the information that is recorded on the tape). Actually, it 
is very probable that one-tenth of the information contained on the tape about 
each person would-uniquely identify most persons and, therefore, the remain
ing nine-tenths of the information would represent disclosure. In other words 
if, for example, an outside user, say a credit bureau or the police, tries to 
match through record linkage the tape of individuals released by the statistical 
office against its own files, then if its own records contain sufficient infor
mationabout each person (information such as age, sex, ma-z:ital status, 
household size, number of children, age of children, size of municipality, 
educational attainment, etc.), then almost certainly every person on the sample 
of records from the census file could be matched against a record on the 
other file (though not conversely). The, fact that such a tape of individual 
records is only supplied· on a sample basis does not alter the fact that for 
those persons it is disclosure. Sampling simply decreases the potential 
benefit that someone looking for the characteristics of a particular person 
would derive through linkage with the sample tape: the probabilit:y. of his 
finding the particular person is equal to the rate at which persons were 
selected for inclusion on the sample tape. If this rate is 1 in a 1 ,000, the 
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odds are orie tigainst a thousand that· someone sear~hing: for- the census records 
of_ a particular person would find him. . . -

Sl. Sometimes the argument is put forward in defence of this scheme that 
· ··no one can be sure about the identification of a person on the sample tape 

because the.re may be other persons with the same characteri~tics who· did 
n~ happen to get included in the sample-. This argument is relevant in · 
marginal cases (such as in .section '7 in connection with the dis~ssion in the · 
context 9f a publication of aggregates, of the level of cross-tabulation at 

.which disclosure may potentially occu-r). In the present context, however, 
when sp much information is released separately about each person in the 
sample, as is the case in connection with a sample of records from the cenus, 
such an argument is spurious. The .chances of two people ,being identical 
wit~-respect to mo·re than 70_ characteristics are infinitesimally small. 

,52.· Allusi~n was made at the beginning of this paper to the need for 
developing conventions in the absence of rigorous rules. It seems that the 
case of the release. of individual data on a sample basis is in dire need of 
such-conventions. Should we release such information? If so, what is the 
safe sampling ratio, i.e.· at what level of sampling is the potential value to 
someone who wants ·to break confidentiality small enough to make the exercise 
to~ expensive in .relation to pot~ntial benefits? Is the practice more defensible 
when fewer -items of information are recorded and, if so, how many items of 
in:formation can safely be· so released without the· danger that individuals get 
identified? . · · · . · · . 

13 
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THE GENERAL QUESTION OF CONFIDENTIALITY, ESPECIALLY AS 
ItNOLVED IN THE USE OF COMPUTERS · 

Reappraisal of Confidentiality Issue 

1. The issue of-confidentiality of individual informat
ion (personal or business unit) is receiving renewed attention 
in New Zealand as in many countries at present because of the 
impact of central computerized processing with the imminent 
development of computerized files, permitting data linkage and 
vastly improved retrieval systems. The term •renewed' is 
justifiable, since this issue·has always represented a problem~ 
The arrangements made to secure it and which have been effect
ive in·the past have now to be reassessed for adequacy in the 
light of modern developments. New Zealand is, like many · 
other countries, actively engaged in this process. Confident-
iality of statistical records must be considered under a -
number of situations likely to be encountered under present 
and future processing systems. These depend on whether or 
not records are subject to linkage or association and the 
kind of control systems employed. 

New Zealand Situation 

2. While computerized statistical files can be 
distinguished according to whether primary (individual) records 
or data outputs are stored and/or linked, New Zealand has up to 
the present had little or no actual experience in machine
aided linkage of primary records from different sources. It 
is however planning linkage of statistical data outputs for 
common and small sized areas and (see paper under item 5(a)) 
is planning. for a central data file in computer storage. -
The confidentiality problems are much greater in the former 
setting than they are in the latter one. 

Classes of Records to be- Examined 

J. Data records or information may be obtained for 
statistical purposes - · 

(a) 

{b) 

From direct statistical surveys subject to 
guarantee to persons or firms that individual 
particulars will not be disclosed either at the 
collection or publication stages as stipulated 
in enabling statistical legislation {in New Zealand 
the Statistics Act 1955). 

Indirectly as by-products of administrative 
requirements which in some ins~ance? a:e covered 
by specific guarantees of conf1dent1al1ty (Inland 
Rnvenue) or by generalised provisions, or under· 
official Secrets Acts, standard administrative 
procedures, etc. The confidentiality problem 
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still remains, although the statistical purpose 
component, vis-a-vis the administration element 
in such primary records, may vary widely in 
extent between different kinds of administrative 
~records. 

{c) Through mechanized data ,linkage systems in which 
information drawn from one or more areas of stat
istical records and/or relevant administrative 
records (perhaps also in future from contributed 
data or records from non-official agencies) can 

·be associated. 

Types of Institutional Arrangement Controlling Storage of 
Statistically-relevant Records 

4. There are three main variants found in New Zealand in 
the type of data holding agency. 

(a) In the first, which applies specifically to the 
Department of Statistics, statistical data or 
information from direct surveys from agencies is 
both stored and directly controlled both in data 
processing and in granting access. 

(b) A second variant is where a specific agency of 
Government is entrusted \'lith the operation of 
a Computer Bureau or Centre and carries out 
EDP processing on behalf of the Department of 
Statistics or other Goverr~ent departments doing 
statistical work. 

(c) In the third variant, some external agency, for 
example the United Nations, a Regional Authority, 
or a Research Organisation, seeks to obtain 
statistical records {generally in aggregative 
form or at least with direct identifications such 
as names and addresses removed from individual 
records) from the national statistical office for 
the purpose of assisting planning, research or 
further processing. 

5. The problematical aspects of any such arrangements 
relate to the unknown capability of such organisations to 
obtain cognate or even more remote kinds of data v;hich, when 
associated by linkage methods, could lead to identification 
of personal or business respondents, possibly b.y association 
of a number of characteristic variables in fine reference 
regional areas. 

Present and Future Procedures for Processing and Custody of 
Statistical Records 

6. Basic statistical records with identifications such 
as names and addresses omitted, Hhich result from the process
ing of either direct statistical surveys or from the extractic 
of data from administrative documents were, until recently, 



generally stored clerically and controlled by the Department 
of Statistics. After data had been transferred to computer 
input media or otherwise processed, the original records 
containing identification names and addresses were destroyed 
or returned to the originating source if they were administr
ative documents subject to less vigorous security classificat
ion. Hare restricted administrative documents were of course 
never removed from the premises of the originating source, 
appropriate_ secondment or other mutually.acceptable arrange
ments having been made for extraction of statistical data. 
This situation then conformed to the first institutional 
variant mentioned earlier and was the traditional pattern in 
Uew Zealand. 

7. To a large extent this situation still applies in 
l:ew Zealand, where a transitional phase of transfer to the 
second variant is in progress. The standard situation is 
likely to become, however, this second variant, in which stat
istical records from the processing of surveys and 
administrative documents will be stored and controlled by the 
NewZealand Government Computer Centre. Comprehensive and 
meticulous rules and procedures are at present being developed 
by the Department of Statistics or agency providing the basic 
records, \·ihich will govern access to or processing of records 
and the release of information from them in any form, either 
aggregative or individual~ 

8. At the present time no linkage of primary records is 
being undertaken by machine methods although attention is being 
given to the possibility of permitting linkage of areal 
statistical outputs with other data series.for similar areas. 
Here again, however, original statistical survey records will 
be destroyed after processing, the appropriate customary 
arrangements being made by the responsible authorities for 
administrative records. 

9. It is quite possible for the third mentioned variant 
to apply concurrently with either of the other variants. New 
Zealand as doubtless have other countries, encounters consider
able pr~ssures from outside organisations to release primary 
level data. If this were to be considered permissible,.it 
would undoubtedly magnify problems of confidentiality. 

General consideration relating to Privacy of Unit Records 

10. Current-type arrangements for protection of privacy 
of detailed records have not presented undue problems in the 
past. However the enhanced or potential value of detailed 
statistical rec~rds for research or administration which have 
become possible by the development of computerised linkage and 
retrieval systems has added a new dimension ~o the c?nfident
iality problem. In this setting, the follow1ng cons1derations 
apply: 

(a) The problem in essentials reduces to t~e issue of 
privacy or protection of personal or s1ngle respond
ent records - whether this problem arises at the 
basic record custody or at the data-release stage. 
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(b) Confidentiality of aggregated data from which 
information cannot be identified back to any 
person or firm is not an issue, for example the 
publication of larger personal incomes statistics 
pn an all-l;ew Zealand basis. 

(c) Arrangements need to be made to ensure that parts 
of aggregated released data cannot be so identif
ied, for example publication of statistics is 
restricted in New Zealand to three or more 
independent units in the Census of Distribution. 

(d) Single cell data need not infringe any confident·ial 
provisions so long as identification cannot be made, 
for example, Census of Population income statistics 
for larger regional areas. 

(e) With records bearing fine lo.cation references the 
possibility of identification to one person becomes 
increasingly possible, the smaller the area the 
greater the chance of apparent identification, 
for example analyses of persons by marital status 
by age or higher income levels by age for areas 
less than city subdivisions or in very small towns 
present problems. 

(f) Similarly greater attention to ensure privacy 
becomes more pressing where the extent of sub
categorisation·is enlarged with the more sensitive 
characteristics being shown in finer detail, or 
where a combination of a large number of classes 
is accompanied by greater detail within classes, 
for example, family heads by sex by age group by 
iricome of head and number of children as analysed 
from a Census of Population. 

(g) While nearly all of the preceding considerations 
apply to even unlinked records or data output, 
the impact of record linkage extends the horizontal. 
range of possibilities where confidentiality could 
be breached, and in the vertical sense magnifies 
the risks by attachment of associated character
istics relating to any one person. 

(h) Increasing demand for more and more data for 
small and still smaller geographical areas, a 
pronounced .feature of regional planning require
ments, imposes a challenge to central statistical 
offices to simultaneously assist in giving much 
needed data which it is within their capacity to 
supply, yet to maintain adequate standards of 
confidentiality preservation in a situation which 
is more conducive to a breakdovJn of such safeguards. 

4 
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Prerequisites for Introduction of Linkage Systems 

11. Assuming that a satisfactory means of effecting 
linkage can be implemented without recourse to unduly incon
veniencing or.antagonizing survey respondents by requiring 
them to know or use some individual identification device such 
as a unique referen?e ~umber, there would be no strong case 
for an embargo on l1nk1ng records under fully guaranteed con
ditions of non-disclosure to unauthorised enquirers. \lhile 
some objections will undoubtedly be raised to the principle of 
linkage, adverse reaction will be less influential or prevalent 
if the fear of misuse or abuse of linked information can be 
allayed or dispelle~. It is of course asking too much of 
human nature to expect complete elimination of initial vocal 
opposition, particularly in a democratic political environment; 
only time reduces the influence of conservative attitudes • 

. 12. One of the primary requisites for the successful 
introduction and gradual extension of linked systems must 
therefore be the mounting of a continuous and well presented 
public relations programme to engender understanding and con
fidence of the proposed measures reinforced by legal and . 
practical measures to guarantee and insure maintenance of 
privacy. This should demonstrate both the useful contribution 
which linked information systems make to the range and efficienc~ 
of the information basis for community decision-making and 
planning, and the facilitation of research as well as emphasis
ing the effectiveness of safeguards against abuse. 

1). It should not be overlooked, however, that the · 
effectiveness of safeguards rests ultimately upon the politic~l 
will of the nation. Linked storage and retrieval systems will 
function under the aegis of Governments which, it is assumed, 
will ensure by legislation and by the normal delegation of 
administrative authority· that effective control of computerized 
statistical storage systems are vested in competent staff 
imbued with a strong sense of professional ethics in the dis
charge of their duties. Althougr.there will be some lack of 
acceptance of the fact, in a public relations programme it is 
desirable to educate the .community that abuses of confidential
ity provisions are theoretically possible under current systems 
of uncoordinated, fragmentary or unlinked records. While 
computer methods give an impetus to the use of integrated 
classifications and therefore make possible more effective data 
linkage the difference is in de~ree not in subs~ance: The 
public reassurance of confident1ality preservat1on w1ll, as it 
always has, remain founded. on the t1 .. 1in bases of Government 
legislative prescription and professional standards of statist
ical staff handling data. 
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Unique Numbering Systems of-Reference 

14. · At this point it is useful to briefly touch on the 
ancillary~question of unique numbering systems of reference. 
The concept of assigning to each possible survey respondent a 
unique reference number which seryes as a unifying or linkage 
medium appears on the surface to be quite unexceptionally 
simple and statistically attractive. ·Translation of the 
concept into practical reality however would appear to present 
formidable problems in a country like New Zealand. 

15. The initial problems of introduction are somewhat 
similar to t~ose of linkage systems in general, e.g. public· 
acceptance of number-oriented references rather than the 
traditional name and address reference. Indications are that 
administrative problems of introduction are very substantial 
in cop1ng with requirements for initial introduction and con-
tinual updating. Any first application to some specific 
field should however be carried out in a manner which will be 
capable of later extensions to the scheme. 

- . 
Arrangements for Preservation of Privacy of Primary Records 
in New Zealand 

16. Safeguards are of a three-fold· nature: 
(a) legislative; (b) professional: and (c) administrative. 
For unlinked records the arrangements made under these headings 
have been generally quite adequate. Legislation such as is· 
contained in the Statistics Act together with the Inland Rev
enue and some other Acts contain explicit provisions relating 
to confidentiality of returns from respondents, and prescribe 
offences and penalties for non-observance by officials. 
However one of the principal safeguards rests in the competence 
-and sense of responsibility with which official statisticians 
at all levels approach their work. roreover, the measureof 
statistical independence· possessed by the central statistical 
office and, more explicitly, its permanent head in the dis
charge of statutory statistical duties is a strong contributing 
factor in securing the preservation of adequate standards of 
confidentiality. 

17. Administrative procedures and in-house rules also.assist 
in maintaining secrecy, by spelling out in detail precautions 
to be taken to avoid disclosure, whether at the survey data 
collection or data release stages, or in arrangements for 
proper custody of survey documents. 

18. Such arrangements will still be necessary under any 
statistical system, but there must also be additional measures 
if the advantages to be procured from computerised data and 
record linkage are to be effectively realised. These 
additional requirements will be somewhat more extensive when 
the storage and retrieval centre is in sorr.e degree removed 
from the imrned!ate control and supervision of the statistical 
office supplying basic records as inputs to the storage system. 



19. In particular the staff operating the centre need 
to be technically competent and to comprehend the potential 
dangers "V;hich can arise froc neglect of or inadequacy of 
detailed rules designed to ensure confidentiality. The 
senior directing staff must prepare in conjunction with the 
statistical or other authority concerned, and ensure compl
iance with, policy directives and approved procedural 
arrar~ements. A number of programmed check features must 
be devised to prevent unauthorised operators 
or agencies or individuals from interrogating the co~puterized 
file. The Department of Statistics is currently at the stage 
of co~encir~ the development of procedures for these purposes. 
The use of lock-up storage for magnetic tapes-and desks with 
access available only to nominated EDP staff, the use of codes 
to ensure the-authorization of a d~ta inquiry and other devices 
are being examined, to ensure that confidentiality in the 
Goverr~ent Computer Centre is maintained and is seen· to be 
maintained. 

Sur:r;.ary 

20. Confidentiality has not-been a statistical problem 
area of great moment in New Zealand up until recently because 
traditional methods of preserving secrecy have been adequate 
and not subject to public misunderstanding. ·However with-the 
storage of statistical data records in a detached Government 
Co~puter Centre, urgent attention is being given to the implicat
ions this holds for confidentiality; such additional:arrange- · 
cents as cay be required are currently being devised.: 

21. Computerized statistical file systems have not yet 
been implemented in New Zealand except for one example of 
aggregated time series data but planning has commenced and 
solutions to the technical problems and public relations angle 
will have to be found. 

22. An Extract is given below from the report of the 
Technical Co~ittee on Statistics to the t~ational Development 
Council on an improved statistical system. Under the discuss~ 
ion of the reco~ended establishment of a central computerized 
file of economic and social statistical data it was stated: 

• A statistical information centre as discussed here, if 
not properly organised and conducted could, quite clearly, 
pose problems because of illegitimate access to and use 
of statistics stored in the centre. In arriving_at its 
recoc=endation the Committee has carefully considered 
this noint and it would not propose that any action be 
taken-to establish a New Zealand statistical information 
centre unless it could be assured that improper use of
confidential inforcation would not result. 

It needs to be ecphasised that what is in mir~ is a 
purely statistical information ce~tre. There is n? 
question invJlved of the preparat1on of a computer1sed 
file of •dossiers• on individuals or firms containing 
infor.m~tion collected from administrative sources of 
Gover~ent. The statistical information centre should 
store only statistical detail obtained from statistical 
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surveys and exercises and should provide no service 
beyond what is being done at present by cruder methods, 
nor should there by a~relaxation of access to stored 
statis_tics for non-statistical_. purposes. 

This problem has also been given consideration in other 
western countries, of course, before firm action to 
establish a statistical information centre has been 
taken. As an example, in the United States the ques~ion 
of a national statistical information centre has been 
recently investigated by a task force on the storage 
of and access to Government statistics. The task force's 
report, known as the Kaysen report (see 'American 
Statistician•, June 1969) proposed that an inventory of 
statistical data in the Federal system be established 
along the lines proposed by the Technical Committee, with 
the same limitations of function and the enforcement of 
uniform· disclosure standards •. 

Statistical information centres exist in a number of 
western countries and have proved their value in practice. 
The Corrmittee considers that such a centre should be 
established in New Zealand as a second stage extension 
by. the Department of Statistics. Only the Department, 
with its statutory function limited to statistical 
work and with its statutory duty to preserve confidential
ity of collected statistical detail and to use it for only 
statistical purposes, can be considered as the operator 
of the centre. No data should be stored in the centre 
other than data collected for statistical purposes and 
the present stringent provisions of the Statistics Act· 
1955 relating to the reaintenance of condidentiality of 
statistical detail and the limitationson its use to 
statistical uses must apply. The Department of Statistic~ 
is transferring all its computer processing to the Govern
ment Computer Centre. Only computer operators on the 
staff of the-Department can handle magnetic tapes and 
disks used for the purposes of the statistical informatio~ 
centre. Precautions will have to be built into every EDF 
system used by the statistical information centre to 
prevent unauthorised attempts to gain access to the statis~ 
ical data held by the centre." 

8 
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The general question of confidentiality especially as involved 

in the use of computers 

1. At the state owned computer confidential files. are not specially 
protected, neither for private persons, trading companies or government 
institutions • However, no files are left out to persons not authorized for 
the projec_t in question, without a written consent from the owner of the 
file. A locked safe is available in the magnetic tape library room, but so -
far nobody has used it to keep confidential tapes in. 
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CONFIDENTIALITY OF BUSINESS STATISTICS 

1. The practices described-in this paper relate generally to information 
collected under the 1947 Statistics of Trade Act. The Business Statistics 
~ffice s~feguards. information supplied voluntarily just as securely as 
1nformat1on supphed under the Act and hence the practices described can be 
taken to relate to all information the Business Statistics Office collects. 

The Stati sties of Trade Act, 1947 

2. The prohibition of disclosure of information collected from individual 
businesses is contained ir.. Section 9(1) of. the Statfstics Trade l~ct,. 1947·, 
as follows: · 

"No individual estimates or returns, and no information. 
relating to an individual undertaking, obtatri.ed under the 
foregoing provision of this Act shall without the previous 
consent in writing of the person carrying on the undertaking 
which is the subject of the estimates, returns or information, 
be disclosed ••• " 

Section 9(5)(b) further provides that: 

"in compiling any such report, summary or communication 
the competent authority shall so arrange it as to prevent 
any particulars published therein from being identified as 
being particulars relating to any individual person or · 
undertaking ••• " 

This provision is reinforced by Section 9(5)(a): 

"No such report, summary or communication shall disclose 
the number of returns received with respect to the production 
of any article if that number is less than five." 

3. An exception to these general prohibitions is that the total quantity 
or value of any articles produced, ·sold or delivered may be reported after 
taking account·of any representations made by any person directly affected 
by the disclosure Section 9(5)(b). 

Practice in the Business Statistics Office 

4. The Business Statistics Office is concerned with the compilation of 
statistics in large scale enquiries like the census of production and distri
bution; and with monthly and quarterly inquiries about the production of 
different commodities and cognate matters. The statistics obtained are 
published as reports and in articles in e.g. the Board of Trade Journal. 
ln the major Business Statistics Office inquiries, three kinds of possible 
disclosure are distinguished: 

a. Primary disclosure is in respect of key items for which 
the number of contributors is shown such as total goods produced 
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or sold, work done, net output, employment, etc. (i.e. most 
of the aggregates appearing in Table 1 of the 1963 Census of 
Production reports, and corresponding items in Census of 
Distribution Reports), together with specific items of goods 
produced or sold. Disclosure occurs if there are entries 
against these items for less than three enterprises (the 
estQ..blishment details being accumulated on an enterprise 
basis for assessment). lt may occur if there are three or 
more enterprises concerned, and one or two of them held 
a dominant position in respect of the item under consideration. 

b. Secondary disclosure conr.erns non-key items for which 
the number of entries is not shown and cannot be accurately 
deduced, such as employers' contributions to private pension 
funds, new building work etc., specific items of goods · 
produced or sold where there are separate figures shown 
with and without quantities, and non- specific items such 
as "other materials for processing" or "other sales". ln 
these cases disclosure occurs if there are entries for one 
enterprise only or if one ·enterprise has a dominant position. 

. I 

c. "Disclosure by difference" arises where a figure has been 
published, and a subsequent analysis produces a figure 
differ~ng from it only to the extent of an amount attributable 
to one or two enterprises. The clearest cases occur where 
the boundary of a geographical area is altered between the 
time of one tabulation and-another;· or where a tabulation 
for one area (e.g. a standard region)overlaps that for 
another (e.g. a television area). 

Effect on Publication 

5. The Statistics of Trade Act forbids the disclosure of "information" 
relating to a particular undertaking (see para 2). Hence (quite apart from 
the constraint en publishing figures relating to a firm's activity even though 
the firm itself is not identified) there is an embargo on the' dissemination of 
lists of firms or establishments, showing the heading of the Standard 
Industrial Classification to which they have been classified on the basis of 
information in statutory returns. Information of this kind is much in demand. 
Because of this, the permission of respondents to the 1968 Census of 
Production is being sought for the inclusion of their names and addresses in 
published lists of firms contributing to the re suits for different industries. 
No other information about them will be published. In some of the Business 
Monitor Production Series of publications, lists of participants in the 
inquiries have been published but covering only those firms who had not 
objected to their names being included. 

6. The prevention of disclosure accounts for a substantial part of the 
procedures involved in handling a statistical inquiry. So far as the Census 
of Production 1963 was concerned for instance, disclosure exercises . 
accounted for perhaps one-tenth of the total costs of the census. The pro
portion of the costs of clearing special tabulations is usually a very much 
higher proportion of the total costs of such tabulations. As has been 
indicated, it is not sufficient to examine tabulations of the returns as they 
ar~::; received. Disclosure must also be cons ide red in terms of enterprises, 
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and ret_urns must be gro~ped accordingly' and as activity becomes concen
trated In larger enterprises, the amount of information which must be 
supp~essed incre?-ses. O_ncidentally, "the inquiry register must in consequence 
contain adequate Information about the inter-relations of establishments and 
their parent companies.) 

7. The suppression of figures involving disclosure is easy to handle 
where broad aggregates are concerned,.like work-in progress, or sales of 
plant which can be included in figures of total stocks or deducted from 
purchases of new plant to produce a figure of net investment. It is much 
more difficult to suppress items relating to individual commodities. Only 
in some cases can the sensitive item be included in a total of, for instance, 
"all other sales" or a more precisely described residual heading. Often 
it is better to combine the item with another of a similar nature but of a 
different size, or material, or use. Much depends upon the relative size 
of the figures, since the combined figure must of course still meet the 
disclosure criteria. The choice between different alternatives often presents 
considerable difficulty, and judgment must be exercised in the light of 
technical know ledge and the advice available to the office. Whatever the 
conclusion, the effect is of course that a good deal of useful information 
which is clear of disclosure has to be hidden together with the sensitive itc:u1~ 
with which it is combined. Consideration is being given to the possibility of 
adapting the practice followed in publishing figures for different kinds of 
ousiness in the field of retailing, where disclosure items are not combined . 
with others, but additional items are suppressed so that the disclosure
figures cannot be deduced. A similar procedure in handling output data is 
followed by the United States Bureau of the Census. 

8. Another factor which must be borne in mind in the suppression of the 
primary data is the likelihood of embarrassment at a later stage in producing 
other analyses because of the risk of disclosure by difference. Combining 
figures for the purpose of an industry analysis may make it less or more 
likely that a subsequent geographical analysis will produce a disclosure 
situation. The Business Statistics Office does not normally consider itself 
obliged to ascertain what alternative sources of information may be available 
to readers of reports. For example, market research undertaken by a firm 
may enable it to deduce particulars from published aggregates which have 
otherwise been carefully hidden. Only in an exceptional case would the 
Business Statistics Office take into consideration, in settling its own 
procedure, special intelligence of this kind. 

9. The risk of disclosure by difference, combined with the fact that the 
statutory prohibitions are not subject to any limitations as to time, make it 
increasingly dif~icult to produce new analysP-s of past statistics. Occasionally, 
indeed an amendment has to be suppressed because the change from the 
previously published figur~s represents the additic:n of informat~on fo.r a_ 
single organisation, but this kind of case'is- rare. Far more serious is th·e 
problem presented by a ~evision of _indust~al class_ification or s'?me of the 
regional or local authonty boundaries, which may Involve such fine 
adjustments that comparative figures for past periods_ cannot be produced to 
set alongside new data collected and analysed according to the new 
definitions. 

1{). In checking for disclosure the circumstances whi~h are ta~en into 
account are normally those which were relevant in the period to which the 
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data relate. Between the end of the period for which returns are received 
from firms and the date of publication of the statistics obtained from them, 
changes inevitably take place, and amalgamations may result in new 
disclosure situations. Changes of this kind are ignored in preparing tables. 

11. · Ratios derived from the basic data collected are often regarded as 
not involving any risk of disclosure since "individual undertakings" cannot 
be identified. Thus a single figure of net output per head, obtained from 
census data about sales, purchases, stock movements, employment, etc. 
could not be traced to any particular business. However, if a set of ratios 
of this kind (others being, for example, wages/ sales, stock/ sales, capital 
expenditure/employment and so on) were known to relate to a single 
organisation, there might be some possibility of that organisation being 
identified. Hence, in an article published in the Board of Trade Journal 
of 16 Febn1:ary 1968 a series of median ratios were shown, each of ·which 
related to a different organisation, although a series of ratios for a single 
median organisation (according to some criterion) would have been more 
illuminating. · 

Application of Disclosure Procedures 

12. The suppression of data which involves the risk of disclosure is 
carried out as standard procedure in all cases except where the figures 
~elate to the sales or purchases of specific commodities. ln all these cases 
the firms concerned are approached for their agreement to publication; and 
this is readily forthcoming in the majority of cases. However, the items 
for which agreement to publish is withheld are numerous and often of 
considerable importance. Different departments of an organisation may have 
different views about publication, so that an objection to publication may 
resultfrom a careful balan~e of opinion. · 

13. An example of the practice described in the previous paragraph is 
that a special approach was made by the Board of Trade to the chairmen of 
about 60 large companies in anticipation of the publication of industry 
reports on the 1963 Census of Production. The items for which clearance 
was sought had been subject to refusal of agreement to publication in 
earlier census reports, and collectively accounted for over £.400 million 
of output. As a result it has been possible to publish for the first time 
particulars of more than £350 million of this output, as well as of a large 
output which would have had to be hidden as a consequence of suppression 
of the sensitive data. 

14. The reasons given by firms who make representations against the 
publication of information relating to their business almost invariably 
concern the competitive situation in which the firm concerned is placed. 
Nbst often the fear is of the advantage which would accrue to a direct 
competitor. ln many cases there is fear of potential rather than actual 
competitors, particularly overseas. Here price differentials may be of 
critical importance, so far as they C

1

an be deduced. Occ.asio:1ally other 
aspects are stressed, such as the relative labour content of output in this 
country as compared with others. Frequently it is argued that information 
about United Kingdom output should be suppressed because corresponding 
information for other countries is suppressed abroad. 

Requests for Information 
15. Against this background and with these statutory obligations, the 
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Business Statistics Office must refuse to meet requests for information which 
would disclose information supplied by individual firms. The requests come 
from bodies like the National Board for Prices and Incomes, (now the 
Commission for Industry and Mlnpower) Industrial Training Boards, local 
authorities and planning organisations, trade associations, business under
takings (including market researchers) and from university and other 
research workers. The most frequent type of request is for a list of firms 
classified to an industry or which make a given product. Since the aim is 
often to conduct a survey, this sort of enquiry often is not permissible for 
the Business Statistics Office to reveal information of this kind. Another 
frequent type of request falls in the field of distribution activities. Market 
researchers wish to know the number of outlets for given commodities in 
particular areas; and planning authorities often wish to have a description 
of the structure of particular shopping areas. Detailed analyses of this 
nature often show that there is only one outlet or type of organisation in a 
small area, and this information is not revealed. 

16. Among the requests for information from the public which the 
Business Statistics Office has had to refuse on confidentiality grounds in 
recent months are: 

frequent requests for breakdowns of published commodity 
information which would involve disclosure; 

a publisher of trade and other ·directories wanted a list of 
larger establishments in· selected industries; 

-
a consultancy firm wanted a list of manufacturers by area 
and size; 

a manufacturing company wanted the names of the six 
largest manufacturers of a product in which its own output 
was an important element; 

a market research firm wanted more detailed information 
about size and form of retail organisation than is published 
so that they could design their own sample surve?'; 

a local authority requested information about kinds of 
businesses, with their turnover and number of persons 
employed, in various shopping areas within its boundaries; 

a trade association asked for a·list of traders operating "in 
the field covered by the association. 

17. While the Business Statistics Office in no circumstances provides 
the public with a list of firms, it occasionally ~elps.official age?-~ies to 
conduct their own inquiries by sending to the firms It has classified to the 
field in which an enquirer is interested a questionnaire (or other document) 
covered by a letter of explanation from the Office • 

Confidentiality and the Computer 

18. The question of confidentiality as involved in the use of computers 
is only beginning to be explored in t~is country as far as the Government 
Statistical Service is concerned. Hitherto computers hav.e been use~ to 
process and store information which has only been made directly available 
to statistical sections of other Government departmen~s. They have als'? 
l?een employed in identifying primary and secondary disclosure as descr1bed 
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in paragraph 4 prior to the publication of data, but the task of dealing with 
disclosure situations remains largely one of human judgment. With the 
introduction of data banks and other sophisticated,· and 'dirett methods of 
disseminating information a system will have to be devised which incorporated 
efficiently and mechanically the procedures laid down in the statutes. This 
consideration will have to be borne in mind when the question of what should 
be includ~d "n data banks is discussed, and this is still very much an open 
question as far as the United Kingdom-Government Statistical Service is 
concerned. 

19. The whole question of the privacy and confidentiality of information 
about individual persons and businesses. is being examined in a wider context 
by the Younger Committee which has been directed by the Home Secretary 
to review the situation in the private sector. Coupled with this, the Prime 
:Minister has undertaken to examine a suggestion that "a code of conduct" 
should be established in the use of computers within central government for 
dealing with personal records. It is currently intended that this exercise 
should also take account of information about individual businesses. 

20. Ideas are being exchanged and examined on an international front 
also and, in fact, the Younger Committee might be seen to have resulted 
from a report in January 1970 by Justice (British Section of the International 
Commission of Jurists) on Privacy and the Law, since its proposals were 
introduced into the parliamentary de bate. The Council of Europe has also 
discussed the problems of confidentiality, and the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development is currently carrying out a "Computer 
Utilisation Study" within member countries which embraces among other 
things the legal and technical aspects of security with regard to data banks. 

21. · The position in the United Kingdom - and in many other countries -
is. therefore that the question of confidentiality, including its significance in 
relation to computers, is receiving considerable attention, but the situation 
remains, as yet, in the exploratory stage • 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE srATISTICS .AliD THE SITC 

Introdretion 

This paper on-international trade statistics and the.Standard 
::nterna~onal Trade Classification (SITC) "discusses some topics of interest 
l.n rela t1.on to the c\lrren t revision of the SITe under the following four 
headings: . · -

(a) Ueed for revision or the SITC - reviewing the case for a 
polic.y or regular revision of the SITC; 

(b) Rel~ti~nship with the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature {Bnl)-
revl.ewmg the p~esent relationship and disc;:ussing possible . 
means of overcoming some of its less· attractive rea tures; 

(c) Differing classification requirements for imports and 
exports - outlining the difficulty involved in applying· 
the same degree of detail in export statistics· as in 
icport statistics and suggesting a possible solution 
for incorporation in the srrc; . and 

(d) Structure of the s~c·- describilig a way along which it · 
may be profitable to proceed in the revision of- the SITC 
structure, and l"eviewing some of the possible objections . 
to revision of the structure. · 

(a) lleed for Revision of the SITC 

2. Following the first revision of tre SITC in 1960, when the one-to-
one relationship with the m'N was introduced, the first specific move (known 
to Australia) for further revision of the SITC came in· 1966 when th~ : . . 
Organisation for Economic Co-oper~tion and Development (O~D) suggested a · 
r.evision of Division 64 - Paper, paperboard and manufactures thereof. The 
United Nations Statistical Commission, at .its Fifteenth Session in 1968, 
considered that the proposal to revise the classification of paper and 
paperboard should be deferred pending review of the entire structure. of the 
SITC. Since that time a number of other areas of the SITC have been 
suggested· as possible areas in which review and revision might profitably be 
carried out. (1) These areas include the following: 

Section o, ·Food and live animals 
Division 67, Iron a.~d steel 
Division 71, Machinery, other than electric 
Division 72, Electrical machinery, apparatus 

and appliances; and 
Group 735, Ships and boats 

3. In addition, there have been suggestion~ for revising the SITC in 
other ways (1), including revisions of the broad structure and of the degree 
of detail at the lower levels. ~ith regard to the revision of the broad 

( 1 ) The suggestions were made at the meeting of the group of exp·erts held in 
Novecber 1969 to consider general guidelines for t:te revision of the SITC. 
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structure of the SITC there has been a wide range of suggestions. One 
suggestio~ is that the b~oad structure of the proposed Classification by 
~~road Lconowic Categories (BEC) should be adopted as the broad structure 
of the SITC. ,~trer sugcestions propose the transfer of individual categories 
fron one part of the SITC to anotr,er. '£hese sugGestions, if ir:tpler:1ented, 
w·ould have tlle seneral effect of sharpeninr: distinctions in the SITC 
structure between food and non-food categories, betueen categories of 
~aterials and finished goods, and be~ieen categories of pri~arJ and processed 
materials (and thereby, incidently, increasing the correspondence between the 
3~C and SITC structures). Suggestions for review of the degree of detail at 
the lorrer levels of the .SITC have arisen as a result of difficulties 
encountered in a number of countries in ~plementing the full ranee of 3ITC 
5-digit items for export statistics and of the recognition that the strict 
·one-to-one relationship ui th the BTN has led to excessive fraernentation of 
detailed items in the SITC (see paragraphs 7 and 8). 

4. The need for regular periodic review of the SITC was expressed 
at the Fifteenth Session of the United ~rations Statistical Co~ission. 'i'here 
is probably. general agreement that the SITC, along with other international 
economic statistical classifications, is ~Jbject to obsolescence, arising 
from changes in patterns of economic develop::1ent and changes in tte connodi ty 
content ·of production and trade due to technolo~ical developreent. It is 
pre~~ably also agreed that an element of stability is desirable in a 
classification, in order to give it value for presenting a series of 
statistics over time. Sxperience with international classifications seems to 
suggest t1nt a period of about ten years between revisions provide3 an 
acceptable balance between obsolescence ~~d stability, and such a period was 
suggested at the Fifteenth Session. The point uas also made at t1~c ::ifteenth 
Session that it is desirable to plan revisions of the SITC well i~1 advance. 
This is particularly important because of the widespread use of t~e ~ITC and 
the relationship bet1rreen it and the BTN (which :c.n.y necessitate corresponding 
chan~es in the BTU). A desirable means of planninf'" revisions ma:r be to adopt 
a policy of regular decennial reviews of the .SITC •. 

(b) :•.ela tionship of the SITC 1rTi th the BTH 

5. /~s is generally recor~nised, the one-to-one relatio.!lship· betueen 
•the SITC a..1·1d t!.:c :STF· is of great benefit because it, firstly, nal<::es t};e 
precision of definition achieved by the B'.G··T applicable to the SI'r8 and, 
secondly, provides an internationally agreed syste:1 "'rhereby statistics 
compiled according to the BTl·l are convertible to the :;rr.;:c, and vice versa, if 
reauired. This one-to-one relationship is betw·een the 1 ,312 basic i tens of 
the SITC and the 936 (of the 1 , 1 24) he~dings of the B~·~, plus the 376 
statistical sub-headings of the renaining 183 headings of the BT~:. ..:n other 
words, each basic SITC i ten is identical 't-Ti th either a headint; of the j'TIT 
(when the teading is not divided into statistical sub-headings) or a 
statistical sub-heading of a headine; of 'the BTIT (uhen the l:eadin(';' is divided 
into "h-10 or more statistical siJ.b-headings). 

6. :'...l thougt there is great ad~,ran tage in having t~:e o::e-to-one 
relationship betr.;een the Sr:'C and tre ?TIT, t}~is t.'lS necessitated t·, e 
establisr..ment of many detailed i tens in tr'e 3I7C, sane of w·hich r:w.y not be of 
great sir.rnifica..~c e in international (and, ;:articula!'ly, in na tionc.: ,: tr:1.de, 
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and oay not even be of appreciable or general econonic interest. In the case 
of so~e countr~es, this ~ould r...ave caused problems in collecting and, 
consequenUy, J.D. presentJ.D.g export statistics classifi~ according~· .. t.o:.-.srrc_..:._ 
(e.c. wrere trade in these items r...as been negligible). l£hese l:indsof' -· ::.-·; 
pro ble:::1s were encountered in t_ustralia. ·--

1. . At. the z::eeting of the Group of Experts, held. ini:Tovember~ 1969-- by 
the Dn~ted :rat~or:s Statistical Office to consider general guidelines for · 
revising the SITC, it was recog:1ised that departure froc the strict one-tO.:.--. 
one relationship between the 2ITC and the BT!·i was possible while· still .. -
allowing the precision of definition of the BTU to be applied to the SITC~-
At the oeeting it l'las agreed· that the Statistical Office would exai!line all · 
SITC ite1:1s which account for a very small proportion of total world imports 
and exports with a vie-~ to a!llalgamating ~olD or more such items or combining . 
such iteos with other more icportant ite!:ls. This would be done-in· such:a -· 
way tr~t a resulting broader iteo COrresponds to either ~NO Or more headings 
of the BTU or two or core statistical sub-headings of the one heading of" the 
BTU ( tbereby obviating the necessity for the two or more separate stat1stic·al 
sub-headings). 

. . -
..... 

8. The possibility of defining an i teo of the Sl'i'C to correspcmd ·-
l-li th either (i) one or more headings of the BT!f together with one ·-or ·more ·· 
statistical sub-headings of other headings of the BTU or (ii) two·· or more 
statistical sub-headings drawn from different headings of· the BTU, hmiever," 
was net given general endorsenent by the Group of Experts. ~Ievertheless·; 
in Australia it is considered that the process of defining an item of the -
SITC in this way differs only in degree but not in principle fror:1 defini.rig an 
i tee to correspond ui th two o-r nore headings of· the BTIT, and would allow ouch 
greater flexibility in establishing items in the SITC while still oaintaining 
the present fuportant link t-Ti th the STJl for definitional purposes. This · ·: 
aspect nerits further consideration during the current review of the SITC~ . 

(c) Differin.cY' Classification Reauirenents for Imports.and Rorts",- ··- · .. : 
. • :.. ., <: ~ ; "._ :.~ 

9. Although the basic ite::ts of the SITC bear a one-to-one rel:ation-
ship with the headings and statistical sub-headings o:f·the:BTH, which'is:_ ~· 
desig!led as a classification for customs tariffs purposes,: the: ·SITC -iS: · ·:. -
intended fo:- use ir! export as well as in ii:lport statistics. ---It is' tberefore 
useful to consider the differing classification requir~ents_f~r iwport ~~ 
export statistics. 

10. The compilation of import statistics according to the ~TC- if;:;_ 
x:ade easier by the correspondence between detailed categories· of the SITC · 
a."ld of the BT:! at least for the high proportion of countries ~hose· ·tari:ff' , . - - - . . 
svster::s are based on the BT:T. In the case of Australia, the custoos tanff 
i~cludes not only the 1,124 headings of the BTU, but also the statistical_ 
sub-headings whic!:, when applied to the :ST:{, bring it into conp~ete ~ -:- - · ·
correspondence with the 1,312- itens at the ?-digit level of the· ~C.· The 
_-'-.ustralia..l'l Inport Cor:codity Classification ~AICC) is base~ on ·t1:e ·:-~~C, _S?d 
the 5-digit level of the AICC is identical with the 5-dig1t leve~ of the S!TC. 
':::'hus there is no serious p:=actical proble::t at present i.!1 compiling -~port · 
statistics for Australia o~ a precise SITC basis. · . .. ... , .~ . -

. . - . -~ .. -- ·_ 



11 • The application of the SITC in tl:e cowpila tion of exnort 
statistics does, how·ever, pose proble::s of sooe concern. Australia is one of 
the countries which, in United IJations reports relatine to the Intern.:1tional 
Trade Statistics Centre, is described as reporting "essentially at tte 5-dif"i t 
level" of SITC. This statement is true in a sense. In devising tl":e 
Australian ZXport Commodi~ Classification (AECC), Australia went to ~rent 
lengths to incorporate in the classification every 5-digit SI~C it8~ for 
which it appeared that there might be a significant vol~e of exports ar.d for 
which it would be practicable to obtain ade~uate descriptions of goods on 
customs export entries for the purpose of identifying SITC i te::1s. It .... :-as 
found that in the ADCC Australia could adopt 847 of the 1,312 SITC 5-digit 
items. However, it was found that for the remaining 465 SI~C i ter:1s ei t'.::er 
the volume of trade did not justify adoption of these SITC itens separately 
or that it was impracticable to implement the SJTC distinctions in the AGCC 
because of difficulties in collecting exports data in the required detail. 
Accordingly, these 465 items were combined to form 116 more broadly defi~ed 
items at the 5-digi t level in the AECC. A number of thase 116 5-dip,-i t iter::::-: 
have, of course, been further subdivided on the basis of characteristics 
considered more appropriate for national purposes. The impression in 
Australia is that, where other countries t.ave attenpted to base t:reir eXTJOr-t 
classifications on the srrc, problems of a similar character have been 
encountered. For example, it is understood that in the U.S. 2xport Statistics 
Classification SITC groups are identified fully at the 3-digit level, b:..;.t tl'.at 
a proportion of the 4-digit and 5-digit items has been re-defined -
apparently in much the same way as it was necessary to re-define 5-digit SI?C 
items for the A~C. It would therefore seem that from the point of view· of 
achieving fUll acceptance as an ~nternational st~~dard classification for use 
in compiling export statistics the present SITC is too detailed, ~ sooe 
areas at least. 

12. In the current review of the SITC, more emphasis should, 
consequently, be given to the problem of devising a classificatio:1 lir,ich. 1lill 
be suitable for export as well as imports statistics. The preble~ involved 
in devising such a classification is (as ioplied above) t~~t a classification 
suitable for export statistics may not be sufficiently detailed and, 
therefore, suitable for the compilation and presentation of import statistics, 
and for the maintenance of the link bet ... veen the SITC and the BTH. 

13. This problem rn.::~"";ht be resolved by establishing a "basic" level in 
the revised SITC according to w·:h.ich all countries could report both in part and 
export statistics in the full deteil of this level; below· this "basic" level 
a more detailed level could then be established for co~~tries.to report ~port 
statistics only. In designing the "basic" level, S;Jecific attention uould 
need to be given to the practical proble~s encolli~tered by COQ~tries in 
reporting export statistics according to an internationg,l sts..ndard 
classification. Naturally, some difficulties iYOuld have to be overco::1e to 
obtain a consensus on what would be practicable for oost countries, but a 
method such as this could do much to enha..11ce the e.cce:t::t:l'bili ty of the :_:T?C 
for use in export statistics. Once this basic level tad bee:: devised., it 
would be extremely valuable if all countries ivere to a:iopt tl":is level full~_:, 

not just "essentially", for exports and imports i:1 their repor:i~e to t:~e 

International Trade Statistics Centre and, •I!:ereve::- practicable, fo::- natio:1al 
purposes. In rlhat follm.;s, this suggested level is referred to as l.e7el .~, 
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the most detailed level of the suggeste-d "basic" revised SITC. If a greater 
degree of detail in import statistics should be required internationally the 
"basic" revised SITC could be subdivided to provide a more detailed levei . 
(approximating perhaps the detail at present 5-digit SITC level) for use by 
countries in reporting import statistics to the International Trade Statistics 
Centre on a standard basis, and perhaps also for use in national import 
classifications. This more detailed level is referred to below as Level B. 
Thus level A would represent the most detailed level of the "basic" revised 
SITC to provide an international standard for both exports and imports ,.,hich 
could be fully adhered to by all countries, while Level B would provide more 
detail for imports only - full adherence to Level B would possibly be not as 
essential as to Level- A. Both levels should be defined in terms of BTN items. 
A possible method of achieving this would be to have a precise correspondence 
between the detailed headings of the BTN and the items at Level B. The. items 
at Level A would then be defined in terms of specific combinations of the BTN 
detailed headings. This may not be the only "solution which would meet the 
competing objectives, but it presents a possible line of approach,. in. 
conformity with the views expressed by the United Nations Statistical · 
Comcission. In the Report or the .Fifteenth Session, it is stated: _ . 
"Substantial problems (in revision of the SITC) were envisaged, particularly · 
with regard to the correspondence which at present exists between the SITC and 
the Brussells Tariff Uomenclat_ure (BTN). The commission considere-d. that .this 
correspondence remained extremely desirable and that every effort Should be 
made to maintain it ••• The commission also noted the fact that, in the event 
that a change of the BTN could not be expected,: it would be necessary to 
re-examine the value of maintaining the strong one-to-one correspondence 
between the two classifications; because it was felt that the alternative of 
an excessive fragmentation of the SITC would greatly· hinder .its operation -as 
an international classification.-"· (paragraph 127-, page 39) · · · · 

(J.) Structure of the SITC 

14.. A1 though the s-tructure of the SITC provides com.I:lodi ty groupings 
of general economic interest (i.e. the sections, divisions and groups) it 

· has been found desirable by a number of countries to distinguish broad. 
economic categorie9 of commodities of imports and exports in addition to the 
sections of the SITC. In 1964 the Statistical Commission recommended that 
data on broad economic classes of commodities of imports and exports, 
distinguishing food, industrial supplies, capital equipment, consumer non~ 
durables and consumer durables, should be compiled to supplement the summary 
data already compiled on the basis of the sections of the SITC. 

15. Development of these broad economic classes, now known as the 
Classification b.1 Broad ~£onomic Categories (BEC), has proceeded since that 
time. In the course of this work, it has become clear that it would be 
desirable to include in the BEC additional categories to those recommended in 
1964. The development of the B£C has proceeded with the objective of evolving 
categories to provide meaningful aggregates for economic analyses of the 
usual uses to which goods are put, in· such a way that the categories, as far 
as-practicable can be aligned with the basic classes of the SNA, namely, 
capital goods,' intermediate goods and consumer goods. The BEC is to provide 
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for conversion of data originally conpiled accordL"l.g to the SITC which, as it 
stands, is not suitable for this type of nnalysis. 

16. ,, ~he degree of interest expressed in the B~ in international 
discussions suggests trnt the broad aggregates conpiled accordine to tte BEC 
could be of greater use thnn the totals compiled according to the sections, 
etc., of the present srrc. If this is so, there would seen to be a case for 
changing the present SITC structure so tr~t it will correspond nore closely 
with the broad cateeories of the EEC. There would be a nunber of different 
waya of achieving a closer correspondence; three possible ways are described 
below. 

17. Firstly, there is a possibility of adopting the BEC structure as 
the broad structure of the SITC. If this were done, the two classifications 
would, in effect, become one, and the cooposition of the BEC categories 
would be autornatically identifiable in.terms of the more detailed categories 
in the SITC. It could be questioned, however, whether all of the categories 
of the BEC could be implemented in the SITC without detracting fron the 
usefulness of some of the lower level SITC groupings. Jor example, it night 
be thought tha. t the implementation of the distinction "for industr;"/"for 
household consumption" would unduly fragr.1ent existing ::>ITC groups and could 
introduce an element of conventionality into some parts of the SITC beyond 
that which might be considered acceptable. Similar considerations night 
apply to the distinction between "durable"/"non-durable" in the :JF.C consur:n.er 
goods category. Furthermore, there would apFear to be advantarres in 
maintaining the present SITC practice of arraying "parts" with (or near to) 
the relevant equipnent categories - this consideration uould argue against 
introducing the "Parts and accessories" categories, as recoQ1ised in the B"3C, 
at a broad level in the SITC. If the BEC structure were to be adopted as the 
broad structure of the SITC, the kind of SITC structure t:b.a t 1Wuld result is 
illustrated in Table A below. 
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T.\BLE A 

Section O. Food and Beverarres 
Division i·~ajor G Sub-

Group roup Group 

01 
011 

• ! . 

• 
• 

0111 
0111 .1 

0111.2 
0111.3 
0111.4 
0111.9 

0112 0112.0 

0113 0113.0 

0114 0114.0 
0115 

• 
• 
• 

0115.1 
0115.9 

Food and Beverages - Prioary 
Food and Beverages - PrirnarJ - .For industry 

Live anil:l.als 
Bovine cattle (including b~ffaloes) 

( 001 .1 ) .. 
Sheep, lambs and goats (001.2) 
Swine (001.3) -
Poultry, live (001.4) 
Live animals (chiefly for food) n.e.s. 

(001.9) 
~·lheat (including spel t) ~d I:J.esl:iit~ unmilled 

(041) 
Rice in the huSk or tusked, but nor further 

prepared (042.1) 
Barley, unmilled (043) 
Cereals,-unmilled, other than·wheat, rice, 
barley, naize and oats -

Rye, unmilled (045.1) 
Cereals, uru:J.illed, n. e. s. (045. 9) 

02 Food and Beverages - Processed 
021 Food and Beverages - l'rocessed - For industry 

0211 0211.0 l·:eal and flour of wheat or of ~eslin (046) 
• 
• 
• 

Soi:J.e of the possible reservations, expressed earlier in this pararraph could 
probably be overcome by amalgamating or otherAise ra tionalising sooe of the 
frag1:1ented old SITC groups into new ~ITC groups. For exanple, in the table, 
Group 0113 could be deleted and shown as a sub-group in Group 0115. 

19. Secondly, there is the possibility of adopting only the broadest 
level categories of the BEC as the broad structure of the SITC ( tr..at is, 
using these categories - with soi:J.e minor modifications to preserve as far as 
possible existing til:ole SITC divisions and groups - as the sections of the 
SITC), so that the composition ·or the broadest categories of the ?DC is 
explained tbroug:t the hierarchic structure of the JJ:'I'C. •.rhus B:C category 
a.?ood and Beverages" would becoce a new section in t:r.e :;ITC w~rt.ch ~-rould be 
based nainly on existing Sections 0, 1 a."'ld 4. '.i'he groups >ii t'bin , this ne:.,
section t·rould not be re-ordered within lo1·rer level J'::C categories but uould 
be left essentially in the existing order "1-ri tl1, •-r!:ere possible, tl;e existing 
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division, eroup, etc., n'Ut:lbers. ':'he lcrncr l~Jvel catel!ories of the br~C (c•P.• 
those cate~ories which distinp;uish ''prir~•!'ii"J" n.rHl "proceaaed" COtll:lOdi~iea 
separately J could then be defined in termo of lower level cateeoriea of the 
SITC by destr.nati~ each lower level catcr,ry of the SITC as being ar)proprit1tc 
to a particular lower level cateeory of the ~~. For instance, the 
distinction between "primary" anrl "proceaoed" mit~ht be introduced in a 

. section at, say, the group ·1P.Val by_ deaignatin~ each group wholly ao beinp 
either "prirlary" ·or "procesoed". ! 1owever, cuch an llPT'roach could m~Jan 
aeceptinr~ a ~reater degree of convcnti.on:J.li ty in 'lrhnt io being deair:nated, 
for cxn.'1ple, ao primary or procc:1::ed than ·L,_::J beF::n accepted in the ~~ if, 
oo.y, an ~;ITC eroup is desi.P,nated primary r .. 11t containn an item which is 
included in a processed cateeorJ in the r~:::~. J..lternatively, the composition 
of :;ITC eroupo coulti be revioed so thD.t the rlc,~ee of convention~lity in u.e 
:;ITC io tt.P, =tam f.! no in tle BEC. A sepnra to !;:·;G v1ould not be needed if thin 
approach were followed but nnnotationn inrlicr.J.tinF~ the dcnir,nation of eroupo 
as primnrJ or proceaoed, etc., would be required. The result on t:r.e 
structure of the ~'ITC of follo·rrinr~ thi3 o.pproo.cl: hao been illustrated in 
'f'a.ble i~. 

!Jivioion Group .:Jub-
Group 

00 
001 

001.1 
001.2 
r r·1 3 .) ) . 
'j01 • tl 
';01 • 5 
()01.9 

01 
011 

011 .1 

• 
• 
• 

012 

• 
. • 

• 

TABLE J~ 

~ection 0. Food and Bevern~es 

Live Anir.nl~ 
Live Anir.mln - ( I·rir.lary) 

Eovine cattle i.ncludinP, buffaloeo 
:,hcep, lambs a.nrl r~oa ts 
:;wine 
foultrJ, live 
;·:orseo, as::en, nules nnd l:innies 
Live fl!l ir:trJ.lf! (chiefly for food) n. ~.c. 

Lent and . eat l·repa.rationrs . 
Lent, fre3h, chillP,d or .frozen - (froce3oed) 

J·-'iea t of. bovine ani.r:lals, frenh cYilled or 
frozen 

J::eat, dried, oalted or smoked, whether or not in 
airtiP,~t containers - (Processed) 

Thi3 approach r,tould have the ndvantar:e of reta.inin~ much of t:he exintinP. 
lower level -~;T'I'C atructure anrl of havin~: ::3inilar co:::r.~odi ties pre::r;n ted 
conti.r:uouoly in arrrJ.yn of dnta for the oecti.on, .,.1hile providinr: tre f:J.cili ty 
to array rln ta for U.c ooction in !JllCh a way ll3 to indicate the cor::po~i tion of 
tre !~EC ca te~orten 3'Jch as "primary" tmd "proceosed". !<'or examx:;le, cot!I!lorii ty 
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categories could be arrayed in tabulations in SITC order but with data 
11 p im!:!~ll d II d" t t d • r_J an processe , e c., groups presen e m separate columns. 
EEC distinctions, e. g., "for industry" and "for household consumption" 
be similarly provided fo~ at, say, the ~group level. 

for 
Other 

could 

19. Thirdly, there is the possibility of retaining .the two separate 
classifications, the SITC and the BEC, but of amendirig the SITC with the aim 
of obtaining easy conversion between the two (this approach differs from the 
other two in that in the previous approaches the structures of the two · 
classifications were to be integrated into one structure). This approach 
envisages the cinimum possible disturbance to the existing SITC structure and 
nucbering system consistent with making as many SITC groups, divisions, etc., 
correspond to; or fit into, BEC categories (i.e. the aim would be to ke,y as 
cany as possible whole SITC sections, divisions'and·groups to relevant. . 
categories of the BEC). Amending the SITC with this aim in mind would involve 
transferring certain SITC items, ~groups, etc., from one section or division 
to another (and possibly the creation of some new SITC sections) and the 
preparation of a key which would.link the two classifications. In this 
approach, as in the other two, it is assumed that changes to the SITC items 
(that will be made during the review of the SITC) will include changes to · 
those SITC items for which trade was to be apportioned .among several BEC. 
categories, i.e. these items ~ould be split so as to fit them more readily 
into BEC categories without the need to apportion trade in them. 

20. Of these three possibili tie~ of changing the SITC structure, the 
third would entail least disturbance to the present structure of the SITC. 
For this reason it could be thought to be the most desirable choice. It 
could also be thought the least satisfactory of the three possibilities · 
discussed in the sense that the- simple direct link between the detailed SITC 
items ·and the BEC categories through the hierarchic structure of the SITC, as 
envisaged in the first two instances, would not be available; the link 
between SITC categories and BEC categories would be an indirect one in this 
case involving aggregation of SITC categories to form B:EX!·. categories by means 
of a key. r.:oreover, two separate classifications would be required in place 
of one. Thus, if it is considered desirable to avoid the proliferation of 
different classification structures either one of the first two possibilities 
would appear preferable to the third. It might be thought, however, that in· 
this computer age it will be possible to re-arrange data in accordance with 
different classification structures without too much trouble and that 
considerations of· structure would therefore not be important. Nevertheless, 
one has to.settle for one classification structure as the main basis for 
arraying detailed statistics and hence it would not be true to assume that 
questions of classification structure are not of importance. 

21. Revision of the structure of the SITC would involve revision of 
the numbering of SITC categories. · It has been suggested, however, that 
revision of the structure of the SITC should not be undertaken, because the 
main requirement in the structure of the SITC is coritiilui ty with the past and 
that items in the SITC Should, as far as possible, carry the same code 
numbers after the current review as they carry in the present SITC. However, 
leaving aside consideration of changes in the structur~ of the SITC, there 
may be considerable changes in the code numbers of SITC categories as a 
result of the current review of the SITC for four possible reasons, namely: 
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(i) the amalgamation of items which account for a relatively 
ver:;' small :proportion of total internatiOn8).. trade 
(mentioned in para?,Taph 7); ' · 

(ii) subdivision of items which account for a relativeiy 
large proportion of total international trade; 

(iii) transter of categories from one part of the SITC to 
another (mentioned in· paragraph 3); and · 

(iv) elimination of certain inefficiencies in the present 
numbering system. 

This last reason arises when countries which use the SITC as the basis for 
their ow.n national classifications find that the numbering system provides, 
at ·the most detailed level of the SITC, insufficient scope for expansion of 
the detailed level for national purposes. F'or instance, .:~ustralia · f1...as 
experienced difficulty in accommodating all t'he de.sirable dissection at the 
7-digit level in the Australian Import Commodity Classification (AICC) of 
SITC item 581.20 {polymerization and copolymerization products), and would 
want to see this' SITC item (and others) subdivided into more than one item 
in the revised SITC. 

22. ii'urther, in national trade commodity classifications it is common 
to have a considerable degree of change in items and item numbers at t~e most 
detailed level of the classification from year to year, as trade patterns are 
modified or as additional detail is provided to meet expanding demand for 
information, and Australian experience has been tba t users have little 
difficulty in understanding these changes (it is, of course, ·important to 
pro·vide a key bet1-1een new and old items 1-rhere changes have occurred). In the 
previous revision of the SITC, a considerable degree of change in item 

·nUmbers was accommodated. Eoreover,. it should be fairly simple; '~hen 
necessary, to convert data according to the old SITC to a new fraTnework 
duringan interim change-over period, utilising an appropriate conversion key. 
_'Phis would be facilitated to some extent, at least, by the effects of 
a...malgSm.ation of less important existing SITC items, and subdivision, in the 
main,· of only those items which are important in international trade - tl~is 
should !lake it easier to convert data from the existing SITC to the proposed 
revised SITC than 1...ras the·case with the previous revision when large numbers 
of existing items were subclivided. 

23~ Consequently, in view of the probabilit~y, firstly, t:b..at there v.rould 
be considerable changes in the code numbers of .SITC categories resulting from 
reasons other than structural changes; secondly, that these changes can 
probably be fairly easily accommodated by users of the 8ITC; arid thirdly, 
that it would be relatively simple to convert data from the present i:iiTC to 
the proposed revised SITC by means of a key, it seems t1mt the resulting 
revision of SITC code numbers should not be taken as a substantial objection 
to revision of the SITC structure. Therefore, if it is accepted that t~1e 
aggregates compiled according to the BEC are of much greater general and 
economic significance than the statistics of international· trade summarised 
for the existing sections, etc., of the SITC, it "1':-0uld seem to be desirable 
to adopt the bro~d categories of the B~C as the broad categories of the s:r.rc. 

10 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE STATISTICS AND THE SITC 

1. The United Nations Statistical Office is engaged in a program for · 
revision of the SITC in association with the Brussels Tariff Co-operation 
Council with a view to maintaining the one-for~one concordance between the 
SITC and BTN if at all feasible. The present is an appropriate time, there- · -
fore, to review the existing and probable future role of the SITC not only·as 
a classification for international trade statistics but in the wider context 
of commodity statistics generally. 

2. Canadian international trade statistics are compiled and published on 
the basis of National trade commodity classifications derived from Canada'sc · · 
Standard Commodity Classification (SCC). The SCC was developed by the' Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics as a vehicle for integrating commodity statistics derived · 
from different sources (e.g. imports, exports; production, freight) within-
Canada. For purposes of reporting to the United Nations and other internatiori• 
al agencies as well as for making direct international comparisons of trade 
figures, a convertibility list has been established-by which Canadian trade· 
statistics can be re·grouped on the SITC(R). This.is done directly on the 
computer. 

3. Recently, a program for more detailed comparison of the Canadian· 
Customs Tariff with the BTN has provided material that can be used to improve 
the convertibility list between the SCC and the SITC. The improvement comes . 
through cross-classification of canadian import statistical classes by Canadian 
tariff items to provide detailed categories that_can be fitted quite precisely 
into BTN classes. A by-product is more precise ad hoc conversion of import 
data to the SITC. Export conversions are not affected but these are being 
studied with a view to imporvement. 

4. When comparisons are made between the Canadian SCC-and the SITC the-
different ·roles and objectives of the two systems should be taken into account. 
The SCC is a "general purpose" commodity classification designed for national 
use while the SITC has been designed especially for international comparisons 
of international trade statistics. Each system; of course, is intended to 
provide data for economic analysis but the range of analyses contemplated is 
different in the two cases. In addition, the different fields of application 
of the two systems lead to different approaches to the grouping of commodities. 
The classification systems are therefore not competitive but complementary. 

5. Considering only international trade statistics, an internationally 
accepted standard classification cannot be expected to serve satisfactorily as 
a national classification without modification, due to the marked variations in 
commodity trade patterns experienced by different countries. Modification of 
an international standard classification for national use generally involves 
subdivision or aggregation of its most detailed categories, the basic structure 
of the international classification being taken as given. Linking the inter
national standard classification for trade with the international customs 
tariff categories (i.e. the SITC with the BTN) makes the situation more compli
cated because the definition of items is dictated by tariff considerations. 

6. Past Canadian experience with a national classification system for 
trade statistics linked closely with the tariff classification is not reas-
suring. The structure, definitions and concepts of the customs tariff are · 
dictated primarily by considerations of revenue and/or protection of industries 
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Considerations of economic analysis tend to be assigned a lower priority. The 
regrouping of tariff-dominated categories into larger groupings more suited to 
economic analysis does not change the nature of the basic statistical items. 
This is particularly relevant when the statistical classification for trade is 
based upon a nat_fonal standard commodity classification used also for statis
tics of production, industrial materials and transportation (freight). The 
Canadian sec employing criteria most generally applicable to economic analysis 
in a variety of statistical series on commodities is therefore a purely sta
tistical classification system divorced from tariff considerations. 

7. Those who designed the sec were aware that a commodity classification 
system designed for general use in a variety of fields could not be specialized 
in terms of any particular data collection system or pattern of data use. · Such 
a classification·structure must be based upon principles that will endure in 
the field of commodities despite inevitable changes in commodity characteris~ 
tics due to.new materials and technology as well as changing patterns of 
commodity content. The principal criteria used for grouping in the sec are 
stage of fabrication, chief component material, aqd purpose. The broadest 
groupings are five in number, being: Live Animals; Food, Feed, Beverages and 
Tobacco; Crude Materials; Processed Materials; End Products. With the excep
tion of Live Animals and Food, Feed, Beverages and Tobacco, therefore, commod
ities in the sec are grouped broadly on the basis of stage of fabrication. 
Su~h a pattern can be expected to endure. Crude materials and fabricated 
materials are further subgrouped on the basis of chief component material while 
within the end products section (i.e. fully manufactured articles) the prin
ciple of use or purpose is employed • 

. 
. 8. Versions of.the SCC have been used to classify Canadian exports and 
imports since the early 1960's and in commodity freight statistics (water, 
rail and road) beginning in the mid-1960's. It is planned that by 1971 a 
version of the sec will have" been introduced for statistics of industrial 
products and materials. Because of the different requirements of the various 
statistical fields, versions of the sec have been developed to suit the 
particular data collection and use patterns needed. Each of these working 
classification is made up of combinations of sec classes and breakouts of a 
particular SCC class as required. Each can, therefore, produce data on the 
sec pattern and'in addition a. list of some· l,OOO commodity groups is being 
designed especially to obtain comparable data from the different sources. None 
of the categories on this list crosses SCC class boundaries. In this way the 
sec provides a set of basic commodity definitions for all uses and attains its 
objective as a standard commodity classification system. 

9. An international standard classification such as the SITC cannot be 
subjected to minor revision frequently (annually) as is the practice in most 
countries for their national classifications for international trade. In fact 
all "standard" classifications must maintain greater stability than do ''working" 
classifications. This relative "rigidity"·of the SITC, arising in part from 
its "standard" role and in part from its international role (i.e. amendment 
requires agreement by a number of countries) in addition to the link with BTN, 
imposes a special obligation on the United Nations to undertake a thorough, 
well considered revision program at regular intervals. The present revision 
is the first of this type for the SITC. 

10. DBS experience indicates that the development and effective implement-
ation of a standard commodity classification takes time and requires the 
cooperation of producers and users of data from a variety of sources. Impor
tant among these are the trade statisticians and the users of trade data. 
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However, commodity statistics of international trade have limited usefulness ... 
in isolation and. their value is enhanced when they. can be used freely in .con- .. 
junction with other commodity data. The SITC~ although designed for interna- . 
tional trade, is already being used for international transport statistics· in. 
Europe and'. some of its categories are being adapted for. use in. classifying :in-: 
dustrial·materials and products (see E/CN3/405, 25 November 1969, a Statisti-: 
cal Commission paper on the 1973 World Programme· of lndustrial Statistics)., · :. ; 
Thus the need for·an·International Standard Commodity Classification is becom• 
ing apparent and the SITC is in a favourable position to assmne that. role• ·, . ·· 

-
11. The structure of· the SITC should be examined to .improve its relevance 
to·current.analyses of international trade as well as·to facilitate:its-use.for 
other commodity data. The most glaring deficiency of the present structure for 
these purposes is the mixing of fabricated materials and end products, espe
cially ·in Section·6, Manufactured Goods-Classified Chiefly by .. Material, but .. , 
also in Section 5,"-Chemicals. Section 6 in particular contains a hodge~podge· 
of materials and articles yielding data that.defy analysis. Clear. differentia
tion between materials to be used in further processing (processed materials). 
and articles ready for use· (end products) would provide· more stable .gtoupings ~· 
suited to analytical requirements. The added stability and precision. in r-- _, · :! 
groupings would also make the classification more applicable for general use. 

12. The necessary restructuring of the SITC could be accomplished with 
minimum disturbance of the existing sections and groups by the following kind 
of rearrangement: 

Eliminate two relatively small sections, i.e. Section 1 Beverages and 
Tobacco; and Section 4 Animal and Vegetable Oils and Fats; combining Beverages 
and Tobacco with the present Section 0 Food and Live Animals, and including 
Animal and Vegetable Oils and Fats with those groups in present Section 6 that 
contain processed materials to form the basis for a new Section 6 Processed 
Materials n.e.s. 

The groups and sub-groups in present Section 2 Crude Materials, 
inedible, except fuels, made up of unmanufactured goods should be converted to 
a Section for Crude Materials. 

The balance of Section 2 should be included in the new Section 6 
Processed Materials n.e.s. 

Section 5 Chemicals should be confined to a Section for Chemical 
Materials. 

Other Sections and the end products from Section 5 and 6 would then 
form the basis for suitable sections of End Products. 

(It would be necessary also to transfer some subgroups and items from 
one section or group to another to accomplish the above, but examination of 
the SITC indicates that changes of this kind.would not be extensive.) 

• 
13. Development of the SCC in Canada and its implementation for inter-
national trade statistics have improved the quality of Canadian commodity trade 
statistics per se in addition to enhancing their usefulness through compara
bility with other series. The improvement ha~ resulted from closer contact by 
those compiling international trade figures with all sources of commodity in
formation resulting in greater awareness of the technical and market factors 
that affect particular commodities and influence the relationships between 
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commodities. These are dynamic factors requiring constant attention if commod
ity data are to be kept up to date and relevant to analyses of current market 
and other economic conditions. Examination of the SITC in connection with the 
current revlsion program indicates that it has not been kept up to date and 
that therefore ~ requires substantial amendment of this type in addition to 
the restructuring outlined above. The sections of the SITC most in need of 
internal revision are those in which new materials and techniques of production 
have been particularly dynamic, for example: 'Section 5, Chemicals; Section 6, 
Division 62, Rubber Manufactures n.e.s. {affected by the increasing use of 
plastics); Division 64 Paper, Paperboard and Manufactures Thereof; Groups 
651-655, ·rextile Yarns and Fabrics; Section 7, Division 62, Electrical Machine
ry, Apparatus and Appliances (particularly with respect to electronic equip-
ment). · 

14.- - In view of the significant.deve1opments that have occurred both in 
the volume and commodity content of world trade since the SITC was established, 
a revision such as that sketched. above would provide a more useful instrument 
for t'rade. analysis. Even more important, however, would be its influence in 
the development of comparable commodity statistics.from other fields at the 
international level. 
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INI'ERNATlONAL TRADE STATISTICS AND THE s. I .rr•.c • 

1. The Third Session of the United Nations Stat.istical 
Commission recommended that the revision of the League's 
~finimum List be prepared to make it more suitable for the 
analysis of international trade data and to make it more 
appropriate for the purpose of international -comparability 
ot trade statistics. In cooperation with the Governments and 
with the assistance of the Statistical Experts the United 
Nations Secretariat drew up the 1950 edition of the s.I.i,.C •. 
(Original). By 1960, governments of countries accounting for 
about SO per cent of the world trade and the major international 
agencies had adopted the S.I.T.c. as the basis for trade . 
statistics. A number of countries in Latin America and. · . 
territories of the British Commonwealth used the original Sl'l'C 
as the basis of their customs nomenclature also. In many 
European countries and in a number of countries outside 
Europe, customs tariff nomenclature based on the 1955 Brussels 
Tariff Nomenclature(BTN) worked out by the Scandinavian 
countries was adopted as the basis of both the trade and 
tariff classifications. The re-grouping of BTN data into the 
form of the original SITC however presented considerable 
difficulties. To improve the situation the original SITC was 
revised maintaining its basic structure at the 3-digit level 
in the revised SITe. 

2. Since the SITC(Revised) consists of the BTN ite~ 
re-arranged in a statistical order, it can be used by govern
ments in a number of ways. Countries whose tariff nomenclature 
is based on the BTN can compile economic statistics through 
the re-arrangement of customs data by means of a key betweeu 
the two classifications or they can avoid the necessity of . 
re-arrangement by requiring importers and exporters to enter 
in their declarations the commodity number according to the 
SITC(Revised) which automatically identifies the item of ~he 
BTN since the two sets of numbers are in reciprocal one-to-one 
correspondence; the latter procedure results~oloss of customs 
information and, incidentally, makes .it entirely unnecessary 
to require that both a custom and statistical number be 
entered in declarations. 

India's Trade Classification 

3. The Indian Trade Classification as revised on the basis 
of the Standard International Trade Classification(Original) 
was implemented with effect from 1.1.1957. It comprised nearly 
4 850 articles with 9-digit codes retaining the frame work of 
the SI'l'C(Original) classification upto the 5-digit item 
levels. The list was common for imports, exports and re-exports. 
Thereafter several proposals for changes in and addition to 
the list were received from the trade as well as from Gov~rn
ment Departfuents. Only in special cases, however, the des1red 
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amendments in the Classification coul~ be carried out. 

4.. With the development, and divcrsificat ion of the 
c:ountry' s_ trade and industry, the list was rev .Lsed again 
1n 1965 keeping in view the requirements of various 
Government departments, Export Promotion Councils, 

. Chambers of Commerce and other important trade and 
industrial organisations in the' country. The revised 
Indian Trade Classification adopted the SITC(Revised) 
fully upto the 5-digit codes. The Revised Indian Trade 
Classification was drawn up after sub-dividing them into 
.7-digit headings to meet Indian requirements • .uany 
unimportant articl.es of the old list were replaced by .riew 
ones and the total number of commodities in the Revised 
Indian Trade Classification, according to which the 
foreign trade of India is recorded, increased to 5,000. 

5. In cases where no sub-divisions after 4 or 5 digit 
(sub-group and item) levels of the SITC(Revised) have been 
made, th~ description of the articles has been replaced 
with 7-d_igit code (by adding 3 or 2 zeroes, as necessary). 
In some cases the descriptions have been modified on the 
basis of the corresponding BTN headings to make them more 
explanatory • 

. 6. In a few cases deviations from the SITC(Revised) had 
to be made to'satisfy national needs. In those places, however, 
adequate explanations have been given so that there may not 
be any difficulty in correlating those headings with the 
corresponding SiirC(Revised) items. For some articles · 
requiring a more detailed.break-down, new code numbers have 
been allotted tor the concerned group, sub-group or item 

· of the SITC{Revised). In all such cases blank spaces of 
the SITC(Revised).have been utilised. There are also 
instances where unsplit sub-groups(4-digits) of the SITC 
(Revised) have been sub-divided into new items(5-digits). 
There have been minor deviations at the division(2-digit) 
level under Section 0 where 054.2 and 055.41 have been 
shifted to new codes 049.1 and 049.2 respectively in order 
to bring together all grains, pulses and flour. The 
coverages under groups 653 to 657 are also slightly 
different. · 

7 •. As against 177 groups of the SITC(Revised} sub-divided 
into 625 sub-groups, there are 184 groups of the RITC, 
sub-divided into.650 sub-groups(4-digit level). Out of the 
650 sub-groups, 296 have been sub-divided into 1088 items 
(5-digit level), 610 of which have been further sub-divided 
into 4168 commodities(7-digit level). Total number of 
commodities separately specified in the RITC is 5,000 
(including 354 undivided sub-groups and 478 undivided items). 

2 
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Practical Difficulties 

s. As explained above, the SITC(Revised) signifies a 
common set of codes upto 5 digits facilitating to that 
extent comparison of trade statistics of one country with 
another. There are, however, instances where commodities 
(detailed upto 7 digits) of export importance for one . 
coun~ry_do not find exclusive place in the import .. 
stat1.st1.cs of major importing countries. Trade statistics, 
of these items are traceable either clubbed with other · 
similar items or grouped under a general heading upto 5 or 
6 digits, rendering it difficult to make use of the trade 
data. A few examples are cited below for the purpose of 
illustra~ion of this point. 

9. Sandalwood Oil: In the case of Sandalwood oil(RITC 
551.1031) fetching foreign exchange worth about ~.32 
million a year, there is no specific code in the trade. 
accounts of a major importing country like France~ wherein 
it is clubbed with "other oil perfumerY" under code 330.153. 
This makes it difficult to identify the imports of Sandalwood 
oil into that country from India. 

10. Guar Gum: Similarly, Guar Gum(Guar Flour) ~-Rr.l'C 
No.292.9i22 - is an important export item from India 
contributing over ~.10 million per annum, but there is no 
separate code for it in the trade accounts ot major importing 
countries of interest to India like France, Italy, Japan, 
Federal Republic of Germany and SWitzerland. This is usually 
clubbed with vegetable saps and extracts, pectic substances, 
mucilages and thickeners derived from vegetable products and 
Agar Agar. 

11. Frog Legs: India exports Frog Legs(Frog meat) -
RITC No.001.8901- mainly to USA and France, curre~t exports 
being of the order of ~.6 million. However, in the trade 
accounts of France, the item finds place only in the general 
category, •other meat' under code 020-431. 

12. llangoes: Mangoes (RITC No .051.:.9502) worth ~.2 million 
are exported from India at present to UK, France, Federal 
Republic of Germany, Switzerland etc. However, in the trade 
accounts of UK, mangoes are grouped with other tropical 
fruits like guavas and avocados under the code 051-93. In 
the trade accounts of France, the item is found under code 
080-142 clubbed with other fruits under the general heading 
"other Fresh }ruits". Similarly, in the trade accounts of 
Federal Republic of Germany and Switzerland, there is no 
separate code for Mangoes. 

13. The above are only a few selected examples. I~ is ablso 
true that in most Qf the cases cited above, ~owpar1s~n as. 
been sought to be made witb countries follow1.ng HfN 1.n tbe1r 

3 
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trade statistics. Nonetheless, these examples suffice to 
focus attention on the practical difficulties experienced 
by a country like India in the utilisation of the trade 
statistics of other countries. Two major problems need to 
be consJdered in tt~is context. The first one relates to the 
possibility of evolving a common system of codes to be 
followed by all countries. This is necessarily a very complex 
problem. The second question, which is not only relatively 
simple but also perhaps more relevant to this conference, is 
whether it is possible to come to a common agreement on a 
more detailed system of codes than SITC(Revised), so as to 
ensure separate codes for a larger number of commodities 
which are of common interest to different countries. A uniform 
system of 6 or 7 digit codes as against the 5 digit codes in 
the SITC(Revised) may be considered in this context, with. 
individual countries being free to add two more digits to 
accommodate appropriate sub-classifications. It is realised 
that there are a large nunber ot nations outside the 
Commonwealth fold which are currently using SITC(Revised), 
and as such this problem needs to be tackled eventually in a 
forum with a much wider base. But this Conference could 
certainly provide a useful lead in this direction for 
consideration of the U.N. Statistical Commission. The 
evolution of a more detailed international trade classification 
will facilitate the formulation of not only trade and tariff 
policies of all countries in the world but will also assist 
in the·conclusion and implementation of bilateral trade 
agreements and in the task of export promotion generally. 
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1. This paper sets out certain proposals regarding the 
pending revision of the S.I.T.C., Hevised. 

2. Division 01 : Meat and Meat preparations - For New 
Zealand conditions (and probably to meet the needs of other 
meat exporting countries) the breakdown of division 01, meat 
and meat preparations, could be improved. Because of its 
importance to New Zealand subdivisions to fine levels are . 
needed. These include class of animal, whether fresh, chilled, 
frozen, etc.; whether bone-in or bone-out, packaged in cartons, 
or not packaged in cartons; quality-rating; whether ox, 
heifer, cow, bull; and weight ranges. 

3. The present S.I.~.c. does not make full use of the 
third digit. Only three numerals are used in this column to 
subdivide meat into "fresh, chilled or frozen", .. dried, salted 
or smoked, whether or not in airtight containers", and "in air
tight containers, n.e.s. w~d meat preparations, whether or not in 
airtight containers". This means that if separate s.tatistics of 
"fresh", "chilled", and "frozen" (for example) are required a 
further digit has to be used to accomplish this breakdown. 
However, better use of the digits mentioned above would obviate 
this need. For instance, instead of the three broad headings 
as currently used, it would be possible to use the following: 

1 Fresh 
2 'Chilled 
3· Frozen 
4 Dried 
5 Salted (including 1n brine) 
6 Smoked 
7 In airtight containers, with or without 

vegetables or other ingredients 
8 Sausages, meat extracts, and meat juices 
9 Other. 

4. It would be preferable to make the subdivision by type 
of animal in the third digit and the type of processing as the 
fourth di~it. Set out below is a suggested three and four 
digit bre~kdown so far as bovine animals a~e concerned. . 
Sioilar breakdowns (4 digit) where ap~ropr1ate for other anlmals 
are also envisased: 

01 t:eat and rleat preparations . 
011 Meat of bovine animals 
012 ~eat of sheep 
013 ~eat of goats 
014 ~eat of swine 
015 Eoultry (including poultry offals) 
016 Neat of horses, asses, mules_ and hinnies 
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Meat of game animals (deer, wapiti, etc.) 
Edible offals of the animals falling in 
.. headings 011,012,013,014,016 and 017 
Meat and edible offals of other animals. 

011 Meat of bovine animals 
0111 
0112 
0113 

.0114 
0115 
0116 
0117 

0118 

0119 

Fresh 
Chilled 
Frozen 
Dried 
Salted (including in brine) 
Smoked 
In airtight containers, with or without 

vegetables or other ingredients 
Sausages, meat extracts, and meat juices 

of bovine animals 
·ather. 

5-. . This proposal omits the original 0118 (1); "Poultry 
liver, fresh, chilled, frozen, salted or in brine" has been 
omitted and included with poultry. On the face of it, there 

. appears to be no logical ·reason why poultry liver should have 
been separately enumerated. If any country wished to record 
poultry liver separately, could not this be done as a fifth or 
six~h digit under the pou~try heading? Because of varying 
importance to exporting countries it is desirable to separate 
boat meat from sheep meats. Also, meat of deer, which is a 
current export from this country and on which it is desirable to 
keep separate records, has been added. 

6. or. importance is the fact that the changes proposed 
above can. be carried out within the existing numerical structure 
of the S.I.T.C. Revised, since, at present, numbers between 0139 
and 0199 are not in use. The advantage is that, for countries 
requiring a breakdown into fresh, chilled, frozen, etc., a digit 
is saved and this is valuable in making one extra digit available 
for the many other classifications mentioned earlier. 

7. Group 262 : Wool and other animal hair - Wool is another 
commodity important to New Zealand and various other countries. 
It-would be very desirable to separate wool from other animal 
hair. · In this division (26) the third digit is only used up to 
No. 7, so that there is room to do this. It is sug~ested that 
the groups in this division could'be as under: 

261 Silk 
262 ·~vool 
263 Other animal hair 
264 Cotton 
265 Jute 
25o Vegetable fibres, except cotton and jute 
267 Synthetic and regenerated (artificial) fibres 
268 Vvaste materials from textile fabrics 

(including rags). 
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The following sub-groups, at present numbered as 
under, could be transferred to tl:e new group "other animal hair": 

262.3 

262.5 

262.7 

. 262.9 

Fine animal hair, other than wool, 
not carded or combed 

Horse hair and other co ..rse hair, not 
carded or combed (and the two sub-numbers) 

The second portion - "Other animal hair . 
carded or combed (excluding tops)". ' 

The second portion - "Of other animal hair 
II t n.e.s. 

8. . . One of the advantages, so far as the proposed changes 
affect~g wool are concerned, would be that under this new 
arrangement, cards sorted on group 262 and tabulated would give 
to~al.value f?r wool and total weight for wool. At present, 
th~s ~nformat~on has to be obtained by more indirect methods. 

9. Relationship with B~T.N. - No doubt, when these 
proposed changes are being examined, relationships and effects 
on the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature will be taken into account 
throughout. Mention is made of what is felt to be a drawback 
to the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature so far as it affects the 
situation in New Zealand. It may have application elsewhere. 
In New Zealand trade statistics are prepared on an S.I.T.C. 
Revised basis to 7 digits while the Customs Tariff is on a 
Brussels Tariff Nomenclature basis to 6 digits. ·The particular 
portion of the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature concerned is 73.15 
"Alloy steel and high carbon steel in the forms mentioned in 
headings numbered 73.06 to 73.14". This. number is split into 
26 subdivisj.ons by means of letters and each of the letters is 
keyed to a separate 5 digit number in the S.I.T.C. Revised. 
In view of the limit of 6 digits in the New Zealand Customs 
Tariff this 26 subdivision makes further subdivision in certain 
cases difficult, or impossible, to attain. It would not seem 
difficult to break down the existing contents of 73.15 into 
smaller units. For example, the existing breakdown relates to 
"High carbon steel", and "Alloy steel 11

, alternately throughout. 
It would be possible to breakdown some of the types further than 
they are at present. A recasting of this chapter would present 
no difficulties insofar as the availability of numbers is 
concerned since the numbers 73.41 to 73.99 have not been used. 
Furthermore, the economical use of digits in the main skeletons 
with which many countries will be concerned, can be a real 
advantage in using_these ~keletons beca~s~ it_can avoid t~e.use 
of an extra digit ~n the ~.I.T.C. class~f~cat~on. One d~h~t or 
two digits may not seem of much importance, but ~hen it is . 
considered that importers and exporters are requ~red to enter 
these numbers and that they must all be checked, the additional 
work and the additional possibility of error are greatly increased 
for each extra digit added~ 

10. Amendments and comparability - Although a number of 
changes have been proposed in this paper, it is nevertheless 
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pertinent to st~te that there are considera~le drawbacks to the 
making of changes in a classifica~ion. The main disadvantage 
is that ·it becomes mor~ difficult to extract time series data 
from exist~~ punched cards, etc. relating to several years. 
If such time series are required, and if changes have been made, 
it then becomes necessary to seek out and repunch cards so that 
the material for all the years covered is on an identical basis. 
This is time consuming and can lead to errors. A good example 
here is the current proposal by the Joint Working Party on Forest 
and Forest Product Statistics (FAO/ECE/STATS/91 of 31/12/69) . 
where proposed amendments to the present S.I.T.C. Division 25 
would ·result in trade statistics for 251.3, 251.4, 251.6 and 
251.9 referring to different pulp and paper products before and 
after the proposed chan3es. Only the 251.1, 251.2 and 251.6 
groupings would in fact preserve absolute comparability. 
A rearrangement of the sequences of the proposed revision items 
~ould give desirable comparability historically. The same 
situation exists with Group 631, and particularly Group 641, 
where a one-for-one relationship at the fourth digit S.I.T.C. 
might be more difficult to achieve before and after the proposed 
amendment. However, the principle involved here needs special 
consideration before promulgating final changes in the S.I.T.C. 
or any other classification. 

11. S.I.T.C. and B.T.N.- A high proportion of countries 
are now runn~g their Customs Tariff on a Brussels Tariff 
Nomenclature basis and preparing most of their statistics on an 
S.I.T.C. Revised basis. New Zealand, from 1962 to 1967, 
operated it.s Customs Tariff on an S.I.T.C. Revised basis and 
used the same classification for its statistics. From 1 July 
1967, New Zealand fell into line with the majority of other 
countries and adopted a B.T.N. -based Customs Tariff while 
retaining an S.I.T.C. Revised statistical classification. In 
the earlier days of promoting the use of the S.I.T.C. Revised 
classification, encouraEement was given to the adoption of this 
classification both for custo~s tariff purposes and for statist
ical purposes. However, the Customs Co-operation Council bad, 
over the years, built up a comprehensive system for the Brussels 
Tariff Nomenclature, complete with explanatory notes and with 
a service to Customs Departments throughout the world on 
classification decisions. This high degree of sophistication 
which had been given to the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature 
encouraged governments, no doubt pressed by their Customs 
Departments, to adopt a Customs Tariff on a B.T.~. basis. 
As a customs tariff, the S.I.T.G. Revised classification was not 
complete. For this purpose it would require a completely 
developed set of explanatory notes and a decision system tailor
made to suit the classification and this was never done. In 
New Zealand, it was found difficult by the Customs Department, 
to operate an S.I.T.G. Revised-based Customs tariff, using an 
adapted set of explanatory notes originally derived from the 
Brussels Tariff Nomenclature. 

12. The development of a com~on classification - with 
supporting explanatory notes - would require considerable study 

4 
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and ef!'ort on t:b..e part of the United Nations Statistical Office 
ancl t:qe Customs Go-ope Fa tion Council. It would also need the. 
full su~port fro~ ~oth organisati~ns before it could be expected 
to succeed. It 1s felt that th1s matter me~its close re-
investigation •. The ~~esent double classification system, where 
used, results 1n cons1aerable extra work on the electronic data 
processin~ side and, indeed, also on the clerical side. Since 
frequent changes to the Customs 'l'ariff are necessary for duty 
purpo~e~, t~ere is the constant problem of keying the two 
class1f1cat1ons to6ether. Apart from the increased work this 
creates a greater possibility of error. ' 

13. Classif~cat~on of war materials - It might be desirable 
to make a re-exam1nat1on as to war materials. In the current 
issue of the b. I. rr. C. Revised, group 951, "Firearms of war and 
ammunition therefor", is split into six sub-headings (apparently 
to enable keying with B.T.N. to be accomplished). One of . 
these subdivisions is "Armoured fighting vehicles 11 • On the 
other hand, n-~varships of all kinds" is included in section 7 
under number 735.1 So far as military aircraft are concerned, 
.these are included under the "Aircraft, heavier than air", No. 
734.1. Consideration should be given to the exclusion of all 
these items from the trade statistics. If, after consideration, 
it was decided that they should be left in the classification, 
then conside~ation should be given to the grouping together of 
all these items under one group number in section 9. Further
more, ·it would be desirable not to split this group into sub
headings ·in the same manner as is presently done. The 
allocation of a multitude of small parts for defence equipment, 
even into a small number of items, is proving time consuming and 
difficult for the Ministry of Defence in New Zealand. It is 
felt that most countries would not want to disclose too much 
detailed information regarding its defence equipment, but, in 
any case, with one si~gle number in the_S~I~T.C. Re~ise~ 
skeleton, it could st1ll make such subd1v1s1ons as 1t w1shed. 
Goods not intrinsically of a military nature but inten~ed for 
military use could continue to be included in the trade record. 

14. Inclusions and Exclusions - Referring to United 
Nations statistical paner M.34, page vii, the right hand column, 
it might be desirable to rewrite this definition, which is 
intended to cover inclusions and exclusions for import and 
exnort statis~ics. The.question of inclusions and exclusions, 
insofar as they concern ships and aircraft, were the subject of 
U.N. Paper dT/ST~T/27 of 15 A?ril 19~8~ ~here ~re_the follow
inr factors to be considered concern1ng sh1ps ana a1rcraft 
(the factors have -~een related to New ~ealand but would apply, 
of course, to any country). 

1 • 
2. 

They can be new or used. 
They can be used entirely for internal our1:oses 

in and around New :.6ealand, or between New 
Zealand and overseas countries, or eve~ both. 

They c;m be registered in New· :~ealand or in a 
foreign count~J. 
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4. They can be owned in New Zealand or 1n a 
foreign country. 

It seems to b~ necessary to bring all these contingencies into 
the definitions relating to inclusions and exclusions. Possible 
sets of inclusions and exclusions relating to ships and aircraft, 
taking-the above factors into account~ (and a0ain, related to 
New Zealand) are set out below: · 

Import Inclusions: 
New ·and used ships and aircraft arriving in New Zealand, 
irrespect~ve of nationality of ownership or registry, if 
they are to be used only for internal trade between New 
Zealand ports or ~irports. 

I 
New and used ships and aircraft arriving for the first time 
in New Zealand if they· are to be registered in New Zealand 
and are to be used between New Zealand and overseas count
ries • 
.. 

New .and used ships and aircraft arriving for the first time 
in New Zealand which have been purchased by a New Zealand 
company or New ~ealand citizen to be used between New · 
Zealand and overseas countries, irrespective of nationality 
of registry. 

Import Exclusions: 
Ships and aircraft not on the New Zealand registry or owned 
by a New Zealand company or New Zealand citizen which are 
being·used in transporting passengers or freight·between 
New Zealand and foreign countries. 

Ships or aircraft purchased by a New Zealand company or Uew 
Zealand citizen but full use not involving the physical 
presence of ship or. aircraft in New Zealand territory. 

Export Inclusions: 
New and used ships and aircraft leaving New :lealand irres
pective of nationality of ownership or registry if they 
have been used internally between New ~ealand ports or air
ports (except as merely incidental to overseas operations). 

New and used ships and aircraft per:nanently leaving New 
Zealand if they were registere~ in New Zealand and were in 
use between New Zealand and overseas countries. · 

New and used ships and aircraft permanently leaving New 
Zealand, sold or transferred out of New Zealand after 
ownership by a New L.ealand company or i\ ew :6ealand citizen 
and used between New ~ealand and overseas countries. 

6 
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Export Exclusions: 
Ships and aircraft not on the New ~ealand registry or 
owned by a New Zealand company or New Zealand citizen· 
which are being used in transporting passengers and 
freight between New ~ealand and ~verseas countries. 

Shi-ps or aircraft sold by a New ~ealand company- or a New 
Zealand citizen if use of such ships or aircraft bad not 
involved their physical presence in New Zealand territory. 

. . 

Since the capital cost of ships and aircraft is so substantial, 
it is ·considered that the spelling out of inclusions and ex
clu·sions for these items in some such detail as the above, is 
necessary. 

15. It is to be hoped that discussion on the above comments 
could be of use in undertaking the revision of the Standard 
International Trade Classific-ation. 
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International Trade Statistics and the S .I. T .C. 

1. Statistics on trade are processed by the Customs Department of 
the East African Community in Mom bas a, Kenya. These consist of monthly 
trade and revenue reports on domestic exports, re-exports, net imports, 
exports to Kenya and Uganda and imports from these two neighbouring 
countries • Quantity and value figures are given for main commodities, 
lumping the remaining items under "other goods". The term "domestic 
exports" refers to exports of domestically produced goods to countries 
outside East Africa. Re-exports means goods which originally came in 
from outside East Africa and exported again to countries outside East Africa 
without reprocessing; and net imports refer to goods imported from outside 
East Africa. Apart from the monthly tra.de and revenue reports there are 
monthly hollerith reports giving detailed S .I. T .C tabulations by items. 
In 1968 the Community changed from five-digit 5 .I. T .C codes to six digits. 

2. Exports and imports to and from Kenya and Uganda refer to trade 
in locally produced merchandise. Hence, to arrive at a complete picture 
of international transactions one has to aggregate external and inter- East 
African trade figures. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE STATISTICS AND THE UNITED NATIONS 
STANDARD INTERNATIONAL TRADE CLASSIFICATION 

INTRODUCTION· 

The current edition of the UN publication on the SITC(Revised) (1), issued. 
in 1961, includes a short description of the historical background to the 
Classification as it stands today. In 1961 governments of countries · 
accounting for about 80 per cent of world trade were compiling data on trade 
by commodity according to the SITC; today such countries account for; 
approaching 90 per cent of world trade. The United Nations Year Book .of 
lnlernational Trade Statistics for 1967 covered 143 countries. Data on an 
SITC basis is shown for 127 of them. Forty of the 143 countries listed 
are members of the Commonwealth; data for all of these was in terms of 
the SITC. -

2. The SITC(R) has remained in its present shape since 1959. The UN 
Statistical Commission in 1957 had recommended that a better relationship 
be sought between the SITC and the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature 
(the B TN) (2) which is used for trade stil:tistics by many countries throughout 
the world. In 1959 a group of experts from several inter-governmental 
agencies and countries achieved modifications resulting in a one to one · 
correspondence between the BTN and SITC items. 

3. Further modifications to the SITC(R) have subsequently been proposed; 
for example to achieve better comparison of trade statistics with production 
statistics. One major set of propsals for changes in the headings for 
paper, paperboard and manufactures the_reof (Division 64) was made by the 
OECD Special Committee for Pulp and Paper and considered by the UN 
Statistical Commission at its 15th session in February, 1968 (see UN paper 
E/CN3/384, 16 November 1967). There was. widespread opposition to the 
proposals, for several reasons which have been set out in the UN paper 
"tself. But perhaps the most significant in relation to the sub1ect of this 
aper was the belief that changes to the SITC should not be considered 
iecemeal but OJ!o/ when a g~n~ral review was war_ranted. T~e Co~mission , 
oncluded in 1968 that a reVIsion of the SITC(R), In consultation With the 
ustoms Co-operation Council (CCC), was of high priority. 

1) 

2) 

Statistical Papers, Series N7 No 34. 
Standard International Trade Classification, Revised, United 
Nations, New York, 1961. 

Nomenclature for the Classification of Goods in Customs Tariffs, 
Customs Co-operation Council, Brussels, 1955; and Explanatory 
Notes to the Brussels Nomenclature, Brussels, 1955. 



4. Work on such a general revision is now in hand. The Secretariat of 
the UN Statistical Office were to make a brief progress report to the 16th 
session of the Commission (October 1970). A group of experts from seven 
countries and 6 international organisations was convened under the Chair
manship of the Statistical Office in New York last November. The main . 
efforts of the New York meeting were concerned with many problems of 
detail and yith the identification of particular problems which would need to 
be studied rurther in depth by the Secretariat, before submitting proposals 
to member governments of the United Nations. Certain questions affecting 

· the structure and principles of the SITC(R) were also aired, though 
inconclusively. It is the intention of the Secretariat to circulate proposals 
to member countries for comment probably in the spring of next year, and to 
re-convene its group of experts late in 1971 to draft final recommendations 
for the Statistical Commission to consider in 1972. 

5. Betw·een them, the Commonwealth countries share the experienc.e of 
wide use of this major classification from which to draw lessons. It would 
be ·useful for our countries, therefore, to consult together in advance of the 
approach which will be made by the UN Secretariat in 1971 to all member 
countries, seeking their views on the propo;sals as they will then stand. 

6. This paper therefore sets out to review some of the problems of the 
Classification and its revision. · 

THE PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE SITC 

7. Before setting down our views on the· problems of revising the SITC 
it may be useful to consider briefly what the Classification sets out to do 
in terms of the principles underlying its design. 

B·. It can be fairly safd that no entirely satisfactory trade classification 
has been devised oP. the basis of a single principle, for example, the nature 
of the material used, the end-use of the commodities, or the industry of 
origin. It is arguable that a more satisfactory approach, either for the 
trade classification of an individual country or for an international standard, 
may emerge from a compromise which chooses for the different groups of 
commodities the basis of classification most likely to suit the interests of 
the majority of users of the statistics. 

9. Such a compromise is the basis of the SITC. It has resulted in a 
hybrid scheme which cannot perhaps be precisely described (except in terms 
of its full coding system), and which does not always give a unique answer , 
to a question asking where a particular commodity should go. It has to be 
recognised that it does not serve all purposes; that sometimes the experts 
who designed it had to accept a compromise on a particular heading where 
the argument could not be resolved to the satisfaction of all. But the 
Classification seems to have provided, for most users - in governments and 
industry- a broadly acceptable system to which countries can work and 
which has proved its utility. · r 

10. Some of the elements underlying the Classification as it was first 
designed may be noted. Inevitably, it was affected to some extent by the 
classifications already in use in some of the major trading countries. Among 
the main features of the scheme was an attempt to reflect the normal way in 
which commodities were traded; some examples of this occur in Section 2, 
Crude Materials, which includes some manufactured materials which are 
handled like crude materials, e. g. synthetic rubber is in the same category 
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as natural crude rubber. 

11. Another factor underlying parts of the main structure is the stage of 
pr~duction itself, separating crude from manufactured goods. But in one 
maJor sector, food, stage of production is virtually ignored - raw and 
processed goods occur throughout Section 0, (a feature of the system which 
for some advanced economies may be unsatisfactory). A similar mixtur-e 
occurs in Section 4, Oils and Fats, where the products may be very simply 
prepared or produced in complex manufacturing plant; the separation of 
this Section from Section 2 itself may reflect the historical as well as 
economic circumstance (e.g. the great problem of shortages of oils and fats 
after the war). . .· · 

12. In contrast, Section 3 is essentially confined to a collection of goods 
having common functions. . 

APPROACHING THE REVISION OF THE SITC 

13. A major feature of the revision would consist of up-dating headings to 
allow for the growth of new products in trade or for changes in importance 
of products with some history in international trade, but other changes are 
not excluded. 

14. The paper presented by the UN Statistical Office to the group of . 
experts last November qualified the requirements of up-dating with a strong 
plea for continuity. It may be helpful to summarise the UN Statistical 
Office's paper here, recognising that some of its arguments will appeal 
particularly to those member countries which have devoted resources to 
introducing the use of the Classification in their compilations and which 
desire to maintain their series at lowest cost. 

15. In addition to stressing the need for continuity, the paper made the 
following points: 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

The 5-digit structure should be maintained as far as possible; 
the use of 6 digits should be avoided if possible. 

The existing 3-digit (group) headings should be retained as 
far as possible, up-dating being done mainly at 4-digit 
(sub- group) or 5-digit (item) levels. 

Economy should be exercised in increasing the number of items. 

The correlation between SITC and BTN should be maintained, 
possibly modified so that, instead of full one for one correlation, 
one SITC heading might sometimes match 2 or more BTN 
headings to avoid retaining unnecessarily detailed SITC items. 

16. Apart from the special exercise in 1959, the ?ccasio_n of the present 
review is the first opportunity, after 15 to 20 years. e~penen~e of the 
S ITC to consider revisions. The Statistical CommiSSion enVIsaged the 
possi'bility of future up-dating exercises every 10:years, and it is 
important to plan ahead as far as possible in order to make future changes 
less disruptive. 

17. But it would be both difficult and cost~y to establish a radically 
different classification, even if a better bas1s could be found. It seems 
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necessary to recognize the risk of so altering the SITC(R) that we would 
end with 2 systems in use becuase some countries would not find the resources 
for a markedly changed system. The object should be therefore to improve 
and not undermine the Classification. · 

ASSOCIATED CLASSIFICATIONS 

18. · Befo~e examining more closely the direction of possible and worth
while revisions to the SITC, it would be useful to consider its adaptation 

. for other types of classification. While the Classification does serve at 
present to meet. several requirements in general economic analysis, some 
systems of classification of commodities entering international trade have 
1Jeen called for to meet certain more specific requirements. For example, 
the need has been felt to associate trade statistics with aspects of national 
ac~ounts and industrial statistics. It is already possible, within certain 
limitations,· to use the Classification to meet such needs; 2 examples are 
described here. 

BROAD ECONOMIC CATEGORIES (BEC) 
I . 

19. Earlier this year, the UN Secretariat issued a revised Draft Classifi-
. cation by Broad Economic Categories (1) for discussion at the October 1970 
Statistical Commission. This is not directly linked with the revision of the 
SITC(R) but there are .some aspects of this topic which may be·usefully 
discussed here. 

20. Despite the difficulties that stand in its way, there is a desire in 
many countries for a trade classification of commodities according to _ 
economic classes, to facilitate economic analysis of the uses to which goods 
are put • There is a long history of discussion among statisticians, 
struggling towards a solution of this problem; the Statistical Commission's 
session in October may have advanced matters by the time of the Conference 
of Commonwealth Statisticians. But against this background it seems 
desirable to examine whether, without unduly damaging the structure of the 
SITC, changes can be made in it to help towards a classification by Broad 
Economic Categqries. One or two aspects of this are touched on later. 

21. It" is not possible in this paper to anticipate the outcome of discussions 
on the BEC at the Statistical Commission. However, after a number of 
attempts, the latest Draft is likely to have advanced the general design of a 
BEC about as far as it is possible to go. Any weaknesses follow from the 
limitations of the SITC which, as it stands, is not entirely suitable for 
analysis by end-use, and which, in our view, cannot be re-designed to make 
it fully suitable. It is in the nature of many commodities that at the time of 
import or export no definite knowledge of end-use can be obtained. This is 
not to say that it is impossible to amend any SITC items so that they can be 
allocated reasonably by end-use or main end-use. But there will always be 
some headings, including several major ones; which cannot be so allocated 
on the basis of the documentation available for compiling trade statistics; 
and it would be undesirable to distinguish fresh headings which depart from 
the standards of precision generally obtaining throughout the SITC. 

(1) UN Statistical Commission. External trade statistics: draft 
classification by Broad Economic Categories (E I CN. 3/ 408) 1970. 
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. 22. A second Associated classification making use of the SITC appeared 
in 1966, when the United Nations published a study relating the items of the 
SITC to the g·roups of the International Standard Industrial Classification· 
(ISIC) (1);. this was intended simply as a guide indicating "for the wide 
range of commodities entering world trade t the industries from which they · 
normally flow". · Here again, the need for this kind of correspondence needs 
to be borne in mind in the revision of the SITC. · 

DIRECTION OF POSSIBLE REVISIONS TO THE SITC 

23. . The rest of this paper discusses the possible directions of revisions 
to the SITC, and c~rtain problems arising from them, under 3 main headings: 

a • changes of detai 1; . 
b. transposition of headings across Divisions or Sections; 
c. . overall structure ·of the Classification. 

a. Revisions of detail 

24. It is not intended here to discuss the various specific suggestions for 
revision of detail, but rather to review the kind of changes which it would be. 
appropriate to introduce at this stage of the development of the SITC. 

25. Changes of detail could be made for the following reasons:· 

i. the separate identification at item level of important commodities . 
in international trade, especially considering new and growing · 
products; ' . . . 

ii. the abandonm~nt of headings which have become unimportant; 

iii. the abandonment of headings for which goods cannot satisfactoryly 
be identified; 

iv. sub-division of headings to assist in matching SITC headings 
with headings in e. g. the BEC or the ISIC • 

. NEW HEADINGS 

' . . . 26. There are many examples of new and• growing commodities.· 'What :is 
surprising, perhaps, is the absence of separate SITC items for some old-
established products of major importance in world trade. ·· · 

·· ·27. ·But there may be a problem of fitting new items into the Classification. 
There is first the question of the correlation·with BTN. It is understood 
that the Customs Co-operation Council at Brussels would be willing to 

•consider further sub-division of their 4-digit headings by the use of letters, 
to maintain a 1 for 1 correlation; as was done at the time the SITC(R) 
was introduced in 1959/60, with the proviso that any new headings can be 
satisfactorily defined.. · · 

(1) Statistical Papers, Series M No 43, Classification of Commodities 
by Industrial Origin, United Nations, New York, 1966. 
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-28. In some areas of the SITC, however, in particular perhaps Section 6, 
there may be little or no room in the numbering to introduce fresh 5-digit 
headings. One possible way to meet this difficulty would be the introduction 
of optional 6-digit headings; but they would have to be optional as the 
sixth digit might cut across existing sub-divisions in some countries and 
this would weaken their value. The proposal would be a significant 
departure from the current shape of the SITC and on balance may introduce 
more probl~ms than it would solve. Another alternative to deal with 
crowded parts of the Classification is considered below. 

ABANDONMENT OF PARTICULAR SITC ITEMS 

29. At the New York meeting of experts, the UN Statistical Office and 
some of those attending drew attention to the existence of some. items which 
are not statistically significant in international trade. There was some 
general sympathy for the view that SITC items should exceed some pre ... 
determined minimum percentage of world trade. No firm figure was 

. identified, especially.as it was pointed out that for some countries minor. 
items in international trade could be very important to them individually. 
But several very minor items were identified and it seems sensible to 
simplify by omitting them where there is general agreement. If separate 
headings were abandoned for this or any other reason, the 1 for 1 correlation 
with BTN would disappear. However, the modification of this correlation 
suggested by the UN Statistical Office so as to allow a single SITC heading 
fo match 1 or more BTN headings would still allow the BTN to be used for 
purposes of definition, and trade data based on BTN headings could still.be 
readily combined into SITC headings. 

30. A few instances may remain where goods constituting an item in the 
Classification cannot be satisfactorily distinguished in practice. An example 
of this is industrial diamonds, which cannot be satisfactorily distinguished 
from other diamonds. 

SUB-DIVISION OF ITEMS 

31. Finally, there may be a case for s~b-dividing headings in order to 
ease the adaptation of SITC headings and~data to other_ classifications. An 
example of this kind is sub-group 025.0, eggs, for which in any event the 
SITC already suggest an optional sub-division into eggs in the shell and not 
in the shell. There is no identification problem, and the sub-division 
would allow the 2 classes of product to be allocated separately by end-use 
between industrial use and household consumption for use in a classification 
by Broad Economic Categories (although this is not to say that the split 
between "shell" and "other" precisely matches the split by end use). Whether 
such a division should be introduced would depend in part on how important 
the trade was in the different sub-headings. 

b. Transposition of headings 

32. Many proposals for the transposition of headings between Divisions 
or Sections were submitted to the UN Statistical Office for consideration by 
last November's meeting of experts, but little progress was made on this. 
While it is likely that there would be in practice widespread acceptance 
of several of the proposals, the group of experts found themselves involved 
in a discussion of principles underlying the definitions of particular 
Sections of the SITC. It may be helpful, therefore, if this gathering of 
statisticians exchanged views on this topic in order to give a lead. 
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DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE SlTC 

33. The problem can he simply exemplified by referenc:e to one of 
very few proposals for transposition considered by the New York meeting, 
namely, that wool tops (sub-group 262.8) should be transferred to Division 
65 •. YJ"hile ther:e app~ars to hav.e been so~e willingness to accept this pro
position, the d1scuss1on called Into question the distinction between Section 2 
crude materi~l~, and Sections 5 to 8, manufactured goods. Section 2 include~ 
many commod1t1es such as wool tops, in the production of which substantial 
and skilful processes have been employed which can only be described as 
manufacturing. Several other headings of synthetic goods (e.g. rubber, 
man-made fibres) are found in Section 2 although they are clearly manufactures 

' 

34. The group of experts put forward several views. One was that 
Section 2 covered or should cover simple processes, with little added value, 
while the goods in Section 6 were more complex, with greater added value. 
(As a basis of distinction for an international standard there would be diffi
culties flowing from the variability between countries in the value added in 
producing like goods.) Another view queried whether it was right to 
sep?lrate like things, e.g. synthetic from other fibres. It was suggested that 
Section 2 covered the "inputs" into Sections 5 to 8. There were arguments 
of principle aga·Lnst convenience. There were suggestions that distinctions 
between more and less manufactured goods should be sharpened. 

35. In approaching questions of transposition and the distinctions between 
different Sections of the SITC, account should be taken of several factors. 
The SITC is a comparatively simple economic tool; its users recognise that 
it·is impossible to design a perfectly logical system of classification that has 
no problems of defining the border-lines between particular classes of goods. 
Against this it does yield some ·broad classes of general economic interest. 

36. Trade and production practices and relationships change, and it 
cannot be expected that parts of the Classification will not become out of 
date; nor could it be claimed that the immense task performed at the outset 
of drafting the Classification was entirely without inconsistencies. But one 
can perhaps see the intention of the drafters in, for example, the inclusion 
under Section 2, Crude Materials, of certain manufactured materials which 
are usually handled like crude materials, such as synthetic rubber along with 
crude natural rubber or synthetic fibres along with crude fibres. This kind 
of approach seems a useful one, even if there is occasion for some shifts at 
the margin from time to time. 

37. An alternative approach to the distinction between "Crude Materials" 
and "Manufactured Goods" would be to widen "Crude Mate"!'"ials" to say, 
"Basic Materials" 'which could also include what are sometimes called ' . "semi-manufactures" such as non-ferrous metals, steel,. paper. But there 
would be fresh problems of identifying new border-lines. And, more 
important, a distinction of this kind may be difficult t.o accept throughout all 
member-countries, with their widely varying econom1es. What would be 
regarded as the manufactured end-products of some countries would be the 
material inputs of others. 

38. Further, such a departure from the present structure of the sr~c. 
would be so at variance with its development and use that the whole cont1nu1ty 
of this widely accepted basis for a system ~f interna~ional trade comm?~ity 
data would be lost. As it stands the SITC 1s recogn1sed and used fam1harly 
in a considerable range of circles both internationally and in different 
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countries. lt may be preferable to reserve groupings such as "basic 
materials" or "materials for industry" to a system such as the proposed BEC. 

39. . Clearly there will be room for considerable argument on the trans-
position. of headings across the Classification no matter what its structure. 
But within its present broad form, it may be possible without damaging its 
simple underlying pattern or principles, to effect transpositions which if 
desired coufd take account of where items fall under, say, the BEC or the 

· 1S1C. 

c. Overall structure of the Classification 

40.. The sectional structure of the Classification itself poses a number 
of· problems. 

41. For example, there is Section 4, Oils and Fats, which accounts for 
less than 1 per cent of world trade. There was, when the SlTC was first 
draf.ted, a serious world shortage of oils and fats and -substantiallnterest 
existed in this trade. While the products ar~ still of major interest to many 
countries, it does seem reasonable to doubt whether they should still · 
constitute a separate Section. · 

42. Again, over and above the question of distinguishing between "non-
manufactured" and "manufactured" goods, there are difficulties of distinctions 
w"ithin the manufactured goods Sections themselves. The separate Sections 
for Chemicals and for Machinery and Transport Equipment are pretty clear 
and distinct. The division between Sections 6 and 8 is less clear cut. The 
distinction in Section 6 of goods classified according to material and in 
Section 8 of goods effectively according to function is perhaps too rough and 
ready and many users have doubts on its value. One answer to this might 
be· to move some end-products (e.g. cutlery, carpets, pottery/china, 
household wares) to Section 8 (where they may be as at home as lighting 
fittings, furniture, clothing, etc.). Another solution, which would avoid 
some definitional problems, might be to run Sections 6 and 8 together. 

RE..;NUMBERING OF PRESENT DIVISIONS 

43. There is a more practical problem facing those working on revising 
the SITC than any logical separation of the present Sections. Some users 
believe that there is a need to relieve congestion in parts of the SlTC, in 
particular Section 6, by the creation of additional Divisions. This would 
serve 2 important purposes. First, it would provide room to allow the 
introduction of new headings at item level more conveniently. Secondly, it 
would enable the summarisation of significant collections of headings where 
there is no room at present for further Divisions, Groups or sub-groups. 
But the creation of new Divisions· is prevented· by the· ''decimal structure" of 
the Classification which restricts the full use of Division (2-digit) cells, 
since they are consolidated into 10 Sections (1-digit), each Section having 
space for only 10 Divisions. At present only 56 Division cells are in use 
(with no Divisions under Section 9). But the unused Divisional cells cannot 
be used to relieve congestion in those Sections where the variety of 
commodities covered could be most satisfactorily catered for by creating 
more Divisions. 

44. An example of crowding occurs at a lower level in Division 65 
(textiles), though not all possible Groups are in use. This one Division out 
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of 56 has nearly a hundred items (or sub- groups with no item breakdown) 
out of the total1,312 in the Classification. The commodities in this one 
Division out of 56 coincide approximately with 15 of the 99 BTN chapters. 
However, it is not so much the question of apparent balance in distribution 

874 

of headings which is of concern, as how to allow for any developments within 
the Division. There are admittedly 2 unused groups in the Division, but 
these might not meet the requirements arising from the different kind of 
suggestions being put forward in this area. One major proposal for textiles, 
from the United Kingdom, suggests that they be distinguished under 3 headings: 

i. pre-weaving processes 
ii. fabrics other than special fabrics 

iii. special fabrics and made-up articles. 

While groups falling under such broader headings could be summarised 
independently of the main Division or Group structure, it would be convenient 
to create 3 divisions out of the one. 

. . 
45. The United Kingdom have suggested consideration, therefore, of the 
abandonment of numbered Sections (there could be identifying letters if 
required); and that the present Divisions be re-numbered - still with 2 digits. -
and additional Divisions created where required, still leaving spare cell~ 
for future needs. The number of Sections could be reduced to, say: 

A. Food, beverages and tobacco (present Sections 0, 1) 
B. Crude materials; oils and fats (2, 4) 
C. Fuels (3) 
D. Chemicals (5) 
E. Machinery and transport equipment (7) 
F. Other manufactured goods (6, 8) 
G. Commodities and transactions not classified according to 

kind (9) 

46. While the convenience, for mechanical summation, of limiting a 
Section to 10 Divisions, and having a unique first digit for all DiVisions in 
a Section, would be lost in this proposal, the re-compilation of Divisions 
from past records to agree with the proposal set out above (or vice-versa) 
should not be costly. 

47. Alternatively, extra Divisions could be created, by re-numbering i 
and using the "vacant" 40 or so 2-digit numbers, while still retaining 10 
Sections with their existing broad contents. While still losing t~e convenient : 
"decimal" structure, this would allow continuity more readily at Section level. 

CONCLUSION 

48. It may be helpful in conclusion to bring together some '?f the main 
problems involved in the revision of the SITC. Although ~he J>Ol!l~s below 
are set out under 3 broad headings, in many respects the1r s1gnif1cance 
crosses between the headings. 

(i) Addition or deletion of headings 

49. It may be unwise to seek many net additions to ~h_e Classification. 
In order to make room for some new or growing commod1t1es_, should there 
be some deletion of trivial separate headings, by ~algamatlon? S~ould 
there be some minimum percentage of world trade 1n total below wh1ch there 
should be no SITC items? 
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50. How best could new items be fitted into any part of the structure ~f 
the Classification where there is overcrowding? This is something for 
detailed study by the UN' s group of experts after collation and examination 
of all detailed proposals. But should the group be bound as far as possible 
(or completely) by the existing structure or would some form of relaxation 
be acceptable? 

51. Would the combination of existing minor or difficult headings be 
acceptable in such a way as to modify the existing one for one correlation 
between SITC and BTN headings so that the correspondence was met by one 
SITC heading matching precisely with two or more BTN headings 1 

(ii). Transposition of headings 

52. What guidance may be given to the group of experts in considering 
questions of transposition of headings from one part to another? · 

53. Do the Sections need more logical boundaries? Or can their long -
standing looseness and hybrid nature continue to be accepted? 

. ! 

54. : Are there any further criteria (otlier than the contents of Sections) 
'which could serve to indicate what transposition of headings might be made? 
Should elements of the Draft Board Economic Categories be taken into 
account? Should indu~try of origin of commodities be equally or more 
significant than, say, commercial selling practices, or the function of a 
commodity? 

(iii) Structure of the Classification 

55. . Arising from the_ considerations above of changes in headings and 
transposition of headings, suggestions for changes in the structure of the 
Classification could flow. In the United Kingdom view, such changes should 
preferably not involve major reconstructions or departures from the existing 
classification, but it would be valuable to exchange opinions on this. To 
ease some of the problems of new and transferred headings, some opening out 
of the Divisional structure away from the pre sent system of a maximum of 
10 Divisions in each of the Sections is desirable in our view. Our preference 
would be to have at the same time some adjustment of Sections to a pattern 
like that set out in paragraph 45; continuity with the past could be maintained ~ 
in practice though there would be some changes in appearance of the 
Sections. Alternatively, but possibly less meaningfully and wit~ less balance? 
the existing then Sections could be retained but with DivisiorJ.s taking up 
available vacant 2-digit cells by spreading beyond the limits of the present 
10 in each Section. 
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i~D FOR I::-DJZPE!iT.DTI!tiT C:iOSS-CHZCK.S OF STATISTICS FRO~l Dm"'EREN'T·- SOURC:-'.:.St': ' 
. ~IS J:V~'.LU .. ~TIC:Ll" OF TIE ACCURACy' OF SURV"3'I 11ESULTS . 

"Jhethar statistics are obtained~- from ca:wses or surveys,: . 
evaluation .of their dee;.ree· of accuracy is:· important. for' tl'ro· reasons a. · .. 
2. :l!.~irntly, users. should be oa.de· a.l-ro.re of aJ.ly _sie.-nif'ieant 11r.U.t·ationS 
of the statis-tics .they use. .As ·increasingly complex typeSc of st~tistioal·<_.·--.,...::: 

inquiry are attem.pt.ed, ancl as: a greater ·tu'lderstandine of· the-natUl'e· a11d · · 
magl'litucle of the limitations of tra.ditionaJ., censuses and surveys is obt.g,ined, 
;i. t is o.ppar.ent th~ t .. a l:UX!lber of' · UJ.J.avoida.ble i.."'lacbura.cies rr..ay have been · 
opcurring in~ some sta.tisti.ca.l collec·tions. · In these cases it is the 
responsibility of the statistical. office to caution users. This r.1ey ·be done·.· 
in general terms. Gcmera.l·ca.utions; are, hotvever, apt. to, be ·eitherd.gnored 
or taken too seriously, since users ca1mot -assess tb.eir releve..noe for· their· 
own purposes.- Hence, where there is detailed. !mm·lledge of. important . -
limita.t.ions on·-accuracy, such Y...nowledge ·should be :oa.de available. · 

. ~:~- --~- ... 

3. SecoJ.tdly, evaluation o£ .. sta.tistic;,ll a.ccur~cy· is-· ir.lr,orto.a."'lt ·ll'eca.use · 
it thralls liGht on the eff'ects of particul~r sources of inaccuracy. For -· :· ; : 
e::;ca.t.1:ple, if .i t#is ~.mmm ho1: rauch error is due to samplinG varia.biii ty and hou 
m.u¢11 .to_ respol?.se, attention ·_cQJ.1 be directed :to rSJ1ledying that source of error. 
most seriously affecti-ng results. . - -

I 

4. · l'he · eva.lu9/.;ion ·of sample errors . of sta·tis tie~ based on· samjles is 
·noV:r·.vi.rtually·,a·rnatter of routine. :·Ihe!-e'full·somple erro:r calculations. are 
not practicable;.· th::1 use· of rei1lica.ted sa.IJples uould afford· some check on .·~ ·_, · 
,sar.1ple errors. _· 1lhere maJ."lY eztiii:lates ·are based on n. Z2Llj,1le, i-1; raey- be neither·· 
reasonable nor 11ecess~y to give $ar:l~le errors· for all. Unless the error.s · · 
are knmm to~ be: quite. Sl!la.ll, h01-1ever, they ~hould be· obtained: and madEF. .. 
available,. a.t least in sum.r:m.ry :form. .. 

5.. . ·.: '~Ua.lity·: contxoL and accep-tance aamplill;b' are- beil18' i~~creasin~ly 
used in procescil'lg ,ststistic.3.l. data, both. to save labour i-;.'1. checkirlg . o ... 

operations· ·.aJ.J.C. t9 give better eontrol-inf'orma.tion. One· ef£ect o:t this -is·· 
tha.~ i.."'lformation._ on the qu~li ty of ;processinc o:;_)e.ra.tions is becoming available:: 
more rc~dily a.n.Ct -~or uore opere;tions. Similar zoesul-ts have· been obt:tined. from· 

. studies directed speci:tical.ly to a.sses:d,ng the: qu.a.li ty ot· .. certail'l processing • 
:;.~o~rations.· : .. .As a. ·result,~ eve.:n .1·1here ·th_e -·~ccur.acy of, J:,)rocessing oper.:a;hi.ons :is

not- cheokecl,· it is possible to !:n.ve s.orae idea. o£ .the degree .of'. error in· ·tl1ern•-·'. 
frcperience so £ar in the ::Oure,_~u of Census a.nd Statistics (·)rino·ipa.l·ly in - : -··.· 
r~spec"'G of i'o:pulation C.ensus -pro.cessing), l'Thile not inc1icM .... .;i11fJ errors above a-·· 
le"\101. l"Thich -could.:reasonably b.e tolerated, . .h...a.s _tended to suppol."'j; other stuclies 
uhich ha.ve oho~m 0;11 i.."lcidence :o~- errors i...'"l. proce83ing sOI:J.e~~b.c.;'c highe:::-- ·~h3.rf had. 
been previously 9up:posed. . , .. · .. · 

6~ !i'o .ev~lua.te the· 'data obtc7oined in, statU=i tic:"-:.1 collections, uhether 
for CO!:lpleteness of': COVerage .Or accuracy of J..~"ldiY~dual rm~ponses, is ·ia ::iost -
cases an_ expensive undertalcinc. It he.s :not in t:,"Cner$.1 be::;;n pr:~.ctie:J.ble except 
by using relatively small. samplas fn evaluation; .· this :.::·~::;ct l1.2...s ::-educed the 
aSSW.'~Ce att2.0hil'JG to COnQlUsi.ons :from SUCh eva.lu':!.ti.on .. s,-c :_~s h::t.Ve tho · · 
difficulties of obtCl.il'lillti any co:o.pletely certc.:in chcc};: on the ~cci.tre,cy of 
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inG.iviclual resi_10lmm~. l:onethcless it is 3.PLJn.rent (for e:~ar.~l)le, from 
coopn.rison of d:1ja obtained by 2:.il ~d field collection for the s~e units 
in Austr;J.lio.n tests of on .A.:;ricul turG.l Z=q1cndi·~ure Survey) tha.t tho quality 
of response can cc..use results to be affected by v~iabili ty or biases ~-rhich 
mey often be 3.t least as. serious as those arising fron S8!Jplii.1(;. Si::lilar 
si tuatio!lS ncy arise in res:;_Ject of coverage. Uhether rer.1edi~l action should 
be directed to reducinG s~plillG error or improvinc~ quality'of res~o1me or 
coveraee then de.!:~ends on the relative costs of the tuo procedures, as uell 
as on the extent of the resultant im]roveuents in accurc..cy. 

1. One further deficiency in statistics rJ.cy arise, often unavoidably, 
from the use of concepts, definitions, classification bases, or the like uhich 
are not :Iell adapted to the· VG..rious· uses to uhich the statistics are put. 
Such deficiencies are not reg"".....rded as errors sine~, if t!J.ey c.re the only 
limitations, the statistics represent accurately 1;-ha.t they pur-~ort to 
rel1resent. Fron the vie"tl'point of the user, how·ever, statistics of, say, 
imports :-;hose docu.r:lents a.re processed lvi thin a certain nonth rJ.OS" be just as 
unsatisfactory as a measure of in}orts made in that Bonth es 11ould be statistics 
of imports actually made during the month ~vhich 1-mre Gubject to various 
r~sponse, saw~ling and processinc errors. 

8. :~ea.surement of deficiencies of concept is p::Lrticularly di~ficul t, 
since alterna·t;ive uses r.lay sugt;est alternative conceptual bases, and there mcy 
be no uey (or no econoraic -r.-rey) of ap)lyil1G p:recisely the conce:tJts c.~J:;ropriate 
·to· lJarticular uses. Jhere statistics a.re obtained as a by-~Jroduct of 
administrative procedures, the stitistician has often very little choice but to 
accept the concepts implicit in these procedures. These conce]ts o~ be 
appropriate for the inforraation needs of the adrainistrative accncy, or they n~ 
merely be directed to adGinistrative controls; in ei~her case it is gm~erally 
much cheaper to accept then subste-11.tially as they are than to ill1dertcl:e on 
independent collection. 

9. It is iil these last areas of response e..nd cover~ge bias o..nd · 
conceptual deficiency that cross-checks of inde;::endently derived st=::.tistics (as 
for example, betueen uool :re:i_)Orted :Jroduced by grolTel. .. S c..nd uool repo::-ted sol:i 
by hrokers) can be of particular value. These a.re the areas in 1·1hich intcrn2.lly 
based assessments of deficiencies <::.re impracticable a.."ld a.ddi tion:::.l studies most 
difficult or expensive. In r.10st cases, the cross-checks themselves uill only be 
practicable at the level of broad aggregates. Such checl~ are better ad~?ted to 
rev.ealins systen:1tic effects (of the nature of a bias, leo.dil1G to consistent 
over- or under-statenent ). ~es::)Qnse c..nd coverace bi=::.ses lll1.cl conce_. tucl 
deficiencies are li~cly to give rise to such differffi1Ces; s~~pllllC errors and, 
to ::m eztent, processinc errors, are li!,~e~y to be less eviclent in hit;h-level 
age:,Tegates, since their effects on cor.ul)Onents uill often be in op~"Josite 
directions. 

1 o. Inde~-:endent sources c2.n huve the G.ic~dvc..r:tc..c;o of c:::-m:.:'c:!.l1[; 
difficulty in explainine the existenc·c u1d divergence of tuo sets of 
st3.tistics. One ucy of avoidi:1g this difficulty is to G.l ... r:.n2;c th::t only one 
set is j_)Ublished. :Imveve::.:-, if tl:o sets of dc.tc::. :::.re 2..V::~i1a.blc ~ri thou~ 
dulllicu.ticn or effort, and have distinct uses, it sec:~m h:;.rclly dcsirc..blc to 
,...,,. "Jre,..,.. Oil"" o·· t'10 ,.....,...Oundt:"' o·r:o ,l..;uerr·e""~CC ~1 0"'' :-:·nl,.., ,...,o,..t coril.,O'~ C ..... _, .... ,~ ... "' Ut.AP.i.. tr.J.V \.,or JJ. l . QJ.' u j_ \,..l,...&. v u ..... ~-- .a..L....:... ..... .. '- .1.-! ...., ... _ ._ .,~,._ •.--..J\.,;t..,l ..__ '-' 

-'-},0"'"' o·? ... o··Jr.>T·T'·l~t dJ.' J:!'.C>e. r"""1t CQl"Ce""'""'"~ (·.-,oco""'].-b 1 'r ~-r··i •:"!..; "l r• ·:='-ro 1 clif°C..,..,....'1 t l.IJ.J. a..)\,;.., ..6.. t.J •· \j;.1l ~ ~ ..L. ..._,l .LJ. 1..1 YO lJ ~.:.J -.,; ~ ·-.......,...L..L ... ,_, ............ -'- - ....... ""'•-

• ) . f t - ::'1 • f ,.. t , .... ~ ,.., - . .L. 1 • lt a.us_ncoG ~n o..c sorvJ.nC C.l ·i crcn neou.s, Ol ... o~ :::... 1.!.0~ 1c1en u o:.::.r-~cr ::rczu 
.p 11 :'I 't--.. ,... ,., b .L l"t~"'~ 0 ("\ ~:;11' t 11":.,.... rt,,c·, co .... -~·1~ n~- ~~; ('""'('')~ .. ~ ~-,~].·- ~ ":" ..:.. o 011ea ;.;y ..;~. soUl1-.L u v _ ~;.;r n·~. . .• e ~ o;_;_._ ..., ..... 1 l- _..., "' --~- ......... ~.._) -·-- " - -- c-. 
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statistical office or between separate agencies, the most useful course 
where distinct uses exist will usually be to release both with a careful 
(and agreed) staten:ent of the grounds for differences. (For this pur:pose 
some cross-checkine or evaluation studies will probably be necessar,y.) Such 
confusio~ as may result w~ll . be largel~ among those who do .!!21 make frequent 
use of e1ther set of stat1st1cs. Desp1te these considerations it would be 
preferable where economically possible for distinct needs to be met by 
commonly based collections, thus avoiding differences in the statistics 
apart from those meant to serve the distinct needs. 

11. The value of cross-checks at the aggregate level in assessing 
accuracy will often be limited by the number of possible sources of . 
differences between the two sets of statistics. Where differences occur, 
they m~ be hard to explain not because there is no reason for them but 
because there are too many reasons. Measurement of individual causes of 
difference may well involve the same kind of detailed investigations that 
would be necessary to assess.accuracy if only one set of statistics existed. 

12. llevertheless, cross-checks are of considerable value, whether iri. 
indicating areas of statistics which are particularly wort~ of closer 
investigation or in pointing to some factors as likely major contributors to 
observed discrepancies. Vlhere disaggregation is enough-to show, for 
example, that the discrepancy emanates from a particular sector of activit.y 
or t.ype of respondent it would then be possible to go straight to the area 
most in need of attention. 

13. In particular, the statistician should be careful of condemning 
other series (perhaps less technically sound) which he finds preferred to 
his own. Users may not always be aware of the risks attaching to deficient 
statistics; nevertheless those who are experienced in the use of statistics 
may be supposed to have a reasonably clear idea of their own needs, and if 
they prefer an apparently illferior product it is likely to have some virtues: 
timeliness may be one, and definitions and classifications more appropriate 
to particular uses may be others. It may be necessary, however, where it is 
believed that confusion may arise on~ part of less experienced users, for 
the statistician to draw attention to the limitations of other series in the 
same way as. he would do for his own. 

14. The statistics for independent cross-checks considered so far 
are those largely outside the control of the statistical office, and 
comparable only at high levels. Where there is capacity to compare small 
units (e.g. households for one source with the corresponding sets of 
persons from another), the situation becomes.similar to that.of a st~dard 
post-enumeration survey. However the two sets of records ar1se, det~led 
discrepancies can be noted and a carefUl assessment can be made of the 
causes of the discrepancies. 'While such an operation may be cheaper than 
creating a second source, as in a post-en~eration survey, i~ is not 
always so, and it is certainly more expens1ve than checks us1ng aggregates. 
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15· One further point may be noted in regard to detailed work on 
eval~tion of survey accuracy. There are obv,;ous advantages in knowing the 
actual licitation~ of a survey; consequently evaluation is often regarded 
as appropriately following the survey. From same points of view, however, it 
is better ~o regard it as a preliminary to the survey. Careful evaluation o£ 
results from pilot tests used in survey development is relatively cheap 
because of the small scale of the tests, and the fact that skilled staff 
(suitable for checking operations) are often being used for operations in.the 
testing phase; it improves the survey results ra. ther than finding 
deficiencies too late to remedy them; and it gives leads on areas of the 
main operation nhich may be worthy of fUrther evaluation. Independent cross
checks with aggregates are, however, .rarely possible at this stage; nor is 
any need for evaluation of actual perfoxmance met1by prior evaluation 
studies. 

16. In summar.y, the evaluation of components of error or deficiency 
in survey results is an important function of the statistical office, but 
is in some regards a costly one which must therefore be limited. Infonn
ation suggesting particular deficiencies for investigation is thus of special 
advantage to indicate the best use of the resources available for evaluation. 
Such info~ation can be had from the special creation of independent sources, 
·as in post-enumeration surveys not directed specifically to obtaining 
particUlar information on discrepancies. This approach, however, is also 
relatively costly and may be more effective if used principally as part of 
pilot testing. The use of cross-checks with existing independent sources, 
while presenting some difficulties in interpretation, can often provide a 
cheap indication· of existing statistics most in need of improvement and of 
the more· s·erious deficiencies in those statistics. 
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THE EVALGATION OF THE ACCURACY OF SURVEY RESULTS 

I. Introduction 

1. 
11 

• • Res~on~ible statisticians have probably bee~ carrying out some kind 
of ver~f~cat~on or assessment of the reliability of survey data sipce the 
earliest days of survey-taking. The first formal attempts to evaluate the ac
curacy ~f survey results most likely concerned the estimation of sampling 
errors ~n sample surveys. A more comprehensive understanding of the different 
sources of error that surveys are subject to was gradu~lly developed during 
the last thirty years. During this period models have been set up for several 
of the sources of error (including some so-called '~ixed error" models designed 
to probe not only the dynamic behaviour of individual sources of error as func
tions of the parameters of the survey design but also the joint effect and 
interrelation of several of them) and techniques have been proposed and imple
mented for the estimation of•the magnitude of many of these error components. 
These attempts, in turn, led to hypotheses concerning the reduction of some 
of the errors under alternative methods of survey-taking. Thus the evaluation 
of sources of errors in surveys played a major role in the development of 
present day survey methodology. 

2. The conduct of at least some of the types of evaluation is either 
very expensive, or laborious~ or is predicated on the availability of some 
alternative sources of information for purposes of comparison. Consequently, 
it is not surprising that the national census programs played a particularly 
important role in the development and application of several pioneering types 
of evaluation: the major importance (and budget) of the censuses provided the 
impetus and often the opportunity for the necessary effort and expenditure. 
Another major reason is that, by their very nature, censuses are particularly 
vulnerable to sources of error other than the "traditional" sampling error: 
first of all, even if censuses are based on samples, the sample sizes are 
typically so large that the sampling errors of at least national or large area 
estimates are negligible, hence the relative importance of other sources of 
error ("non-sampling errors") is predominant; second, the absolute magnitude 
of the non-sampling errors is typically unusually large because of the enormous 
job that has to be carried out in a short period of time, resulting in a sev-" 
eral-fold swelling of the staff of the statistical offices involved and, in 
spite of best efforts, in lower standards of survey work than those that can 
be achieved in the context of small or continuing surveys. 

3. Approximately ten years ago, a small unit was created in the Bureau 
with Bureau-wide functional responsibility for survey methodology. This unit·, 
which originally comprised only a handful of professionals, has now grown to 
a staff of about 40 professionals. The evaluation of the reliability of survey 
data and the components of error is one of the major responsibilities of this 
group. The first significant achievement of this staff was the design and 
conduct of the evaluation programme of the 196~ Census. Subsequently, their 
effort was concentrated on th~ evaluation and redesign of the Labour Force 
Survey. During the last few years, a major effort has been underway to convert 
surveys to probability sampling methods where applicable, to redesign their 
methodology where necessary (whether or not sampling is involved) and to design 
and accomplish the automation of their processing. These activities will lay 
the groundwork for objective evaluation during subsequent years. The present 
paper is uneven from the point of view of a balanced presentation of the 
different types of error that surveys are subject to: it concentrates on those 
areas where there is some relevant Canadian experience to report. 
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II. Objectives of evaluation programmes 

4. Four major objectives of evaluation programmes can be identified. 

(a) The measurement of accuracy of 5urvey results in order to guide 
users. It has always been the responsibility of statisticians to try and guide 
the users concerning the accuracy of the statistics they are producing. This 
responsibility, however, has considerably increased due to the fact that ever 
larger numbers of users have access to statistics (and, sometimes through the 
power of modern technology, to statistics representing breakdowns and dis
aggregations for which the survey was not designed originally) and also due to 
the fact that statistics are clearly recognized by all levels of government 
as well as by business and other users as being the source of information on 
which decisions of often far-reaching impact are made. 

(b) Analysis of sources of error with a view to subsequent improve
ment. The determination of optimal designs for surveys involves an attempt to 
find that particular design which, for a given total budget, minimizes the 
overall errors (in actual practice there are, of course, other considerations 
as well,such as timeliness and practicality, to name just two). The attempt 
to find the optimal design will, however, only be feasible if one is able to 
identify the most important sources of error (as well as cost) and also the 
dynamics of error (and cost). Put differently, one clearly wants to concen
trate on the major sources of error, i.e. on minimizing the total error at a 
given level of expenditure. Although theoretical considerations and pilot ex
periments may help in speculating about the magnitude of errors prior to the 
execution of a survey, it is only after the survey has been carried out that 
one can really evaluate the major sources of error. Therefore, particularly 
in the case of continuing surveys and in the case of occasional surveys with 
large budgets (such as censuses), it is often worthwhile to invest in the 
measurement of various sources of error in order to improve the future surveys. 
In contrast with point (a) above, evaluation for this purpose is in the tradi
tion of research and development: one may have hypotheses and expectations, 
but the end result of the evaluation programme and its impact on particular 
surveys is unpredictable. Experience suggests, however, that the overall 
result will be reduction in cost or improvement in quality or both. Some nota
ble examples from the Canadian experience will be quoted further on. 

(c) Evaluation of alternative methods of survey design. The main 
objective here is not the measurement of absolute levels of error, but rather 
the measurement in the difference of error levels between the alternatives 
considered. This is a somewhat special problem analogous to the standard sta
tistical problems of hypothesis testing. Without elaborating further, it may 
suffice to mention that we have carried out some evaluation studies during the 
last four years to assess alternative methods of census-taking in order to 
make decisions on the methodology of the 1971 Census. 

(d) Evaluation for purposes of continuing control. In the case of 
continuing surveys it is particularly important to incorporate into the survey 
a regular programme-of evaluations for the following two reasons: 

(i) Since the survey is a continuing one, it affords unique opportunities for 
effecting a design feed-back on the basis of the results of the evaluation 
programme. More dramatic examples of such feed-backs are complete rede
signs of surveys, such as was carried out in connection with the Labour 
Force Survey in 1963. Less dramatic but equally important examples are 
programmes to check regularly on sampling errors (through the regular 
computation of sampling errors), on coverage errors (through comparisons 
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with independent estimates or through re-enumeration), on content errors 
(possibly through the medium of re-enumeration). These programmes may 
result in various actions to tighten up some aspects of the survey which 
appear to be getting out of control, such as sending special procedural 
.instructions to enumerators, or to redefine some of the concepts, or to 
modify (e.g. re-stratify) the survey in a minor way in certain geographic 
areas where the sampling error appears to be increasing. 

(ii) In addition to the technical challenge and opportunity to keep the survey 
operating at maximum efficiency, continuing surveys often present anot~er 
type of justification for evaluation programmes. To. the extent that the 
statistics derived from continuing surveys are often used to measure . 
changes rather than absolute levels, it is essential for statisticians to 
ensure that-apparent changes are not spuriously introduced into the survey 
results by changes in the levels of errors~ In this connection changes 
in biases are even more important than changes in the magnitude of random 
errors since the former can introduce spurious trends into the statistical 
series. For example, if in a Labour Force Survey males 15 t~ 24 years of 
age suddenly begin to be missed in larger numbers than before, then to 
the extent males in this age group tend to have a higher level·of unem~ 
ployment, the measurement of unemployment over time can be seriously 
affected. 

III. Evaluation of sampling errors 

5. With a few notable exceptions, most of the major statistical series 
(as well as most of the occasional statistics) published by the Bureau are 
based on a complete enumeration, or on probability samples, or on administra
tive records, or on a combination of the procedures implied by these terms. 
It is appropriate to emphasize in the context of the present paper that the 
fundamental distinction between the probability sampling method and other 
methods of sampling is that the former facilitates the measurement of the 
sampling error using only the observations obtained within the sample. It is 
quite possible that other methods of sampling might be more accurate, cheaper, 
or more timely; however, only sample designs which are based on the principles 
of probability permit the measurement of sampling variability, i.e. the mea
surement of the probability that the sample estimate differs from a correspond
ing hypothetical census by a stated quantity. 

6. Sampling error is clearly an important component of the total error 
of survey estimates, particularly for estimates based on small samples (even 
when the overall sample size is large it may be very small for many domains of 
interest, e.g. small areas). In the case of surveys which are well controlled 
with respect to non-sampling errors, it can be the most important component of 
the error for most of the resulting estimates. Therefore, it is an invaluable 
guide to users concerning the accuracy of the statistics. In the case of the 
Canadian Labour Force Survey, for example (one of the largest continuing prob
ability samples in Canada), we have recently introduced the practice of indi
cating the range of sampling error of each published estimate through a 
numerical code. 

7. In the case of the Labour Force Survey the estimation of sampling 
errors also paid off handsomely in the context of analyzing the sources of 
error. This is because sampling variability is not simply a function of total 
sample size, but depends on the sample design as well. The analysis of the 
components of sampling error in the early 60's indicated some major possibili
ties of improving the reliability of the survey through a thorough redesign of 
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the sample. This was carried out in 1962 and 1963 and resulted in a major 
improvement of the reliability of the survey. In fact, after its redesign, 
the new survey yielded PStimates whose reliability under the old design would 
have required an,rcross-the-board increase in the sample size by a factor of 
2 to 3; moreover, this increased reliability was achieved while the cost of 
the survey·was reduced by something like 20%. 

8. There is no concrete example from recent practice in Canada of a 
situation where alternative sample designs were carried out and evaluated in a 
comparative sense. The process of redesigning the Labour Force Survey involved 
such a comparison of alternatives implicitly, i.e. without physically carrying 
out alternative designs; mathematical models were established for simulating 
the reliability of the survey as well as its cost under alternative designs. 

9. As far as the aspect of evaluation for the purpose of continuing 
control, it is very much a feature of all our sample surveys of a continuing 
nature. Control charts are maintained, for example, for the Canadian Labour 
Force SurVey which indicate. the sampling variability of the major statistics 
over time at both the national and the provincial levels. These are designed 
to provide a warning signal when external changes affect unfavourably the 
original reliability of the sample (for example, through changes which render 
the original stratification ineffective). 

10. Sampling variability reflects the impact of random selection of a 
sample. There are other kinds of sampling error which are not the result of 
chance; these are called sampling biases. Sampling biases themselves may be 
of two kinds.- The so-called technical bias of estimates is most often the 
result·of a conscious choice of a ·particular estimation procedure which typ
ically introduces negligible biases but which, if used carefully, may reduce 
the sampling variability by a more than offsetting amount. A more important 
kind of sampling bias is introduced_into the estimates when operational proce
dures result in the inclusion in the survey of units which were not selected 
or vice versa. An important example of this latter type of sampling bias is 
-likely to arise in connection with our sample for the 1971 Census. Most of 
the subject-matter material included in the 1971 Census will only be asked of 
a one-in-three sample of households. To the extent that our Census enumerators 
deviate from the rule of ·systematic selection, sampling biases will be intro
duced into the census estimates. The instructions given to our enumerators 
are designed to minUnize the impact of such sampling biases; at the same time, 
their extent will be evaluated. Certain basic statistics will be collected 
both from the sample households and from the remaining (non-sample) households. 
For these statistics it will be possible to compare the distribution within 
the sample with the corresponding distribution based on 100% of the households 
(these statistics will include type of household, household size, age, sex, 
etc). This comparison will actually serve the dual purpose of evaluation and 
immediate feed-back in the form of "corrections" (the weighting of the sample 
data is so designed that the ·weighted up sample tabulations agree with the 
corresponding tabulations based on the complete counts). 

IV. Evaluation of coverage errors 

11. In the case of a census, a coverage error occurs when a unit (person, 
household, establishment, etc.) which, according to the definitions, is within 
the scope of the enquiry, is either not included or is included in it more than 
once. Similarly, in the case of sample surveys, a coverage error occurs when 
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a unit which is within the scope of the survey has a smaller (typically zero) 
or larger chance of being selected than it ought to have according to the . 
design. In the case of a household survey, the most frequent coverage error is 
one which results in the exclusion of a person from the sample survey for one 
of three reasons: the household to which he belongs fails to get included in 
the list of households from which the selection is made; he himself fails to 
get included in the survey even though some other members of the household to 
which he belongs are included; or (and this may became a phenomenon with in~ 
creasing frequency) he has no regular attachment to households. In the case 
of surveys of business units coverage errors are most frequently the results 
of defects in the lists (in terms of the units included or in terms of the 
ambiguity of definition of these units) or the methods used to update them. 

12. Coverage errors affect not only estimates of totals, but also esti-
mates of distributions and averages. This is due to the fact that coverage 
errors typically do not occur at random. It is·well known, for example, that 
in the case of population surveys,· young males are particularly difficult to 
cover. SLmilarly, in the case of establishment surveys, the lists that are 
usually available are more complete with respect to the most Lmportant estab
lishments than with respect to the smaller ones. To the extent that those · 
units which have a greater than expected chance of being included in the survey 
are different from the others, a distortion in the distributions, as well as 
averages, will result. Typically, distortions will also occur between geogra
phic regions or other disaggregations to the extent that estimates for these 
disaggregations are differently affected by the coverage errors. In the case 
of continuing surveys, a change in the level of coverage errors can introduce 
spurious trends resulting from a change in the distribution-of coverage errors. 

13. Thus coverage errors result in biases~ For this reason, they cannot 
be estimated from the survey itself: their evaluation involves a comparison 
with an independent, superior standard. A few concrete examples are given 
below to illustrate Canadian efforts to measure and control coverage errors in 
different surveys. 

Evaluation of coverage errors in censuses 

14. There are three well-known methods of estimating coverage errors in 
censuses. 

(1) The first method, and one that is most often used, consists of 
selecting a sample of areas and enumerating these shortly after the census, 
using particular care to ensure that all households within the· selected areas 
as well as all persons within these households are included in the evaluation· 
survey. The results of this type of coverage evaluation survey are matched 
record for record with the census in the selected areas and the discrepancies 
are noted. These discrepancies are either directly tabulated, resulting in 
estimates of net under-enumeration, or a subsequent reconciliation is carried 
out to resolve them prior to tabulation. This method has been tried both after 
the 1950 and 1960 U.S. censuses, as well as·after the 1961 Canadian census. 
Our experience, as well as that of our American colleagues, indicates that this 
method of estimating coverage errors may grossly understate them, particularly 
the error due to missing persons in partially enumerated households. This is 
understandable because persons who are difficult to enumerate in the census are 
also difficult to enumerate in the evaluation survey; moreover, it is also the 
experience of several countries (including Canada) which conduct a continuing 
household survey, that sample surveys of households are hard put to ma~ch, let 
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I 
alone exceed, the coverage achieved in the census. Re-enumeration surveys to 
evaluate coverage errors may be invaluable tools for the assessment of the 
relative magnitudes of some sources of coverage errors (even though they are 
deficient for the estimation of the total level of coverage errors): of com
pletely missed households, of occupied households erroneously classified as 
vacant, etc. Als~, if the quality of the re-enumeration surveys is reasonably 
constant from one census to the· next, it may provide useful measures of the 
changes in coverage errors. Finally, in the case of local censuses (or test 
censuses), it seems to be.the only feasible method of evaluation of coverage 
errors. 

(2) An entirely new method, and one which has been used with consid
erable success in Canada after both the 1961 and 1966 Censuses, is called 
Reverse Record Check. It consists of tracing, in the census, the members of 
a sample of persons from -a- group of lists which, between them, -include everyon-e 
who lives in the country at the time of the census. The first list is of 
persons enumerated in the previous census (it obviously includes both people 
who still lived in Canada at the time of the curren't census and who have died 
or have left the count-ry since the previous census). The second list is of 
persons who have come to Canada or who were born between the censuses (again, 
it includes persons who left the country during the same period or who died); 
finally, the sample of persons who were identified during the previous study of 
th~ same kind as having been missed in the previous census represents those 
people who were living in th~ country during the previous census but who were 
missed in that census. After a sample was selected from each of these lists, 
the first task in carrying out this study is to identify the current address 
of every selected.person. This operation is called "tracing". It is the most 
burdensome operation of the study. It involves, first of all, mailing to the 
last available address of the person and if ·the mailing is unsuccessful (i.e. 
there is no response after repeated follow-ups or the response indicates that 
the person moved to a~ unknown location) then an intensive field search is 
originated. This field search is typically starting from the last known ad
dress and is designed to find any trace of the person in question. It includes 
searching various local directories, contacting the occupants of the dwelling 
which was the last known address of the person in question, as well as the 
neighbours there, the owner of the local grocery store, the local clergyman, 
or any other local source which appears to hold out some promise of knowledge 
about the person. Files of drivers' licences and other national or provincial 
files are also searched. · The field work associated with the tracing operation 
is carried out by the regular staff employed in the conduct of the monthly 
Labour Force ~urvey. In spite of the obvious difficulty of this operation, 
both after 1961 and after 1966 about 97% of the original sample of persons was 
traced. The final operation, after the determination of current address, in
volves searching the current census reports to ascertain whether the person 
was, in fact, enumerated at the address where he was living. Before it was 
accepted that a person was actually missed by the census, these persons were 
recontacted to find out if they might have been enumerated at an address other 
than the one to which they were previously traced. The census records were 
then checked for these additional addresses. Once a person is found to have 
been missed by the census, some additional processing permits the determination 
of whether he was missed as part of a whole household missed or as part of a 
partially enumerated household. Some data may also be collected from these 
persons in order to analyze the characteristics of missed persons and hence the 
impact of coverage errors on the substantive census estimates. 

The major advantage of the Reverse Record Check over the re-enumera
tion method of estimating coverage errors is that· it provides a completely 
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independent approach. Thus it avoids the major problem of·evaluating coverage 
errors; that is, that the evaluation method might itself miss the same persons 
who were missed in the census. This is much more likely to happen in a re-enu
meration study than in the Reverse Record Check since in the latter method 
people who are currently in a critical age group (i.e. in an ag~ group that is 
particularly vulnerable to coverage errors) are largely selected from the l:l.st 
provided by the previous census at which time they may not have been in this -
critical age group, hence they were more likely to have been enumerated. .Also, 
here one is trying to locate particular persons rather than carry out vague 
instructions ("enumerate everyone"). A second advantage is the ability to 
distribute resources (i.e. allocate the sample), in the population groups known 
or suspected to have a high tendency to be missed in the census, in accordance 
with the usual principles of efficient sample design. The disadvantage of the 
method lies in the difficulty of tracing to ensure that all-possible addresses 
at which the person may have been enumerated are accounted for and the usual 
matching problems (matching with the current census). 

The Reverse Record Check has several interesting analytical by-prod
ucts as well. It enables the tabulation of missed persons by their character
istics in the previous census (to the extent they were selectd from that 
source). It also enables the tabulation of some information concerning inter
censal migration (since it involv~s matchi~g between consecutive censuses). 
It provides interesting possibilities for assessing the accuracy of age report
ing of infants and smaller children (since this part of the study is based on 
locating a sample of chi~dren selected from birth registers). It provides same 
possibilities of checking the accuracy of reporting of country of origin (since 
the country of origin is known for that part of the sample which is selected 
from immigration records). Finally, the study appears to be the only method, 
for Canada, of obtaining estimates of emigration (since every person who was 
living in Canada five years ago is traced, including the ascertainment from 
friends or relatives that he or she has left Canada since that time). 

(3) The third known method of estimating coverage errors is the so
called analytical method. This method uses demographic techniques of age 
cohort analysis to estimate the current population by age and sex. It starts 
from the count of persons in the previous census (by age and sex), adds to 
their ages the number of years betWeen the censuses, applies the appropriate 
death rates, includes for the lowest ·age groups the known birth registrations 
adjusted by infant mortality and uses some advanced iterative techniques to 
make an allowance for the effect of coverage errors in the previous census as 
well as emigration. The main weakness of the method is the way it deals with 
external migration and persons missed in the previous census. Therefore, it is 
not particularly suited to "open" countries, such as Canada, where this may 
involve a significant number of persons. ~~reover, this method is not capable 
of estimating coverage errors by regions (at least in countries, such as 
canada, where external and internal migration is a major phenomenon). Finally, 
it does not easily lend itself to the classification of the number of missed 
persons except by age and sex (because of the difficulty of establishing a 
model to predict with reasonable accuracy the behaviour of other characteris-
tics over time). 

Evaluation of coverage errors in the Canadian Labour Force Survey 

15. Estimates of the number of persons by age, sex and province of resi-
dence are prepared monthly during the inter-censal period. They are based on 
the previous census counts, adjusted for estimates of deaths, tmmigration, 
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emigration and internal migration. These population estimates have been found 
to be acceptably reliable at the national level and definitely useful, though 
less reliable, at the provincial level. They are used as the "standards" of 
comparison to measure the coverage errors of the monthly Labour Force Survey 
and to correct some of the resulting bias. The sampling terminology for the 
technique is "raeio estimation". It involves estimating from the Labour Force 
Survey itself the number of persons by age, sex and province and adjusting 
thes~ numbers to agree with the inter-censal population estimates. The adjust
ment factors themselves indicqte the magnitude of the coverage error in the 
Labour Force Survey by age, sex and province (at least coverage errors relative 
to the inter-censal population estimates which are, typically, themselves 
subject to similar coverage errors that the censuses are subject to). It is . 
the Canadian experience, as well as the experience in the U.S. with similar 
surveys, that the coverage in the Labour Force Survey is deficient in relation 
to this "standard" (and hence, in relation to the coverage of the census it- · 
self). This under-enumeration in the Labour Force Survey, which we call 
"slippage", runs at about 3-4% but it is significantly higher in the critical 
age group of young males. 1 

16. The monthly estimates of slippage are carefully watched to ensure 
that the coverage of the Labour Force Survey does not deteriorate. About a 
year and a half ago, in' fact, when such a deterioration appeared to have been 
detected, special instructions were sent to enumerators and some of our proce
dures were revised. This measure brought the coverage error of the survey 
"under control" again. 

17. In addition to measures of "slippage", the non-interview (non-re-
.sponse) rates are also tabulated and examined monthly. We do not consider 
non-interviews as coverage errors .since in this case the appropriate persons 
were presumably found, but they were not interviewed·for one of several pos
sible reasons. However, we do recognize that non-interviews represent a 
source of bias and the .level of non-interviews is carefully controlled. 

Evaluation of coverage errors in the monthly Retail Trade Survey · 

18. The new design of the monthly Retail Trade Survey (to be introduced 
later this summer) provides an interesting application of the evaluation of 
coverage with "quick feed-back". This survey is based on a sample selected 
from our central list of establishments. The source list, however, includes 
in its coverage only establishments which have at least one employee covered 
by the Unemployment Insurance Act (this includes practically all establishments 
with employees). In addition to the deficiency of the list with respect to 
establishments with no employees (which is coverage error "by design"), the 
list suffers from other coverage errors as well, primarily due to late identi
fication of "births" (new businesses). In order to supplement the list sample 
for its known deficiencies, a procedure has; been devised which involves a 
monthly canvassing of all retail establishments in a sample of areas. The 
establishments found in the sampled areas are matched with the list maintained 
in the Bureau and those retail outlets not already in our central list are 
identified. These remaining establishments provide a sample representing all 
retail establishments not on the central list and are included in the Retail 
Trade Survey. In this instance the purpose of the area sample is not primarily 
the evaluation of coverage errors but rather to supplement the list sample in 
order to complete the survey coverage. The procedure will, however, provide at 
the same time a useful evaluation of the coverage errors of the list of estab
lishments maintained in the Bureau, at least within the industry classes that 
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are included within the scope of the Retail Survey. In particular, it will 
provide estimates of the n~ber of establishments which, by definition, are not 
covered by the list (those with no insurable employees) as well as of the 
number of those who should be on the list but are either not included or in
cluded only with a time lag. 

V. Evaluation and measurement of response errors 

19. . Response errors may occur whenever data are requested, p~ovided, 
rece1ved or recorded. Questions may be misinterpreted by the respondent; he 
or she may not know, may not remember, or may purposely want to distort the 
correct answer. Different enumerators may have different tendencies in putting 
and explaining questions, or interpreting responses. Response errors can be 
classified into two categories: · 

20. (i) Response variance is that component of the response errors which 
has a chance to cancel over a large number of responses. Some interviewers 
may tend to inflate a count while others tend to deflate it; some respondents 
tend to over-state their response to a certain question, others tend to under
state it; some questions on the questionnaire may be ambiguous (or difficult to 
communicate) and may invite misunderstandings in either direction. All these 
causes (and many others) con~ribute to response variance. Because this type of 
error may be in either direction, the net error from this source may be quite 
small for large areas, but it can be very large for small areas or rare charac
teristics. It also tends to be much larger for sensitive characteristics which 
are normally difficult to measure. 

21. As part of the evaluation programme of the 1961 Census, a project was 
carried out to measure the response variance, particularly the component of the 
response variance that can be attributed to interviewers. Although this study 
was restricted to a purposively selected area of the country (an area consid
ered to have generally similar characteristics to the remainder of the coun
try), this project had an enormous impact on the procedures eventually adopted 
for the 1971 Census. A brief description of the project is provided below. 
It was based essentially on the method of interpenetrating samples originally 
proposed by Professor Mahalanobis and later developed by several other authors. 

22. Suppose one wants to estimate the response variance of a census total 
for an area (such as the number of persons with high school education in a 
particular township). What one would like to have is at least two census es
timates for the same area so that their difference would give an indication of 
the response variance. In fact, without actually repeating the census one can 
obtain two estimates for the same area by assigning half of the households at· 
random to one crew of enumerators and the other half of the households to 
another crew of enumerators. The two crews produce two estimates for the total 
referring to the same area (for example, two estimates of the number of persons 
with high school education in a particular township). One can actually say 
that the two crews of enumerators produce two "census" estimates of the same 
total for the same area, except that each of the estimates is based on the 
enumeration of only half the households in the area. Correspondingly, the 
difference between the two estimates will reflect two sources of variance: 
(a) the response variance between estimates taken at the same time, under the 
same general conditions, but using different enumerators and (b) the sampling 
variance between the two samples, each comprising half the households in the 
area. By taking the square of the difference of the tw~ esti~tes, one can 
estimate the sum of the response variance and the sampl1ng var1ance. ·At the 
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same time, but by a different technique, the sampling variance can be estimated 
separately and then, by subtraction, one·may obtain an estimate of the response 
variance. This was essentially the procedure for the project mentioned above 
(with some refinements described elsewhere). 

23. The es~imates of response variance derived from this project had a 
major impact on our view of census errors. It appeared that on the average the 
response variance due to enumerators was of the same magnitude as the sampling 
variance would have been if the census was carried out using a 25% sample in
stead of 100% enumeration. It became quite clear that for many characteristics 
the contribution of enumerators to the response variance was overwhelmingly the 
largest source of error of small area estimates. As a consequence, it was 
clear that out census methodology was not in optimal·balance with respect to 
cost and error: -if the response variance due to enumerators could be signifi
cantly reduced, one could- introduce sampling into the census and still achieve 
a net reduction of errors, at the same time achieving some reductions in costs 
and a definite improvement in timeliness. As a result of these considerations, 
plus a good deal of testing, a new methodology for the 1971 Census emerged. 
The discussion of this methodology is not within the scope of the present 
paper. The point to be emphasized, however, is that the methodology of the 
1971 Census was influenced in a very significant way by the response variance 
study. 

24. No explicit measurement of response variance has been carried out as 
yet in relation to· the other surVeys of the Bureau. However, it is important 
to emphasize that in the case of mail surveys the use of the well-known formu
lae to estimate_sampling errors automatically ensure that the response vari-

. ance is also-estimated; in other words, what are assumed to be estimates of 
sampling variance are really estimates of the ~ of the sampling and the 
response variance. Hence, as far as the assessment of the overall reliability 
of these surveys is concerned, both for the guidance of users and for overall 
control purposes, the usual estimates of sampling variance are valid. In the 
case of surveys involving interviewers, the same fortunate situation can be 
secured·with a bit of care: it requires that interviewers by and large should 
not cross the boundaries of so-called "primary sampling units". The details of 
this consider-ation, however, would lead beyond the scope of the present paper. 

25. (ii) Response bias - This is, roughly speaking, that portion of the 
total response errors which is "left over" after all cancellation involved in 
the response variance has occurred. It is made up of response errors which 
have a tendency to occur more in one direction than in the other. It may be 
the result o.f the training and attitude of interviewers; or the reluctance of 
respondents to admit certain characteristics or a tendency to consistently 
over-rate or consistently under-rate them; or it may be the fault of the 
questionnaire in that it may invite errors in one direction more than in the 
other. Such errors do not cancel out even over large areas or a large number 
of respondents and may be particularly damaging for statistics at the metropol
itan area, province or national level. As in the case of response variance, 
response bias also has a tendency to be much larger for characteristics that 
are difficult to measure. 

26. The concept of response bias implicitly assumes the existence of 
"standard" or "true" estimates, response bias being essentially the net depar
ture from such standards. Consequently, the measurement or evaluation of re
sponse bias involves a comparison of the survey in question with this "stan
dard" may take the form of a special survey conducted with particular care, 
specifically designed with the objective to provide improved measures which can 
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serve as approximations to the "standard". Alternatively, it is sometimes 
reasonable to assume that certain data reported in administrative records are 
more reliable than the corresponding data reported in statistical surveys. In 
such cases, tabulations from the administrative records may serve as "stan
dards". (An example of .this latter type of situation occurs in the case of 
certain types of income data which are often assumed to be more reliably re
ported in the income tax records than in statistical surveys.) Finally, re
sponse bias may sometimes be detected (though not measured) on the basis of 
analyzing departures in the data from hypothetical models (internal consistency 
analysis). A typical example of this latter situation is the analysis of age 
reporting: it is observed in many surveys that the number of persons reporting 
ages that end with a 0 or 5 is unreasonably large in relation to the number · 
reporting ages ending in 9's or l's or in 4's and 6's. Response bias is noto
riously difficult to measure or even approximate and sometimes none o~the 
known methods apply, or apply by itself. 

27. Several studies have been carried out with a view to estimate the 
response bias of some of the measurements recorded in the census. Comparisons 
have been made between the 1961 Census and the Labour Force Survey carried out 
at about the same date concerning estimates of unemployed, employed and some 
breakdowns of these (in this case, the Labour Force Survey was assumed to be 
the "standard"). Studies have also been carried out to estimate the response 
bias of income data. Also, an analytical study was completed relating to 
errors of age reporting. Partly as a result of these studies the questions in 
the general area of economic characteristics of persons have been considerably 
changed between 1961 and the 1971 Census. Similarly, the question on age has 
been altered and we will now be asking for date of birth instead. 

28. In the monthly Labour Force Survey the technique of interpenetrating 
samples, briefly mentioned above, is used to ensure that the estimates of 
sampling variance actually include the response variance as well. In addition, 
a subsample of the households that were enumerated by the regular enumerators 
is re-enumerated each month by supervisory staff. The results of this re
enumeration are compared with the regular enumeration. To the extent that the 
re-enumerati.on survey is "better" than the original survey, the differences in 
the statistics obtained indicate the biases in the main survey. Although the 
monthly sample used in the re-enume·ration survey is small, these samples can 
be accumulated over a quarter or a full year to provide estimates of response 
bias which have smaller sampling variabilities attached to them. In addition 
to comparing the estimates derived from the re-enumeration survey with the 
main survey to estimate net response bias, the re-enumeration survey data are 
also matched household by household with the results of the original survey. 
The resulting ''micro-comparison" enables the tabulation of the so-called gross 
difference rate, i.e. the number of cases in which the enumerator and re
enumerator differed from one another expressed as a proportion of the total 
number of cases involved. This rate, it can be shown, is actually a minimal 
estimate of the total response variance (it measures, roughly speaking,that 
portion of the response variance which is caused by reasons other than the 
enumerator). The gross difference rate is easy to compute and, together with 
the estimate of response bias mentioned above, serves as a useful continuing 
control of response errors in the Labour Force Survey. 

29. A particularly interesting application of the evaluation of response 
errors with "quick feed-back" occurs in the case of the Job Vacancy Survey. 
This is a survey of business units designed, as its name indicates, to estimate 
the number of job vacancies (unfilled jobs) in the economy. The survey is 
primarily a mail survey, but a subsample of the business units included in the 
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mail survey is re-enumerated by interviewers. The re-enumeration involves a 
probing approach which would not be feasible in a mail survey. Hence, the 
re-enumeration survey provides "improved" estimates for a subsample of the 
units included in the mail survey. The improved estimates are used during the 
processing of the ourvey to eliminate the response bias of the mail survey. 
The resulting combined estimate is subject to a smaller sampling error than 
that of the interview survey alone; at the same time, it is free of the re
sponse bias that the mail survey alone would be subject to. Horeover, the 
interview survey provides a regular continuing evaluation of what the response 
bias of the mail survey would be without the correction of the interview sur
vey. This will enable us to assess the optimum sample size of the interview 
survey whose unit cost is considerably higher than the unit cost of the mail 
survey. 

VI. Non-response bias 

30. Non-response occurs when the required statistical information is not 
secured for a unit (person, establishment, etc.) which is known to exist, is 
known to be within the scope of the survey and is selected for inclusion in 
the sample. Instead of simply tabulating the results of the survey as obtained 
from the respondents, it is the standard practice of survey takers to assign, 
as best they can, implicitly or explicitly values (imputations) for non
respondents. This is done in order to ensure that the levels of the estimated 
statistics are not seriously under-stated and to ensure that such "imputations" 
are carried out in a uniform manner for the benefit of all users by the agency 
best qualified to do so: i.e. the statistical office which originally collect
ed the data. 

31. Clearly what is involved here is a special kind of "response error". 
The values assigned to non-respondents, without the benefit of actual measure
ment, are obviously different from those that should have been obtained from 
the persons, establishments, etc. concerned. Often, the imputations involve 
the assignment of some average values to the non-respondents (the average 

_reported by a sub-group to which the non-respondent unit is known to belong). 
Alternatively, in the case of continuing surveys involving the same units, the 
trend may be estimated-from the respondents and then this trend may be applied 
to the last actual response of the unit which is non-respondent in the current 
survey. Whatever the actual imputations procedures, they are clearly biased. 
The evaluation of these biases involves obtaining real data for the non
respondents and comparing the real data with the imputed ones. Of course, 
evaluation is no alternative to striving to contain the magnitude of non
response at a level where its potential impact on the estimates, with any 
reasonable rule of imputation, is minimal. 

32. T~1.e only known unbiased way of dealing with non-response errors is to 
select a random subsample of non-respondents, enumerate them using specially 
intensive methods to secure responses, and to compile an unbiased estimate for 
the non-respondent group in the survey from this subsample. This is essential
ly what is done in the Job Vacancy Survey that was already referred to above. 
In this survey a random subsample of the mail sample is selected at the time 
when the mail questionnaires are sent out. At this time, of course, the non
respondents to the mail survey are not known yet. In spite of this, however, 
interviews are obtained from every unit in this subsample. At the end of the 
mail survey the interview schedules are matched with the mail survey schedules 
and are sorted into two categories: those interview schedules which are, in 
fact, re-interviews of units which co~pleted the mail questionn~ires and those 
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which relate to units that were non-respondent in the mail survey. The former 
group of interview schedules is used, as indicated above, to evaluate and 
correct the response bias of the mail survey. The second group of interview 
schedules is used to provide an evaluation of the impact of non-response on 
the mail survey results, as well as to provide an unbiased estimate for the 
non-respondents which is directly used in the compilation of the mail survey 
results. 

33. The Job Vacancy Survey represents the most interesting example within 
the Canadian example of the measurement and correction of non-response errors. 
It is a new survey and our experience will be carefully watched and assessed 
with a view to its potential applicability to other surveys. Generally speak~ 
ing, however, in most other surveys we do not have an unbiased method of . 
dealing with non-response errors. However, as mentioned in section 4 in con
nection with the Labour Force Survey, we do compile regularly non-response 
rates and these are carefully watched. The level of non-response in"our inter
view surveys is generally small: well below 5%. In mail surveys the level is 
significantly higher and it varies considerably from survey to survey~ 

34. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics is presently involved in a major 
drive to automate, as much as possible, the processing of-surveys. The auto
mation involves, among others, computer methods to identify non-respondents and 
to carry out imputations fo~ them. This provides special problems.and possibil
ities as far as non-response errors are concerned. The automation of impu
tations holds out a major possibility to compile early estimates on the basis 
of incomplete returns: the computer is capable of carrying out the imputations 
for a small or large number of non-respondents with equal ease. To the extent 
that these early estimates are based on incomplete returns, they are subject 
to larger non-response errors. However, since the publication of timely sta
tistics is also one of the major objectives of statistical offices, there is 
considerable pressure to produce ~stimates as early _as possible. Under these 
circumstances it is particularly important to have a continuing program which, 
though it may not estimate the total non-response error, it would, neverthe
less, at least assess the increase in the non-response error that early esti
mates are subject to in comparison with the final estimates. Automation also 
provides some tools to reduce the impact of non-response errors: besides the 
power of computers which enable statisticians to design elaborate and involved 
methods of imputation, the computer can also be used to provide an early iden
tification of what may be called priority non-respondents. These may be units 
for which, if they do not respond," the imputations would have an unduly large 
impact on the final estimates (such units may either be large companies or 
establishments whose statistics impact heavily on the current estimates, or 
medium-sized units for which experience indicates that-it is particularly 
difficult to impute with reasonable accuracy due to their volatility). In the 
case of continuing surveys the computer can also indicate units that have been 
non-respondents in two or three consecutive surveys. For these repetitive non
respondents special effort may be mounted since the imputations, as mentioned 
above, are typically based on their last available response (hence it is 
particularly important to ensure that the last available response is not too 
far out of date). various combinations of methods of identifying priority 
non-respondents are incorporated in the design of the automated processing 
systems of our new Retail Trade Survey, and experiments are pla~ed. in connec
tion with other establishment surveys. In the case of the Reta1l Trade Survey 
our procedure calls for a telephone follow-up of the priority non-respondents, 
as well as a field follow-up in the case of any unit which has been non-. 
respondent for three consecutive surveys. 
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35. A number of automated surveys are designed to get into production 
during 1970. It is too early, however, at this point to report on our expe
rience with their evaluation from the point of view of non-response errors. 

VII. Processing ~rrors 

36. . Errors are, of course, introduced iQtO survey data not only during 
collection but during processing as well. The theoretical considerations 
concerning distinctions between bias and variance and the measurement of each 
are essentially similar to those pertaining to response errors. The major 
difference ~oncerns the fact that processing generally occurs at the head
quarters of the statistical office and is, therefore, capable of being con
trolled. In fact, the process of control ~ay also serve the dual purpose of 
evaluation. Standard techniques of quality control enable statisticians to 
measure the so-called "average outgoing quality" or put differently, the error 
of processing. This can serve the purposes of evaluation. In fact, in the 
case of large enough operations, it can serve the 'purposes of "process con
trol'', i.e. the identification of the worst clerks, coders, etc. for re
training or replacement. Quality control techniques will be applied to several 
operations in connection with the 1971 Census. On a regular continuing basis, 
they are applied to the key-punch operation. 
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1'llli NE.EU FOH lNLE!'ENU~Nr Cli.OSS-cHECKS · 

Of' S'JlAl' l~'i'lG.S FUOl\1 LlF'FERENI' SOL1tCES • 

'rHE EVALlJA'I'ION OF THE ACCUHACY OF 

SU.HVEY RESFL1'S. 

1N'l'll0.UUC'1' ION 

1. It is not only important that data are made available to 
policy-makers and administrators, but it is also essential to 
ensure validity of such uata. An estimate based on an efficient 
sampling ~esign ano having very little bias, if any, reasonably 
low sampl1ng error and low non-sampling error can be considered 
to be a valid estiruate. Non-sampling errors arise due to . 
inadequate or imperfect specification of the data to be collec~ 
ed, lack of precise defin~tion of the boundaries of area units, 
lack of l1ualified and trained investigators, non-response £rnd · 
recall lapse' deliberate fudging and defective data processing 
operations. Unless there are built-in checks at each stage,·it 
is not possible to control such errors. These internal checks 
may take various forms such as (i) provision of internal 
consistency checks through proper designing of schedules, (ii) 
interpenetrating net-worlc of sub-samples(IPNS), (iii) ratiomlis
ed supervision on a random basis. For imparting a certain 
mensure of credence to the results, however, it is 11ecessary to 
have cross-checks preferably by independent sources. Various· 
measqres have been adopted in our country to assess th~ accuracy 
of the data collected both through the survey methods as also 
through administrative channels. 

2. In cross-checking, data from. different sources shoul<J 
provide cLecks against one another. Unless one source can throw 
up inforrlat ion that can checlc aga i.nst the other at d if1'erent 
stages, and provide valid information for imJ?rovin~ the system, 
the alternative data are just duplication anr.. not cross-cllecl\s. 
In case the result of an independent survey is diff'erPut, ttwre 
is no means of objectiv~ly determining the validity of either 
of the series. Unless, therefore, there has been a dellberate 
attempt to design the surveys in such a n•anner that cross
checking is possible at various sta~es of the s~rvey pr(~c~s,~· 
the purpose behind the survey as a cr~ss-c~eck 1s lost. ,l'h1s 
of course is not applicable to the s1tuat1on.such os, 1or 
example, the one in which the valiui~y ~f prouuction ~stiwates 
are c becked at~ a inst consumption stut 1st 1cs. In corupar Ill~ tl.'O 

series of data based on dift'crent ·concepts and definitions, it 
will be obviously necessary to adju~t, i~ pos~ible, thP r!;~t.:' 
for these differences before comparison 1s maoe, or keep 1n 
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view the essential differences in drawing conclusions where 
such adjustments are not possible. 

3. It may~ stated that with the ushering in of the era of 
planning in tne fifties, there has been a growing demand for 
various types of data. Since data obtained as a by-product of 
administration failed to meet all the requirements, sample 
survey methods had to be increasingly used. Moreover, in a 
country like India arrangements had to be made for the collec
tion of data in fields where physical records were conspicuous 
by their absence. The methbds adopted were mostly those of 
interview through which events happening in the past one or two 
years or months or weeks were to be recalled. In quite a number 
of situations the very nature of the desired information was 
such as to procuce biases leading to deliberate suppression or 
over-statement of information._ln spite of these inherent 
difficulties, information on these subjects at the national, 
state or regional levels was consicered essential. Information 
collected under such.circumstances results in throwing up 
quantitative estimates which require to be used with adequate 
caution, and suitable measures to control the errors and biases 
become indispensable. ·The measures taken in this regard are 
reported in the subsequent paragraphs. 

CROSS CHECKS 

·Interpenetrating Net Work o~ Sub-samples(IPNSl 

4. The technique of selecting the sample in the form of two 
or more sub-samples, each capable of providing a valid estimate· 
of the population parameter, has been in vogue_ in this country 
particularly in the National San,ple Survey(NSS). The results of 
such sub:..samplewise information can be used not only for obtain
in~ margin of error but also for securing information on non
saiupling errors, such as differences arising ·from differential 
interviewer bias, different methods of eliciting information, 
etc. However, in case non-sampling errors are of the same sign 
and similar magnitude, the IPNS design will fail to bring out 
the irupact of the non-sampling errors. For example, we may 
consider the estimates of vital rates obtained through the N.s.s. 
Even though in most of the rounus, the sub-samplewise estit~tes 
of vital rates have closely agreed, it is contended that they 
are under-est irnates. This technique has been extended not only 
to investigator differences, but also to agency differences. For 
example, the States in India partici!late on a matching basis in 
the work of the .NSS. Thus two sets of sub-samplewise estimates 
are available, produced by two different agencies. It may happen 
that the separat~ sub-samplewise estimates of Central and State 
NSS closely agree among themselves but there are large differen
ces between the Central NSS results and the State NSS results. In 
such a case the tiifferences may be due to differences in the 
4ua1 ity of the field staff of the two agencies or may ~ave arisen 
at the processing stage. An investigation into these w1ll be 
very fruitful to find out "':~'s and means of improving the 
est i tua t e s • 

2 
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Vital statistics ---
5, rrhc events net ted by the normal registration records 
are knmvn to be serl.ou~ly under-enumerated. As a short-term 
measure to provide reliable anu quick estimates of vital 
rates at State andall India levels, a Sample Registration 
Scheme(SRS) of births and deaths has been initiated by the 
Regi~trar Gener~l. ~he sns combines the advantages of both 
cont 1nuous ( long1 tud 1na1) enumeration and survey proce1tures. 
lnforr~tion on vital events in sample areas is collected 
continuously on u de jure basis by a locally resident 
en~ruerator through a built-in systent and the continuous 
enumeration is supplemented by an independent half-yearly 
survey conducted by a supervisor. This half-yearly survey 
by the supervisor has been providen to ensure that the .. 
events which might be missed or erroneouslv included bv fhe 
enumerator as p~rt of continuous enumeration are detected 
and rect ifieJ. Likewise, the continuous enun.aerat ion record 
acts as a cross-check over the events listed by the supervisor . 
durinp; the half-yearly surveys. An independent cross-checking 
of SP.S data htts been undertaken by the !{SS in West Bengal and 
Tamil Nadu. The sarr.ple villages covered by SRS have·been 
conpletely enumerated by the NS~ investigators in these two 
States. The results so tar available in respect of West Bengal. 
show that there are deficiencies in the enumeration of' births 
and deaths by both NSS and SU~ agencies. These results have 
indicated the lines of action needed for improving the investi
gation by both the agencies. 'l1 he results of Tamil Nadu study· 
are not yet available. 

Production estimate of jute 

6. One of the earliest attempts to cross-check the official 
estimates of production of an important crop was lr>8de when the 
official forecast figures of jute product ion in Bengal curing 
1944-45 and 1945-46 were compared with the data on production 
obtained through sample survey. A third estimate of production 
of jute was al~o available based on accurate trade estinates~ 
but this could be compiled about 15 months after the harvest
ing season. In both the years mentioned above, t~e sample 
survey estimates were quite close to the trade f1gures whereas 
the official forecast fic;ures \Vere very divergent. The ofi'icial 
estimates of area under jute though cia imed to be based on 
plot-to-plot enumeration suffered from serious defe~ts. 
l''urthermore for the est ir1ation of yield rate used ~n the 
official fo;ecast, the plots selected for crop cutt111g were 
not chosen on a random basis. The results showed thv.t the 
officie.l forecasts prepared in the traditional nanner left 
much to be desired, anl that the _sam~le survey results 
provided closer est imatPs to traoe f 1~ures. As a result, sample 
survey method has replaced the traditional method of crop 
est irr.JUt ion. 

3 
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l)ro(iuct ion est imato of cot tot• -· ~-------------

7. rrhe officiol estiJTatates of product ion of cotton are 
prepared and \ssued by the Ministrv of Food, A~riculture, 
Community 1Jeveloptlent nne• Coopernt ion. 'l'hese nrc hnsPn on 
the results of areu enun1eration by Patwaris (v1llugc revr.nue 
officials) and ranuom crop cuttin~ cxperil:;ents conduct£'ll hy 
thn Stat cs. Est imntes of prof~uct ion of cot ton arc also frarnf'd 
by the •rrad e, based on the reports of the net -work of their 
agencies in the cottou-growing areas. Stuff and agencies 
employed by the 'l1rndc for this purpose ure believeu to huve 
int in.ate knowlet.~ge of the local conci it ions and frequent 
contact lvith thr. concerned parties. 'l,hey also l<eep in touch 
lrith nar!\Pt arr1Vltls. On the strenp:th of such infortaation, 
the rl'radc est ir.:ates are pre parco Which· serve HS l.l CrOss-Cht:'C~ 
over the official est in.atcs. Est iJ;ates bused on ruill consump
tion, nressing and ginni11g returns are also available. 'l'hesc 
three sets of estimates have becu found to differ ntld this 
has lee! to intensive itJVcstigations bciur undert~d\eu in order 
to ensure the quality of the official estin.ates • 

.. 
ll.A1t lOMLl::)EJ...: SUP~l~ V ISl LN 

8. The Agricultural Statistics DivisionlASlJ) of the 
Directorate of National Sample Survey exercises supervisory 
control over the crop cutting work by the StatP' . ~ pnrt of 
the programme of inspection.consists in randonuscti cteck over 
the field work of the State governments. A certain nu1abcr of 
villages for each crop in en<'h State is sPJcciPct with equal 
prohnbility from the list of· villages selected by State Govern
ments for crop·cutting work. The main aspect of inspection of 
field work consists in visitin~ the selected villages on the 
appropriate day fixea for harvest in;.; of sample fields, ensurint 
the accurn~y of the conduct of crop cuttin~ experiLents anti 
f ina 1 we i.!!hmont of green prou ucc. 'l1he ins i1ect ion has two 
objectives, viz., (a) servin~ as a cross-checl(, thou~h not 
inciependent, over t]te !::itute est iri:ates; anL (b) incref2!sin~· the 
accuracy of the final est i.tiates by way of improving the (fuality 
of the basic data. 

9. The uatu collecteli iu the <iecuunial pojnllutif'n censuses 
are affected by a variety of non-surupliut.: errors as in nny 
other sur~·c~', consist iur_ of \a) covcr,tge error encj \ hj content 
error. in the pi.tst two census(~S, there had been post-ennwerutioiJ 
cltecl{S ( r£C) , conuuctPd by the ceJJS us or~anist1 t ion itsc~ f, . 
oriented towards u.eusuring the uccurnc~· of the ceusus 02.ta 1n 
respect o1 the coverap;e error ont~·· lu t.tH~ .t'LC of the 1!l7l census 
an attempt. ,.,.ill be macir to assec;s botll the cnveri~:·P und the 
content errors. 

4 
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10. A quint!uennial livcstoclc census is carried out under 
the auspices of the Ministry of r,ood and Agriculture, the 
field work of which is organised through the staff of the 
State Gov~rnruents. The census includes a built-in provision 
for rationalised supervision over the field work to improve 
the quality of the basic data. Besides, independent post
enumeration check surveys have been organised through the NSS 
to assess both coverage and content errors. 

11. The ASD had .organised a series of independent surveys 
to assess the additional area irrigated through minor irriga-
L ion projects. r11hc Ministry of Food and Agriculture, which is 
responsible for the implementation of the prograrume -of minor 
irrigation works, receives periodical progress reports from 
State Governments about achieveJuent of these programmes. Tt1e 
A.SlJ organised several .surveys relut ing to masonry wells, pump 
sets, tubewells, tanks, etc., over a period of eight years in 
various States. In the first insta.nce the detailed lists of 
works maintained at various administrative levels were examined. 
T~e second stage consisted ~n visiting the works selected and 
collecting, by spot-check and detailed enquiry, information on 
the extent of area irrigated by them. Th~ results supplied 
useful information for improving the official records about 
the number of works constructed and area irrigated per work. 

5 
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The need for inde endent cross-checks of statistics 
from different sources. The evaluation o t e 

accuracy of the survey results 

1. The need for independent cross-checks of statistics from different 
·sources is a real one and has been recognised here since the Bureau came, 
into existence. Owing to the fact that Lesotho does not have customs posts 
at her borders, our trade statistics have had to be collected by the round-· 
abo,ut method of sending questionnaires to all possible importers and asking 
them to state quantities and values of imported commodities classified into 
the.broad S.I.T .C. divisions. Figures so obtained are supplemented by 
those derived from a sample of gate checks to cover migrant workers and 
day-to-day shoppers (See 6 & 7 ~ Lesotho). 

2. It has' been possible in the case of a few imported commodities to 
conduct independent checks which have always yielded valuable information. 

(a) Cigarettes and Tobacco: 

Apart from information supplied by traders 
on the general questionnaire, major tobacco firms 
in the Republic of South Africa which are known 
to supply Lesotho traders are asked to give· .. 
figures of their exports of cigarettes and tobacco 
to Lesotho customers and these have been found 
to be invariably higher than those obtained from 
our traders. 

(b) Mineral Fuels: 

Imports of petrol, oils , greases , paraffin etc. 
are also obtained separately from the major petrol 
companies (Shell, Caltex, Total etc) of South 
Africa to provide a check against those ·that are 
obtained from local importers. These have also 
been found to be higher than those obtained from 
Lesotho importers. 

(c) Wool and Mohair Exports: 

Wool and Mohair constitute Lesotho's major 
agricultural exports. Even long before the . . 
Bureau came into existence there were suspicions 
of understatement of quantities exported to evade 
levies on these items. No effective way of· 
checking has as yet been introduced and for our 
statistical purposes we rely on figures of 
quantities sold at the South Af~ca~ ports (floors) 
of these commodities. The availability of the . 
figures has been made possibl_e by the wonderful 
co-operation of the South Afncan Wool . 

. Commission and Mohair Board. These figures 
are always higher than those reporte~ by Les?tho 
traders as their exports to South Afnca despite 
the fact that all traders handling agricultural 
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produce are included in our enquiries. 

3. In the cases of cigarettes, tobacco and mineral fuels perhaps the 
discrepancy between trade census figures and those obtained from South 
African firms can be accounted for by the insufficient coverage in our 
enquiries. J'his is brought about by the obvious deficiencies in the available 
lists of traders and the fact that smaller traders are not all covered; insteac 
a small sample is selected. Non-response could also contribute towards the 
discrepancy. However, attempts are constantly being made to close what
ever gaps we can and on the whole there is an improvement in our trade 
figures. 

4. In conclusion, it should be pointed out that independent cross-check~ 
of statistics from different sources have proved very valuable and the Bureau 
is always looking for possible chances of discovering more areas in which 
they could be applied. 

5. The data collected in a survey could be compared with some 
generally accepted knowledge about the characteristics involved or their 
relationships. For example to evaluate data on population distribution by 
age groups, martial condition etc. as collected in a census of population, 
the following relationships are commonly used in quality checking. 

N.B. 

(a) Population distribution by age groups tends 
almost to follow a standard pattern. 

(b) The total number of married men should be almost 
exactly equal to the total number of married 
women. Only in polygamous and polyandrous 
societies will the two numbers be unequal. 

(c) Females generally marry at a younger age than 
males; accordingly in the younger groups one 
would expect to find more men than women 
single, and there would be but very few widowed 
or divorced people at these young ages. 

(d) It is also known that the death rates for men tend 
to be higher than those for women and that }he 
remarriage rate for widowers is higher than that 
for widows, with the ultimate results that there 
are more widows than widowers in the older age 
groups. The older age groups also contain many 
more divorced persons than do the younger age 
groups, that is, in those countries where divorce 
is legally recognized. 

(a) was quoted from "Techn1ques of Population Analysis" 
by G .W. Barclay. 

(b) (c), and (d) were quoted from "Handbook of Statistics 
Me~hods for Demographers" by A .J. Jaffe. 

6. As an actual example in Lesotho, in the analysis of the results of 
the 1966 Population Census of Lesotho, the age group 0-4 years was f.:;und 
to be consistently lower than the next higher age group.' 5-9 years through 
all the nine districts and the country as a \;;hole. Beside this rrge group, 
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some other age groups, for example 45-49 years, 65-69 years both fQr male 
and female were higher than one or two lower age groups • The census report 
recognized that these results were inconsistent with standard distributions, 
stated that this is largely due to the fact that the number of infants under the 
age of one year was under-enumerated by a considerable amount. For other 
age groups, it further stated that the age distribution of Lesotho Population 
showed a marked departure from the normal. The number of persons aged 
33, 48, 66, 69, 86 were in all cases higher than the number of persons 
immediately below these ages. (See Table 1). 

7. As to the other population characteristics and relationships mentioned 
in (b), (c), and (d), the ratio of married men and women in the results of 
census was calculated as 1:1.08 for the population of age higher than 15 
years. If Lesotho were to be considered a monogamous society, then the 
results of the census for this characteristic. ~ould be quite an acceptable 
return •. About marital status of females, in the age groups unde:r 30-34 years, 
married female, population was much more than male population. More 
widows than widowers in every age group, especially in the older age groups 
were found, and population of female in the older age groups was always 
having more persons than that of male, etc. These census returns were . 
generally recognized consistent with the acceptable knowledge of population 
characteristics and relationships mentioned in (5) above. (See Table II). 



AGE GROUP 

0-4 
5-9 

10- 14 
16- 19 

I 

20 ~ 24 
25- 29 
30- 34 
35- 39 
40-44 
45-49 
50- 54 
55- 59 
60-64 
65- 69 
70- 74 
75- 79 
80-84 
85- 89 
90-94 
95 & over 

Not Stated 

TOTAL 

902, 
13- LESOTHO 

TABLE I 

Population by Sex, by 5 years Age groups 

(The 1966 Population Census of Lesotho) 

MALE FEMALE 

62095 63341 
64796 64286 
62483 62086 
46747 49862 
34611 39291 
32106 33871 
30761 34069 
25523 25805 
21039 21937 
24596 24883 
17063 20211 
12242 13924 
9085 12315 . 

10220 16090 
4151 8164 
2251 3924 
1209 2452 
1650 3808 

_276 785 
230 636 

2650 2110 

TOTAL 

125436 
129082 
124569 
96609 
73902 
65977 
64830 
51328 
42976 
49479 
37274 
26166 
21400 
26310 
12315 
6175 
3661 
5458 
-1061 

866 

4760 

465784 503850 969634 
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AGE 
-

-
15- 19 
20 -. 24 
25 -:29 
30- 34 
35- 39 . 
40-44 
45-49 
50- 54 
55- 59 
60- 64 
65- 69 
70- 74 
75- 79 
30- 84 
85- 89 
90-94 
95 & Over 
Not Stated 

:T 0 TAL 

MARRIED 

TABLE II 

Population Aged 15 years and Over, by Marital Status by Sex, by 5 year Age 
. Groups (The 1966 Population Census of Lesotho) 

SINGLE WIDOWED DIVORCED NOT STATED 

MALE FEMALE MALE F4EMALE MALE FEMALE MALE I_:4EMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 

810 10879 45880 38751 3 72 10 97 1 5 46704 
8989 29643 25380 8277 54 506 91 781 22 20 34536 

21197 28736 10340 2870 170 1023 299 1141 16 13 32022 
25275 28286 4454 1858 344 2237 576 1575 10 14 30659 
22148 20674 2251 1122 365 2559 644 '1348 6 13 25414 
18531 16496 1314 830 479 3423 ,617 1098 5 4 20946 
21762 16692 1081 783 820 6182 811 1135 8 8 24482 
14909 11295 609 449 866 7614 610 751 - 9 16994 
10629 . 6568 347 271 809 . 6552 390 450 7 5 12182 
7741 4693 239 205 804 7071 261 286 1 4 9046 
8427 4347 199 175 1282 11258 288 278 2. 5 . 10198 
3227 1593 92 85 739 6369 74 101 1 3 4133 
'1759 645 33 40 417 3196 34 36 - 2 2243 

857 317 24 24 299 2088 23 20 1 2. 1204 
1134 339 17 25 476 3417 20 22 ·l 2 1648 
163 58 4 ~ 9· 102 714 6 2 1 1 276 
138 . 52 6 7 81 572 5 4· - - 230 

1549 926 892 646 60 444 37 52 108 38 2646 

169245 182239 93162 56427 8170 65297 4796 .· .9177 190 148 175563 

T 0 T A L 

FEMALE TOTAL 

49804 96508 
39227 73763 
33783 65805 
33970 64629 
25716 51130 

·21851 42797 
24800 49282 
20118 37112 
13846 26028 
12259 21305 
16063 26261 
8151 12284 
'3919 6162 
2451 3655 
3805 5453 

784. 1060 
635 865. 

2106 4752 

313288 5~88$1. 
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THE NEED FOR I~JDEP:C:liDEI~T CROSS-CHECKS· · 
OB, Sr.I'J'..TISTICS FROh DJFF:EH:2NT. SOURCES. THE 

EVALUATIOl~ OF THE ACCURACY OF' SLRVEY. RESUI:•r·s 

1. The practice of the Department of Statistics is to 
maintain tr.e statistical standards of its surveys·as high as 

· possible in terms of '1.\ha t is practicable, given the manac~erial 
and statistical resources available-in the Department." 

0
lt 

is recognised that one aspect. to- the rr.aintenance of- standards 
is the direct measurement of kno\'m or possible errors in 
statistical surveys and other exercises where a methcdoloo-y 
is available for achieving this and the resources are· avail-
able. It does seem ho'I.-J~ver,_ t:r,at this approach to the · 
mainte:tlf1:Jce of standards is currently hindered by the lack of 
a generally ac~eptable theoretical frame\'lork \-Jhich can serve 
as a basis for assessing total survey errors.· Furthermore, 
where rnet'hcds for assessing errors e...._"P available for particular 
surveys they are frequently of ·a ne4tu1·e as. to require relative-
ly large resources. · 

General Comment of the Need for Error Evaluation 

2. ~uantjfication of survey errors,of course, provides 
an ·explicit indication of.one aspect of survey standards and 
yields a valuable control over such standards. Every survey 
is subject to snme form of error nnd the key factor in the 
approach to error. control is not to attempt. the impossible by 
trying to remove all errors, but to keep the errors down to.a 
level \·Jh.ere there size mear.s that tllere is no sigrlificant risk 
of incorrect conclusions or decisions being made on the b-:1sis 
of the statistics. This approach is 1-Jell understood in regard 
to the ~.ontrol of possible sampling errors in sample surveys, 
but is perhap~ not as well appreciated in the field of non
sarnplil16 errors. 

J. With the usual scarcity of resources available to a 
central statistical office in relation to its work programme 
the maximisation of statistical survey standards requires 
measur~ment of different types of survey error if managerial 
and statistical effort in controlling er~ors is to be well 
directed. 7his provides the basic validation of the incrt;asin(~ 
emphasis bei:r:g given to measurerr.ent of survey error::;. 

4. So rar as users of statistics are concerned, it is 
sor!Jetirnes suggested. that publicat~on of stuJ.ies of survey. . . 

· • .1.. • .t,. l.·ntel 1 1'-ct1+ uc-c of c-'l······-,,r st,..,,...,r·· errors as s ~ s ., s ~ n u e m or c ..~. a • v .;;) ~: --· , ~; .) c ... ~.~ ... · · , , 

'rlhile the Denartment of Statistics t;enerally suppor•ts a pol.;·. 
of ~~blicati~n of survey ~ethodological studies, the view l' 

held thc..t tl1ere are risks in r:uch a cours~ •. :·~ost survey c·· · 
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studies are of a technical nature, but are usually not 
Gapable of full understanding except by a professional 
statistician~ Normally estimates of survey errors are 
subject to qualifications and care need~ to be taken in, 
the ~ublication of error studies to ensure that these 
qualifications are heeded. . It is not unknoun for error 
estimates to be taken as precise estimates, with the poss
ibility that after the corresponding co~rections have been 
applied to the·survey results these are then r~garded as 
error-free. 

Current Departmental Position 

5. Under the departmental reorganization shortly to be 
implemented provision is made for ad hoc organisational 
units with specific responsibility far departmental-wide 
control of various aspects .of survey standards. 'This will 
all0\'1 for .a more systematic, larger scale stud·y of survey 
errors and their· control. . Up to nol·l, the approach to this 
question has been under the organisational Filld resource 
constraints prevailing, less systematic. The balance of this 

·paper makes brief reference ·to parti~ular cases of survey 
error evaluation undertaken by the Department. 

Assessment of Sampling Errors. 

6. The quantification of possible sam~ling errors at the 
usual probaLility confidence levels for the t~~in estimates 

. obtained from the regular Gample surveys copcuctcd by the 
Department is well established. Regular short-period surveys 
of retail sales and stocks levels, manuf&cturers' sales and 
stacks and building activity are examples \-;here possible 
sampling errors in the main national and regional estimates 
have been.assessed. 

7.- Since considerable user interest nor~ally lies in the 
inter-period movements shown by these estimates, in some cases 
more interest than in the absolute specific-period estimates, 
confidence iimits for these inter-period movements are also 
quantified. Decision~ on the range of detailed estimates 
from sample surveys are r.1ade par·tly on. the oasis of the results 
of these assessments. · 

8. There are a fe-;,.1 examples of long-s to.r:ding surveys in 
the field of incomes statistics conducted by the Department 

' La~ed on outside· administrative records ,,;here only quasi-
probability selection rile thuds can "ce t!sed becs.usc of limi tat-
ion of access. As a result valid assessments of error 
possibilities are not possible, but departmental practice is 
tc employ p:--obabili ty snmnli:ng r::eth0d.s ~,;herever possible. 
It is planned that \~hen greater usc of co·nputer methcds is 
made in the administrative proecssing of incc:-,~~ 0ax retu:r·!';: 
that full probability sanpling 'l:ill be possible: :l.n the a~ .. :: 
of cnnual income surveys. 
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Assessment of Non-Sampling.Errors in Sample Surveys 

9.. 'l'he usual frame employed for regular short-period 
sample surveys is derived · froo COj1 responding censu·ses . 
conducted at five-yearly intervals. These censuses a:r:e :i.iOt 
?arrie~ out using tl1e· id7ntical data· coll-ention ar.d process- . 
1ng me~hods as employed 1n the sample surveys., however •. 
\/hen subsequent censuses are held and checks are placed' on 
aggregated sample survey statist.ics which match the tice · 
specificatiorl of the census ·significant discrepancies are 
usually found. 

10. Since the census cannot be taken as the equivalent full
en~rnera~ion survey to the sample survey (differing only in 
respect to the sampling faction) the discrepancies ar·e 
in iluenced by a. combination. of sampling and non-sampling errors . 
including any variation in the nature of the response ·errors ' 
in the tv;o types of survey. · '.!;'he· correct theoretical handl1ng 
of the problem of reconciling·these sample survey·and census· 
discrepancies is a problem .. the Department has not· yet solved 
to its satisfaction. There is an increasing awareness of 
the import'.ltlco of the·reporting·errors made by respondents 
in sample surveys as more recent work suggests that these are 
at least as important ns the sampling errors in sam~ cases. · · 
For exampleJ the recent need to publish revised statistics of 
consumer spending in retail outlets _.obtained. from the regular 
sample survey arose through discrepancies l'd th the 1968 Census. 
of Distribution statistics. A major c9m~onent uf these dis
crepancies has been evaluated as non-sampling errors of the 
response-reporting type, ·the sample survey being carried out 
by mail. 'Ihe isolation of response: e·rrors \'las carried out 
by matching studies and follQw-up inquiries. 

CheckiDt; Hethods in National Income Stat.istic_2 

11. Ne\·1 Zealand's national accounts are . qt present prepared 
using as basic data income returns to the· Inland Re:venue 
Department. The position· l'lill- alter when the f!ew Zealand 
adaptation of the U:q.ited Nations System of r~ational Accounts 

. is· introduced, 1·Ji th its -...;ider range or· supporting surveys, 
but currentJy it is not possible to prepare national accounts 
from the expenditure side, because of the lA.ck of a ho~sehold 
exnenditure sur\ey and a survey of private non-profit organisat-
io~s serving households. · 

12. Ho\'Jever o cross check on the regular national accounting 
aggregates based on the production approach is obtained in 
those years 'k'ihen inter-indust·ry input-outpt!t studies are pr51;arec. 
It is found that input-output statistics, being drawn mainly. 
from an extensive exan~ination of production atatistics, rather 
than an analysis cf net earnings, te~~ to give higher valU8S 
in the case of values added, depreciatiqn, capital foroation 
and for the r~sidual category of consuinption expenditure by 
persons and non-profit organisations. 
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13. It is recognis~d that v1hile, on the one hnnd, it is 
probable that the anr:unl national i:1cor.-:~ estimates for Ne1t1 
Zealand understate somewhat the correct eccno~ic cosition 
on both sides of the account, it is nossible also.that due 
to some double-counting cf prcductio~, particularly in such 
fields as manufacturers' dist~ibution expenses [~ld road 
transport, there has been an inflation of net output in the 
most recent input-output study. 

14. No. exact reconciliation betwe~n the latest input-
O'..ltput stud.J and the corresponding official nntio:tal income 
statistics has been possible due to the difficulty of 
iso~ating all the soL~ces of the a1screpancies. However, 
the cross-cL;-:cks Hhich have been pos.:;iblc hnve been most 
useful in Qirccting attention to areas of the national accounts 
\-:here esti~ation methods me.y be in 1 .. ecd af iT"l;Jro\yemer~.t. Hith 
the implementation of the S .I\. A. , of course, the input-output 
study will be integ~ated more fully with the preparation of 
the annual. national accounts and more explicit cross-checks 
and reconciliations will be possible. A prer·~;quisite to 
thls is tte inauguration of a central re;:;ister of econo::1ic 
enterprises and the conduct of integr.:J.ted econ:)r.1ic surveys 
as a result. 

Checks on the Genius of ~oculntion and Dwellings 

15. Hi th New Zealand having no lc..nd burd.ers wi tl: other 
countries and, as a result, full ndffiinistr.:1tive conLrol being 
possible above population mo7crncnts into a~d out of the 
country, 3tatistics of acceptcble accuracy are lLVnilablc on 
exterrial ni~;ration. Together Ni th good quality statistics 
of vi tal events derived as a by-product of tt-;e ccr::pulsory 
registration scheme, these statistics cake it ~ossible to 
8heck census of population counts of population a~ainst 
estimates based on the previous censu~) 2nd incre~:.se in 
population over the inter-censal period. ~hesc checks have 
norr.Jally indica ted that any relative cha.Ylt;es in ur:(lcr-
"nurner"tl·· '"'"1 bef-·JeeYI nc-v,....,u..., ~<"""' "L-.rovn "en~)'' ,.,.C>Y'"• rn"''>'] l f'l"1hr-. cloce r.:; CA. L·l v~~ .. J. V\-..L..LU t:Jt.::u :1~ "-' ""\._....,._.._ v .._ .. .. f ~L.~o...4. __ ..J..• .. ~....; u 

administrative control over the censttc operatio~1 that is 
possible in a country :ill th a rclo.tively ~;r:-.all rcpula~~ion and 
1-vhere the level of oublic accent:J.llCe rjf tte cs:..'ls~..As is r:cod ... - ~ 

also ensures that the absolute s tc.r:dc.:.r~l of' er..ur::era. tion is high. 

16. The application of tte che cl\ r.::: t.l:cd. ta c:~;c ar..d sex 
statistics derived from the cens~Js c:· po~')ulat.io·:l has iLclicated 

. 1 . ... . ..... .. ~ .... d ... ""\ 1 '. ... r ..... - ~ ..... " • ('"' c1." ! ., dY' n 'out some anoma. 1 e !:J 1n .1. 2.2/L ,.c col .. :n l·..::. c..... ..J ~...~ ~Y\~ • .1..... .... e , 
other\vise. as in the case of the tctc"l PCl)UlD.tion, the level 

r> • '- , .••. ,.;... '--',-.1-',...,-l,•r c~+-~ro.~_,C.;..Q"Y>V 01 COllSlS!....t;!lt....i lS ;":Jl-·? .. ~..l...,...,l,,c ..... .l..J ....,~_~.-_,~,...c.." -J• 

7 mt 'd f - ... J · .... · ... · .., .... oc1· .,l-, J. • 1r1e \'11 er use o ~'i·leJ .. 1n; s):D.vl;; ~,.olCS .l. rof.l L-r1e a;.;s o ,_,, 

census of dHellin~;s. c;sp8cially sta~istics o: unoccupied 
d 11 . l d +- +-' ·-.-luc.L 0..,-:-, pr-e·"- ~Y'·',..,..."'~-t....,;On n}IP'"' 1" on \•18 1ngs, e vO ~,.,ne CO.aC• .. .-.v .L u. _,u~) v··'-'.~o.:.v. •• ;~; ... ' ...,_,_ ...., •~'-'•' · 
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1.3 - m,t:W: ZEALAND-.. . . . 

· the. enumeration of ~noccupi_ed <lt~Jellings· at the 19.66 CenAus 
of ·Population a.nd Dwellings. This· check was. carried .out 
using. ).~and.om area-unit. sample. The result:s indicated at 
the national level tha.t tho q-uality or -enumerations was . 

··_good. but that .ln some resort areas· census ·rield s·ta:ff ·had 
· · under-enumera-ted certain clashes of ·lower· standard dwell~ 

ings (known ·as· bach_es) bec~use ·:of .the. difficulty ·or deter-: · 
·mini.ng whether in· f._aot they. W_er~- S~ill iri (possibly. periodic) 
use. 

·: 
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13- TANZANIA 

The need for independent cross-checks of statistics 

from different sources 

A. Statistics from different sources: need for independent cross-checks 

. . The main job_of the Bureau of Statistics being collection, eom-
ptlatlon and presentation of statistical data in a comprehensive· and methodical 
manner, it often becomes necessary to bring together data on the same 
characteristic originating from various independent sources. This is more 
so in a developing country where the degree of reliability is highly variable. 
between sources of information. . 

2. · Agriculture is the predominant sector of the economy in most 
developing countries and in this sector, the method of data collection is 
often the least uniform. It is most important to examine the reliability of 
data in agriculture from independent sources. The major export crops like 
cotton, coffee, sisal etc., are marketed through the respective marketing 
Boards or authorities. Apart from these offices, independent estimates of 
production and trade are also available from reports of Ministry of 
Agriculture and Trade Reports of Customs and Excise Department. In case 
of food crops like m.aize, cassava,. bananas etc., the scope of comparison 
is more limited due to a substantial proportion being used for subsistence 
consumption. Even in the case of crops like maize and paddy, whose market
ing is controlled by the National Agricultural Products Board, the official 
figures of marketed quantities do not cover the total transactions, particularly 
in years of food shortage. The regular sources of information, in case of 
maize and paddy for instance, are the reports from N .A. P. B. and Ministry 
of Agriculture. Ad-hoc household budget surveys from time to time also 
help to supplement the information on sales and subsistence consumption of 
food crops. It is often observed that the data from various independent 
sources do not closely agree with one another, and the Bureau of Statistics 
does examine such data which originate from different sources for con
sistency before actually using them for various purposes. 

3. Similarly, in Manufacturing sector the growth in the consumption of 
electricity for industrial establishments is used for purposes of cros~-checks 
of the growth of manufacturing output and sale of petroleum products 1n 
Transport sector. 

B. The Evaluation of Survey Results 

The number of countrywide surveys that have been conducted are 
conducted are only a few. Most of the ad-hoc surv~ys w~r_e. res~ricted to 
small areas or covering limited aspects of economic actlvitles, and not much 
has been do~e for evaluation of the accuracy of survey results. In the work of 
of the Population Census, 1967, it had originally _been ~r~p~s~d to ha~e an 
extensive post-enumeration check, but due to various diff1cul_t1es, mainly of 
finance and manpower, the post enumeration check was restricted only to 
limited areas. Some efforts are being made .to check the accuracy of the 
recently completed Household Budget Survey, e.g. cross-c~e~ks between 
income and expenditure, comparison of household characteristics against 
those obtained during Population Census, etc. 



Item 13- United Kingdom 

THE NEED FOR INDEPENDENT CROSS-CHECKS OF 
STATISTICS FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES. THE 
EVALUATION OF THE ACCURACY OF SURVEY RESULTS 

I CROSS-CHECKS IN'NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 

1. . One of the main examples in the United Kingdom of ~he use of material 
from Independent so.urces to arrive at the same_ aggregate is in the estimation 
of the gross domestic product. At current prices, this is estimated inde
pen.dentl-Y: f~om expe~diture data a~d from .income data. The expenditure 
est~mate Is Itself built up from~ wide variety of sources, particularly the 
estimate fo~ con~umers' expenditure. The income estimate is based primarily 
on data derived In the course of collection of Inland Revenue taxes. This 
covers data on wages and salaries, the profits of unincorporated businesses 
and the profits of companies. Some adjustment has to be made in each case 
to cover income outside the tax field and to adjust to national accounting 
concepts. The income of farmers is estimated separately, and the profits of 
public enterprises are taken from their own accounting data. 

2. . On an annual basis, the alternative estimates nor.mally differ by less 
than one per cent of the total, and the sign of the difference varies from one 
year to another, so that over a period agreement between the two methods is 
even closer. Data by both methods are also produced quarterly. Here the 
differences in each quarter are frequently of about the same size as the 
annual discrepancies and are therefore relatively much larger. But there 
are inevitable differences in timing between data derived by the two approaches, 
which tend to cancel out and disappear over longer periods. 

3. For the measurement of growth inreal terms, the expenditure data 
are also expressed in constant prices. The deflation is carried out in as 
much detail as possible, partly by the use of price indices and partly by 
re-valuation at base-year prices of physical quantities. The implied overall 
deflator derived from comparison of the current and constant price 
expenditure figures is applied to total incomes, so that a constant price figure 
from this source is also available. A third and largely independent estimate 
of gross domestic product at constant prices is also available in index form. ; 
This is obtained by applying appropriate indicators of changes in output to the 
base year estimate of net output for each main industry group. The index of 
industrial production is used for the industries which it covers, namely, 
mining, manufacturing, constructions, and gas, water and electricity, and 
similar methods are applied to the various distributive and service industries, 
including public administration and defence. For agriculture, d?u~le-deflation 
of inputs and outputs is used. The year to year ~ovements of t~Is Ind~x of 
GDP at constant prices agree reasonably well with.the alt~rnative e~timates 
from expenditure and income data, though here again the discrepancies tend 
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to be relatively larger for quarterly figures than for annu':ll ones. 

4. Having obtained different estimates of GDP both at current and 
constant prices the problem still remains of how they should be handled. 
One method whi~h has been advocated but has not been adopted is that the 
income and expenditure estimates at current prices .should be "forced" into 

. agreement by some form of arbitrary or pro rata adJustment of the components 



of one series or the other so that they produced the same total. Another 
possibility would be to average the two methods to produce a single best 
estimate of gross domestic product, showing half the discrepancy on either 
side. This is the method used in the Canadian accounts. The method adopted 
in the Un~ted Kingdom has been to show the whole of the discrepancy, termed 
the "residual error" as a positive or negative item on the income side. It 
has been explained that this is not because the income estimate is considered· 
less reliable than that from expenditure but because this treatment makes it 
easier to present more detailed analyses of the various components of 
expenditure without the complication of having to show the residual error in 
each table. At constant prices, the practice has been to show each of the 
three estimates in index form, together with the average of the three as the 
best indicator that can be given of the rate of growth. 

5. Although the presentation of two slightly different estimates at 
current prices and of three at constant prices can be embarrassing at times, 
and a nuisance in that it is not possible to give an unequivocal answer to 
questions about the level or rate of growth'of GDP, this course is, 
nevertheless, considered preferable to publishing only a single estimate 
based on averaging or adjustment of the discrepant items. It is a constant 
reminder to users of the figures of the errors of estimation that are unavoidable 
in such a wide and complex field as national accounting, and at the same time 
it acts as a spur to the statistician to look at the figures with a critical eye 
q.nd endeavour always to improve them so as to minimise the differences. 

II CHECKS ON EXTERNAL TRADE FIGURES 

Introduction 

6. The notes below are concerned with the problems associated with the 
independent information available for an independent check on United Kingdom 
trade statistics and describes the checks that have been made on them. 

Documentation Procedures 

7. It will be useful to describe how the basic data are obtained for 
United Kingdom trade statistics. For the purpose of recording exports, 
traders are required to lodge statistical documents with HM Customs for 
all goods leaving the country, apart from a few exceptions, such as personal , 
effects or goods of no commercial value. These documents require, inter 
alia, a description of the goods, their f. o. b. value and usually a record of , 
quantity. For some categories of goods the documents have to be lodged 
before the good? leave, but for most a period of grace (six days after shipment) 
is allowed for the documents to be entered. A possible source of error in 
the collection of basic data for exports lies in the entry of incorrect values. 
But any failure by traders to lodge documents after the goods are_ shipped 
provides an additional source of error. The procedure for recording imports 
is different, since an importer must submit documents before goods can be 
cleared through Customs. Moreover, the import documents also record 
tariff details·, hence they are particularly scrutinised by Customs Officers 
because of the revenue interest. 

Independent Information 

8. Whenever a ship or aircraft enters or leaves the country, the 
shipping company or airline is required to lodge with Customs a list of the 
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goods carried ~the ~anifest)._ T~e ~anifest contains a broad description of 
the_ g'?ods car"?ed with some I~dicatlon of weight, but no values are quoted. 
This Information from th_e manifests cannot provide an independent control 
total for the value of goods traded; but it can, by a matching of the statistical 
documents against manifests, be used to check whether all the statistical 
documents necessary to record the movement of goods in and out of the country 
have been received. 

Earlier :M:inifest Checks On Exports 

9. - Periodic checks of the export documents submitted against the goods 
described on the manifests have always been niade by Customs. Before the 
war, about half of the manifests were checked, but after the war the 
proportion examined declined to about one per cent. This reduction partly 
reflects the large increase in the total number of documents, since though 
the total checked fell because of shortage of resources, nevertheless 
Customs matched over 100,000 documents each year up to 1966. These 
earlier checks were of a fairly simple nature; however, they pointed to two 
possible sources of error. First, the failure to lodge a small proportion of 
the documents, implying a possible understatement in recorded exports; 
and secondly a compensating error due to duplicate documents being 
submitted for some goods. No firm conclusions could be reached from these 
checks. However, the possibility that exports were not comprehensively 
recorded was suggested by the identification of certain specific shipments 
for which declarations were found not to have been lodged. Therefore, a 
carefully planned investigation was instituted of the recording of exports in 
1968. 

The :M:inifest Checks On Exports In 1968 

10. This inquiry is described in detail in the Board of Trade Journal of 
10 September 1969 ,_ but a brief description is included here. The object of 
the inquiry was to identify any error in recording, and to measure its extent 
if it existed. A sample of sailings (or flights) for each port in the country 
was chosen, the items on the manifests were compared with the export docu
ments received, and the reason for any discrepancies investigated. The 
exercise involved correspondence, often protracted, with traders to explain 
the apparent failure to lodge documents and to determine why some export 
consignments were apparently documented in duplicate. ln the investigation, , 
over 4,000 sailings, flights and crossings of the land boundary betwee"?
Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic, involving nearly 100,000 manifest . 
items were examined. lt led to aver 11 ;000 queries with traders. Some of ·' 
the items listed on the manifests for which no document could be traced related 
to personal luggage etc. for which no document is req~ired; but i~ the 
majority of cases queried either a document was supphed or a claim made 
that the document had been submitted. Claims that documents had been lodged 
were investigated further with the help of the additi~n~l informati_on provided; 
in particular., checks were made against computer hstings of all 1tems 
included in the trade statistics up to two or three months ~ter the date of 
sailing in case the document~ had_ ~een submitted _late. The net effect_ of 
these omissions and errors Identified was an estimated under-recording of 
documents of between 3 and 4 per cent. 
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Over-valuation in Recorded Exports 

11. Another aspect of errors in recording the basic data concerned the 
values declared on export documents which are required to be on an f. o. b. 
basis. Information available from material assembled for the purposes of 
exchange qontrol was examined for shipments made for the most part in 1968. 
lt was found that about one quarter of the documents were valued above fob 
(commonly cif) and about one tenth below (commonly ex-works); and the net 
effect was an estimated one per cent over-valuation. 

Complete Manifest Check 

12. . The discovery of these errors in the recording of exports led to the 
introduction in August 1969 of a comprehensive checking of all manifests and 
a continuing sample check on the values declared on export documents. The 
complete check of manifests is a big clerical operation involving the compari
son of about half a million documents each month with the manifests for all 
ships and aircraft departing. This is made possible because the statistical 
documents include not only the marks and numbers of the goods but also the 
date of departure and the name of the ship or flight number of the aircraft on 
which the goods depart. Hence by sorting the documents as they are received 
to bring together all those relating to a particular ship or aircraft it is 
feasible to match the goods declared on the documents with the items shown on 
the manifests. The matching operation is carried out several .weeks after 
the departure of the goods to allow time for the documents to reach the 
Statistical' Department of Customs, but there are often difficulties in per
forming the matching because of inadequate information on either the manifests 
or documents. Sometimes the goods depart on a ship different from the one 
stated on the export document and occasionally, particularly with ferry 
traffic, the goods leave on the ship stated but eithe·r earlier or later than 
described. ln addition, the description of some goods in a ships manifest 
are incompatible w~th the same goods described on the documents. 

13. There are also a proportion of documents which are lodged belatedly 
in the normal course of events, so that after the matching is finished some 
late documents are received. When therefore replies to the queries raised 
with the traders claim that the documents have been lodged, the verification 
of the claims requires further searches to be made amongst late documents, 
as well as among those received earlier but which were not matched at the 
first check. 

14. Analysis of the information relating to the early period of checking 
confirmed the estimate of the level of under- recording derived from the 
sample investigation carried out in 1968-69. The results also showed that 
the Customs checking operations had succeeded in securing a marked 
improvement in the lodgement of documents. (At the time of drafting these 
notes, final results of the checks were not available and evaluation of the 
checking procedures was continuii1.gJ. 

Valuation Checks 

15. ·An independent check on the values declared on a sample of export 
documents was initiated in September 1969 by HM Customs. ln this 
exercise, requests for documentary evidence, such as the invoices, were 
sent to the traders responsible for the lodgement of a small random sample 
of export documents. This evidence was then compared with the value on . 
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the documents to ascertain whether or not the correct f • .o. b. value had been 
entered. The re suits of the first· checks indicated that the previous estimate 
of a one per cent over-valuation was substantially correct. (At the time of 
drafting, the checks had improved the accuracy of the values declared and 
appeared to have removed the tendency to over-valuation· the checking was 
continuing). ' 

Other Sources of Data 

16. It is possible to make limited use of information about certain 
aspects· of trade available from other sources - for example, the Ministry of 
Technology collect information about export deUveries from manufacturers. 
It was a query from the British Iron and Steel Federation about a chang~ in 
the relationship between exports recorded in the trade accounts and weights 
of export shipments of steel reported by producers that was among the factors 
leading to the 1968 checks described above. There are however numerous 
difficulties, of timing, coverage, valuation etc. in reconciling figures 
derived from separate sets of records, although such comparisons are . 
useful if they can indicate areas where further investigation may be fruitful. 
Even more severe difficulties arise when comparisons are attempted __ 
between trade recorded by two different countries; such difficulties are well 
known to statisticians and in general it does not seem profitable to investigate 
them closely, although there are instances where detailed investigations of 
di_screpancies have led to discovery of errors of recording. 

17. In the ordinary way systematic checks are not made on United 
Kingdom trade by comparing it with figures collected for differenr purposes, 
since the differences in the way two sets of figures are compiled may lead to 
greater discrepancies than those due to possible errors in the trade figures; 
some cases of special interest have been examined (e.g. exports of cars) 
and have confirmed this conclusion. 

Ill COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT SOURCES OF E:MPLOYNffiNT 
STATISTICS 

18. In the United Kingdom, employment statistics are obtained not only 
from the censuses of population but also from the administration of the 
national insurance scheme. Under this scheme, it is compulsory for every 
employee to be insured against the risk of industrial injury. The gre?-t 
majority are also insured against the risk of unemployment, but certa1n 
groups (such as married women) can opt out of this part of the scheme. All, 
however, should be insured against industrial injury. ·' 

19. The contributions to the national insurance scheme are paid by 
purchasing stamps which are then affixed to cards, known as national 
insurance cards. These cards have to be surrendered once a year and 
exchanged for new ones. The exchanges of cards are carried o.ut_in a . 
quarterly cycle. By counting the cards as they are exchanged, 1t 1s poss1ble 
to obtain quarterly estimates of the total number of employee~. By sub
tracting from this total the number of employees .who are reg1stered as 
unemployed at the local offices of the Department of Employment and P~o
ductivity, an estimate is obtained of the number of e~ployees who .are ~n 
employment In the paragraphs which follow the estlmates, made 1n th1s 
way by the Department of Employment and Productivity, are described as 

·the "DEP estimates". 
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20. The Department of Employment and Productivity estimates of the 
number of employees in employment differ from the corresponding estimates 
obtained in the censuses of population. Part of this difference can be 
accounted for by some known deficiencies in the census estimates. 

21. The data about economic activity in the 1961 census was obtained 
from a 10 per cent sample of all households in the census and was found to 
suffer from a slight bias. A post-enumeration survey by the General 
Register :.-Office also suggested that the're were about 230,000 females who 
had jobs o·ut failed to declare them in the census. 

22. The 1966 Sample Census was based on a 10 per cent sample. of 
households. Owing to defects in the list from which this sample was selected, 
the estimates of the population of Great Britain based on the sample are 
believed to have been too low by about 1t per cent, though the under-· 
enumeration was probably slightly more than this for economically active 
males and slightly less for economically active females. 

23. . The following table shows how the Census estimates, after adjust-
ment for these known deficiencies, compare with the corresponding 
Department of Employment and Productivity estimates of civilian employees 
in employment, found by interpolation between the published March and June 
estil;Ilates: 

Males 
Census· 
DEP 

Females 
. Census 
DEP 

1951 

13.4 
13.5 

6.5 
7.0 

Millions 

1961 

13.9 
14.3 

7.4 
8.0 

1966 

14.4 
14.7 

8.3 
8.6 

24. . It will be seen that in 1966 the Department of Employment and 
Productivity estimates of civilian employees in employment exceeded the 
adjusted Census estimates by about 300,000 males and ·300,000 females. 
These are the net differences between the sizes of those groups of persons 
who are included in the Department of Employment and Productivity figures ' 
but not in the Censuses, and vice versa. The most important of these groups. 
are as follows.: 

a. Full time students and school pupils who work in their 
free time. These are counted as employees in the Department 
of Employment and Productivity estimates if they exchange 
national insurance cards, but are counted as students . 
(i.e • not as employees) i~ 'the census. 

b. Persons who were out of work due to sickness in the week 
before the census. These would not be registered as unemployed 
and if they exchanged national insurance cards they would be 
counted as employees in employment in the Department of 
Employment and Productivity statistics. In the census they 
would be recorded as "out of work, sick" • 
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c. Certain seasonal workers, and others who work at 
regular intervals, who ·exchange national insurance cards 
but may not have been at work in the particular week before 
the census. 

d. Certain persons may describe themselves as employees in 
the census but may be classified differently in the national 
insurance scheme. For example, some persons have two jobs, 
one as an employee and the other as a self-employed person. 
Persons who have been sick for over a certain period may not 
be classified as employees for national insurance purposes but 
may still describe themselves as such in the census~ 
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25. In view of the importance of reconciling the Department of Employ-
ment and Productivity and census estimates, it was decided to incorporate 
some special questions in the 1966 census of population and to design some 
special post-enumeration surveys. It was also arranged that the census in 
April 1966 and the regular Department of Employment and Productivity count 
of persons registered as unemployed in that month should be held on the same 
day. 

26. In order to find out about the _seasonal and irregular workers, 
persons in the census were asked whether they had a job at any time during 
tJ:le 12 months before the census; whether they had a job during the week 
before the census; and whether they had a job on the day of the census. 
People were also asked to state whether on census day they were registered 
as unemployed; seeking work but not registered as unemployed; unable to 
seek work because of temporary sickness or injury, waiting to take up a 
job which would start after the census day; and whether they were wholly 
retired or not seeking work for other reasons. 

27. A post-enumeration survey, consisting of interviews with 5,000 · 
respondents to check the accuracy of their replies, was carried out by the 
Government Social Survey Department. In a second post enumeration 
survey the 5,000 members of the sample were traced in the national insurance 
records and details of their contributions for a 3 year period were ascer
tained. From these records it was possible to assess whether or not each 
individual had exchanged a national insurance card during the appropriate 
period, and thus to estimate the proportions in the sample who had been 
classified differently in the census and Department of Employment and 
Productivity estimates. 

28. In this way it was possible to make rough estimates of the numbers 
of persons in the categories mentioned in paragraph 7: 

a. There were about 170,000 males and 130,000 females who 
were classified as employees in the Department of Employment 
and Productivity estimates but as students in the census. 

b. About 130,000 males were classified as employees in .. 
employment in the Department of Employment and ProductiVlty 
estimates but as "out of work" in the census. Of these about 
60,000 were "out of work, sick" and 70,000 were out of work 
for other reasons. About 40 per cent of the latter were 
waiting to take up a definite offer of fresh employment. 
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c. There were also some irregular workers, perhaps 
including 50,000 or so-males, who had jobs in the year 
before the census, and almost certainly exchanged national 
insurance cards in the years both before and after the 
census, but who were economically inactive in the particular 
w,eek before the census. . 

d. Offsetting the above there were about 100,000 males who 
were counted as employees in employment in the census but 
not in the Department of Employment and Productivity statistics. 

2~. The above-mentioned groups explain 250,000 of the difference between 
the census and Department of Employment and Productivity estimates for 
males. In the case of females the position is less clear. There seem to 
have been inore than enough seasonal and irregular workers to account for 
the difference between the census and Department of Employment and Pro
ductivity estimates. ·Against these there must be offset certain family 
workers, e.g.wives working for their husbands, who are not obliged to 
hold national insurance cards but who may have been described as 'in 
employment' in the census. There may also have been some females, working 
for less than eight hours per week, who were not insured for industrial 
injuries and so did not have cards. 

30. · The special census questions mentioned in paragraph. 9 showed 
221,000 males and 76~000 femals who stated that they were registered as 
unemployed. The actual numbers on the register on the census day were 
234,000 males and 65,000 females who were wholly unemployed, together 
with 7,000 males and 9,000 females who were disabled persons registered 
for sheltered employment o~ly or persons not claiming unemployment benefit 
who were seeking part-time employment only. · 

IV EVALUATING.THE ACCURACY OF THE POPULATION CENSUS OF 
GREAT BRITAIN: PRE AND POST ENUMERATION SURVEY 

31. A programme to evaluate accuracy is an accepted part of a large 
and complex population Census of the type conducted in Great Britain. Such 
a programme. has a dual function of determining the reliability of the data 
collected and of evaluating the methods of each full Census or test Census 
as a guide to future improvements. There are a number of cross checks on 
each set of Census data collected, but survey techniques are able to come 
closest to the causes of inaccuracy. 

32. Self enumeration is the firmly established method of the population 
Census of Great Britain, used since 1841, and public participation has been 
legally enforced since the first Census in 1801. Census tests, however, are 
not backed by legal sanctions. Inevitably there has been a growth in the 
information required from the public, and successive Censuses have had 
more questions. Increasing complexity in the organisation of enumeration, 
and greater demands on the temporary Census field force have paralled 
this growth •. There is increasing scope for inaccuracy. Now that many 
Census customers are equipped with automatic data processing systems for 
the sophisticated approaches to information required by innovations in 
public administration, the accelerating growth in demand for more and better 
data may threaten the ability of a Census to collect accurate information. 
The point of collection is the weakest link in the whole system. The next 
few years will be a critical phase in determining whether established informa
tion gathering techniques and information systems in general can be developed 
to meet expanding demands. 
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33. Th~ factual typ~ of informati_on gathered in the Census is commonly 
more defective than reahsed, and ~hllst the precision of any sampling 
employed can be reasonably determined, there is a basic need to understand 
th~ pr?c:ess of obtaining re~ponse to a form and a need to provide a 
~cie~tlfic framework for this understanding. Use of the term "accuracy" 
Imphes that absolutely correct answers to Census questions can be found 
afte~ a reasonable e:cpenditure of ~ffoz:. With the exception of a few very 
straightforward attributes, or conclusively documented .facts like the date 
of birth of a per son_, the. concept of identifiable truth has to be rejected. 
A rea~o~able substitute IS to approac:h the same item by more rigorous 
alternative measurement, concentrating information gathering resources on 
a sample of the population. · 

34. Lack of accuracy in Census data is attributable to the variability 
of sampling, where employed, to "non-sampling" effects arising during 
collection, and to errors occurring in processing. Quality control of 
processing within the Census Office is outside the scope of this paper, 
and whilst survey checks determine whether a field sampling method has 
been correctly applied, questions of the confidence which can be placed in 
sample statistics are also outside the scope of this paper. What remains, 
the "non- sampling variability", is the most difficult to measure. 
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35. . ln discussing the non- sampling effects, it is convenient to distinguish 
"coverage" errors and "response" errors. Each necessitates distinct 
methods of cross-checking. The prime objective is to count heads and 
omission of persons by the enumerator or form-filler is an unrectifiable 
defect, but, even when persons are counted correctly, errors in response 
result from innumerable combinations of factors inherent in Census taking. 
Respondents may fail to understand the questions; respondents may be 
negatively motivated; respondents' memory may be faulty; or they may lack 
knowledge. Enumerators in their interaction with respondents and form 
are potential sources of error. The objectives of the evaluation programme 
in the British Census are thus to obtain knowledge of these errors, and to 
understand the causes of error, so that inaccuracy can eventually be reduced 
and, even if errors persist, bias can be eliminated from the statistics. 

36. An optimum programme would mix long term research on methodology 
with short term 'ad hoc' studies aimed at specific problems. ·lt would have 
two phases. Firstly the Census, or parts of it, would be simulated in a ; 
linked series of tests,in·which alternative m~thods are evaluated for accuracy. 
Secondly, the Census proper would be monitored, with alternative approaches 
to the measurement of the data. Improving the accuracy of the Census seems 
to be an iterative process, perhaps akiri'to the development of some of the 
repeating sample surveys. Reality is somewhat different •. The multiplyin.g 
purposes of the Census, the relatively slow cycle of planning and completing 
the massive job, the context of rapid changes in policies and demands for 
statistics and of technical ability to deal with information, combine to make 
a cohesive overall strategy difficult to define. 

37. Each component, for example, the wording of a q~e~tion, which 
hypothetically contributes to the accuracy of the Census, Is Influenced by 
the other components, for example, a tendency for response to be to "key" 
words rather than a whole question. We do not have either a complete 
know ledge of the components or the relationships between them. The evaluation 

. programme is therefore governed by the general action that improvements in 
any part of the system can be. reasonably expected to improve the acc.uracy of 
the Census. 
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38. The pre or post Census survey is one of a number of ways of 
checking on the variation between the information collected and what is 
usually a theoretical "truth". At each enumeration there is a need to know 
the extent of error in the particular set of data and in what circumstances 
the error amounts to bias. Also at each enumeration there is a need to 
establish \he cause of errors in response or coverage, as the basis of 
action for future improvements. Field survey, amongst the methods of cross. 
checking, comes closest to establishing causes of error. 

39. Although there was a precursor in 1951, pre and post enumeration 
survey has been effectively operative in Great Britain only over the past 
ten years. The scale of survey operations has grown rapidly since the 
first follow-up was undertaken in 1951. The .1951 survey was not planned 
until after the Census and dealt solely with new questions on "household 
arrangements", and it covered a mere 300 households. The first survey to 
be planned in advance of enumeration took place after the 1961 Census. It 
aimed to ascertain the completeness of coverage and the quality of response 
to Census questions. The survey field force was recruited from the 
temporary Census field force and thus did not consist of 'professional' 
interviewers~ Six thousand interviews were conducted in households in the 
course of the check. The post enumeration survey for the 1966 10 per cent 
sample Census followed the two objectives set in 1961, coverage and quality, 
though there were special problems of the completeness of the sample frame. 
To improve the standard of the quality check a sample survey of 5, 000 
addresses was made by Government Social Survey interviewers on behalf of 
the General Register Office. 

40. In the 1951, 1961 and 1966 Censuses field testing prior to enumera-
tion was very limited in scope. But for the 1971 Census two large scale 
multi-purpose test Censuse·s, involving 120,000 persons in April 1968, and 
530,000 persons in April 1969, evaluated the feasibility of proposals for 
1971. Coverage a~d quality checks were vital parts of each test. In the 

· 1968 quality check form-fillers were interviewed in the test areas, but in 
1969, to ensure greater representativeness, a national.sample of house
holds outside the test areas were enumerated specifically for the purpose 
of the follow-up interview. 

41. The small scale follow-up survey after the 1951 Census dealt solely 
with the question. which asked households whether they possessed or shared 
five basic amenities. First results of the Census showed serious incompati- ' 
bilities within households and between households in the same dwelling. 
Three hundred households, recorded as entirely lacking in water closets, , 
drawn from six urban areas where housing was known to have a high incidence 
of inadequate facilities, were visited by local registration officers and it 
was found that only two thirds of these did, in fact, entirely lack water 
closets. The result could not be treated as a national estimate, but from the 
evidence it was postulated that error was the result of the omission of water 
closets entered from outside a dw~lling, and subsequent Censuses have made 
specific reference to this category. The basic strategy of the 1961 statistical 
assessment, evaluating coverage and quality, has set the· pattern for subse
quent surveys and, where there were limitations, the need for the deployment 
of more specialised and extensive resources in the investigation of accuracy 
was indicated, if conclusive results were to be obtained. 

42. The design of the 1961 post enumeration survey was a multi- stage 
sample of households, the households used for the quality check being a 
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sub- sample of the sample used for the coverage check. The size of the 
s~ple was determined by the need to give a statistically significant indi
cation whether or not under-enumeration had exceeded mo,..e than 5 per 
1,000 persons. A sample of 3,200 households was needed. Since the 
Census was the only sampling frame available, an area sample was necessary. 
The area sample was geographically. representative, but there was no 
stratification to obtain more reliable information about the small proportion -
of the population where error was high. Thus, although the quantity of · 
error was measured, the survey was less informative about the characteristics 
of error represented by only a few cases from the extreme of the clustered 
distribution. 

43. In the first stage of the 1961 scheme a sample of 2,500 Enumeration 
Districts LThe group of households allocated to one enumerator] were 
selected with probability proportionate to the expected number of households. 
The second stage selected a plot at random from a rough grid of 10 plots 
within each Enumeration District. Boundaries of the plots were adjusted 
to conform to observable features and further adjustment took place in the 
field to bring the number of households to about 20. In these plots enumera
tors worked very carefully over the "ground" cou.nting the numbers of 
dwellings, households and persons, for comparison with th~. coverage of the · 
original enumeration. 6ome 146,692 people were counted 1n the coverage 
check and the final estimate of the net error in enumeration was -0.2 persons 
per thousand..]' · 

44. For the interviews in households, which were expected to detect 
significantly more errors than the coverage check, an average of 3 house
holds per plot were selected. Only a 10 per cent sample of households had 
been required to complete a full Census form, and all households in a plot 
answering the full form were included in the quality check. The other 90 
per cent of households had completed short forms and one of those households 
in each plot was randomly chosen for interview. 1t was thus possible to 
compare the response to the questions common to both Census forms. 

45. Enumerators. in each area were recruited for the job of interviewing 
and making the coverage check in one plot each. The enumerators were 
given a brief training and full written instructions, but were not 'professional' 
interviewers in any sense. Interviewing was completed in the period one to 
three weeks after the Census, minimising memory problems and the effect of . 
changing situations. Co-operation by the public in the checks was voluntary, 

1 

but, coming so closely after the Census, response was very good. The . 
interviewers used a questionnaire which, with different questions, asked for·' 
the same information as required by the Census form. The questionnaire 
contained a copy of the information previously given on the Ce11:sus form and 
where there was a discrepancy an attempt was made to ascertain whether 
this was due to faulty question design, to inherent difficulty in the question, 
or in real uncertainty about the situation in the household. 

46. Participation in the 1966 Census was limited to ~ 10 per cent sample 
of addresses thus there was a particular need to evaluate the accuracy of 
the sampling frames which had been built up from the 1961 Census and other 
records. The coverage checks were carried out by Census Officers 
[temporary officers in charge of a Cen~us District c~ntaining a n~mber .of 
Enumeration Districtil, but the operation of the quahty check by 1nterv.1ew 

. was taken over by the professional interviewers of the Government Soc1al 
Survey. 
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47. the 1966 coverage check was carried out within two weeks of the 
Census and was a multi- stage area sample which gave each Census Officer 
a plot of about 15 households for thorough examination, where buildings, 
dwellings, households and persons were listed. Since the size of Census 
Districts varied considerably, the sample design was not the most efficient 
for estimaqng under-enumeration, but a prime consideration at the time was 
to share work equally between Census Officers. The addresses of 20,600 · 
dwellings returned from the 1,300 check plots were compared with the sampling 

· frames for those plots. The indications were that deficiencies of the 1961 
Census records as a sampling frame resulted in a 0. 75 per cent under
enumeration of the population of England and Wales. Subject to the 
limitations of the sample, there were indications of more serious under
enumeration in a few areas, pointing again t6° the need for methods of 
evaluation to take into account the clustering of coverage and response errors 
into certain groups in the population and in certain geogra..Phical areas. It was 
evident that one of the most serious deficiencies in the 1961 records was the 
failure by 1961 enumerators to list vacant premises, thus any becoming 
occupied by 1966 had no chance of selection for the Census sample. 

48. The 1966 quality check was based ~n about 5,000 interviews 
conducted in 300 Enumeration Districts spread over 100 Census Districts, 
a quantity and pattern dictated by the number of interviewers available. The 
interview checked enumerators' work in covering the persons and households 
at each sample address, and discussed response to the Census. form itself. 
It took some time to get essential information to the interviewers to enable 
work to begin, and interviews. in households enumerated in April did not begin 
until June. Thus interviewer-induced errors were reduced at the cost of some 
increase iii time-lapse errors. Analysis has been compartmentalised into 
Census· "topics", and two examples, the first from the "housing" section of the 
Census form on a question asking for the number of ·rooms, the second on a 
new question asking for educational qualifications, are typical of the pattern 
of follow-up survey .by interview and of the relationships to other cross checks. 

49. After the 1966 Census, Government Social Survey conducted a 
special small scale survey in Glasgow in view of continuing doubt about the 
accuracy of response to a question in the Scottish Census asking household 
to count its rooms. Between the 1961 and 1966 Censuses there had been a 
change in the definition of a "room", but, even allowing "for these changes, 
comparison between 1961 and 1966 aggregate figures showed differences which . 
could not be accounted for by normal intercensal changes. Checks between 1 

1961 and 1966 Census records for the same dwellings showed changes in the 
number of rooms returned. Neither of these checks, however, established -~ 
the "correct" values or the causes of the variation. Thus a special intensive 
-interview survey was undertaken in Glasgow for a small sample of 
hereditaments. There was a particularly good chance of aiming at absolutely 
"true" information as independent cross-checks were available. Glasgow is 
an area in which the rating records list the number of rooms per hereditament. 
The sample was drawn from hereditaments which had been included in the 1961 
Census, in the 1966 10 per cent Census, and in a 1965 housing survey which 
provided a further comparative base. The interview technique was to ask a 
straightforward question on the number of rooms of the type an enumerator 
would have asked, and then to account for all space in the dwelling, 
culminating in a sketch. Finally the interviewer attempted to reconcile any 
discrepancies and give information helpful to hypotheses of the cause of 
variation. The results of the survey, pointing to the cause of error rather 
than quantifying error, supported the change from the 1961 definition of a 
"room" which depended on usage of the room and thus was unstable between 
different households occupying the same accommodation. 
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50·. For the. fir: st. time ~n ~he Census, _in 1966, a question was included 
which asked for IndiVIduals higher educational qualifications. There were 
abou_t ~,O?O acc~ptable qu~lif~ca.tions and about 5,000 unacceptable 
qualifications with a very Indistinct separation, and the question in the form 
could ~e framed o~l.y with general guidelines. A heavy and difficult coding 
o_peratl_or: was an?cipated. It_ seemed that qualified respondents would have 
httle difficulty With the question, although a form-filler was often replying 
f~r another qualifie_d person. The interview worked thr9ugh an individual's 
history of exam taking, and results were obtained for about 250 individuals in 
the sample who would or should have counted as qualified and a net under
count of qualified persons of 7 per cent detected. The s~all size of the 
cross check in this topic illustrates the problem of checking in a multi-purpose 
survey an attribute with limited incidence. 
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51. The cause of the undercount appeared to be the omission of , . 
qualifications which were "not in use" and the confusion caused in respondents' 
minds by the stressing of "degree level" qualifications in the question, which . 
resulted in the omission of some vocational qualifications. Although the 
overall conclusion on this question as asked in 1966 was pessimistic, and 
there was doubt whether such a topic could be covered by a single question, 
a number of recommendations for improvement have been incorporated in this 
question in the 1971 Census form. The question will ask for the institution· 
awarding the qualification to clear up coding ambiguities; vocational and 
"unused" qualifications will be stressed; and the question will cast a wider 
"net" by asking for qualifications at a lower level than those required for 
tabulation. 

52. Two subsequent interview surveys, in the 1968 and 1969 Census tests, 
have been carried out and many of the results of these surveys have been used 
in formulating the 1971 Census questionnaire. Following the pioneering and 
sometimes inconclusive 1961 post enumeration survey the intensive techniques 
of post enumeration .interview have been improved and are now more 
acceptable as yardsticks for measurements taken in the Census. No Census 
question is outside the range of interview techniques, giving scope for far 
wider checks than are possible by matching to documentary sources. With 
only the Census proper as a trial of methods it remained difficult to 
incorporate the specific findings of survey work into the forward planning of 
a Census which differed markedly from its predecessor. This was one of the 
facts taken into account in organising a programme of multi-purpose test 
Censuses for the planning of the 1971 Census. The programme attempted to 
simulate Census conditions in which alternative procedures could be 
evaluated. Measuring the accuracy of each trial techniques has been 
fundamental. There have been, however, a number of problems in obtaining 
predictive results from the test Censuses. To achieve a realistic test of 

·' 

field organisation, it was decided to concentrate the tests in a few 
geographical areas purposively selected for the pro_blems of~ered ~o 
enumeration. Results may have been unrepresentative on this bas1s. More
over each Censu"'s! was held simultaneously in all test areas and resources for 
field monitoring ~ere extremely stretched and observation o.t ,certain 
phenomena rather limited. Public participation in each tes_t was vo_lunt_ary, 
and even with publicity on the aims of the test, there was httle motivation to 
complete any difficult parts of the form and response fell thr:ough non-cont_act 
and overt refusal, most seriously in the groups and areas With expected high 
error rates. Significant sources of inaccuracy were under-represented and 
error rates had to be regarded as minimum esti~ates, alt_h~ug~ the compensat
ing positive influence of legal sanctions and national participation have an 
unknown counter effect. · 
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53. - In the 1969 test Census post enumeration survey was conducted by 
Government Social Survey in a national sample of households outside the test 
Census ·areas. The aim was to obtain more representat'i~e reactions to the 
Census form used in the test, and to avoid any adverse local influences 
generated in the test areas. The sample of households was enumerated in 
the normal V{ay before being re-visited for an intensive interview in which 
the information entered on the Census form was checked for accuracy and 
discrepancies investigated. A multi-stage sample was used, with selection 
·proportionate to population, and there were about 1, 350 successful interviews 
with form-fillers. Recommendations formed on the basis of the survey results 
have been incorporated into the 1971 Census at certain critical points. 

54. In brief, although it has been extremely difficult to isolate all-
components in the error detected in the 1969 test Census, and projections to 
1971 have been made with caution, the size and complexity of the test C_ensus
forms was shown to have reached the point where public ability to return 
accurate information vias diminishing. In turn the need for increased 
assistance and checking threw a heavier burden on the temporary Census 
staff which threatened the efficiency of their!'work. Finer methodological 
tests tended to be submerged in this general pattern but on the evidence of pre 
Census survey, the complexity of the 1971 Census forms has been reduced as 
far as possible with the expectation that this will lead to a more accurate 
resp~nse. 

55. The 1968 and 1969 Census tests have emphasized the need for a full 
programme to evaluate the accuracy of the 1971 Census. Until recently the 
organisation of interview surveys was separated from the admintstration and 
processing of-the Census. But in May 1970 the new Office of Population 
Censuses and Surveys was established, bringing together the Census and the 
s·ocial Survey into a single organisation. This change is expected to give a 
considerable fillip to the development of pre-and post-Census surveys in 
Great Britain. 
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14(a) - NE;V ZEALAND 

STATISTICS OF THE BUILDING AND CONSTrtUCTION INDUSTRY 

1. While the statistician must agree vnth the economist 
and the administrator- that the building and construction 
industries are not only a massive but also a crucial variable 
in the econom~, he will_not be slow to express his doubts when 
asked to prov1de them W1th data about it. Indeed the statist
~cian~s almost a~to~atic aversion.to this area has been so long 
~gra1ned, that 1t 1s now appropr1ate to review his fears and 
troubles. As compared with a farm, factory or shop the build
ing firm is a much more elusive thing. Even the l~ger units 
can operate over a very wide geographical area with a minimum 
head office establ~sbment. The low ratio of clerical and 
administrative people in the labour force, means that these 
firm~ ~~ve !ery few resources with which to compile basic data· 
for ~dustr1al censuses. Furthermore, there is an emphasis in 
the ~dustry to concentrate-what accounting skills it does. 
possess on budgeting. The fact that the commodity produced is 
non-standard means_ that the firm itself has little need to 
compile and retain detailed figures for each job it does. Only 
when the final result_ conclusively exceeds the budget figure will 
it start analysing this final result. That there is so little 
concern with final costs means that an analysis of materials 
which is accepted for manufacturing statistics is very hard to 
obtain from building firms. 

2. One of the most obvious effects of the-organisation 
of the building industry with its small administrative units, 
is that, in some instances, these may be very hard to locate for 
census purposes. Although some of the larger firms 4o have 
distinct administrative offices and systems, the lower end of 
the spectrum provides the typical firm. At this end of the 
scale the differentiation between the independent tradesman 
and the wage earner can become somewhat blurred. In New 
Zealand a single individual can change between the two.several 
times in a year, even assuming the two roles simultaneously or 
at least on different days of the week. For such a man even the 
Inland Revenue has difficulty extracting satisfactory figures 
and lacking the traditional aura of authority of the fiscal 
department the official s~at~stician ~s even worse o~f. A 
significant segment of this ~dustry 1s composed of ~dependent 
tradesmen who operate with a minimum of administrati!e ?r~anisat
ion and this is one of the main troubles of the stat1st1c1an. 

3. The question that the foregoing immediately raises, is 
just how important is it to obtain cost analyses and other-data 
from this section of the industry; in other words these diffic
ulties must be put into perspective. In the_case of New Zealand 
two immediate complications are apparent. F1rstly,of all tbe 
industries building and construction presents the most difficulty 
when calcuiating net output. Not only is this figure wanted for 
the ~utput approach to national accounts, but it is also necessarJ 
as the basis of productivity studies. The need to obtain it is 
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aggravated by the .fact that the ratio between net and gross 
output c~ot b~ taken as ~onstant •. In no other industry do 
technolog1cal d1fferences 1n both t1me and space play such havoc 
with this ratio. Such things as prefabrication in building 
and mech~isation in.earthmoving make it essential to calculate 
net outpu~ as well as the gross figure. 

Secondly, the lack or organised information on costs 
in this industry is very embarrassing when constructing input
output tables and similar models. It may be that certain or· 
the service industries do h~ve this data gap, but they are ·not 
big. intermediate users of materials and fuels as is building and 
construction. · 

4. While the first set of problems associated with this 
industry arise from the difficulties of obtaining internal data 
such as labour force and an analysis of costs from the industry, 
the second set of problems-could be said to be external. They 
have to do with defining the boundaries of the industry and the 
gross value of its output. It is true that the 1968 version of· 
the ISIC widened the industry to include ancillary units of 
other enterprises engaged in construction. At this stage this 
piece of wording in the new ISIC is somewhat ambiguous, but 
wording alone is not responsible for the lack of definitiveness. 

5. Quite large construction jobs are undertaken by 
government and local authority departments, both trading and 
non-trading as well as by private firms not primarily engaged 
in· construction. In th'e case of trading concerns such as 
railways, electricity supply and property management, a large 
building and construction labour force is necessary to maintain 
their· current operations. This force can however be switched 
and often exPanded to undertake large capital works. New 
Zealand interprets the rather limited exposition of the new 

· 'ISIC, "Construction Work for the Parent Enterprise" to -include 
only those forces engaged in capital work, in this phrase 
construction is synonymous with capital. To separate current 
operations woulc'f: not give a true picture of the parent enterprise 
and its activity. 

6. No doubt such units are a significant portion of Major 
·Division 5 •. However, the problem is whether or not the parent 
enterprises can.and·are willing to separate these activities. 
It is true that. many private firms with cons:;ruction staffs try 
to write off as much new work undertaken by them against current 
expenditures for taxation purposes. This presents problems to 
the statistician but.they are not major. The most acute_ 
difficulties in this area are not here or in central government 
but in the .local authority sector. Territorial authorities, 
that is boroughs and counties, in particular, are responsible for 
much building and construction work. Their accounting· systems 
however allocate this to departments. Their councils are 
concerned with how much is spent on each activity rather than 
jus~ how it is spent. Thus these accounting systems do not 
distinguish between work done by their own staff, and work done 
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by outside contractors. A very similar situation exists with 
the Ministry ·of Works who allocate expenditure to separate 
projects or separate districts. This is in fact what the 
local or the national politician wants, and this is what his 
salaried accountant gives him. The statistician is third in 
order of priority. ·It should be mentioned here that a special 
form designed for government departments and local authorities 
was used for the 1968-69 Census of Building and Construction 
and produced a better result for these bodies than was the case 
in 1963-64. ~s ~et this improvement has not been fully 
~alysed~ but ~t ~s.m?st probably due to ~he accompanying 
~nstruct~ons emphas~z~g the need for est~mating when exact 
accounting figures were not available. . 

?. If the total value of self construction by government 
and local authorities can be t·aken as the sum of costs, this is 
perhaps the easiest calculation of gross output for the industry. 
In the case of those jobs which are done on contract or other 
profit basis there are difficulties in the statistical recording 
of the gross value of work done in any period in particular the 
financial year. These difficulties are rendered more acute 
because of the importance of these _statistics in the estimation 
of gross capital formation. This is due in the mainto the 
p au ·city of accounting data mentioned earlier. 

B. Until recently the main source of statistics on new 
buildings and alterations and additions to existing buildings in 
New Zealand was permits to build issued by local authorities. 
These give ex ante the cost of the building. The inaccuracies 
of this are obv~ous. Actual cost can differ from and indeed 
usually exceeds budgeted cost. This can only partly be explain-
ed by.price rises and changes in design. The Department of 
Statistics has to rely on permit values which are not collected 
under the Statistics Act 1955. There is_ really no guarantee 
that they cover the whole cost of the job, or that cove_rage is 
even uniform from job to job. To remedy this the Department of 
Statistics instituted in 1965 the Building Activity Survey 
whereby the builders· taking out all large permits and a random 
sample of small permits are asked.at three-monthly intervals for 
their estimate of the value of work done during the quarter. 

·9. . To some extent the Building Activity S~v~y is depend-
ent on the permit system operated by local author1t1es. How
ever with all the drawbacks to building notification, this 
aspe~t of the industry is better recorded than the non-building 
aspect. Here the local bodies are not ~terested in anything 
like a permit system. True, most of th~s work, roads, aerodromes 
bridges dams and the like are constructed on behalf of govern
ment c~ntral and local. For this major portion some figures 
can be taken from public accounts. However, this is really 
second hand data. It is not likely to be standardised between 
the various accounts and certainly not in a form compatible 
with production statistics. 

10. The question then is not only how a census of this 
snhere of construction be conducted but also what questions .. 
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should be asked. There should of course be the usual questions 
on materials, employment and the like, but the main emohasis 
should be on measuring the real output, both gross and~net of 
this industry.\ The fact that its products are the most hetero
geneous imaginable makes ~or the main difficulties. It has 
been suggested that some sort of input measure, such as employ
ment. or machine-hours is the most promising solution. While 
this ·may be so the fact that the ind~stry is capital intensive 
and is rapidly becoming more so, means that any one input will . 
increase less than output during any period. At the present 
time the most appropriate questi'ons for this part of the industry 
would be those relating to types and horsepower of machinery 
together·with running hours. This would at least form the basis 
of output indexes. 

This is.still the problem, partially unanswered' 
of how to cover every unit ·in tpis field ~nd how to ensu.r·e that 
the various works departments of government and local bodies 
present their accounting data in a form meaningful for the 
statistician and economist. · 



14 {b) ~. KENYA 
STATISTICS OF TOURISM 

A PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR COLLECTING MIGRATION 

STATISTICS IN EAST AFRICA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

~. For clarity, the system described below is generally outlined as 
1t would apply to Kenya. The system would, it is felt be equally applicable 
in Uganda and Tanzania- read ''Uganda" or "Tan~ani~" for "Kenya" below. 
Comments applicable to an East African system are made where appropriate. 

2. P~t briefly, t~e ~ystem suggests the use of a single, double sheet, 
!o~m. Touris~s would fill In the top sheet on their a~rival in Kenya and hand 
~ t .u~, and. reta1_n the bottom sheet to hand in on their departure. The details 
1n1t1ally f1lled In on the top sheet would be automatically copied on to the 
bottom sheet by using carbon or pressure sensing paper. Kenya Residents 
would, whet~er a~riving or departing, fill in only the top sheet, and hand in 
both _sheets Immediately. A rough outline of the suggested form is attached 
to th1s paper. (See Appendix) · · 

II. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE FORM 

3. The form would be passport sized or smaller and composed of twa 
sheets on different coloured paper. The back of the front sheet and front 
of the back sheet would be treated for "pressure-sensing"·- so that writing 
on the front of the front sheet would be copied on the front of the back sheet. 
This would make it unnecessary for tourists to have to write basic . 
information such as their name, passport number etc. twice~ As a (messier: 
alternative to using pressure sensing paper, a carbon backed front sheet 
or even an interleaved carbon sheet could be used. 

4. The fronts of the front and back sheets would be identical, 
providing space for official stamps etc. , questions for the traveller to 
complete, a declaration by the traveller (possibily unnecessary) and coding 
boxes (if desired). The back of both the sheets would provide space for 
Kenya residents to fill in details of dependents travelling with them: The 
back of the back sheet would, have two date stamp boxes for recording 
travellers' entry/departure dates. 

5. Questions Asked 

As well as the usual questions asked for Immigration purposes, 
the form asks for:-

(a) Country of Residence - this replaces the previous question 
(on Kenya forms) "Country of Original Departur.e/ Country 
of Final Destination". It is felt that these prevtous 
questions caused considerable confusion among travellers 
filling the forms and that the replies received were not 
always accurate. "Country of residence" is -a much more 
clearly understood concept, and will probably correspond 

1 



(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

14 (b) -· KENYA 
in most cases to Country of original Departure or 
country of Final Destination. And it will enable new 
and important information to be collected on tourism 
in East Africa generated by East African residents. 
The information obtained from the "Country of Final 
Destination" question, on whether a traveller was 
leaving East Africa or not may be gathered more simply, 
if required, by asking· an additional question, as at (d) . 

Number of Persons (includinitiiourself) travelling on 
your passport - this is an ' migration" question, 
and Kenya residents would be required to fill in names 
of dependents on the back of both the sheets. (But its 
inclusion on Tanzania and Uganda forms would ensure,· 
comparability between all three countries statistics, 
since all travellers would be counted as in Kenya now, 
and not just all. passports). 

Princi al reason for Entr /De arture - these 6 purpose 
categories, ta en in conjunction wit the Nationality and 
Residence questions, and whether a person is entering 
or leaving Kenya enable travellers to be allocated into 
the various Immigration Categories used in Kenya's 
migration ·statistics, (and enable follow-up of returning 
Kenyan University students). 

Are rvu nowleaving.East Africa? - this would enable 
the 11 isitors Departing Overseas" series of statistics 
to be continued, and, on an East African basis, give 
total visitors. to East Africa from overseas. These 
could be compared with the visit statistics which counting 
Immigration forms gives, to arrive at an estimate of 
how many journeys between the three countries an average 
visitor ma~es. To obtain slightly more detail on this, 
the question might be phrased: 

"Is your destination UgandaD ; Tanzani~D 
or _elsewhere, outside East Africa, D ? , " "although 

for most non-air travellers this will be self-evident from 
the Date/Place stamp on the form. 

Additional Questions could be added to the form. It 
should however be borne in mind that : 

(i) space is limited, and the fewer questions there 
are, the more clearly the form may be laid ou:; 

(ii) part of the object of introducing the new form 
will be to speed tourist processing; the fewer 
questions there are, the quicker this can be. 
There are many questions it would be useful 
to ask of departing tourists especially, but 
in many cases· the required information could 
be obtained more efficiently and in more detail 
by a sample survey rather than by asking everyone. 

2 
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III. USE OF FORM AT IMMIGRATION POSTS 

6. Procedure would be slightly different for Kenya Residents and · 
non- Kenya Residents. 

(a) 

(i) 

(ii) 

(b) 

(i) 

(ii) 

(c) 

(i) 

(ii) 

Persons Arriving in Kenya 

Kenya Residents ("Returning Residents") and persons. 
intending to take up residence in Kenya would fill in 
the front sheet, and return the whole form to the 
Immigration Officer. The front sheet would be used for 
Immigration Entry Statistics, and the rear sheet for 
Immigration records. . · 

Non-Kenya residents would fill in the front sheet and 
hand the whole form to the Immigration Officer, who 
would date-stamp the rear of the back sheet, secure it 
in the visitor's passport, and retain the front sheet 
for Immigration Entry Statistics, (and Immigration 
records, possibly). 

Persons Leaving Kenya 

Kenya Residents .and anyone else not having a back sheet 
already in their passport (e.g. because it was lost, · 
or because they had arrived in the country before the 
new system was introduced), would fill in the front . 
sheet (including the question on leaving East Africa) 
and hand in the form. The front sheet would be· for 
Immigration records and back sheet (with arrival date 
filled in on the back for non- Kenya residents who had 
lost their previous back sheet ... this date will be in 
their passports) for Immigration Departure Statistics 
(and Immigration records, possibly). 

Non- Kenya Residents already having a back sheet in 
their passport would simply complete the question on 
leaving East Africa, sign the declaration and hand 
in the back sheet, which would be used for Immigration 
Departure Statistics (and Immigration records, possibly). 

Role of Immigration Officers 

at Entry desks, Immigration Officers would have to 
determine whether travellers were Kenya residents or 
not and return the back sheet or not accordingly, having 
date stamped the front and rear sheets. U a serial 
number for forms was employed (see below) this would 
also be entered in the traveller's passport, together 
with the usual date stamp, permits etc. , 

. . 

at Departure desks; the Immigration Officer would 
simply detach the back sheets from the passports o~ 
travellers having back sheets, ensure that the leaVIng 
East Africa question was completed, and date stamp the 
"out" space on the rear of the back sheet, and the 
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travellers' passport. All other travellers would 
be required to fill in a new front sheet. For Kenya 
residents the "out" space on the rear of the back 
sheet would be stamped, and the whole form handed in. 
For Non-Kenya residents the front sheet would be 
discarded, to avoid confusion, the "Out" space would 
be stamped, the "In" space completed with the date 
of entry (as in his passport), the serial number of 
the new form amended to correspond with that of the 
previously lost rear sheet,· as entered in his passport 
(if applicable) and the form handed in. 

IV. USE OF SERIAL NUMBER FOR CONTROL 

7. It would be possible for each form (front and back sheets) to be 
marked with a unique serial number. (A six element number AAOOOO -
ZZ9999 would provide nearly 7! million combinations, which could be 
increased by transposing letter and figure groups). This would give two 
advantages for control purposes:-

(a) when forms were issued to border stations, a record 
could be kept of the blocks of numbers issued, and 
checked against the numbers of forms received at 
Immigration Headquarters to ensure that no piles of 
completed forms had peen overlooked at the border 
station. Clearly this check could only operate for 
"front sheets", since "back sheets" might turn up at 
any exit poin:t in the country. 

(b) It would eventually be· possible for Immigration 
Headquarters to check that for every completed front 
sheet received, they also eventually had a completed 
back sheet, indicating that the visitor had left the 
country. 

8. However, . 
(a) check (a) could be performed almost as well without 

knoWing the serial numbers of forms, by simply 
recording how many forms were despatched, how many 
returned and how many retained in stock, 

(b) check (b) might require disproportionate numbers of 
clerical staff for the gains achieved~ 

(c) printing costs would be increased by the addition of 
serial numbers, and 

(d) the entering of serial y{umbers on passports would be 
time consuming for Immigration Officers. On balance 
therefore, this may not be worth adopting - but there 
is of course no reason why it should not be adopted 
by some and not all East African countries . 

4 
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9. 

V. INFORMATION CODED / TABU LA TED , .. ,.~. 

The following items of information from the form would be co_deih

(a) Front Sheet (arrivals) 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 
(vii) 

(viii) 

Entry Code (?) 
Date of Entry. 
Place of Entry (also gives mode of transport) 
Nationality. 
Country of Residence. 
Males travelling on passport. 
Females travelling on passport. 
Purpose of Travel. 

(b) Back Sheet (departures) 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 
(vii) 

(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 

Departure Code(?) 
Date of Entry ) enables length of stay to be computed 
Date of Departure) (days or nights, as agreed) 
PlaLe of Departure. (Also gives mode of transport) 
Nationality 
Country of Residence 
Males travelling on passport. 
Females travelling on passport. 
Purpose of travel. 
Leaving East Africa? 

10. It would also be possible to code passport number for each form, 
this enabling various control functions to be carried out, and the production 
of itinerary figures etc. on an East African basis. But this would increase 
eodin~/punching worlc byoround 50 per cent, and would be probablyuneconomical. 

11. It could be a matter for individual countries to decide in how 
much detail to code certain items of information (e.g. purpose of travel, 
nationality, residence, place of entry/ departure) but maximum gains from 
co- ordination would be achieved only if a certain minimum level of 
standardisation were imposed. It would be possible to incorporate · · 
identification of forms as originating from Kenya, Uganda or Tanzania in· 
the Entry and Departure co4es-say using 1 ,2, and 3 as representing Kenya, 
Uganda and Tanzania entries respectively, and 7,8,9 as the respective 
departure codes. It would also be possible to combine the "pla-ce of entry/ 
departure" and "Leaving East Africa" codes to ensure that impossible 
combinations (e.g. leaving East Africa from Uganda via Malaba.)-were 
ruled out. · ·. · 

12. Detailed work on codes used need not however be outlined here -
it would clearly follow any general agreement on the system (s) to be 
adopted. 

13. Data Processing, Even with standardised codes there would be 
scope for flexibility in data processing. Coding could be done on the forms 
themselves, or on coding sheets, and the information transferred on to 
punched cards or paper tape, to be processed by computer or counter/ sorter ••.. 
(Except that a counter/ sorter would not cope with the computation of length 
of stay, and a manual computation of the coded information would therefore 
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~ · 14. Tabulations As with work on codes, there is no need to go into 
details here. Clearly a large number of useful tabulations could be produce 
by cross-relating the information which it is suggested should be coded. 
Assuming that basic and comparable information on total entries and 

·departures by point of entry/departure, purpose of visit etc. as tabulated 
by each country and made available to the others, it would be for each 
country tr decide in what further detail other information was analysed. 

\ 

VI. TECHNICAL POINTS. 

15. For completeness, a number of teclmical points, as they would 
. affect Kenya, are set out here, since they may also be relevant for · · 
Uganda and Tanzania. · 

(a) The present Immigration date/place stamps are too large 
for use of the suggested smaller forms. They would have 
to be made smaller. It is suggested that-the new stamps 
should retain their distinctive different shapes for entry 
and exit - oval and triangular, and that the "In" and 
"Out" boxes on the rear of the back sheet of the form 
should be similarly distinguished. Also the new stamps 
might incorporate the code number of the relevant entry/ 
exit point. 

(b) Whether information is coded on the forms or on sheets, 
and card punched or paper tape punched will largely 
depend on whether it is permitted to move forms from the 
Immigration Headquarters to the Punch Room in the 
Treasury Building. 

If it is permitted, then coded forms plus card punching 
will probably be the most efficient system; if not, there 
will be a choice between coding sheets, coded in H. Q. , 
and card punched in Treasury, or coded forms, paper . 
tape punched in H.Q. 

(c) It will be necessary to clear up technical printing problems 
for the forms - similar forms for Library purposes have 
however been produced in Kenya. 

(d) Computer programming wo:rk will have to be put in hand 
well before the new forms are introduced. 

(e) Immigration Officers will have to be briefed in advance 
on the operation of the system. 

(f) Outlying border posts', airline operators etc. , would have 
to be supplied with forms in advance of the starting date. 

6 



VII. CONCLUSION 

16. . . The system outlined in this paper has been under consideration 
for some months, and it is believed that it has considerable advantages 
over the existing J<enya system, not least in that it cuts down form-filling 

. by half for tourist visitors while still enabling more useful information to 
be collected from them. It is however, still only a suggested system, and 
would be open to .modification, the more so if such modification would 
ensure compatibility of Immigration data among the East African countries. 
It is intended that the system should go. into operation in Kenya (and hope
fully elsewhere) on 1st January, 1971. It is therefore ~ssential that 
agreement on all substantive issues· should be reached at an early date, 
to allow time for the many purely technical issues to be re $Olved by the 
end of the year. 

I 
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OUTLINE OF SUGGESTED IMMIGRATION FORM 

FRONT SHEET (Pink ?) 

Front Back 

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

(DATE /PLACE 

STAMP) 

IMMIGRATION DECLARATION FORM. R.No:,"......... .... KENYA RESIDENTS ONLY: Dependents travelling on your passport:• 

to be completed in accordance' Code: •• ,, ••.•••••• ,. (l) M /M /Mi (2) M /M · rs. r, ss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~. iss , ••..•........ 
with the Kenya Immigration Sec:, ••• ,,,,.,,.,,. 

Regulations. . 

(Tick boxes D as appropriate) 
Immig. 
Officer 

SURNAME .•..•....•. I. I ••••••••••••••• 'II OTHER NAMES ••.•.....••••..••. I •• I. I 

PASSPORT NUMBER ................... DATE and PLACE ISSUED ............. . 

NATIONALITY ......................... COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE ............ .. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS (Including yourself)· 

TRAVELLING ON YOUR PASSPORT: 

CONTACT ADDRESS IN KENYA: 

(Arrivals only) 

MALE ••....••• ' .• FEMALE •...•••.•. I. 
(Kenya ·Residents enter details overleaf) 

PIHNCIPAL REASON FOR ENTRY/DEPARTURE: 

llolidy Visit 0 Business Trip D In-transit Stop 0 University Study D 
Permanent Immigr~ion/Emigration D Start/End Employment or School 

ARE YOU NOW LEAVING EAST AFRICA? 

(Departures only) YesO 

0 

(3) Mr./Mtss .......•.........•.......... (4) Mr./Miss ..•••...• ;, ... 

---

Front BOTTOM SHEET (Blue ?) Back 

KENYA RESIDENTS ONLY: Dependents travelling on your passport:-

(1) Mrs./Mr./Miss •••••••••••••••••••a•• (2)Mr./Miss .. , .. , ••....•.• 

(3) Mr./Miss ............................ (4) Mr./Miss ...... , ....... . 

AS FRONT ABOVE 

DATE IN DATE OUT 
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STATISTICS OF TOURISM 

Visitors 

1. Basic dat~ on overseas visitors comes from arrival_and 
d~p~rture decla~at1ons completed by all 'longer staying' 
v1s1tor~. ~that 1s 7xc::epting crews and migrants). However 
t~ose v1s1to:s c:rr1v1ng ~d ,.departing on the same vessel or 
a1rcraft (pr1nc1pal~y sh1ps through and cruise passengers) are 
no~ at present requ1red_to make such declarations, and only 
numbers, port_(sea or a~) and arrival month are recorded. 
Data_frol? arr1val and departure declarations is analysed in two 
publ1cat1ons· 

the Government Statistician's "Statistics of 
Population, Migration & Building" 

and the Tourist & Publicity Department's "New- Zealand 
Visitor Industry Statistics" (copy accompanies) 

Major deficiencies in the present data are 

- no actual length of stay data according to purpose 
of visit 

- no data on state/province of residence (country only 
is known) 

- no data on visitors route to/from New Zealand 

no distinction between those •tourists' visiting New 
Zealand on a paying holiday and those. coming for a 
social purpose (e.g. wedding) 

These deficiencies are remedied in new declarations 
which it is hoped to introduce after 1 April 1970. 

Visitors' spending 

2. Trading banks make statistical returns to the New 
Zealand Reserve Bank of all deposits recognised as coming from 
overseas visitors' spending: in t~e accounts of over~eas 
exchange transactions these are ~lassed as travel rece1pts. 
(international fare payments go 1nto a transport category)~ . , 
The sum is nowhere claimed to be an exact measure of all v1s1tors 
spending aPd because some actual expenditures are not banked 
is probably a significant under-statement. 

3. Although some previous survey at~empts at ass7ssing 
visitor expenditure have been made, the f1rst substant1al effort 

1 
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was made ,i~n 19?8-9.. The method used was personal interview, 
to a set ~uest~onna1re, of shipboard passengers, and of air
departing overseas visitors (in airport departure lounges just 
before flight departure). The airport section of the survey 
wa~ of five whole weeks spaced to give whole-year coverage 
(some 9~~ of all 'long-stay' visitors - that is those not 
'through or cruise passengers' - arrive and depart by air)-. 
Although the principal aim of the exercise was to get spending 
pattern~ of major groupings, amplification of the sample 
results will yield a measure. of overseas visitors' expenditure. 
The-survey was designed, commissioned and analysed by the 
R~search Section, Tourist & Publicity Department. 

Visitors' accommodation usage 

4. A similarly opera t-ed survey is operating from Novemb€r 
. 1969 to October 1970 to determine patterns, by location and 

accommodation type, of overseas visitors' accommodation usage. 
_As 'riders' to the main purpose there is coverase of visitors' 
main vacation activities and their judgments of 'critical' 
areas of hotels (reception, restaurant etc., tying their 
judgment to the named hotel 'which most suited their needs'). 
The survey is designed, commissioned and (will be) analysed by 

-the Research Section, Tourist & Publicity Department. 

Accommodation 

5.. Licensees of liquor-licensed accommodation make returns 
of room and bed occupancy to the Licensing Control Commission. 
From these returns the Tourist & Publicity Department compile 
a report on the accommodation including an inventory of 
acceptable standard (hotel and motel) accommodation. The first 
such report .was· for 1967-8. 

6. In 1966-7 a sample surv~y of motel occupancy rates was 
carried out by Tourist & Publicity Department, in association 
with the N.Z. Motel Federation Inc. In 1969-70 the Federation, 
~dvised and aided by the Tourist & Publicity Department, is 
running another more extensive survey. 

7. Attitudinal 
carried out Tourist 
areas, Australia and 

2 
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~ROJECTIONS OF POPULATION FOR 
·: ' .. ' 

~ 1 • • ' ~-

. AREAS ·rNDIA ' ·. 
, .·. , ' .I : :· .. ; • ·. , 

1 ~ Introduction: "' 'Prior to· the~ ·adve·.nt,... ·o:f tl1e'7 Five'· Year: Plans 
project ions of population was more or less· an'·infe'liec"tual ' 
exercise of _indiyi~q~aJ, exp_e;rts. In the official. circles even 
as la~e as_1956'"7_57')nter~ensal estunates· .. were;· ini1d'e in~tbe 
Ministry ~f ~ea.l~.h .o~' .. t·he~· OffJce·. ·.o·f ·thEr··negistrar ·General 
main~y ~or pu~p-~ses cof' coinp"u:ting: the ~itai·'··rat"es:: foi~._: a-'l.r . 
India and tile· States· b:a.sed ;1argety; on s i.Cp~te~--mat.h'emat ical methods 
1 ike :the ar1:.thme:t i~ 1,: ~~_t>hi~:t·r~~o.' 'o.r· th~ 'mod·if~e~·;' ge·ometric ··method~ 
It was only at. the· time 'o:f. the·,:prepa·rati~n:·of the ·sf.fc'<ind Five 
Year Plan ·:that ·ne·ed wa's. fe-·lt 'for .. projections·· ·ot~'populat fon not 
only for·. the ne~·-· s· y_e_ar~: :but_.·,:ror' ·n~rl, 15·.; or 2-o··. yea:rs·' s·o as to 
build. up a ·plan- ·perspective·.-·~ 'In '195~''an 'Expert· Committee· on · · 
Population Project ip~~ 'under· the .·chairinahship~·of: the::·n.egistrar 
General, ·India 1 was· set: up· by the·. Planning· -CoJr.m:is·s·ion ·to. make 
a set· of projections of ·populat1oh .f()r.;all1 -India··an£1,.:the- States 
for. adopt ion uriifori:tly ·for ·a.Jl: of·fioial$ purpose·s·: •. '-~ .: .:·:: · ·. 
' • . . • . . : .' ~ ... . • . ... ~ •'· ~ ~' - .. • " • . ~ '. . .... ' • :. ' : ..... ~ :.._· ·;·:. __ : ·' ~~:-.. - ' ·, :• ~ ': -, -~~ ·. ~-- '!·: l.. . 

2 .- . The Expert Committe:e··,'ia·s. fac:ed \v1th ·a· ·pauclt:y>of duta 
which prec'luded '·the po'ss :lbilit'y of: ba's"ing··t·,he 'fiiture·i ,'a;s;sump-
t ions o%rthe· c·omporients· -of: ~pop'ulat'ion·:{;rowth·'·o.n. fir·m qua:ntita
t ive. foundations.·_, The ·vftal re'gistrctlon': stat-ist ic·s ·\n~re very 
unreliable.· The data on· int.er· ·anil i.ritra-s'tat·e·:lni'gration ·were 
confine-d. only .to the place' of' b-irth .. data ·o·f ·the i9·5):.o:'.Cens us. 
Only the' otf.ic ia:l Lite.i..t·a.ble:s : ba-s·eu ·on ·t·he· ·various:· cehsuses 

. ,provide(] a broaD: sciu~_dur~· of ~verage ·:int.o~,;;..ce·nsai.··'d_eatl~ rates 
· w11 ieh. when reIn ted.: to· the· a·ppropriate_·· ;fnter:.c·e_ris·al~·: gr'O\Vt·h 

. rn.te I ·:;ave· tLe associp:-t;ed' p;trtl1 rat_es~.-:T~le_·se'''Lffe:~·'fable rates 
ind ica.ted clearly" a'''falJ in'&; trend iri mortality. ·and·: a sustai.ned 
high level ·of fertility •. It·,was _felt t}1a:t. the fal~ing trend i'n 
mortality_ would. also· p~rsist."'in~-~h~~~:r.ut.tu:e·~ ·-if. t.~e~·a,'!ailanle 
international experie·nce · is ·any tnd :~:cation·• · · · : · •· · · 

• • "· > • ~ • '. •• • • • ' ~ ....... • .. .,.. • ··' < ':. ; • • '• • • • ! 

3 e: The ·l:~ubl.:i.c'· !rea~·til'.progr~li&Ine of·' t'ile·. rirs't ·Fiye: :Ye'ar Plan 
and improvements· in· med.Ic~~nes 'irtd it?atec ~hat m~rtal_~ty.· \iou!C 
·deC:lirie chnsider&bly' from the_ .then cu!rently h_1gh ·lev~l of 
about 27" per tho_usarid~· pot>~lation· •. _nut'· \rf.:th rege.-rd_·to:·:r~rtility, 
\\hich needs·· individual· 'effbrt· to a1·re~t itse'lf ,'''the situct iot! 
was nebulous. Tbe family plt.nning programiiies of the first t1.-o 
Pla:1s were rud ii:lentarv and·. it wo·uld have ~.be.cn~.:unte~.l.ist ic to 
'exp~ct" tlu}IJ· to have· had' any deep ir.:.J?act_ on fert-ilit'y..: rri:e 
c-rov:th rate of 1.9· per cent and a bl.rth·-rate .. of at-out 39 per 
,tho~isand thrown up·_·by ·t-he·.pr<:·l~!::inary e~.tirua~~s of· ~he 14th.,, 
Iiou!id(1958-59) of· the Nat1onal Sampl~ ·Su:ve! ~-·bich wa~ for t.ae 

. first time based on a l.arge . ~ample 1 gave. an · 1nd 1cation . o~- ~e tre n d of 

1 
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population f,:rol";th suhse<1ucnt to the 1 9G1 Ucl!!;US. ;_~t:.sc~ on 
these cons.idcr~tions an assucp~ion wcs r~aGe with reghrC• to 
:tutul'e .trend in ruortality and rcluteti \with three elternc.tiv0 
assuinptions on i'uture cour~c of fertilit~t to give three sets 
.of popul&tion projections cip to 1971-by the coreponent method. 
These were respectively calle~ 'hi&;h', 'mediur.I' nnu 'lm:' 
project ions. The set of me<1 iurtt project ions wns reco~.r.:cntieu for 
official use. 

4. f!ith regard to the· Stetcs, no usable <leta were c.vnilablc 
regarding intercensal mi-gration. The movement of population 
between Pakistan and India was considerable even after 1951 
but no e·st imates of this :flow could be mndc. In the c ire urn
stances the ra.tio method was utilised for ottuiniug the projec-

. .tions tor· the States. Realising the li:citnt ions ot the ratio 
·method vi~ •• (i) the growth rate is nssun&ed to be uniform for the 

. region. and the s.ub-req;ions, · ( ii) tile cycles for pro-rata ~dj ust-
.ment by rows and columns· involve la'borio~..;s calculations which 
distort the internal consistencies particulLrly when the sub
region is rather small in size ·anc: (iii) the arbitrariness 
involved. in assuming that the rate of ctange in the porporLion 
of State pop~lation to tte national population uould taper off 
to zero in thirty years, the projection was reade only upto 1071 
and .conf in eel to sex and the broad age groups of 0-14, 15-59 and 
60+. ··The Union 'l'erritoriesby virtue of their beif!G very sunll 
in ~ize posed _a serious problem. The projections for tany of 
the Territories were open to ~cvere criticisn a~ not reflect
ing a bal~nced trend of population. ":lith all the~e liiLitat ions, 

··it shollld be mentioned that these nro.~cctions for the first time 
provided a possible order o·f magnitude of the population o:f' tho 
·1·espeot ive sub-.regions which coulli be adopted on a uuifo.cl!! 

. basi.c3 by- the planners at ·the Centre and the States/Union l'e:cri
tories. These projections were release<! in Harch, 1959, tor esc 
l.n t.he preparation of the Third Five Year Plan. 

5. Revised all India projections - 196~: With the release of 
the 1961 Census provisional totals the projected figure for 

· 1961 uus ·found to fall 3hort of the Census cour:t l~y libout 3 
. ·millions and a.revision of the projections wc.s consic~e1·eu 

desirable. There wa.s, however, not r;uch improveLcnt in the 
·limited ~ata ·situatior. TL.e revision was, therefore, me.cle at 
the net ional leve 1 only v: it.h the 1961 pro-visional totals as 
base anc! ·with slightly reviscc~ assumptions ou fertility. 

6. nevised projectiOPS - 1964: r~he 1961 Census fi.::c.l popul<:.
tio.n tot·als as we"ll as the uge· tables 1961 un(~ Life Tatlcs 
1951-60 l~e:c·e :releasec1 1Jy 1{)G3. I;y t!1~t tine tt1e vital r~Le.:; 
cor.iilUt(:d- from. tl~c c'~a.ta collecteC in a .few rol{nGs of the :~::::::.; 
w·ere nlso &Vi'.ilable. ~rb.e clinical ii4.p;n·o~ .. c~·~ to the f<~t~ily l'lL~·i
ning prograt~--ue was revie\lct. alld an c:-..-tensioi!-:··l'ientoC: lJi'OrJ~·~~:.;!,:e 
of t~.!ci!1f.; it to t;le doo1· steps of 'tL.e Louscl!old3 
":as in it iateG· with a substsnt i[;.lly 1.r1crensed · 
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. outlay. __ Th_is. n~cess~tliie.d ·a'· f~rthe'r-:rev'i's1'0'ii'~:of ;tn'fd. extant 
project ions. ~he a'ge 'di$tribtit ion ,;-'of·· the ,;1961 ::'cens&is'· ~re-mained 
essent iallythe ·,:same· as·· in ·:.the··earlie'i-' ::<fens'iistfs -~" :;Tne·-X.NSS' 
data showed . constancy .of the birth rate with a decreas~ in 
the d_eat h rate'. The ··.raniily ·pla'nnini '·:pro.gramm~i :ra.trio, .· if at all, 
could not be expected. to have .had, an impact on the·.tert ility 

·- be~orE! -19.66. ·An -exa~inat..ion---Ot .. the.:.ava il.B.ble ... da.ta".,.oJl,...cause 
. of. d_ea~~ .. -~~~o;_ ·: ~~~e-~-~~at·_ nioriatit ies ·are still" :-high '\e'nough. 
to_ e~p~ct. ~ s.t_·~a,~i~r. ~all-frig"··t-~e:nu. in mortality ;in the .future 
also in the States. ·nevise~a·--q:~f.n<luenni~l_~jf~t.·~~-!~~O,·fl~~P~~.J~9t 1om 
of population by age .and.sex for all India and States were 
brought out by ... April.,. :1.964 ~ .. · · · · · · 

7. All ~ndia pro.1ecti.ons.: Thr~e. sets.:\O..~·;,~!:t:e,;r:.y~~:~!.~··,,; ··:<.-. 
project1ons. were made , upto 1981 for all Ind~a b~sed·. on a 
unique as·sumpt folf o:n ftituz•e-- ~educt·tons-·tn .. ·morta'l"ity" and· ... 
three alternat iv:e .· (H~gh ,. _1~~~.1-~~ ,al'l1·':.~~ t:~.~s.~~-¥1~:~.~-~~ns on 
future, trends. in fertility. M1grat1on was ignored .sinoe 
int,erna~ ion.al IJl~gr,ation .had. ·~o _.fa~ .. .1~~~.~;.';· .. ~e.g.l,~~~·~l~·: :and any· 
1 ike ly ~~xqis~ll;t :t,~.n .;r:at.~ .'_11,1 .• f~t~r~.·- ~.~: tPP~·~8~s, }>f .. ~~-~ 1..~~. :~;r-igin 
from .. other .coun:tries could .o.n.ly .. be .,.1n~.ig.r;1 .. 1tJc~ni;. ·.cPJJlP~_:rep to 

. the· ~ate or' .. national. .:increase ::to·:r .. tb~_·: ·cO.tiAtr.{.a;s .. )r.·-;vp,o,~;~·· · fu .. 

The. medium set, ·was rec.otnmended ·.for;·'·of1'lcia!:'u$e'~· .1~~··.·v-~rious 
.fert-ilitY: .and· •. JD.Qr{a)'it·Y. .. ;a·s.~·uinptio .. li~.)na~~ ~i.n·/.;.:·.~·:;'.-~;.,~~6.{ ~;~tq:r 
all -;lnq ia.,proj~c.~i.ons .·.11.~~~. ''gi;V:~.~: ;.~r:., .. :~~·~~-~:~:~~~:···J ~;'~:· '.~.··<'· t~;:·:·:· .. .... 

' . . . ~ . .: .. ~ 

Statement 1: Alternative·assum 
.trends in general.~~~~~~~~~~~-
·and ·expectatlo·n-0. 

·.Quring·1961-SO·:·::. · · 
' ' ' . i. • ; •• : ._I~ i.. ~ I;. ' ~.: .,.~_ 

. ~ ' . • ... : ... . -. . r~- . ~ ~ , .· ~ : "! -~ 

Projection 

"' .. ; 

'"· . 

'. .. 

Assumption: III 195 :· 
(Low} . 

. - • • ' •• 'h • .. <f.' ., .: •• • 

., .. ·10 .. ·'··'·_~5 ·. 

~...:....~-~~~_:·,;,:.· ·...:.,_:,;.,:_;,._:_~~·. _ . ..:...' ·~· ...... ··-·-----· ~..:...;' ·-· __ ___......_·.:..:.·; ·-· ·~:. ;'._.· ·---· ··----

3 i 

·. 
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The projected·· figures of population of the country 
in 1966 1 1971, 1975 and 1981 obtained according to 
different assumptions are given in Statement 2. 

·\ Statement 2: Different sets of projections 

.Project ion . · I Projected Population "in millions ' . 
' 11966 1971 1976 1981 

Assumption !(High) 495 564 644 725 

Assumption II(Medium) 495 560 630 695 

Assumption III (Low) ·495' 555 616 667 

1961.Census count: 439 millions 

In view of. the fact that the lied ium project ions under 
Assumption II had. bee·n recommended tor oftic ial use and 

. that the projections of ·total population under the three 
alternative assumptions did not differ materially, particu-

: larly up to. 1971 , ·it· was- found expedient to work out the 
detailed.classitications by age.and sex for assumption II 
only •. As a.consequence the Statewise projections discussed 
in the next.seotion were also worked-out for the medium set 
(As~umpt ion II).· only. 

8 •.. Project ions for States: With regio.nal differentials in 
the growth rate being a proved.fact, and with the availabiltty 
of· birth: rates·.·· and· mortality rates for the States associated 
with the official Life Tables, it was not found realistic 
enough to. project the population by the ratio-method. It "·as 
therefore. decided to use.the.col!lponent methoc. for 

·projecting ·the population of the States. This was found . 
feasible because a preliminary study of the migration(place 
ot birth) data thrown up by the 1961 Census showed that, but 
tor the State of Assam whose population growth was likely to 
be.affected appreciably by large scale in-migration from 
Pakistan(whicb could not also be assessed in any objective 
way), the overall effect of migration on State growth rates 
had so :tar been very small. Any reasonable guess about the 
future magnitude of migration being extremely difficult it 
was felt that the-margin in the rate of natural increase 
assumed would take care of ,it as much as possible. 

9. The States were first grouped into three categories 
according to the level of the eg during 1951-60. The 
projected annual increase in the e~ was so fixed that 
States with relatively lower expect&tion of life e.t b~rth 
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at the base period have a higher rate of increase so that 
the Statew ise' mortali1i1y d i:'f:t:erent lals· :Woul~r~·Ei'"\vipe~. :p,ut ·in 
the future. Care was also· take_.n to_· ·s,ee 'that~· tiiEi :a%ra:ge'-'.· 
expectation of life~~ birth. obtained from aggregating the 
State's experience would brtJad ly be·' compat·ible·lvith'· that 
obtained directly. As stated earlier migration with regard 
to States was ignore~ and the. population.-of .... State.~-.were ... 
projected by the= component method on the ·assumptions re~ard
ing future trend_s in fert~lit:y and mortality·giv~n·''fh····'·· · 
Statel!lent 3. The' birth .rata and eg .calcula:ted .by! i.he_.1961 
Census Actuary for individual States based 01J the quasi-stable 
population ·approacb were' ad'opted to fix the aorre'sponding .. ·· 
base-l~ne gener~l ~,ertilit_y ~ates and eg •. : .~ .... · 

. : : .• .. ... . '' ,. , ' . - '. ~., ; •.. . ' . 

Statement· 3: · Assuinlr~ ions·wlth' regard. to irend:·:ln·· fertility 
· (g.f.r.)· an~. mortality(eg ~:.during .. 1961..;81 
for the States· of lnd ia .... . .. ·' ·.. ·· .. , .. 

{ ~ .... ·, 

:t 951~.~0 , . .. :. · IPercentag~: ·· ..... · ;A_nnual · 
' o · - .:· :. : . . . . . .. ~ec 1 in·e . in~· . . .•:increase Group of 

States 
le 1 g.f.r .• · 1 r . ·'iri e 0 in ,o ... I ... I I 0 . 
'males· tfemales: I·· · · ·:t966-:1971-~1916- .,years 
I • · 1 : 10 1 . 15 80 ;1956- 1971-
, I . I ... '· t ""0 80 
: i· ~ • •. r·· . :. · ·'"f• .•-'~·) ,.~ t I' 

:::: . :::: ,;, . ::: J ' ···:: ·,·.:. I •. Kerala 
Mahara
shtra 
Punjab 

·Rajas-
4,9:9 .4~· •. o ·. 230 J·· ... __ . -~ ·. ~- _· ·~-o~.~· .·· :20 · ·. o.·8 

. than 
W·.Bengal 

4 9 .2 44 .3 . ~ 11~ ) .· ' . . . : ,1 

44o1-·. · ·44 e5 1 · ••. } ' •·. · •. '"· ,r,., 

... 
II •. Gujarat 40·.8 39.2. 220 -~- . ~ ~ . . .. ... . 

Madhya 2 · 4o· ... o : 203 · ·Pradesh· 41. ·· · ... 

10 20 .. 0.9 ramU·Nadu 4:0.7 38.8 · 149 ) · .- ·5 
Mys ore 41 .2 3 9 .2 · · 193 .. ) · .--~ · - · · .. · · ··· · · · · ~ 

~H:!:h :::: .. :::: · .:::·1 .. _: 

0.65 

0.75 

III. Andhra 
Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 

37.8 
31.6 
37.4 

36.0 
37.0 
37.8· 

·~~~ ·!· 5 10 20 1.0 o.85 
.203 .. 

5 
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. o'Lt'a in~;; a on; these nssut!,J:Jt ions .arc ~;i ve~1 :!.n St·r-. i c1~o nt 4. 
. . 

.. · .: .. ··S,t~teruent 4:: ·statcl'Ji.[jc lll~Ojections of ?ol'~!c.'iivn 
. . 

,. 

I ' ' • 

. -... . a ,· f -~. . '• • ""· . 
. .., .. ' . . . 
Gi"oup* f:. · ~tfltes. .. ·_,.: .. { ·:· .. · ~ 

... : 
· 1· :· . .'.Kei·alu. · · 

.· .. . · . ', ... 
: .?tuijtib : ·· · .. · · I • • ' 

'·· . · .. • .. 
'. '•· 

;. •.': ., .-.·. . ' : ... 

·:·: ·. _.; .:. _·_.·, ~i~~jris~·~~~~- ::~:~ :· ,: · .. ;. 
'~- . . ', .. 

. · ,·· ;· ·:·· .·.J:est. nengal 
,/":-.·. -~- ··. ... : ... · ' . .: . . ··. .. ... . . . . . ;, . 

'·. 

· cujcii~c:t-·· .... ···. ·. ·. · 
. .. 

. ' .... ~- . 
. -. ·. •. . : .·- . '"'· -: . . . ~ . 

. · . ...... 

:- . 

. .. 
•·. 

'. 

... 

' · .. 

. · ~·.iy£ ore:~ 

···.Orissa·· 
. . . . 

·uttar Pradenti 

· Bllinr- ·. · · 

.191.37 

.4493f. 

21701-

51000 

.:i29G6 I i5111· 
!. 

. .2;32 57 . '. . 2'68!12 

3 994:5 . . 45801 
. . 

23619 2 7093 . 

36640 

f9587 

82364 

39602 

13711 . 

·G2063 · 

41490. 

40034 

.298.32 

.219S2. 

92378 

43920 

15994 ·.· 

58762 

24422 

57471 

1'(438 

,. 061!':: ... 
.:.. i)o.) 

52251 

3087~-} 

46607 

J1 ... ,..Gr . 
J:,j u ~~ 

33:;08 

2·1571 

1 Q'l j 8.:t. . v .. ~ 

46597 

18633 

66283 

·26829 

632t12 

:l£66(J 

:-J421 ~) 

u8~3~ r; 

~436~. 

~""16~·") .., .... 
~i64G7 

3G850 

r) (j8""'() .... 'oJ 

tl::;OS7 

5278~J 

21220 

7:.;~:~c 

______ ._............,.. .. :-----~--·~---·---:-------- ~,...__........-..._.._. .. ---·--... ·--
.· ~T.he Stutes liere <3 iv iueiA into three g1·otns r-ecord iLr . 

. . . 

to· the· ).cvel of e 0 for the base pc~:·iod 1Q5t-G0o 
0 . . 

r. •. I 
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10·.·. Project io~s for·_union Territorie-s i ,_:: Vi_ith regard·. to 
Unio~ Territor~es wh~ch have individually' 'small popula.tions 
the use of the component method ·:was, found .lmpract'_icable .
Aptart from_ the. Census c_ounts_ no other· ·data were· available • 
It was, ~h~ref~re_, found exped~ent to project th-eir· popula-

1 tt.ons mathema~ :~:cally 'bY analogy_ w~th an adjofni~g 'State • 
The rate. of c~angc:. _of :the. growth rate: for- States -~djoin:lng 
the part ~cular Un1o~ Terr~tory _ i.h questlon:· obtained fr.om 
the State Pr!Jj~ctions alre·a~y ·made· was' asswned. to apply to 
the initial growth rate of that Union Territory~' In the 
absence of requisite data .on se~-age distribution the · 
smoothed se?C-age· dist:r~but ion obtained· for '1961 were prpject
ed to future years in analogy: w~th :the ~dj'oining·· States in -
the same way as ~he, growth rates were ·projected for obtain-
ing total populations.. -. · __ · . . · ·. · · ·::·. .- ·· ·_ · 

. • . • ·•• ~ - • : :· t t ~ ·, . 

11. Adjustment of ;ma-rginal totalsf; A.s· ·a. _.resutt· of indepen• 
dent sets o~ projections for all -India' and St.a:te·s ·and· Union 
Territories _there_ arose a. problem of' 'tall~lng the· totals.· 
Though the sex d istr_ibut ion. of the ·total· ·p~pulatfpn· for all 
India and. State_s were _tallied_ on a pro~rata--~ b~:i.'sis, the· age 
distribution was. left unadjusted as_ the ·difterenbes· were 
.mostty well wlthin 1%·. · ·:-:' ·· ... ·· · _.. · L .• · • · · • 

~· ·,-: ,-~ .. ··\ ... ·:·.:r . . ·;·"",.·: 

12. Project ion for ind !vidual a'ges ,· ·tri "th'e';·ed'ucat ional 
. age-range. 5-24: To ~e.et the requirements of the 
.educational planners, the ·projected populat ~on ·l;»y individual 
ages for the age-range 5-24 was also co_mputed~. by ·applying 

· Sprague's Mult.ipliers to the five ·yearly group ·totals. Use 
of the Sprague _ Muttipliers had resulted in certain abnormali
ties in the· s'irigle year population figures ·for·s.oine of the 
States and Union Territories·. Spec.ifically,· (-1) -the single 
year age p_opulations did not coiD:e out.as expeQted in the 
descending order. in sotu:~ _cases and {i'i) _the progression of 
the cohorts :rr·o.m age •x•· in ~ne year to age. 'x' -~. 5'· in the 
.next year of project ion wa·s not smooth ·in_ c·e.rtnin other 
cases. Such abnormalitie·s were generally--observed in the 
ages 5-9. part icu.la.rty ·.in. ~ilion· ~·errftortes. ··As~- far as 
practicable· some ·smoothing was· done to tone down .such 
d isparit·ies. An indicati.on was,. therefo_re, ·given that. it was 
preferable to· comb.ine. these· data . into appropriate· age groups . 
for planning purposes so as to minimise ·th·e abnormalities • 

t • . ' • 

13. Rural-Urban projections: There has been·a persistent 
demand from the Planners for ~he rura~-ur.ban bre,ak-up of the 
population projections. A sub:-gr~up set up by ~he Expert 
Coemittee went int'o the ques.t1on e~aus_tively and: came up 
with a rural-urban break-up upto 1981- by quinqu~nnial·years. 
The basic difficulty was that the definition o~_urban.areas_ 
had undergone substantial changes over ~he y~ars~and there 
was reason to expect that even in their appl1cat~on in the 

7 
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field a lart~e amount of subjectivity had come into play. The 
projection on economic considerations was not also found 
feasible because of lack of reliable data on the likely 
trepds in development of different ar"as. '!'hough the place-of
birth data gave linaited information on rural-urban migration, 
·it was not found sufficient to set up reasonable assu~ptions 
·on migration trends. On the.other hand, it was found thut the 
towns common to the four censuses during 1931-61 formed over 
95~~ of the urban population in most cases. 11'he pro port ion of 
the population of comoon toyvns to total population of the 
State for the 4 years 1931, 1941~ 1951 and 1961 when plotted 
indicated an unmistakable rectilinear trend. A strnight-line 

·was,. therefore, fit tea and extended upto 1981. The pro port iom 
drawn from this fitted line were then adjusted proportionately 
to conform to th~ total urban population of 1961. The projec

_· tion was done in terms of two 'size classes' and four 
1 functional classes 1 • Though s 1x population size classes are 

.·available from the .censuses, it was cons ide red expedient to 
· group them into two large classes 1 namely ( i) towns with _ 
·population 50,000 and. over. and (ii) towns with population 
·below 50,000. The four functional classes were (i) mnnufac
.turing, ( ii) trade and transport, (iii} services and ( iv) 

.agriculture. The Statewise projections for any particular 
year.were aggregated to give the all India figures so as to 
avoid pro-rata adjustments. 

14. Two specific situations, one involving the toning up 
of the projected trend based on past data and the other 
involving toning down of the trend are worth the mention 
here. In the case of Assam, Bihar and Orissa the 1961 
proportions of urban to total population were very much below 
the corresponding all India level and the past trends in 
them were so static that projecting them beyond 1961 lead to 

·situations contrary to the stated objectives of the Five ~ear 
Plan~ namely to obviate regional disparities in the country. 
This· objective would imply among other things, prornot ion of 
greater mobility of labour between different parts of the 
country arid launching or schemes of migration anct set t let1ent 

.·from mo~e to less densely populated areas. Hence on the 
basis of a few trial calculations the projecteu proportions 
were inflated by 25~~ so that the adjusted pro port ions would 
·increase by about one percentage point per quinquennium and 
that the average quinquennial growth rate would not be 
unduly large • 

. 15. The rapid growth of 'the urban population of .Uell~i 
during the immediate past decade was toned down a bit on 
the assumption that though the temiJO of urbanisnt ion of' i.Jelhi 
would he .lcept up in the future years· nlso, 1~ ith the concouit
ant shrinking of rural Delhi there ~ould still be sorue pnrts 
of lJelhi which would preserve their rural cl.i~!racter even by 

8 
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1981. \/ith re·gard :to ·Uni:on 'i'.erritQr.ie_$. :;beca:use. ·of· the.ir 
sma~l- populations, :their :aggregated .-tQ-tai: was. 1 .tir_£?t :-projected 
as ~n the case of t~e- Stat.es and:_t~en ;appor:t i9ned .. ,aroong the 

~~~~=ituents. ~,c~or~Ulg;_ :~ ~~: :d'is·~-r-~~~t.io~ ~-ot\ponu~~~:i.q_n in 
. ~ .. ~ .. ;;.· ... ~ . ... . ~ . . . . ' . . 

' _ .. • ••• r • ~ ... ~. ~f-:4 ;'::~:. f.~ ... ·.;. :-··"••'t-•o•.'#':: 

1~. Sex and· age d·istribut ion of". Rural/Urban p.opul~t~o-n: The 
s~ze of the rural male population was ·firs.t.-calculated.-. In 
the absence of fur~ber firm data on 'trend. in the sex· pattern 
of movement· of populat i.on fr-opt :rura.~ _ tp :urban :areas &ta,te by 
State, realistic assumpt.·ions· regarG:ing -futilre tr~ilds:- .in·. urban 
s_ex-rat io becace-.· .di:tficult •.. :On •the ·other hand ,-·s·inoe; _the 
rural component is large·•···it was ;reas.onable .t.o .a.ssume .that the 

.. trend in the. rural sex-ratio would. largely ·be: s-imilar. to ·that 
of ~otal population. foz:- which. projection~ by. ·se_~ was_ ~iready 
ava1lable. Accordingly tbe proport-ion ·o:t. r.ural males·-.,in. tbe 
total rural population was projected ::for: each State--:qutnquen-

. nially ·upto 1981·. For this -purpose·- it was- assume~ ~h_a.t- :the 
ratio- of the:_ proportion o:r ·the: rural. ·males to. rt1raf:.t·o.tal 
population and the pro port ion .o"f: ,;all' :male, ·to .total; ·P,op.u'lat ion 
of State would remain the sa·me as ·in 1961. The other components· 
were ·then· obtained __ :by _.d~-ffer~.n~_~g_.:·, . ~-. ·._·. : _.-.-, :: :.··>·.~; ._. • ... , ... 

·. . ' .. ~- . . . ;, -~ ~~· . . . .• ~- .... _ ! ·.·, ~ -~ .j· 1> /. ---_ ..... ·~---_- ........ ~. ---~~-; ..... 'f. 

17. ·Th~ age -distribution ,6f- -the r~ai-.urb3-n .. pop~iat~~-~n was 
obtairied ·only .for the ·broad :age-group:s-.0~14; 1-~4r1; 3~59 and 
60+.- The projections were made by a:.suitable: ap_P."l-ic~~-i~.n of 
the ratio method. The· assumption -made· was· ~hat.· \Jte<dj.sparity 
in the age composition of total and urban population in 1961 
will be- eliminated :in about 100 ·year.s i.n on:Ier to_· all,ow: for 
tbe changes in the ~ban ~ge.composition.in cp~p~~i~onwith 
that of the total 'dur-ing -the period. ·1961-:81-. Tl)is, _wp.s- .~one 
separately for urban . ~ males and .females, ~nd· tbe :cor;e~pond
ing rural figures were -obtained ·by a -simpl~ pr.oces.s. o_fi. 
subtraction. · · -· · ·: , -· : , >·•-:.\y·~~.;. ;; ., :..<' 

. . ... •• .· . • • ' .· ... : ··... . .. • __ " - ·: _: ~ t •_:~:·: -... .... • . ·"':.: 

18. · Labour force· project ion for all .. Ind i!l:: . :.-Ma~ing, ~~e of· 
the rural-urban. population- project. ions an~ ,the w.Q~l.:il:lg ~orce 
.participation rate derived from the-.196-1 Ce~su~ a,n~ mp.~ing 
some quantitatively arbitrary assumptions, based largely on 
intelligent 'guesses, on· the· :future .trends· -in the age~sex 
pattern of :participation· rates. qu~nquenni-al .. la.p~~· _f-~rce 
projections upto 1981. were also calcul,a~ed ., .. In v1ew J>1: ~be 

· pro·gress of industrialisation .and urba-?~s~t i9.l!, .:P-~P':'lJtt_-~on 
redistribution and expansion_of, educa.~~onal,_fo,c,Il1~_1e~;. 
visualised ·-in ·the Five, Year Plans it- was: .found .reas_on.aJ>le 
to assume that the: labour .force partj~ip~t-l:on r~tcs .. wou~d, 

. at least ttualitativ-ely·, sbow ·a decreas,·ing ,trend_,ov_er -the 
future yea.rs in the case· :of l1otb rural· ·.IDale~ .anq. ;fe~~~~-s • 
In the urban- areas .the part-icipat-ion. ;r:at_es: fp_r;. ~~~~ ~.~. 
the years 15-34 were expected ~o dec 1~ne progre.s~ :~;ve,ly .. 
since a large number of tbem m1ght J:>e. I;"eason~b~y; e_xpe~t_ed 
to avail' of the expansion in ~educatJQ~al.--:!'aq~l~t.ie.s~ The 

9 
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increasing tempo of economic development in coniunction 
with the upward trend in age at tr.t!rriage could be expectcu 
to draw an increasing number of females in the folL~ of the 
urb~n labour force. Though these assumptions were qualitatively 
convincing,_ it was recognised that under the present circum
stances of limited or no data, certain amount of nrbitr::1rincss 
was unavoidabl~ while quant.ifying these assu::1pt ions for 
projection purposes. 

19 • . Revis ion of pr~ject ion.s: In 1967, a l";orlting group was 
established to review the extant project ions i11 the 1 ight of 

·the increased allocation for family planning purpos~s in the 
Fourth Plan, to interpolate annual estimates and to extend 
the-projections upto 1986. The working group felt that with 
the family !)Ianning programmes not having any subst&ntinl 
impact. ~o far, there was no likelihood of the proje~tions 

.. being drastically changed at .least upt o 1971 • It was, there
fore, thought that revision of the projections was rather 
premature at pr·esent and might well. be taken up after the 
1971 results are released. . . . 

20. .Annual estimates of population for 1951-81 : The annual 
' population totals were computed for all Ina ia by the appl icn-
tion of t~wton's divided difference formulae to the Census 
and projected population figures for the period 1951-1981. 
These . all lnd ia estimates were then broken up by States and 
by agejsex by the ~ater '_s II. Method • 

21. Prospects for the future: The foregoing paragrafhs show 
·that a number of methods like (a) component method,(b ratio 
. method, (c) analogy method, (d) apportionment method, ( e extc nd-
· ing the past trends into the future by curve fitting and (f) 
· interpolation for obtaining individual year pupulations from 
. the quinquennial project ions h¥!ve been used .according to 

circumstances. In all tbese cases though reasonable qualitative 
assump.tions could be made, more often than not quantification· 
had unavoidably resulted in certain amount of arbitrariness 
and intelligent guesses. 

22. With the release of the 1971 Census results, attempts 
'will be made to review the existing projections and revise 
them in a big way. Though in projecting population below the 
level· of the State limitations of data might still preclude 
the use .of improved techniques of project ion in the near 
future, it is expected that the projections at the national 
and State levels could be built up- on a sotmder basis. The 
1971 Census will for the first time present dvta on reigration 
based on 'place of last resii!ence' and ·~uration of resiCeLee 
at the current place of residence'. These cate. on inter-~tate 
migration will help in builc1ing up for the first time relial,le 
life tables for the States one: in frnnin,-: suitable assum~tions 
on future migiation trends for applicntion o:! the conponent 

10 .. 
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method of. project ion more rigorously at the State level.
Ev:n at the di~tri~t level migration data could be built up 
unaer the spec 1a1 1ntcr-censal programmes of tabulations·. 
~ut the limitations of age data will exe-rt a ·greater 
1nfluence on the accuracy of the projections by· sophisticated 
methods at the lower levels like a d !strict or a town.- -

23. As has been usual in the past the 'Life Tables of the 
1971 Census will no doubt b~ built up mainly on the basis of 
Census age data. However, a welcome addition will be the data 
on age-specific mortality rates for the various States from 
the Sample Registration Scheme of the Off~c·e of the Registrar
General for a series of years since 1966. The various rounds 
of the National Sample Survey could also-provide schedules of 
age-specific mortality rates by the States• These data could 
provide valuable independent cro·s_s checks for the preparation 
of 1 ife tables and would help. in build iilg up realis-tic future 
trends in mortality for purp_oses of Statewise projections. 

. . ·.. - . 

24:. For want of rtiliable data on age-specific fertility 
rates, the overall gen_eral fertility rates have been made use 
of in the earlier projections. With the data available ·-for a 

· series of years from the Sample Registration Scheme and the 
National Sample Survey, it may be possible· to bu~ld up real
istic schedules of age-specific fertili~-Y rates and fiX up 
related future trends for. purpo-ses ·'of all India and Statewise 
project ions. 

25. The earlier projections had always faced the lack of 
data with regard to the impact of· ·the family planning 
programmes on ·fertility in its various aspects. During the 
last few years the Ministry of Health have been attempting 
to build up a series of data on the progress of the various 
family planning pr~grammes and have also ·init·iated studies 
on evalu~tion of the effect of family planning-on· fertility. 
These·data are expected to provide a mechanism by which 
realistic assumptions could be made on the future ·trends in 
_fertili~y for purposes of population projections·. 

26. As bas been the usual practice in earlier Censuses 
smoothed age distributio-ns will be inade Statewise·. mn the 1971 
Census, single-year age data will be prepared on the basis_ 
of a 20 per cent sample. Since the sample size ia larg~ and 
since five-yearly age data based· on the entir~ populat1.on 
will also be prepared at the tim~ of·preparatl.o~ of ~he 
Primary Census Abstract, it is expected ~hat no part~cul~r 
difficulty will be encountered in prepar~ng smoothed ser1es 
of Statewise age data. 

27. Of late computer facilities for tabulation and analysis 
of datt: . are being 1~ade available· ~n an i.t~creas i~~ scale. 
It is proposed to utilise tile· electron1c data process1ng 
system for projection ~ork ~o that a variety of assumptions 
on the components of population growth could be tested out 
tor setting up a range of variation of the future population. 

11 
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1. Population prognostication in Ireland poses some interesting problems because of severar 
unusual demographic features. It may be of interest to mention these briefly before describing the 
population projection work at present in hands.. 

2. The first and ~ost important problem is i~ regard to emigration. which. for many years past. 
has been a!~~ as cmp~rta~t a factor as mortahty in determining the level of the population. Year 
by year stat•sttcs of emtg:-atton are not. however. available because of the absence of formalities in 
!raveJ bet_ween the Republic of lrela~ and t~e United Kingdom and the high number of passenger 
JOurne~ mto and out of _t~e Stat~ an relation to the total population; for example the· 1966 
populatton total was 2.9 mtllton whtle the number of passenger journeys by sea and air out of the 
State i~ 19~7 was 2.5 ~illion. Inward movement was alrmst as high. The only firm figures are for 
~et emtgr~tton for_ the mterval~ between _censuses of population. obtained by comparing natural 
1ncrease ftgures wtth changes 1n populat1on as shown by successive censuses. In the intercensal 
period 1961-1966 net emigration was estimated at 81.000. Table 1 shows birth death natural 
increase and net emigration rates for a number of intercensal periods and it will be~ that for two 
of these periods the net emigration rate exceeded the death rate. 

-

TABLE 1 -AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE IN POPULATION. NATURAL 
INCREASE AND NET EMIGRATION PER 1,000 OF AVERAGE POPULATION 

AND NUMBER OF FEMALES EMIGRATING PER 1,000 MALES, 1926-1936 
TO 1961-1966 • 

. 
Females 

lntercensal Period 
Change in Births Deaths 

Natural Net Emigrating 
Population Increase Emigration per 1.000 

males 

-
1926-1936 -0.1 19.8 14.3 5.5 5.6 1.298 

1936-1946 -0.4 20.5 14.6 5.9 6.3 662 

. 
1946-1951 +0.4 22.1 13.5 8.6 8.2 1,365 

1951-1956 -4.3 21.3 12..1 9.2 13.4 817 

. 
9.2 14..8 935 1956-1961 -5.6 21.1 11.9 

1961-1966 +4.6 22.0 11.7 10.3 5.7 1,143 

3. Table 1 also shows the number of female emigrants per 1.000 males and this figure also shows 
wide fluctuation varying from 662 females per 1.000 males in the period 1936-46 to 1,365 in the 
following period 1946-51. Despite this. it is remarkable that over an extended period the numbers 
of male and female emigrants are almost equal. In the period 1926 to 1966. net emigration in the 
case of males was 492.000 and in the case of females 473.000. In a sense, emigration is even more 
important than mortality in Ireland in determining the- level of the population since the groups 
mainly affected by emigration are the young adults.. The age composition of emigrants may be 
inferred by comparing the expected number of survivors at each age from the preceding census with 
the actual numbers at the most recent census. In the case of the under five years age group the 
survivors are calculated from the number of births registered in the State in the preceding five years.. 
These results. for net emigration during the period between the 1961 and 1966 Censuses. are shown 
in Table 2. In this period. which was one of relatively light emigration. the age groups mainly 
affected were 15-19 years and 20-24 years. The inward movement in the 0-4 year group and the 
70-74 year group will be noted. The age structure of emigration_ is il!ustra~~ in Appendix_ A which 
shows the percentage ·of the population at each year of age em•grat&ng w1thm the next f1ve years. 
based on the 1961~6 experience. 
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TABLE 2- HYPOTHETICAL AND ACTUAL POPULATION BY AGE, 1966. 
(Thousands) ;; 

Males Females 

Without Effect of Without Effect of 

Age group 
migration Actual 

migration migration Actual migration 
during bet ween 1961 during between 1961 

.\ 1961-1966 and 1966 1961-1966 and 1966 
\ . 

0- 4 years 154.9 161.3 + 6.4 148.6 154.6 + 6.1 
5- 9 .. 152.7 152.4 0.3 

. 146.8 146.5 0.2 - -
10-14 •• 146.7 145.6 - 1.0 140.4 139.8 - 0.6 
15-19 .. 147.9 133.3 -14.6 . 140.3 126.0 -14.2 ' 

20-24 .. 119.8 94.7 .: 25.1 113.2 90.6 -22.6 
25-29 .-. ·80.0 75.0 - 5.0 77.3 74.3 - 3.0 
30-34 .. 71.8 73.8 + 2.0 72.7 72.8 + 0.1. 
35-39 •• 74.5 76.5 + 1.9 76.9 77.8. + 0.9 
40-44 •• 80.5 81.0 + 0.4 84.2 82.4 - 1.9 
45-49 .. 83.1 83.6 + 0.6 84.1 82.9 - 1.3 
50-54 •• 85.9 84.3 - 1.6 83.2 80.6 - 2.6 

! 

55-59 •• 76.9 75.8 1.1 I 72.4 71.2 - 1.1 - j 

60-64 •• 62.3· 61.6 - 0.6 I 63.5 62.2 - 1.3 
' 

65-69 .. 55.1 55.0 - 0.1 60.2 59.2 - 1.0 
70-74 •• 40.3 42.2 + 1.9 44.1 47.9 + 3.8 
75-79 .. 30.3 28.7 - L6 36.0 34.1 - 2.0 
80-84 .. 15.9 15.8 - 0.0 20.0 19.8 - 0.2 

85 andover 7.4 8.1 + 0.7 11.5 12.2 + ·o.8 

All ages 1A86.0 1.449.0 -37.0 1,475.3 1.435.0 -40.4 

4. The inward movement in the 0-4 year group although surprising. appears to represent genuine 
immigration as the coverage of birth registration is believed to be practically complete. Presumably 
these children form part of the families of returning emigrants. From the 1961 Census inquiry on 
Birthplaces one can see that 8,627 children a_ged 0-4 enumerated in that Census had their birthplace 
outside of Ireland. tending to confirm that this inward movement represents immigration. The 
explanation of the immigrants in the 70-74 age group is the return of emigrants from the United 
Kingdom and the United States to retire_ in Ireland. · 

MARRIAGE:-

5. By European standards marriage 'rates in lrela~d have always been very low. The crude 
marriage rates in Ireland and in a few other countries are compared in Table 3. · 

TABLE 3- CRUDE.MARRIAGE RATES PER 1,000 POPULATION IN IRELAND AND 
CERTAIN OTHER COUNTRIES. 

*treland 1921-30 
*Ireland 1931-40 
*Ireland 1941-50 
*Ireland 1951-60 

Ireland 1961 
•• 1962 
•• 196"3 
•• 1964 
•• 1965 
•• 1966 
•• 1967 

1968 
England and Wales 1966 
Scotland 
France 
Sweden 1967 
Spain 1967 
United States 1966 

*Annual average. 

2 

4.8 
4.9 
5.6 
5.4 
5.4 
5.5 
5.5 
5~6 
5.9 
5.8 
6.1 
6.9 
8.0 
8.1 
7.0 
7.2 
7.2 
9.5 
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6. From this table it can be seen that marriage rates in Ireland were · 1 t . · th th h b d · - very ow up o recent years 
smce en ere as een a ramat1c mcrease, the crude marriage rate · : f 5 8 1 00 ' population in 1966 to 6.9 per 1,000 in 1969. . nsmg rom · per • 0 

TABLE 4 ·PERCENTAGES OF WOMEN SINGLE IN CHILD-BEARING AGE GROUPS tN 
IRELAND, 1946-1966, AND IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES ABOUT 1961 .• 

Country and Year 
Age Group Average* 

Duration 
15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 of Celibacy 

Ireland 1946 98.4 82.5 57.5 . 38.8 32.1 27.6 26.3 18.2 

· Ireland 1951 98.9 82.3 54.4 36.4 28.5 26.7 26.3 17.7 

Ireland 1956 99.1 81.3 53.3 33.3 27.4 23.6 24.6 17.1 

Ireland 1961 98.9 78.2 45.1 29.6 23.5 22.0 22.1 16.0 

Ireland 1966 98.4 74.8 37.8 24.1 . 21.2 19.5 20.4 14.8 

Albania 1955 75.4 23.8 7.1· 3.8 2.5 1.7 1.5 5.8 

Austria 1961 .94.0 58.0 24.2 15.9 14.4 12.4 12.1 11.6 . 
Czechoslovakia 1961 91.3 32.8 10.0 6.9 6.5 6.2· 6.2 8.0. 

Denmark 1960 95.1 45.9 14~5 9.4 8.2 8.1 9.4· 9.5 

Germany· (BRD) 1961 94.9 54.6 20.8 13.3 12.7 10.8 9.3 10.8 

Greece 1961 94.2 65.3 34.7 18.2 10.1 8.2 n.a. n.a. 

Hungary 1960 85.3 31.4 11.2 8.5 7.6 7.4 7.3 7.9 

Netherlands 1960 96.3 59.4 20.5 12.1 10.4. 10.1 11.0 11.0 

New Zealand 1961 91.6 40.5 12.4 7.8 7.3 7.4 8.3 8.8 

Norway 1960 95.2 49.8 17.8 11.6 10.9 11.2 12.9 10.5 

Peru 1961 83.4 44.2 25.0 17.8 13.2 14.6 14.5 10.6 

Poland 1960 · 90.9 40.3 17.3 14.0 15.1 19.0 24.3 11.0 

Portugal 1960 95.3 62.1 32.0 21.8 18.2 16.9 15.9 13.1 

Spain 1960 . 97.9 73.4 34"9 20.1 15.3 "15.5 14.6 13.6 

Sweden 1960 97.3 57.5 20.7 11.9 10.0 9.5 11.0 10.9 

United Kingdom 1961 93.4 42.0 15.7 10.9 9.8 9.5 10.5 9.6 

United States 1960 83.9 28.3 10.5 6.9 6.1 6.1 6.5 7.4 

Venezuela 1961 77.3 41.8 26.8 22.1 21.3 24.1 24.6 11.9 

*The average duration of celibacy is defined as 5 times the sum of a row divided by 100. 
n.a. = not available. · 

7. The pattern of low Irish marriage rates is illustrated also by Table 4(1) which shows the 
percentages of women single at ages 15-49 years in Ireland and a number of other countries. 

8. Another unusual feature of Irish marriages has been the number who emigrate directly after . 
marriage. Such information became available for the first time in 1957 when a question as to future 
permanent residence after marriage was introduced on the marriage form. Since 1957 as can be seen 
from Table 5 the percentage of such marriages has been fairly stable· at between one-eight to 
one-seventh. However an important component of this movement js formed by persons who have 
already emigrated and return for the marriage. In 1967 about two-thirds ofthese grooms and 
one-third of the brides gave area of residence before the marriage as outside the State. 



TABLE 5 ·TOTAL MARRIAGES, MARRIAGES WITH FUTURE PERMANENT RESIDENCE 
ABROAD 1957-68 . 

(1) (2) 
Marriages with future Col. (2) as a 

Total marriages permanent residence percentage of 
YEAR abroad Col. (1) 

\ 

1957 14,657 2,064 14 
1958 15,061 ,2,247 15 

"1959 15,420 2,173 14 
1960 15,465 2,395 15 
1961 15,329 ' 2,266 15 
1962 15,627 2,037 13 
1963 15,556 1,949 12 
1964 16.128 1,9Q5 12 
1965 16,946 . . 2,004 12 

. 
1966 16,849 2,272 13 
1967 17,788 2,242 13 
1968 18,993 2,293 i 12 

I 
. t 

. 9. It ·should be mentioned that there is no legal provision for divorce in Ireland, one factor, at 
least, tending to simplify Irish population projection work. 

FERTILITY:· 

10. The low_ marriage rate in Ireland is counteracted by a very high fertility of marriage so that the 
crude birth rate is high by European standards; in fact in 1966 the Irish crude birth rate was fifth 
highest in Europe. coming after Albania, Iceland, Northern Ireland and Portugal. 

·11. The very high fertility of marriage in Ireland by comparison with England and Wales may be 
illustrated by Table 6, which gives legitimate age-specific fertility rates. In the 15-19 age group the 
Irish rate was 33 percent above that in-England and Wales. in the 20-24 age group 73 percent higher, 
while the excess in the Irish rate rose steadily with increasing age. · 

TABLE 6. LEGITIMATE BIRTHS PER 1,000 MARRIED WOMEN IN EACH AGE GROUP 
. IRELAND AND ENGLAND AND WALES. 

Age of mother Ireland I England and Wales 
at maternity 1966 1965 

15-19 yea_rs 639.2 481.3 
20-24 .. 484.5 280.7 
25-29 •• 369.6 201.5 
30-34 .. 280.9 108.8 
35-39 .. 186.0 51.2 
40-44 .. 70.7 13.3 
45-49 .. 5.8 1.0 

Total 15-49 years 195.8 105.1 

12 Following this brief review of the main demographic characteristics. the various assumptions 
and methods used in the demographic projections are considered in greater detail. 

MORTALITY:-

13. Projected trends from the 1951 and 1961 Life Tables cr~ ••sed. The factors Lx+5 from the 
Lx 

1951 and 1961 Life Tables are compiled for each age x. that is the proportion of males {or females) 
at each year of age who will survive five years. Call this Sx = Lx+5. These proportions show a rise. 

Lx 
substantial for the younger ages, between 1951 and 1961. It was assumed that these figures would 
continue to rise following a hyperbolic curve, rising asymptotically to 1. Values of the factor Lx+5 

Lx 
are obtained from this curve as appropriate for the intervals 1966-71, 1971-76. 1976-81 ..... . 

4 
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EMIGRATION:-

1_4. As alr~ady e?<plained_ it is not possible to work in terms of gross emigration and immigration 
smce there IS no mf~rmat1on on the~e separately even for total figures. much less for single years of 
age. All the assumptiOns and calculat•ons are. therefore. in terms of net emigration only. 

15. Two methods of incorporating emigration assumptions are being tested. The first is to assume 
total net emigration figures for five-yearly periods e.g~ one pattern might be 1966-71. 90.000; 
1971-76. 65.000; 1976-81. 40.000; 1981-86. 25.000 etc. The assumptions here are. however. to a 
large extent arbitrary since the level of emigration cannot be directly controlled. On the other hand 
a factor clearly linked with emigration. namely the rate of creation of new jobs can to a large extent 
be influenced by Government action. The second method of dealing with emigration is to make 
assumptions regarding future employment (consistent with national development plans) and 
participation rates. in 1971. 1976. 1981. 1986 etc .• deduce the corresp~nding future populations 
and hence derive the net emigration in 1966-71. 1971-76 etc. which would result in these future 
populations. · 

16. Considering first the simpler method of specifying "the net emigration for five year periods. 
assume that net emigration in the period 1966-71 will amount to 90.000. It is assumed that the 
total net emigrations of males and females are equaL 

17. As already mentioned there is a special problem in the case of_ infants under 1 year. It appears. 
from comparing census of population and birth registration results that there has been a substantial 
immigration of infants at this age. amounting to about 2.000 per annum. To allow for this it is 
assumed that the number of baby immigrants will equal 2.000 per annum equally divided between 

' males and females since no information is available on the trend in such infant immigration. Thus. if 
net emigration in a five year period amounts to ·90.000. then the net immigration under 1 year is 
10.000 while the net· emigration at ages over 1 year is 100.000. 

18. As r.egards ages over 1 year. the allocation of net emigration over the individual years of age is 
done in the following way:-

Comparing the 1961 and 1966 Census results by ages. the proportion remaining in theState 
from age x in 1961 to age x+5 in 1966 is calculated for each age (for each sex separately). Call this 
Rx. 

Px+5(1966) 
i.e. Rx = Px(1961) 

There are two. sources of decrement here. death and emigration. Assuming no emigration the 
proportion surviving would be Sx (already referred to) and the value would be for the mid-point on 
the curve between 1961 and 1966. If one calculates Mx = Rx. the Mx represents the proportion 

· Sx 
surviving five years if there was emigration but no deaths. A jagged set of values Qf Mx is obtained 
on the 1961-66 experience. A smoothed set of Mx"s is calculated using a summation formula. This 
smoothed set of Mx"s form the basis of the emigration assumptions. The emigration rate. G2x = 
1-Mx. All the Q25 are scaled up or down by a constant factor K to produce the desired total 
emigration. The total net emigration at ages over 1 year. assuming 1961-66 rates apply. i~ given by 
the formula 

; (1966) ci-x (1-lf.Q1x) where Q1x is mortality rate for persons aged x years. 
1 Px 

For the period 1966-71 for males. this figure worked out at 52.00<?. T~e assump~o~ we are aiming 
at is 50.000 i.e. half of the 100.000 mentioned earlier. ~y ~ult1plymg the Q x s by the f~ctor 
so;ooo. {= K) the net emigration for males over one year rs adjusted to 50.000. Then t~e surv1vors 

52.000 . 1966 . 
in Ireland in 1971 out of the population aged x m • 1.e. 

(1971) (1966) . 2 
Px + 5 is Px Sx (1- KQ x). · _ .-

In this way the number of males and females at .each year of age over fave years IS calculated. 
Persons aged under 5 years in 1971 would not. ~~ course. have been born an 1966 so that to 
calculate these. assumptions about marriage a~d ferta12ty rates must be made. For each subsequent 5 
year period the adjusted net emigration rate~ (1.e: KQ x) are scaled up or dow~ by a common factor 
to yield the predete~mined aggregate ne\ emagrat1on. 

FERTILITY:-

19. The basic data entering into the projections of numbers of births is that derived from the 

5 
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- ~ertility _o_f M~rriage inq~iry. at the 1961 Census of Population. The principal results of that inquirj 
IS a class1f1cat1on of marned women by age at marriage and duration of marriage. No such data were 
available from the 1966 Census, but it was possible to make use of the information on births 
registered in the period 1961-66. 

20. The "Age at marriage x. Duration of marriage matrix·· was adjusted to October, 1963, i.e. the 
mid-point of the 1951-66 interval using data on marriag~s registered during the period. From the 
1961 Report on Vital Statistics it proved possible to estim<:~te fertility rates specific for duration of 
marriage and ac}e at marriage. These rates were adjusted so that when multiplied by five and applied 
to the October. 1963 "Age x duration matrix"" they gave the number of births registered in the 
intercensal period 1961-66. 

21. The main part of the work in projecting the number of legitimate births in each five-year 
period consisted of constructing this "Age at marriage x Duration of marriage matrix .. for the . 
mid-point of each five-year interval. This was done. by the computer. by applying suitable · 
survivorship factors to the matrix for the period five years earlier. Thus the 0-4 years duration group 
became the 5-9 year group and so on. Age at marriage, of course. remained unchanged. · 

MARRIAGE:-

22. · It was necessary now tq inserf the line of the matrix for duration of marriage 0-4 years. i:e. 
those marrying in the preceding five-year interval. This presented a difficulty however. Marriage 
rates should be expressed in terms such as ··marriages at age x. divided by single population aged x". 
The estimates of population at each year of age, at this stage in the computer storage, were total 
figures only and not divided into single and married. The input to the computer had, therefore. to 
be converted to marriage rates per unit of total population. Having examined the trends in marriage 
rates per unit· of single population in each age group, it _was decided to project these linearly. 
Corresponding rates per unit of total population in each age group were calculated manually from 
these, and these figures formed part of the computer input. 

23. At this stage account had to be taken of the complication mentioned above that in 
approximately 12 per cen~ of all marriages the are~ of future residence of the couple was stated to 
be outside Ireland. The foregoing calculations were, therefore. carried out excluding such marriages 
and the rates entering into the projections are. in fact. what might be called "marriage, stay at 
home, rates". · · 

24. Having obtained the .. Age at marriage x Duration of marriage matrix". fertility rates were 
applied to these to give the legitimate births in the five year period. Illegitimate births were assumed 
to equal 2.2 per cent of legitimate births over the whole period of the projections. Total births were 
divided into male and female in the ratio 1.056 to I. 

25; The system is designed so that the assumptions as regards emigration and fertility can. be 
inserted on cards separate from the main programme: Thus these factors can be varied easily and 
projections on any desired assumptions obtained. Fertility can also be increased or decreased by a 
fixed amount, over the per!od, on an ••age X duration" basis. 

Emigration. second approach. · 

26. Here,- the assumed total labour-force in the years 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986 etc. form the input 
to the computer. together with assumed labour-force participation rates by five-year age groups for 
these years: As a first step, for the 1966-1971 interval, the computer calculc:tes projected 
populations in 1971, by age groups, on two emigration assumptions, namely nil emigration and 
100,000 net-emigrants for the five-year- period, using the programme already described. It then 
calculates the total 1971 labour-force corresponding to each of these assumptions. By interpolating 
between these two labour-force figures, a net-emigration figure is found corresponding to the 
desired 1971 total labour-force. As labour force decreases linearly with increasing emigration, 
simple linear interpolation is sufficient here. Having obtained the_ net-emigration figu_re to give the 
desired 1971 labour-force. the 1971 total population and population by ages are obtamed. Thus, to 
get from the 1966 population by ages to the 1971 popu!ation by ages. three projecti~ns ~re 
required involving. (a) nil emigration. (b) 100.000 net emagrants an_d _(c) a level of em~gra!1on 
calculated by the computer to produce the desired labour force. By a samalar procedure proJections 
for subsequent five-year periods are obtained. 

6 
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BRIEF HISTORY OF OFFICIAL POPULATION 
PROJECTIONS IN NEW ZEALAND 

1. The first population projection to be published-by the 
Department of Stat~stics was a provisional one giving the total 
number of persons 1n the tota~ population (Non-Maori and Maori). 
Its base was the mean populat1on for the year ending 31 March 
1953, and a constant annual rate of increase and a constant 
inflow of migrants was used in conjunction with survival factors. 

2. _Subsequent sets of component projections, of which· 
there have been five, used a component method. These were 
carried out using projection points five years apart, Until the 
projections with base 31 December 1963, and subsequently 31 . 
December 1967, were calculated using computer facilities; · 
allowing projection intervals to be one year apart. · -

3. Birth rates specific for age of mother were used in the 
construction of the projection with base population 31 December 
1952, but for all later projections, birth ··rates specific for· 
age and marital status of mother were used, with net marriage 
rates to project the proportion of married women at each age.;' 

. ,. -

4. Mortality rates have been taken from the latest life 
tables available. In all projections no attempt has been made 
to project trends in the net inflow from migration, but-average 
levels of net inflow based on past experience were .used. 

5. All published projections have been for the combined. 
population, apart from those with bases at 31 December 1952 · 
and 31 December 1968 when separate projections were carried out 
for Maori and Non-Maori population. 

Economic Significance of Population Projections 

6. Planning for economic and social development has become 
firmly established as a role of government_in most countries of 
the world. For rational and effective planning a comprehensive 
statistical information system is required. The first require
ment is an accurate quantitative description of the current 
economic and demographic situation. The next requirement is a 
number of statistical projections on the basis of existing 
policies and trends and of known developments. 

7. One of the most basic ~tatistica~ projections is the 
population projection. Populat1on determ~es both ~he 
supply of labour available to produce goods and serv1~es and the 
potential number of consumers of those goods and serv1ces. . 
Both the supply of labour and the de~and for consumer goods and 
services vary with the age, sex, mar1tal status, level of 
education, i ~ .. come etc. of the population. Thus if the projectec 
population is classified by all these relevant variables it is 
possible to project the supply of labour and the demand for good~ 
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and services, e.g. dwellings, electricity generation, and 
consume~ dur~bles such as cars and telephones,quite realistically. 

8. While demographic· factors have a significant effect on 
the demand for goods and services, the economy also has a 
significant effect on demographic factors. Labour force partic
ipation, fertility and nuptiality have been shown to be related 
to income at both the micro and macro level. Similarly the .· 
demand for consumer goods and services is related to income .• 
These relationships are not easy to measure and tend to be over
shadowed by demographic and social factors in many cases. · 
However, with the current emphasis on economic model building 
attempts must be made· to take this feed~ack effect into account. 

' 
I 

An important use of demographic projections is in the 
planning of social services. In a welfare state like New 
Zealand, the government has to be aware of changes in the 
structure of the economically and socially dependent population 
(the young, aged, handicapped, _etc.) and to face up to the 
problems of continuing expansion, especially in the population 
at. the younger ages, if it wishes to provide an equitable 
distribution af· income (in benefits, for example) and facilities 
to the different sections of the population, and·to formulate 
policies to continue these provisions in the future. 

The Concept of a Projection 

9. A statistical projection uses the most accurate 
statistics available on the current situation and specific 
as·sumptions about the future course of those factors which 
influence the variables of interest, to calculate projected 
values of them. The uncertainty of future economic and social 
developments means that-forecasting must always. be largely sub
jective, and it is _this that distinguishes forecasts from 
projections. Because the role of the Department of Statistics 
in New Zealand must be an objective one the department limits 
itself to the making of pr9jections based on current and past 
trends or, where the assumptions have a normative or policy basis, 
to the making of forecasts for planning organisations using 
assumptions defined by them. · 

The Information Base 

10. If timely and realistic population projections are to 
be made historical data are needed on trends in fertility, 
mortality, nuptiality and a projection base that are both timel.~.·, 
comprehensive and accurate. 

11. The timeliness of demographic projections is more 
important for short-term t~an ~ong term projection~. Attentio:~ 
needs to be given to the t1mel1nes~ of the proce~s~~ of census 
and other statistics, the calculat1on of ~he proJeCt1on base an·~ 
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the calculation and_p~b~ication of projections. The efficient 
use of-computer fac~l~t~es plays an important part in carrying 
out these tasks more qu~ckly. 

1?· . The most important factor in obtaining accurat·e 
histor~cal data and an accurate projection base is the existence 
of a computerised demographic data system that incorporates an 
accurate method of calculating intercensal estimates of the 
population classified by the relevant demographic variables. 

13. In New Zealand the department has relied on a standard 
elementary method of calculating intercensal estimates class-
ified by age, sex and race that can be handled using a desk · 
calculator. However, in order to incorporate variables such 
as marital status, duration of marriage, children ever born etc. 
into population projections, it is realised that it will be · 
necessary to incorporate these variables into intercensal 
estimates as well. It would also be valuable to have these 
estimates available for every quarter of the calendar-year, and 
to increase their accuracy. As a result the department is 
carrying out research to produce intercensal estimates that are 
classified by these variables and are more accurate and available 
for more points in time. 

14. A final method of increasing the information base is 
to obtain more information from basic statistical record 
documents. Research is needed on the design of suitable _ 
questions for incorporation in basic statistical and administrat
ive documents, and the integration of this data into projection 
methodologies. Information is particularly required on 
fertility, labour force participation, internal migration and 
household formation. 

Realism of Population Projections 

15. Once a projection has been made, it is important to 
evaluate its performance to see which assumptions are proving 
realistic and which unrealistic. Research can then be directed 
to the areas where it is required. Generally, demographic 
projections made by the department have.agreed w~th actual 
experience fairly well, but of course d~s?repanc~es of some 
magnitude are bound to occur. _An ana~ys~~ of the sources of 
"errors" in New Zealand populat~on proJect~ons, mad~ over the 
past decade where error in this context means th~ d1fference 
between a projected valu: an~ the actua~ ~opulat~o~, sh?wed 
that "errors" in the proJeCt~on of fert~l~ty_and m1grat~on 
contributed about 45 percent each ~d mortal~t~ about 15 pe~cent 
to total "error". (Strictly speak~g, there 1s no ~uch tJ:u.ng 
as an uerror" in a projection, except those of an ar~thmet~cal 
type). "Errors" in the projection of marital status ~ont~ibuted 
to the "errors" in fertility but also affected the proJect~on 
of labour force and households. 
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16. Migration is one of the most variable elements of 
population\growth but is the most difficult to project. It 
is subject to purely economic conditions, but it is difficult 
to quantify the relationship. _ · 

17. Fertility is more amenable to demographic analysis 
and it is hoped that by increasing the number of relevant . 
variables, such as birth order of child, parity of mother and 
birth interval etc., more realistic projections will be possible 
in the future. . · 

18. .Mortality_contributes little to the "error" of New· 
. Zealand projections. While at the youngest ages some improve

ment in projection realism could be had by projecting trends in 
death rates at older ages recent increases in male mortality in 
New Zealand (as in some other countries) have shown that such 
projections would be hazardous. For this reason projections of 
mortality have not been made for use in New Zealand population 
projections. 

Labour Force Projections 

19. Manpower planning requires projections of the labour 
for.ce iii total, and class.ified by industry, occupation, educat
ional attainment, level of skill and by region on both the 
demand and supply side. In this way imbalances between supply 
and demand for· the total labour force or a particular classific
ation of it can be ascertained. 

20. The· Department of Statistics in New Zealand has made 
projections of the total labour force supply, using demographic 
techniques, since 1959. ~hese projections have- tended to 
under-estimate the participation at middle ages (especially of· 
married women ) and over-estimate the participation at young 
ages. Methods of taking into account education enrolment trends 
at young ages and such variables as the presence of children 
under five years of age which affects the· participation of married 
women are currently under study. 

21. The projection of occupational supply is only partly 
a demographic exercise. Estimates of entrants (transfers from 
other occupations, migrants and entrants from educational 
institutions) are depleted by estimates of deaths and retire
ments and removals for other reasons. However, it is a complex 
task requiring.a detailed analysis of each_component of change 
for each occupation, consistent definitions of occupation, 
consistent definitions of occupation and educational attainment, 
and detailed data on occupational mobility, migration and the 
output of educatio~al institutions. It is therefore not .. 
surprising that while projections have been made for sp~c~f~c 
occupation~ ~uch as doctors and teachers, no comprehens~ve and 
integrated set of projections has ever been prepared for New 
Zealand. 

4 
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22. . _The proj~ction of the demand for labour is an 
exerc1se 1n eco~om1c techniques. In New Zealand, the most . 
recent approac~ has been to adopt a stated rate of growth of 
~eal gross nat~onal p~oduct as a target, and then to relate 
1ndu~try output to total output using input-output analysis.;· 
T~ 1ndus~ry outputs were then converted to employment levels 
us~g proJected values of productivit.y and average hours of 
work. 

23. . - ~rom_projections of industry demand it is possible to 
~bta1n proJeCt1o~s of occ~pation demand by the use or,an 
1ndu~try7occupat~on class1fication matrix. In New Zealand the 
appl1cat1on o~ these tec~i~ues.has been hampered by the lack of 
~se of a cons~stent ~la~sif~cat1on of industries and occupations 
1n labour force stat1st1cs, census statistics and national -
accounts. As.a result discus~ions are not being held for the 
purpose of hav~g the Inte~t1onal Standard Industrial Class~ , 
ification and the International Standard Classification of 
Occu~ations adopted uniformly in all official employment and 
earn~gs surveys. 

Household Projections 

24. Projections or families and households are useful in -
economic and social planning in view of the many types of goods 
and services for which households and families are units of 
consumption. Projections of consumption of dwellings and of 
consumer durables such as telephones and cars, can be made from 
these basic projections of households and families. 

25. The projection of families is basically a demographic 
exercise and can be done straightforwardly as a supplement to 
the making of the population projection. The main component of 
variability is of course the marriage rate. In order to project 
marriages and proportions married use can be made either of 
nuptiality tables, with the calculation of the effect of marriage 
rates, death rates and migration rates on proportions married 
separately, or use can be made of the within-cohort c~ge in 
proportions married as derived from census of populat1on data. 
The latter method has been used in New Zealand but because it 
does not analyse the effect of ~arriage, mortality an~ m~gration 
separately, research is proceeding on the us~ of nupt1al1t,y 
tables in projecting marital status_ and marr1ages. 

26. Derivation of projections-of households from the 
projections of families is in fact a projection or dwellings 
because each head of household represents one occupied dwelling. 
Thus the projection of households should ideally involve a_ 
consideration of economic factors such as_the cos~ of_hou~1ng, 
the availability of loan finance and the 1n~ome d1str1but1on. 
Usually, however, the quantifie~ relationsh1ps_of ~uch variables 
are uifficult to determine and 1nstead the proJeCt1ons are based 
solely on demographic considerations. Head-of-household rates 
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from·a previous census of population (i.e. the proportion of the 
population ~ each age; sex and marital status category who are 
heads of households) are applied to the projected population 
classified by age, sex and marital status to obtain a projection 
of.heads of households. · 

27. · Projections of consumer durables can be made on the· 
basis of these household projections. The actual requirements 
of ·consumer durables must in addition take into account destruct-
.ion rates (e.g. loss of houses due to fire, demolition and other 
causes) and.the. number of durables that are not being used (e.g. 
unoccupied houses). .Political or administrative considerations 

.may.also have to be_taken into account (e.g. the maintenance of 
certain standards of_ housing). Projections of families and 
households are also of use in the planning of social security 
provis~ons. 

Regional Projections 

28. There is a growing demand.for regional projections to 
supplement the national projections. Projections of regions are 
required for the planned allocation of resources within the 
country and· are needed particularly for planning urban develop
ment programmes. · 

29. In New Zealand, because of·lack of statistical resources 
regional projections have not been made by the national statis
tical office. However regional projections of population in 
total numbers_using historical trends and growth rates modified 
by informati·on about the locality itself and proposed develop
ments within it have been made by the Ministry of Works, Town 
and Country Planning Branch. These have been done for local 

. authority areas ~ counties, towns, cities etc. However, there· 
is .considerable demand for projections that are on a sounder 
methodological basis and that are also classified by age, sex 
and marital· status so that they can be used to derive projections 
of labour force supply and households by regions. As a result 
the Department of Statistics bas initiated research into regional 
mortality, f_ertility and net migration flows (using residual 
methods) in order to·make regional projections by the component 
method. In addition, there will be a question in the 1971 
Census of Population questionnaire on internal migration which 
should aid understanding. of the factors influencing gross 
migration flows. 
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PERSONNEL TRAINING 

1. Over the last few years the New Zealand Department 
of Statistics has faced a gradual rundown in its numbers of 
qualified and experienced senior and intermediate staff. 
This has occurretl at a·time when increasing demands on the 
service it can give have come from both government and private 
sectors. The synthesis of this demand is contained in the· 
Technical Committee's Report on Statistics in which a wide 
variety of extensions to statistical services have been asked 
for and in which considerable centralization within the 
national statistical office has been suggested. On the other 
hand the -university system in New Zealand does not produce 
academically qualified statisticians but rather academics 
qualified in a variety of useful disciplines such as economics, 
mathematics, geography, sociology, commerce and arts. The 
Department is thus faced with a continuing problem of organis
ing its own starr training scheme and coupled with the big 
intake or starr to meet -modern commitments with a crash pro
gramme to produce practical ~tatisticians at short notice. 

-2. With the help of the State Services Commission (the 
personnel department of New Zealand's State Services) and 
the tertiary and university educational authorities,the Depart
ment plans to overcome these difficulties in a variety of ways. 

Training Needs 

). The Department sees its training needs under the 
following headings: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Pressurised training of the personnel at the 
intermediate level and senior level. These 
officers will come from a variety of government 
agencies but will not necessarily have had any 
wide statistical experience. -

Training or a·limited number of young cadets 
entered directly from high school and usually 
having completed School Certificate or University 
Entrance. Average age is about 17 or 18 years. 

Training of under-graduates and graduates in 
departmental methods. These officers are usually 
in their 20's on their arrival in the Department. 

Training of other entrants in older age groups. 
These personnel frequently have only limited 
educational qualifications_and are engaged ~o 
carry out, in the main, the bulk of process1ng . 
of input data befo!e it is punched for electron1c 
data processing. 

1 
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(e) Upgrading the knowledge of statistical techniques 
of younger intermediate staff who have had 
relatively little formal education in this field. 

(f) Pisseminating specific departmental techniques and 
policies among all staff, particularly at the 
intermediate and senior levels. 

r1eeting the Training Needs 

4~ The Department recently increased its strength of staff· 
devoted directly or indirectly to training. One officer is 
now responsible for organising training, dealing with educat
ional problems of staff, assisting with training, etc; . 
another officer is responsible for the development and mainten
ance of training manuals; and a third officer engaged full 
time as a ~utor in statistics. With t~is group, supplemented 
by assistance.with lecturing by senior:officers and by formal 
courses at tertiary educational. institutions, the Department 
expects to be able to meet tbe extraordinary training needs 
which have arisen. 

~rraining of the intake of Senior and Intermediate Officers 

5. As these officers will be ·experienced and trained in 
general clerical investigatory work or executive methods and 
common governmental procedures, they will require in addition: 

(a) "to acquire background knowledge of this Department 
and 

(b),. in many_cases, to acqui"re a knowledge of statistical 
techniques. 

Both-of these needs will be met by full or part-time courses 
utilising, mainly, the services of the Tutor in Statistics, at 
least in ·the early courses. It will be necessary to persist 
with further courses at later dates in order to bring the. 
general standard to a sufficient level. For the first courses, 
use is be~ng ·made. of the ECAFE "Manual on Training of Statist
ical. Personnel at the Primary and Intermediate Levels", . 
published in 1963, and its Supplement "Training Notes and 
Exercises", published in 1964. This ~1anual will be supplemented 
by lectures from experienced officers in selected statistical 
techniques. Course participants will generally have had 
previous • on the job'·. courses in supervisory and management 
techr.iques; where these service-wide courses have not yet 
been undertaken the new recruits to the Department will be 
given the appropriate courses by the State Services Commission. 

Training of Young Cadets 

6. The Department has not been recruiting and retaining enough 
school leavers and training measures provided for them no.longer 
meet the emerging requirements of the developing work functions 
of the Department. To ensure that the operational statistician 
at middle and senior levels ultimately has a reasonably 
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extensive the~re~ical grounding in the increasingly technical 
field of stat1st1cs, the Department will sponsor a planned · 
scheme of training and education lasting four years for 
suitable school-leaver recruits to the Department. ' It is 
expected to accomplish this in cooperation with the Technic
ian's Certification Authority, which provides a course and 
Certificate in Statistics. At present this course is beamed· 
primarily for statistical technicians working in the natural 
sciences and biological fields. By adaptation of curricula 
for some subjects and introduction of some additional options 
an ·appropriate course has been arranged that more appropriate-
ly meets the needs of statistical work in the economic and · · 
social fields. We hope to attract school leavers with 
endorsed School Certificate or lower sixth leaving certificate 
in at le·ast English and Mathematics. 

7. The formal training course would be supplemented 
by a period of initial practical training in the first year, 
by controlled working arrangements in small teams in 
selected branches during the second year, working arrangements 
as individuals in three to four representative sections in the 
Department in the third and.in the final year work experience 
would be specialised in the .field most appropriate to the 
trainee's aptitude.and the Department's need. 

8. In the first year of the scheme formal educational 
arrangements will require six hours of day-time lectures at 
the appropriate tertiary educational institutions. The · 
practical training in this initial year will be based on a 
modification of the ECAFE course mentioned above with some 
exposure to work environment for case study activities and 
introduction to basic techniques in selected subject matter 
survey .sections. In subsequent years four hours per week 
will be devoted to day-time lectures at the educational 
institute; this will be supplemented by additional lectures 
in the tra1nee's own time. Besides the arrangements for 
practical training mentioned in the,previous paragraph through
out the second third and fourth year trainees will be required 
to attend special departmental courses covering such topics as 
sample surveys preparing statistical publications and reports, 
index number theory and practice, and demographic statistics. 

9. The aim of the traineeship is to produce a qualified 
technician statistician. In broad detail the scheme has been 
conceived: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

to give proficiency in the techniques which the 
trainee is required to use; 

to give a general appreciation of other techniques 
used in work which impinges on that which the 
trainee is doing; 

to give him the necessary theoretical background 
to his work; 
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(d) to develop methodical work habits, accuracy and 
speed. 

In short, to fit him for and to interest him in general 
survey operation and statistical analysis and interpretation 
work in the Department. On successfully completing the four
year training and education programme the trainee would be 
granted an officially recognised certificate to this effect. 
Initially about ten traineeships would be given each year. 

Training of Under-Graduates and Graduates 

10. In addition to this scheme post-primary school 
leavers with the required entrance qualification would be 
given time off on full pay to attend university for an 
approved degree course leading to qualification in an approp
riate.discipline such as economics, mathematics, sociology, 
geography or_commerce. In these case~ practical training 
paralleling that given to technician trainees would be given 
by the Department. · 

11. Training needs of graduates (or near graduates) are 
·of a specific nature. They_are generally recruited to under
take specialised research and development duties in economic, 
social or demographic statistics. While well qualified in 
their respective disciplines they are relatively inexperienced 
about the practical conditions surrounding the market place 
and industrfal activity. .In some cases they also need special 
tuition in advanced statistical techniques such as sample 
survey design, multiple decrement tables, demographic techniques, 
index number theory and national accounting concepts. · These 
lacks are supplied by_ controlled reading-courses, ·lectures by 
senior officers and by practical Training Sessions organised 
by the Tutor in Statistics. 

12. Where the discipline in which the person is 
qualified is of less detailed application to the Department's 
needs it is planned to-supplement the person's knowledge. by a 
diploma course at the University of w-ellington. This will 
supply a general course in economic and social statistics and 
will also· have application outside of the Department. Plans 
are under way to commence the first course in 1971. 

Training of other entrants in older age groups 

13. Experience has shown that a worthwhile contribution 
to data preparing for computer and other inputs and for arrang
ing of data for publication can be made by the older age groups 
who are entering the labour force for a second time or who have 
changed recently to clerical and allied duties from another 
form of occupation. Training needs for this group are less 
diverse and within these restricted areas of statistical 
processing intensive training programmes are required if the 
entrants are to become fully productive in a reasonable p~riod 
of time after joining the Department. Various departmental 
courses are planned; they will be organised by the training 
officer and for the most part carried out by the Tutor in Stat
istics assisted where appropriate by senior officers for 
specific lessons. 

h 
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Upgrading Knowledge of Statistical Techniques 

14. _In the ~yna~ic situation surrounding statistical 
work and 1ts appl1cat1ons there is a continuing need to 
expa~d and revise our statistical knowledge. It is planned 
therefore to hold.from time to time refresher courses to 
meet the varying needs of junior, intermediate and senior 
personnel. Some of these lectures will be given from depart
mental sources, others of a managerial or specialised · 
management services nature will be given by the State Services 
Commission specialists and others by invited guest speakers or 
by attendance at conferences and seminars organised by 
professional or technical organisations. Within the limits 
of financial resources allocated by central government for 
these purposes attendance at international gatherings is one 
of the many appropriate vehicles for this type of updating 
of statistical knowledge. , Within the national scene the 
Department recently organised a special seminar to disseminate 
knowledge of the new system of national accounts to both 
statisticians and users of statistics. Othe~ similar gather
ings will be held in the f~ture. 

Disseminating Departmental Techniques and Policies 
. . 

15. With the increasing emphasis on an integrated and 
coordinated system of statistical services without duplicat
ion or omission in its classifications and concepts it is·of 
paramount importance that. standardisation of departmental 
techniques is brought about and that continuing checks are 
made on the uniform application of these techniques and of 
departmental policies. 

16. The vehicle for achieving this cohesion is a 
system of staff training manuals of instructions on statist-
ical procedures standards, concepts and classifications. · 
This system is ~oon.to be updated and the regulatory function 
of the Department strengthened so that the application of 
these standards can be checked continuously. 

17. Much still remains to be done to prove the success 
of our revised training proposals. With the enlarged 
intake of staff to meet the urgent demands for a modern 
statistical service for indicative planning and for economic 
and social policy needs these new training proposals must be 
implemented with urgency. We are confident that the train
ing programme will be successful. 
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PI!CBI.!-;}.!S OF }\i;\lNTAINI:-JG HIGH STANIJAlUtS 

OF SCUVEY llb'TllO.LiOLOGY, ANALYSIS 

ANlJ CO}.lPII.A'l, ION TECHNI~ UES 

" INrROI.JUCT ION 

1. In recent times scientifically planned sample surveys 
h~ve co~e to 'l?e used for c~llection of statistics in many 
flelds. ~onsioerable cxper1ence has been built ~p in this 
cow1t::y ~~ the past two decades in the; planning and 
organ~sat1on of such surveys and in the'development of 
effic1cnt procedures of data processing and analysis.· Some 
of the problems experienced in India in connection with 
designing and conducting large scale sample surveys are 
described in this paper. 

SUR\'h"'Y PLANNING 

2. Surveys are conducted in India by direct"" physical 
obscrvat ion as well-as by the" interview -'method~ The mailed 
questionnaire system is not feasible as the standards of 
literacy are still not ade~uately high. Hence substantial 
resources have to be earmarked for the·collection of data 
by observation or personal enquiry. The data requirements 
have to be clearly visualised in a comprehensive manner and 
concepts and procedures developed in ·such a w·ay that they 
can be clearly understood by various types of staff who are 
engaged for the work of primary data collection. In a large 
country like lndia, with a wide spectrum of geographical 
and climatic features as well as historical and socio
economic development, it is obviously difficult to evolve 
concepts and procedures which will be uniformly appropriate 
throughout the country. For instance, the concepts of 
unemployment and under-employment in rural· areas where 
agricultural employment is merkedly seasonal will have to 
be quite different from those adopted for urban areas. 
The procedures for land utilisation survey have to be 
different for a~cas which are cadastrally surveyed and 
those which are unsurveyed. 

3. For the purposes of planning and evaluation, bench-mark 
information on a number of key indicators of the econony is 
usually required for the lowest administrat ive(or geographi
cal) units. Limitations of resources often preclude any 
detailed geographical or classificatory breakdown of 
informet ion for all levels through ~atr~p~e surv-:ys. The 
choice of levels for which inforrnat 10n 1s req~1.red and the 
precision with which ef:tim~tes are to .b!: ~b~a1ued have, 
thereJore,to be balanced w1.th the aval.l-..blll.ty of r~sourceso 
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One \vay of obtaininp: usable estimates for lower levels could 
be by pooling the C.a.tn collected ior tv.-o or three succesf;;ive 
years, if the annuc-:.1 varict ions could be ignore• .... fhis 
procet nre v;as adopted in the lane! holdings. surveys under
taken by the Inl!ian National Sample Survey(NS~) during 
~Ofi0-61 and 1961-62 to obtain better State level estimates 
ot· Ct istr ibut ion of holdings. To give another example, in 
the Sacple sector of the -Annue.l Survey of Incus tries the 
annual sample covers each yeur an independent and randomly 
selected one-third of the totPl number of factories in the 
sector and the entire secto1 is covered in the course 1, 
of three years. This will fucil1~Gte pooling. up pf the 

1 results to obtain ~s~imates for nil industry gz:-oups rit;ht CO\~nlH 
. · to the lowest d1g1t of the stanc(vrd int!ustr1al classifi- l 
c~Lion, while the annucl results ~ill be given up to the 
3-d igit level. · 

I 
4. It often becomes a matter of considerable debate 
as to whether survey on a particular subject should be 
carried out year after year or whether a periooica~ enquiry 
would suffice. In the coutext of some socio-economic 
enquiries it has bccn·suggested that a detailed enquiry 
on a large sample need be made only periodically for obtain
·ing re 1 iable bench mark information, wb. ile for studying 
changes over years, a thinner annual enquiry might be 
adequate. Such a scheme n1ay, however, imply uneven worl< load 
from year to year, and hence uneven staffing pattern. In a 
permanent survey organisation with more or less constant 
staff resour~es, it is not possible to organise periodic 
recruitment of a large .number of qualified staff at short 
notice, only to be disbanded after the survey period. It 
will, therefor~, be advisnble to develop an integrated 
programme in such a way that bench mark surveys on differeut 
subjects may be spread out evenly over a few years with 
simultaneous thinner enquiries for the remaining subjects. 
This will necessarily call for long-range programming. 

s. As-India has a predominantly agricultural economy the 
socio-economic activities of the rur~l population have a 
seasonal character so that it becomes illiportcnt to collect 
information for different parts of the year. To get nt the 
total annual picture for a household, it is desirable to 
canvass in1 ormation for the same set of sarnple houscl~old s 
at different points of time. In socio-economic enquiries 
by interview, this procecure implies repeated visi~s ~o the 
same set of inforr.tants, •and is observed to result lll 1nfonnant
resistance. ~he NSS gets round this difficulty by caiwassing 
information for different sub-pcrio~s of lhe year from 
d iffcrcnt sets of indepenccr.t sub-sc::mples so that vc:~l if! 
est imt tes ~~rc available for each sub-period as well as for 
the whole year. 

2 
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6. Consideration~ of economy of operation lead to the use of 
a comcon set of prl.mary sampling units(i.JSU's) for di11"tH·ent 
~nQuiries. In cr~p yield estimation surveys, for instance, 
1nstead of choos1ng a separ~te,sample of villages for each 
crop, a common sample list 1s drawn up. Experience has shown 
~~at multi-subject surveys undertaken on a continuing basis 
~111 be generally more economical as compared to a series 
of individual enquiries on different subject's, provided · 
the latter are not so numerous or diversified as to affect 
the quality of data. This economy becomes import'nnt in 
developing countries on account of paucity of trained 
personnel. ·· · · 

7. A multi-subject survey imposes restriction on the 
sampling design which of necessity will be a sort of 
compromise design for getting a comr.:on sample. However, when 
the optimuM design for a particular subject is ~ery different 
from the common design, as it happens sometimes in.practice, 
the advantage of the integrated approach can still be 
realised by reinforcing the common sample by a special sample 
in strata which are know.n to be areas of concentration for a 
specific subject. · 

8. ~!ult. i-subject surveys are _usually bas'ed on a stratified . 
multi-stage sampling desig~. Froru the point· of view of design, 
it will need to be examine~ whether the multi-subject enquir
ies may be made with the same set of ultimate sampling units 
drawn through a colnl&on sample design or whether the ul t iu.ate 
units should be drawn separately for different subjects from 
a common sample of PSU's. The main advantage of the_former 
will be the flexibility introduced in the tabulation for 
cross-class ific.ations and improvement in quality of data 
through cross-checks and consistency checks among different 
items of information. As against this, there. is the risk 
that the common design may be inefficient or the, sample size 
inadequate for some of the subjects and collecti~n of data · 
on many subjects from the same units may lead to poor quality 
of data on account of respondent and investigator fatigue. 
Sampling efficiency will be enhanced by using appropri~te 
frames for selecting different sets of secondary sampl1ng 
units for different en~uirics within a common set of PSU's. 
For instapce for a survey of land holdings, a list of 
households o~erating land classified accordin~ t~ broad 
sizes of hol<l ings r.ould be a suitable frame w1th1n sar!lple 
villages. Similarly, for survey of small scale mu~ufacture, 
households engaged in such ent_erprises could be 11sted. 

9. A self-weightin~ sa~pl~ design is.of~en used for 
select ion of ultimate samp~~ng units w~th1n. P~lfs, for 
f 'lity of tabulation of data in mult~-subJe<t su~veys. 
l/~~~e this 0 es ign obviates use of we it.:.hts at the rSU level 
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in the estimation procedure, it poses problems of uneven 
work loec on the field staff as the number of ultinate 
u11its will differ from .PSlJ to .PSU. In the ~ss, the workload 
is kept within limits by allowing the field staff to 
survey a smaller nuwber of ultimate units in special cases. 
~he self-weighting fea~ure is, however, restored at the 
scrutiny stage by reperiting the requisite number of filled
in schedules. The conse~ucnt loss in precision would be 
small since it involves only the secondary stage units. 
It may also be noted that though canvassing time may be 
reduced in the field, desk work at the scrutiny stage is 
increased. 

10. When the number of ultinate sampling units to be 
chosen within a PSU is very small, it will not be possible 
to achieve a strictly proportionate allocation among 
different sub-strata. A device used in the !\S~ in such 

I 

cases is to arrange the ull i11;1ate units sub-stratumwise, 
but in one continuous serial oroer for the entire PSU and 
to draw samples by systematic random sampling. 

·SAMPLING FRAME 

11. One of the main requirements in sampling is the 
availability of appropriate sampling frames, with informa-

. t ion on suitable auxiliary charncterist ics to permit 
stratification, if necessary. The decennial population 
census in India .fortunately provides as a by-product a 
ready frame of small geographical units(villages or urbr-n 
enumeration blocks) into which the country is divided. 
The frame is used for sampling for socio-economic and 
other enquiries. The census frame is, however, found to 
become out of date within a few yeurs and special efforts 
are to be made to uptodate the frames especially.in the 

-urban sector where peripheral changes t~ke place cont intnlly 
as a result Qf urban development. 

12. In surveys involving geographical units, information 
·on stratum size can be built up from a frcrue of smaller 
units like villages or larger units comprisin~ administra~ 
tive groups of the smaller units(e.g. tehsils). It has 
been noticed curiously enough that the figures of geop;raphi
cal area and population derived from the two frames may 
not agree. This discrepancy may be due to a number of 
causes. The two fratnes may have been compiled by c:1 ifferent 
agencies or may noL refer to-exactly the same point of time 
or the definitions used in the two frames may not be quite 
identical. Even when the tl'·:o frnrnes are constructed by the 
same agency, there nte.y still be some tiiscrcpancy; for 
exaruple, the village population figures 111ay be those of a 
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preliminary co~nt while the tehsils or district fi~ures 
refe~ to the fl~al_coun~. There may also b~ 
cler1cal and pr1nt1.ng m1stakes in the avaiUllJle· frames. 

13. India has a unique advantage in having a detailed 
system of land records_in rural arees in the major part of 
the country which prov1.de an excellent frame for surveys 
in the field of agricultural statistics, particularly crop 
surveys· Detailed cultivation accounts are maintained plot 
by plot and .accurate survey maps are available at the village 
level. In areas where cadastral survey is not made, 
however, recourse has to be taken to other means such as 
ad-hoc compilation of lists of plots, cultivators or house
holds. Even where village lev~l records are available it is 
usually very time consuming to compile a frame of cultiva
tors through the village records, as the actual cultivator 
of a plot may either not be shown in the records or may be 
different from the owner of the plot. Nor is a frame of · 
agricultural holdings rcndily available· in India, as a 
complete census of holdings has not been untiertaken so far 
and there is no unifo~m ~ystem of maintaining uptodate lists 
of holdings. Alternative methods have, therefore, to be 
adopted for collecting data on agricultural holdings. The 
frame adopted in the surveys of land holdings carried out 
by the NSS in 1954-55 and 1960-62, was a list of households 
stratified according to the size of holding ascertained 
approximately while compiling the list of households. 

14. In the industries sector, a complete frame of industries 
is available in respect of factories which are·registered 
under the Factories Act. These are the units employing 20 
persons or more without using power or 10 persons or more 
using power. An annual survey of such industries is carried 
out by the NSS on a complete enumeration basis for larger 
units and on e saopling basis for the rest. flor the unregist_er-
ed units, however, there is no 1 ist readily available, 
and suwplc su1·veys which have been undertaken to cover this 
sector have used the household approach. Proposals are under 
way for extending the scope of complete enumeration, at 
least for listing purposes, to cover units in the non-regist
ered sector employing five or more persons. 

15. Systematic collection of statistics regarding ~ist~i: 
butive trade has been hampered mainly due to non-ava1.lab1.l1ty 
of a complete frame. Though many of the trading establish
ments are covered under some licensing scheme or the other, 
or under sales tax administration, the criteria for lice~sing 
and the turn-over limits for levy of sales tax vary consl.der-
ably in different States, thus making a uniform frame . 
difficult. Furthermore, aggregation of results of surv~ys 1..f 
carried out in different States raises problems of cl&si.ficati.on 
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and comparability. A substantial part of trade belongs to 
the unorganised sector, not covered under licensing, etc •• 
Soli\e efforts tave been made in the NS!:> to cover these 
thrbugh the household approach. 

16. In some cases problecs of classification lead to 
irlCon.pletc frames. !<'or instance, it is d if1'icult to decide 
if a sruall establisht.ent is a trading unit or a manufr~ctur
in~ unit «s both activities are . er[.,cd ir! one u.:it and an 
ad-hoc <lc f1nit ion I1as. to he au opted. Siu~ilarly, in th.e 
1 ight of Inu iau conll it ions, restaurants use{i to be .class i
fied under services rather than tr~~.ue or manuf'ncturing, 
though in conforruity with the revised systeru of national 
accounts, these are now ~rouped along with trade. 

j 
DA'rA COLLECTION 

17. In lar~e scale surveys where the work of data collec
tion is spread over a vast area and involves a lnr~e·nu~ber 
of investigators, some steps in the procedure of selection 
of samples have necessarily to be left to the field staff, 
particularly when the frames are to be coNpilcd for the . 

·secondary and subse4uent stages of samplin~. The criteria 
for identifying the units eligible for sampling and the 
selection procedures have,therefore to be particularly 
sinple, sometines.even at the risk'of reliuced statistical 
efficiency. ¥or instance, in the annual crop surveys, 

. select ion of fields within a village for a pctrticular crop 
is generally made by first selecting the rel!uisite number 
of fields from all fields in the village instead of makiug 
a·separate list of plots growing the crop. If any of the 
selected fields is not found to grow the crop in Y.uest ion, 
it is replaced by the next field growing the crop(following 
a serial order). This procedure will make the probabilities 
of selection unequal for different fields(especially when 
the crop ·is sparsely grown), which fact is usually ignored 
in the estimation procedure. 

18. To maintain a good standard of methodology, it will 
be necessary to give intensive training to the field staff 
entrusted with data collect ion. Tre inint; of large numl,crs 
of staff involves a good deal of organisation and will have 
to be ·phased over more than one level. It is necessary to 
make special efforts to ensure that the prescribed concepts 
and field procedures are clearly understood by the investi
gating staff. This becomes particularly important in socio
economic enquiries by the interview method, where the field 
staff have to elicit information from informants, a majority 
of whom are illiterate. 

6 
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19 •. On~ major difficulty in canvassing information by 
e~qu1ry 1s the fact that the questionnaire approach with a 
l1st of standardised questions will not be very useful 
where many of the respondents are illiterate. The schedule 
approach is, therefore, preferred and the investigator has 
to develop his own technique to elicit the requisite informa
tion • This bee omes a great burden on the investigator 
particularly when he has to master the concepts and defini-
tion~ relating to a number of subjects. · -

20. Supervision of data collection is indispensable in 
assessing and controlling non-sampling errors and adequate 
arrangements should, therefore, be made for efficient super
vision. The ratio of supervisory to primary staff has to be 
fairly high in the developing countries, as on account of 
inadequate facilities, a considerable time is spent on travel
ling and cocmunication, thereby reducing effective inspection 
time. The supervision should also be so organised on a random 
sub-sacple of units that the data for inspected units could be 
subjected to a rigorous analysis with a view to drawing 
conclusions about the extent of error and calibrating the 
survey results if necessary. This aspect of rationalised 
supervision on a statistical basis has not probably received 
the attention it deserves. 

21. Doth for reasons of economy and closer understanding 
of the subject matter field, data collection is sometimes 
entrusted to investigators drawn from the concerned agencies 
{generally belonging to government departments) and they are 
required to work on surveys on part-time basis, in addition to 
their regular departmental duties. The technical control for 
the survey may, however, vest in a different organisation(e.g., 
the State Statistical Bureau}. This arrangement often-proves 
to be unsatisfactory as supervision becomes ineffective. 

22. Collection of current data should, as tar as possible, 
be supported by actual physical observation or measurement, 
whereas retrospective information will have to be elicited 
by interviewing informants or consulting records. In India 
the bulk of the people, particularly in rural areas, operate 
at a subsistence level and detailed records or accounts are 
not maintained. Farmers conduct transactions partly in kind. 
Decisions on agricultural operations are not necessarily 
based on economic considerations. Farmers are often not 
cognisant of the quantitative aspects of the production . 
process, such as daily yiel~ of mi~k.or the cost of feed1ng the 
stock. Consequently, in order to m1n1mise s~rious non-sampling 
errors considerable attention has to be p~1d to the_collec
tion 0 ; at leust verification of data by d1rect phys1ca1 
observation by trained staff, using appropriate sampling 
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procedures, such as double satpling. Thus land use has to 
be verifieC.: by measurement, crop yielns have to be ohserved 
through crop cutting experiruents involving actual weighment 
of produce, milk yields have to be noted by actual weighment 
an~ investir:ators have to be stationed among selnctcc: culti
v~tors to m;! int<.in f:.:rr:1 CiCl'OUt:ts in cost o:f' cult ivc:-~t ion 
S t Ufi if'S • 

23 o In surveys where inform:!t ion is obtained through or~l 
enquiry of respondents, the schedules have to be c..;ruwn up 
carefullv to achieve a bal~nce between the advantaves of ... ... 
maximum detail and the disadvantages of a long nnd umvieldy 
schedule which is a strain on both the investip;ator and the 
respondent. In the context of multi-subject householl! surveys, 
it is to be considered whether individual subject schedules 
which give subject information in depth should be canvassed 
from d if1'erent sets of households or whether esseut ial 
information on all aspects of the household economy should be 
collected through an integrated schedule canvassed for each 
selected household. The latter is advocated for proviuing 
internal consistency checks and for ensuring better quality 
data on the whole. The inte~rnted approach also introduces 
flexibility in tabulation through suitable cross-classification 
of results. 

24. Pre-testing of survey schedules is an iLportant exercise 
which must precede the finalisation of survey schedules, 
concepts and procedures. This aspect, however, does not appear 
to receive due emphasis under the plea of lack of time or 
paucity of resources. 

25. Securing the cooperation of the respondents for elicit
ing information by the interview method and of the farmers in 
case of agricultural surveys fortunately does 110t seem to 
present a serious difficulty in India. The reliability of 
information is, however, likely to be affected by the fact 
that in rural areas, investigation has to be made in the 
presence of a number of villagers who invariably collect at 
the spot and the informant may not feel free to give correct 
details. The generally low level of literacy also adds to 
the difficulties of eliciting infor~ation. 

26. The choice of an appropriate re!'e~-·ence perioci has teen 
a problem from the point of view of collection of realistic 
and meaningful aata. Thus in urban arec!S data on cons m•:pt ion 
expenditure could perhaps be ascert<:.ineu monthly, as most 
people would be on jobs carrying monthly salaries, but the 
rural population nirht be able to ~ive information by agricul
tural crop seasons only. Sor.te ite11:s of ex:>enditur·c nre incur
reo on an annual basis. ln a multi-subject survey, adoption of 
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different reference periods for different items may prove 
an undue strain in investigation. Longer reference periods 
are ~nown to result in recall-lapse in getting information 
on ~1.tal events. Experience has shown that in general a 
mov 1.ng reference period of the appropriate duration is 
preferable to a fixed reference period. 

COMPILA'r ION AND ANALY~IS 

27. The processes of compilation and analysis have to be 
p~eceded by a thorough scrutiny of the data collected in the 
f1eld. In large scale surveys and multi-subject enquiries 
the data are so voluminous that a question might be raiseJ 
as to how best the scrutiny should be arranged. In case the 
processing is done centrally, problems of communication 
with the field might necessitate a field scrutiny in 
regional centres to remove tte I-cons istenc ies before the 
data hre passed on to the processing unit. The processing 
unit has also to unllertD:ke its own scrutiny of data before 
they are accepted for processing. A general question.might, · 
therefore, ·be posed as to whether there is a necessity for 
such oouble scrutiny and whether such scrutiny should be 
100 per cent or on a sample basis. The level of staff who 
should do the scrutiny and the. need for a standardised 
scrutiny programme are also relevant issues to be considered. 

28. A common problem faced at.the processing stage relates 
to missing entries. If some iter.1s ·are left blank by the 
investigating staff in a schedule having many items, it 
becomes ~ifficult to get the requisite information from the 
field. The difficulty will be greater if the commencement 
of processing is delayed. It may be worthwhile to study 
the effect of alternative actions which cen be suggested 
in such cases on the cost of tabulation as well as on the 
efficiency of estimation. A parallel probl~m arises when 
some of the figures entered in the ~hedules appear to be 
doubtful or abnormal. There is no clear cut basis for 
tiecidin" as to which figures are abnormal. Similarly, e 
possible effect of the action to be taken when there are 
non-responding units is not always clear for different 
situations and sampling designs. A question can be raised 
as to whether coding should be left to the field staff or 
done at the processing stage; whether quantitative data 
for classification should be obtained in terms of codes 
for pre-specified classes; whether it is ~ good procedure 
to ask the investigating staff to record answers to quemaons 
by checking one of the alternative box spaces provided; 
how the different procedures would affect accuracy of data 
and cost of collection. 

29. For speedy tabulation of volucinous data, mechanicai 
data processing is preferred. ~er the_last decade, 
mechanical tabulation has been 1.ncreas1.ngly used. But there 
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has appcnreu some imbalance oJ resou1·ces for Yarious sta~es 
of tabulation with the result tlJnt the completion of tabula
tion gets delaye(1. Attet:pts arc being t..~ade to sort out this 
ti ifficulty which is essentially a problem of re·:;o•Arces. 

30. In multi-subject enquiries, mechanical tabulation is 
usually resorted to f'or aetailed cross-e las~-; i1 icat iou o1 uata 
and as a mal ter of course, all iterJs are included in the prog
ramme for the hechanical tabulation. However, t!Jere may be 
sorue items which can be tabulatP.cl more econoJ:ticallv and 
expeCitiously through manual t<-tbulatiou (such as itellis ,·,·hich 
require only a single effective run of punched cards). lt is 
felt that it may be possible to save substunti'-tl ll'nchiiH: 
resot•rces aJ~L tr.h<.ilntiou t.ir .. e Ly diverting Stlci, itcr.1s to 
rJanual t;•bulat ion. :11 he dec is ion to process ~:!anui-.. lly tl.e 
indivh!ual slips for rur~l persons iu the 1971 ... 'o;Julation 
Census is an instance in point. 

:11. Vue to inndequacy or imbalL.nce o1· reso1;rces, arredl"S 
ot tabulation tend to accureulate. Priorities have to be 
disturbed in oruer t G process datr.. of more recent s urvc~'s. 
~islocation of priorities also gives rise to problems of 
proper scrutiny of tabulated results. An L~;portant aspect of 
data collection and tabulation which affects the progress of 
processing <.lesnrves mention here. In large scale survey~ '-:hich 
are repnateti year after year, in order to facilitate the 
building up of a time series, data are collected every ycur 
on a large nur!lber of items and a set of ioent ical table:-~ are 
:~·f·!t'•r<~tf·ll. ,~·here paucity of tabulation resources is felt 
acutely, it should be a mvtter for serious consiueratiou 
whether there is a genuine neeci for continuiPg enquiries for 
all items. Apart froru sowe basic tables required for COJlStruct
ing the time series, other tables to be generated coult. 
possibly be suitably phased over different years so thnt a 
different set of tables might be proouced each year, thus 
reducing tabulation requirements to oanageable levels. 

32. J.Jatn collected in large scale surveys are ,.olu~;linous 
and it takes considerable time to bring out all the results 
envisaged in the tabulation programme, especially \vhen tlte 
resources are in short supply. rrhe user(geuerally the 
autitinistrat ion) would, however, neeu quick ini'orruat ion on 
some of the key items for policy decisions. Huct cf thP data 
would alRo lose their value unless the results coulli become 
availuble without delay. There is· need, there:fore, for a 
s pee ial programj:~e of 4 uick tabulation tor extrHct ing in 
a<..:vatlCe sumtlary information on selected iteos ot icportance, 
on a sub-s2mple basis if need be. 

10 
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33. For teneral improvement in collection techniques 
as well as quality of statistics, it is essential that the 
data collected should invariably be subjected to econonic 
analysis and the results ot analysis fed back to the planning 
agencies. However, inadequacy o:f tabulation resources bas 
generally come in the way of detailed analysis of survey 
data. Use ol electronic data processing equipment which will 
facilitate complex types of statistical anelysis, espec.ially 
for research anu development of techniques, though increas
ing, is as yet limited. The existing conventional unit 
record machines are being fou~d to be increasingly ·inadequate. 
Replacement of old cachines present consi(!erable difficulty. -
Staff resistance to automation is also a complex problem. 

34. To save time, routine statistical analysis is often 
reduced to the simplest form. Vecisions have to be taken on 
the stages of computation which can be given up in order to 
s ir.zplify the operations lrithout a:ffect ing the overall results. 
Analysis of varia~ce is made only periodically in some 
established surveys _like crop estimation surveys. It seems 
desirable to compute the conventional analysis of variance 
and estimate the errors at least once in a few years. The 
design of independent and interpenetrating sub-samples(due to 
:Mahalanobis) which is adopted in the NSS, rermits easy calcu
lation of relative variances based on sub-scmple variations, 
irrespect iYe of complications in sampling and estimation 
procedures. \'iben the sub-samples are surveyed and processed 
by different sets of field processing staff, a broad check 
on the quality of data becomes available. 

S5. !.!ent ion inust also be cade of the feet that the 
importance of graphical analysis does not seem to be stressed 
adequately in all surveys. In this connection a refe1 Cl!Ce 
might be made to the fractile graphi9al cethod of analysis 
of NSS data developed by Mahalanobis\1). The use of concentra
tion curves to study tbe distribution of income, expenditure, 
landholdin~s and similar characteristics over various 
sections of ihe population is another feature of graphical 
analysis deserving special ruention, on which as~ect some .(2 ) 
interesting results were presented by }.!ahalanob~s and Lahir1 • 

(1) 

(2) 

P.c. 1~halanobis (1960) "A method of fractile Graphical 
Analysis", Econometrica, Vol. 28, 2 

P.C. ~halanobis and u.n. Lahiri_(1961J ~Analysis of 
Errors in Censuses and Surveys w1th spec 1.al r~ference 
to experience in India", Bulletin of Internat1onal 
Statistical Institute, Vol. 38, 2 
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36. It often han,)ens in larre scP.lc surve:·~ that tLc 
rP~ nlts reve~'l certain unusual feattn·es or npparent 
incoi\s istenc ies. For a proper interpretut ioH of such results, 
a few su:>plernentary case stiJ(Jies or type stuuics v.o·!ld he 
very useful. The need and importance of such stu~ les which 
will permit a deeper probe into the results cannot be too 
strongly emphasised. However, in practice, this nspect tentis 
to get ignored. 
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Introduction 

1. Every central statistical office faces problema .in . 
caintaining satisfactory standards .in the ·provision of stat is- · 
tical services, these problems being generally classifiable 
as either m~nagerial or statistical. Some p;roblems are of . 
a type wh.1.Ch are met with generally by all statistical offices, 
irrespective of the resources available in relation to tbe 
econ.omic and ~ocib.l populations under survey or .the range 
of statistice1l services being provided, and some are opec:i.fic · 
to the o~fice under consideration. ·Rather than attemp~ a. 
com.prehensi:ve review of all types of problems. of mainta.ining 
.the standards of statistical services, this paper confines 
itself to·e.. brief discussion of the special problems bci::1.g. 
faced by the Department or Statistics in k~eping its statis- · 
tical services _up to the standard demanded for policy review 
and decision-making purpo3es or central government, the 
indicative planning organisation,• ·and oth~r organisations 
justifyjng of.f~cio.l atatistical servicing. 

Character:i.stics of t_he New Zealand Off:i.cial Statistical S:vstem 

2. An appreciation of the problems ·being face~ in New 
Zealand requires, as a preliminary, a brief explanation o~ 
the type of statistical service currently 'being pro~ided ... 

3. 'Jfficial statistical services within the New Zealand 
Government o.re organisationally centralised lli thin the Depc:..rtm.en·t 
of Statistics to the extent that; bet\'.'f)en 80 and 90 percent of 
all such series are handled by the departm~nt. In spite of the 
smallness of. the econc-r.1y (total pvpul a-tii O!!. 2" 8 million) and i te 
relati voly high dependence on ove~"'sear::: trading, vri th. ex-po~-:s 
dominated by a narro·t·; range of prl..mar~r products, a h~gh s-,_.c,ndard 
of livinE; is expericnyed.. The instit-c.tional framf;;.-,·ork re(~';la.ting 

------------------------------------- -----·---· ___ .. ..,_.,. ........ ~~ ....... 

• See the Nc~/ Zealand paper ou provisicina l agendc. item 5(n). 
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politidal ~nd social.behaviour or the community is well-develop 
along the western pattern and a large measure of awareness exis 
of the utility of quantitative statistical descriptions and 
analyses or e~onom~~ ~d soc;al affairs as a required informati· 
base for publ1c _dec1s1on-mak1ng. · · 

. . 

4. The demand for statistical sarvices haa led, over the 
years since official statistical work commenced in the middle 
of the ·nine~eenth cent~..try~ to the rather unco-ordinated_ develop 
ment of a w1de range o! ·subject-matter surveyu and analyses, 

. supplemented with_ a range of basic nL.tional accounting statistic; 
to give the broader macro description of economic performnr.ce. 
The regular preparation ·of a wide ;1range of subject-matter st.at
istics has .posed major statistical and managerial problems in 
the past for the department because or·its relatively snall 
staff. In sp-ite of significant increases over the last 20 
years the current staff establishment (including all classes 
of _machinist and stati.:tical coding starr·, as well as profes
sional staff such as survey statisticians, economic statisticia:. 
and theoretical statisticians) w~bers only 400. · . . 

. . 

5. One aapect bf the administrative solution of these 
problems worth noting has been the necessity among tra~ed 
statistical staff·or· avoiding over-specialisation in the 
range of statistical work being handled. This has had both 
advantages ~d disad7antages, or course, the chief advantage 
being the resulting vP.rsatility of staff and the uider 5tatis
tical perspectives which are developed. However, a·s discussed 
in the next section, the stage has been reached \ihere the dis
advantages now greatly outweigh the advantages. 

Resources.r~quired.for current Statistical Developments 

6.· The New Zealand paper on provisional agenda item 5(a) 
refers to tlie ~969 review of the adequacy o.f the present 
statistical system in relation to the irJorroation needs of 
the indicative national planning machinery and also of centrnl 
government. The report of the. Technical Cox:r::nittee on· Statisti:;. 
included a schedule or· :c1ajor r.ew statistical developnents whie:• 
need to be 'implemeritad if. the inadeq::..acies are to be elininat·~iJ.. 
These developments incltJdP. the establishnen""G of an integrate) 
register of a.ll economic enterprises and the co1~duct of all 
economic .statistical survey2 in terns of this f'ra.11e; the 
setting up of an organised fi~e of 2tatistical data, both 
aggregated and unaggrebated, i.n computer storar;e, so as to 
permit ready retrieval of selected data and the linking of 
cross-source data; the introduction of a co~prehonsive set 
of national accoun·t;s bas~d on the uJ;_i_t;ccl Nations System of 
Na:tional Accounts; the introduction of a_systsn of ~in~ 
geographical referencine; of elementa:.t.'Y un1ts of stat~st~cal 
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data as the basis for both achieving ·consistency in areal 
analyses in different subject-matt-er surveys and meeting 
the demand for small-area stat:t~tical· analyses; and the·· · . 
automation of routine sunrey cl-srical work, such as. question~·· 
naire addressing for mail surveys, tho recording of ·aur\rey · · 
responae and the control of .follow-up action. · . , · . · ·:,·~ . · 

'' 
'.· "' ·, . ~ ( . . ' 

?. These· and other need~d statistical extensions,are, 
in the main, such as to require a fairly substantial minimum. 
comple1nent of proi·essional staff in order to achie·~Te. any·· · · 
significant·progress touards implem~ntation and herein·lies· 
a problem w·hich did not occur to the same extent with .. the 
typical subject-matter survey which formed. the key element\.· 
in a; developed st;atistical system itp until recently •. · \-lith· · 
ouch surveys the "variable-resource''. staff requirement ·. 
conditional on the size of population under survey tendea 
to greatly outweigh the "fixed-resource" staff req'\lirement 
independent of survey size.. This fact allo.wed the smaller · .. · ·· 
central statistical offices to pro~ide a statistical syste~. 
not ~Tithout considerable managerial and sta"!.iistical effort· of 
course, fully comparable with tha.t given by larger o!'.tices.-
A muall. nucleus of short-supply prorensional statisticians 
could handl~ stu'vey denigns and the·. variable-sta.ff require~ . 
ment demanded by the opera·tion of the surveys, did not .. have 
to be DO intensively trained •. Co~pled with.the versatility 
of ito key professional staff engendered by the provision . . 
of a comprehonsi vo., if. relative:i..7 unco;,..ordinated9 st~tistical .. ,..·. 
service. this fact perr:1i tted a central statistical. ofi"ice· ·like·: ; 
the Department or Statistics to match i"ully the range of· ·· 
statistical services of larger ~ffices. · · 

8. \-lith the introduction of computer processing .into 
stn·tistical offices and the stat~.stical extensions which have 
directly or indirE.~tly followed, the situation has gradually 
become raore pronounced \arhere muc~1 greater specialisation in · 
professional staf.f has been nece,ssary and a considerable'in
creaoe in uan-yearG of professional staffing input is required. 
to carry out minimum development \'lark for· a new app~ication. 
For example the staff resources required to devise the clerical· 
and co1:1puter systelll for a computerised statistical data b~3e 
is generally not a function of the voltm~ of data generated . 
hy ourveys, but the range or surveys- to be accoilliilodated. '.rhe 
variable resource requirew.ent is now to a large extent ·the 
cotr-:>uter central processor and storage capacity, rather than 
the J; .fol:'mer les.s intensi v~l:v-train~~ survey staff. The recruit• 
cent of the required core of professional statistical. staf.f .,is 
the crux of th(! proble:rt here, as in other examples which could 

·be elaborated. The smaller the country the omaller the overall 
pool of such persons. · 
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\ 
9• This fact has· been· recognised by Govarnment in llew 
Zealand in.the magnitude or e::ctra staffing resources to be 
allocated to implement the recomm,gndations of the Technical 
Committee on Statistics, and the revised statistician salary 
scales introluced. It is doubtful,. hov.1ever, e-.ran with the 
extra staff an.d the provision of a higher proportion of -

·professional statistical staff that the problen will be·eaoil~ 
overcome. Unfortu.nn.tely, in the case of some desirable exten:. 
sions ·there has _·been a· lack ot even initial development '\'lark, 
because· of the shortage of· professional statintical staff. 
t-!idespread r-.;~ognitioi'l ·of th.e situation now cYists and there 

· is. a strong deter:mi:a.'lation to catch.' up .on development work . 
so as to provide a statistical ser:-1icc of o. st:..•.nd.o.rd that 
latest statistical technology per=tits •.. A major managerial 
and statistical chfillel18Q is· there_fore facing the official 
statistical .system in. _Ne''l Zealand at tha present time. 

10s ·A significa-nt ·ract~r in meeting the challenge will 
undoubtedly· be the 11ne of the ·technical statiotical work on 
statin·tico.l standards .<!one by s-tatistical off_ices of the 
various internation?-1 agencieo, the :pari;ici:patl.on in inter-

. national 'statistical c.onferencos and s.erninars, a11d cxcha_nge 
of experience· with othe·r countries fe~cing si~ilar p.rc,blcmo 
o:r initially -more advanced in dcvelo:pment \·;a::~l::. This con.rso 
will·· obviously a't1oid duplication of theor~t~c~\1 and practical 
developmen-'G v:ork on points of fundamen~;als, even if Ne~1 Zealand 
conditions require special modifications of general -stClnd.ards. 
Th.is. applies to such ·· .. ridely varying exercises ::tn the in·:;:roduct.i. 
of the Uni·ted NationG SHA and the· setting up .of a computerised 
statistical data file.· 

~ 

11. On ·the other hand the develo:pr:1ent progra.l'ilr,le on \ihich 
vre are embarking ~,..ill undoubtedly lead to :1ethods that "~trill 
have some interest for other countrien faced 1-rith sinilar 
problems related to. limited absolute c·tatisticG.l resources for 
official- statisticn. . . 

~ffective Use of Cooputer Pro_£es~;nPi 

12. · During nine years' expe~ience of the use of coBputer 
!'!'ocessing in the Department; of Statist :i.e~ :zlalr type proble!!ln. 
have had to be f::.ced. 'by z\ll'vr.::t statist;icit"t.:n~3.. Such problem::; 
are related to· the frcnuent eo:-Wilu.nica~_,icn gr,:o bet;·Ieen profcn
Hional CO~DUti:!r staff aud tho3e s-'liati~ 1Jicai 3ta.ff ;;hose Hork 
is dependent on comp':lter se;:viein.p;, due to lack of kno..-:lcdge 
c,f the _ot~er side's te~hnology a!~d rcqui:rezcn·Gs. 

13. Any ot'gru)isa-~ion. using co!:l:_:>\!i:.: ,, _processing 11ust r;iv~1 
eonsidera1lc emphanis to ~1duc:.:..tto;1 fo:_ : ts stuff in co:n:pu:t~;:: 
cGnc epta and the imp. I 'l:;atiOJ).~J, tbat cou_pu"tcr methods have in 
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regard to changed l"rork procedures ln cleric·al processing cystews · 
which .interlock with computer .systems. Experience ·indicates, 
however, that, short of a·large scale regular interchange of 
computer and non-computer sta.rr (seldom achievable in.practice), 
adequate co~unication can be a contin~ing pro_blem. · 

14. Con!;equently, ~1hen statisticians are· not able to partici· 
pate in. the co:nputer syst~m~ design st:;ge of ·setting up a survey 
processl.ng scheoe,the devl.sJ..ng of computer systems that allow . 
statistical staff adequate control ov~r the accuracy standards 
of survey processing is a matter of. great. difficulty.· The use 
of statistically trained cqmputer syste!!l:..l planners \iho act. ·as 
intermediaries between statisticianc and.computer systems and 
programmers is a course currently b.eing itlplemented by the . 
Department of Statistics now that. computer processing is being . 
converted from an internal conputer installation to a·government 
computer ~entre •. In the past the difficulty of imp~ting the · 
wide range of training required, the adninistrative difficulty 
of transrerring key staff and the reluctance for staff to move 
their work area havo been.obstacles •• The use of· ad hoc planning 
and systems committees repre~entative of all parties concerned 
is another solution but is o.ften very. uri.uieldy and slor1-acting. 

. . . . 

15. As well as in. th·e area or setting the optimum d.epth or 
statistical processing ·in relation to. the technical and econonic 
characteristics or the computer installation to be employed, 
the lack of com:puter expertise possessed by survey statisticians 
(and vice versa) has led on occasions to difficulties in formu
latingcomprchensivcchccks·on the conplctcness and accura~y·of 
survey input ·data (after transfere.nce to a computer input · · · 
medium) uhich is the basis for· the proccstled s1u·vey ~tatistics •. 
It is· not. unusual for data errors· nt thio stage to' produce · 
consistent, seeminr:;ly ·error;..: free final procesoed E:tatistic::. · 
Even enhanced u statistical sense" checks applied t.o · processed 
results can fail to detect data input errors based on input 
data gaps or duplications. ·Th~ crit~cal importance ~~ incor
porating every check procedure at thJ..s phase cf the computer 
system, including independeJ?-tly_producil?S unit-record counts!. 
is one of the lessons emergJ..ng _ou~ of n1ne ye~r3 of.the dupl1ca-
tion of computer methods in the depart~ont. · . 
16. The important positive contribution ~hat programm;d-
validit,y ~~d consistency checks c~ oake to 1.nsure erro~-~ree 
unit records for computer proccss~ng of survey resulto 1s-now 
\tlidely uride::stood. Sub~ta:nt~al rela~aticn of clcri?al checking . 
of primary survey data ·1s qu1te po~sJ..b+e cnce exper1er:c~ ·has · · 
indicated that the edit programme 1.ncorporates a suffJ..cl.ently 
comprehensive rc;nge of checks. · The. ~E?v~sii1g of these chec~~, 
of course, aga1n depends on the abJ..~1t~ o: the su~ey sta~1s
tician and the system analyst/programmzr vO COL~\ID1Cate 
effectivf;ly~ 
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1?. Problems of maintaining statistical standards in rela-
tion to computer processing can assume a new character when thE 
·development·of computer systems and computer processing for a 
central statistical office are handled by a .separate computer 
centre. servicing a number of organisations. This is currently 
a problem facing the Dclpartment of Statistics. The· establish
ment ·of· a specialist statistical control section answerable 
to the central statistical office but located in the comnuter' 
centre to insure satis~actory scheduling,·preparation of. com-· 
puter run instructions, checking of ~uput and output data, 
and enforcing p~ocedures designed to insure maintenance of 
confidentiality guarantees· given to su.:rvey respondents, is 
essential. · · 

Confidentiality Guarantees and· Stat;istical Sta.ndards 

18. It is accepted ,by off.icial statisticians that the 
granting to ·survey responaents.of guarantees that con!ident
iality·of supplied· data will be ·maintained is a key factor 
in achieving co-ope'i:·ation a.~d the denirable level of accuracy 
in .reported data. · In ·addition· it i£: importarrc that ri.ot only 
must confidentiality gua1:•antees be, given and adhered to but 
they must; publicly seem ·to be adhered to. I-t; is essential 
that the central sta'l;istico.l 'office :.:..7oid .prcccd.urcs ·that 
might give. the impresnion (i.<~rongly) that individually supplied 

. data are being. mad'e av~_ilable .outside the statistical office. 
:· . 

·19. · \-lith the wider. recognition of the value or man-'lgement 
information systems and the ·consequent demand for as much 

, detail a3_possible in·officially provided statistics, the 
experience of th~ Depar-tment· of Statistics is·that increased. 
pressure is .being brought to.- bear to releas.o details of survey 
frames (names· r..n.d addresses) 1..rith b[~si~ clusr::ifications of · 

• t I ~ t . d . ..._ 1 . J!' • -i • t ) survey Unl. ,s. "'.I.f)rtl- JPC, J.n• USury. C USS~.J.~C:J..~~on, e -c •.. as a . 
basis for outside. surveya, \·ihether of. a stat.iatical or non
statistical nature. Counlcd vrith a cer-tain degree of non
statistical scepticiGnl. about the importance Of -'the confident
iality issue this pressure·is cu.uGinc the official ntatistical 

. system in New Zealaud to currently rc-exam.i!:lC to '\·rhat extent 
confid~ntiali ty proce.iuro~ are in need of :t'cvision. Hhile · 
nothing_ can be done \-Thich Hould lead to CJ. (1e~eT'io t:a~ion in 
statistical standards due to loss of public confidence the 

. . '1 .... "' .. ' 4-" 1t .. extent to whl.ch certam c asses 0.1 :.;~Sl:c ~:nJ. o . .c:·:"a"~on o) ·al.nea 
. from su~vey res1?o~den7i~. ml~ht ba . rel(~a~ed sele·Jtively, say to 
apprcprl.ate adml.:n.::.r;tra't~ ve dcpart;m0.nts of gcvcrnnent \e. g. 
Department of Agriculture ir. the Cc.u~o of s·cati<J~Lcal data 

. supplied by farmers) is .in que!3'tion ... 
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20. A detailed discun-sion of t!le st.a.tistical, adninist~ative· 
and legal factors involved cannot. be presented here~ .··ou-t. tile 
increasing importance of this problem to_the department is 
illustrated by the fact that:refus~l to release basic r~ference 
data fro~ surveys can lead to a dc~and_for· the transrcr of 
statistical subj?ct-Eatte~ secti·ons to the relevant adm.inis~.
trative department' \"lith the po~cibili ty of. statistical . 
inerriciencies resulting. The ai~ of org~~isers of regional-
or special-purpose cc;~pt-;_terised du.ta bases. to adopt classifica
tions of business and social units consistent with those used 
by :the centrci . s tntisticn.l. office is ano.the.r example· where · 
pressure for release ·or t;hat is currently regarded ns con:Liden
tial data is ~ounting. The_ final solution to thi~ problem has 
yet to be f'ormulatcd in the l~e\1 Zealand ·setting-. · 
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Proposed All Nigeria Urban Household Budget Survey 

Background: 

1. . The first Urban Consumer Surveys in Nigeria were conducted in 
1953 In Lagos, Ibadan, and Enugu. Although at various times since then, 
consumer surveys have been conducted in some eighteen or more towns 
throughout the country it has not been possible to produce a national cost 
of living index because the towns covered were not included as units in a . 
national survey but as individual urban areas. Consequently what we have 
is consumer price indices for individual towns or groups of towns. Because 
of the restricted coverage of previous surveys and lack of simultaneity in 
their execution, the surveys have not been as useful as they could have been. 
This Household Budget Survey is b~ing planned to avoid these defects. 

Purpose and Coverage: 

· 2. The main purpose of the survey is to provide information about the 
patterns of expenditure required for the weights in the construction of an 
urban consumer index. It will also provide as full information as possible 
on levels and standards of living. and provide data required to estimate and 
analyse income, expenditure, and savings. In research and economic 
studies , the survey will equally yield data for the calculation of say demand 
elasticities, and in the estimation of national income and especially the 
final consumption components of the expenditure on gross domestic product. 

3 It is planned that the sample should be sufficient to allow publication 
of separate results for : · 

(a) The whole country; 
(b) Each one of the state capitals; 
(c) Each of the states of the Federation and 
(d) The whole of the rest of the urban sector in each state. 

As there are 12 states, this implies 24 distinct reporting domains. Further, 
as the Western State has a very much larger Urban population. than others 
it is felt that a third reporting domain should be created in this ·state 
consisting of towns of over 100,000 population (other than the State Capital, 
Ibadan)in the 1963 Census. This, in effect,.means 25 reporting domains on 
the whole. 

4. . It is clear that a Survey of income and expenditure pattern of the 
Commun~ty without relating it to specific inc.ome group or g.ro!lps, will 
certainly yield misleading results. In the circumst?Tices, It Is s~ggested 
that one index would be required for each relevant Income group In each of 
the reporting domains. The "middle income" group would ?e represented by 
households whose head has a declared annual income rangmg between 
£.N450 and £.N1 200 (corresponding roughly to the professional, executive, 
managerial cla~s), while the "lower income" group would be those house
holds of which the declared income of the head falls below £N450. Probably 
the middle income group would not be sufficiently numerous outside the 
State's Capitals to enable results to be P"?-~lishe~ for this group in the 
"other Urban" domain of a state. An additional mdex would·' therefore, be 
published for the whole urban sector in each State for each m~ome group, 
and here the small number of middle income households found m "oth~r urban" 
sector of the state would be included in the total. The arrangement IS shown 
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schematically below: 

State Capital 

Middle Income A 
1\ 

Lower Income C 

Other Urban 

B( not published) 

D 

Whole State, Urban 

Average A, B 

Average C, D 

A, B., C , D are the four indices for the appropriate income ·groups and 
reporting domains • The averages would, of course, be appropriately 
weighted to take account of the frequency of the households in the different 
categories. A national urban·index would also be published for each 
income group by weighting the State indices by the State urban population I! 

Sample Design: 

5. The basic design is a two-stage sample, stratified at the second 
stage with unequal sampling fraction in the strata. i In the first stage, . 
Enumeration Areas (E .As) will be selected. A reliable frame of Enumera
tion Areas is not available at the moment. · However, the Federal Office 
of Statistics is currently planning to demarcate the whole Country into 
mutually exclusive enumeration .areas, each consisting of about 500 people. 
The Survey cannot, therefore, ·start until the completion of E. A. creation 
in.the urban sector. The second stage selection will require the listing of 
the households in each sampled E .A. since there is no available document 
embodying such households •. · This is then followed by the stratification of 
the listed households into three distinct strata according to the occupation 
of the heads of the households. 

Stratum 

I 
II 
III 

Sample Size: .· 

Occupation of the household head 

Professional, executive, managerial 
Other employed persons · 
Self-employed and others· 

6. In any multi- stage sample ·survey such as the one being planned the 
sample size depends on the desired level of precision as well as available 
resources. In terms of precision, the 1960 Urban Consumer Survey in 
Lagos shows that the estimates derived'from it have relative errors less 
than 5 per cenf for a sample of 500 households. It follows therefore that 
in each reporting domain we need at least 500 households to achieve a 5 
per cent precision for most of the estimates. 

7. Determination of the first stage sample size is very difficult since 
no estimates of the between and within Enumeration· Areas variances are 
.available. However, from operational point of view, it "is thought that in : 
each reporting domain a team of 4 enumerators·will be able,to cover 36 
Enumeration Areas each consisting of 5 selected households in a year. It 
follows, therefore, that in order to cover not less than 500 households in 
any reporting domain, we need at least 3 teams. Thus in each State Capital 
(except Lagos and Ibadan) the sample size will be 3 teams X 36 blocks X 
5 households = 540 households among 108 Enumeration Areas. In Lagos, 
we hope to use 6 teams; in Ibadan, 5. Thus total sample size for the State 
Capitals will be:-
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Lagos 

Ibadan 
•• 

•• 

• • 

• • 

Other State Capitals •• 

1,080 households 

900 " 
540 " each 

Total Sample Size is· therefore 7,380 
Total Enumerator - years = 164 
Total Supervisor - years = 41 

988 
" , . 

8. Sample size in the other - towns stratum will be the same as iri the 
standard_ state - capital sample i.e. 3 team-year covering 540 household
month~, In each state. As far as possible, in each selected E.A. the 
following sample should be selected: · · 

2 households from stratum I 

2 " " 
1 household " 

" 
" 

II 

III 

If it is not possible to find more than 1 ho~sehold for stratum 1 then the 
numbers to be taken will be 0, 3, 2. If it is not possible to find enough . 
households for stratum II; then the number is made up to 5 by taking more . 
from stratum Ill. Thus the. sample will always be 5 per E.A.· This will lead 
to sampling fractions very roughly in the ration 5: 2: 1 in the 3 strata 
respectively. The total sample size in the other-towns strata will be 

Western State I 

Western State II 

Other States 

Total sample size· 

••• 

• • • 

••• 

• • • 540 households 

• •• 540 " 

• • • 540 households each of the 

11 states. 

= 7,020 households 

Total Enumerator-years = 

Total Supervisor-years = 

156 

39 

Field Organization 

9. It is important to note here that occasional surveys can no longer 
meet the need for the essential information required; so vital sample surveys 
of this nature call for a more permanent organization and continuous 
operation for fieldwork. Survey experience over a long period no doubt 
generates expertise which continues to be available on a continuous basis. 
It is with this in view that the Federal Office of Statistics has just created 
a seperate unit charged with, the orgenization and control of the fieldwork. 
With the present structural set up of the office, therefore, the entire 
organization of data collection falls within ·the ambit of the schedule of the 
Surveys Field Organization of the office •. This unit controls ?- larg~ field 
staff or well over 400 (for both rural and urban surveys) stationed 1n various 
parts of the country. 

10. Data are to be obtained partly by interview and partly from records 
kept by each head of household. <?ne in~erview~r is to be allocated_ to e?-c~ 
block for a period of 35 days durmg which penod he/ she makes da1ly V1Slts 
to ea~h sampled household. The first five days, of course, will not :t>e 
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taken into account in the analysis as expertence shows that figures collected 
during such period are not usually reliable. 

11. There are two constraints on the selection of E .As. in the Other 
Urban sector. If they are selected without regard to their situation in 
the particular town, there would often be no more than one enumerator in 
a town so that supervision would be hampered. Thus E .As. would be clus
tered in multiples of 3 in each town, so that the team will not be split 
between more than one town. At the same time, it would often be necessary 
to move the team from one town to another every month. This, no doubt, 
will present a problem of accommodation and it is felt that such conditions 
would be intolerable for enumerators. We have, therefore, assumed that, 
for the convenience of enumerators they must be assured of a stay of at 
least 6 months in each town. One team will cover 18 sample blocks in this· 
period, or 90 saniple households. Thus we assume that the selection of 
E.As. will be such that a multiple of 18 E;As is selected in each town. · 
Since the total No. of E.As to be· selected is 108 (i.e. 540 divided by 5) 
there is no doubt that this will s.everely restrict the efficiency of the sample 
in many states. However, there seems to be no alternative. Towns will 
therefore, be selected by systematic. sampling with probability proportional 
to the 1963. Census Population of the town, and each selected town will be 
allocated a sample of 18 E.A. (If a town is selected twice it will have 36 
sample E.As. etc.) In the selected towns the required number of E.As is 
then selected exactly as in the state - capital stratum. 

The· survey will be a quinquennial enquiry and the first in the 
series is scheduled for 1974/75 by which time complete normal conditions 
and consumption patterns will have been fully re-established in the Country. 

Costing· 

12. · The cost of most Socio - economic sample surveys depends princip-
ally on the sampling design as well as on the cost of hiring or acquiring 
the human and other resources required for their execution. To this end, 
alternative· sampling designs have also been proposed bearing in mind the 
.desired precision to be achieved. 

13. The first alternative is a design that will allow for the calculation 
of the following indices •. · 

(i) Nationalindex 

(ii) State Index 

with 1% precision 

with 3% precision 

(iii) State Capital Index with. 5% precision 

(iv) Other towns in the State with 5% precision 
/ . 

In this case, each State (except W,estern State) is divided into 
two strata:-

(a) .State Capital 

(b) Other towns in the state 

Western State will, of course, be divided into three strata viz:-

(a) The. State Capital· 

(b) All towns with population over 100,000 minus State 
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Capital 

(c) Towns with population less than 100,000 

There will, therefore, be 25 strata.in all. At second stage selection, 540 
households are tc be randomly·chosen in each stratum (except Western 
and Lagos State Capitals, in which 900 and 1,000 households are selected 
respectively). It is estimated that the total cost of this operation will amou 
to £N105,000. . . 

14. . The ne~t ~lte~a~ive would be to report a single figure for each 
state, Wlthout distinguishmg the capital from other towns. Here, a state 
forms a stratum. 540 households are to be selected in each stratum 
(except West ~~ La~os wher~ 900 and 1,080 households would be randomly 
selected). This Imphes a design to allow for the calculation of the 
following indices :- . · . . . · 

(i) National index with 1.5% precision 

(ii) State index with 5% precision 

15. A third possibility still would be to limit the enquiry to state 
capitals only. In this case each state capital will form a stratum and all 
other towns in the country are to ·be lumped together into one stratum. 
This means a design to allow for the calculation of the following indices:-

(i) National index with 1.5% precision 

(ii) State Capital index wit~ 5% precision 

The cost is estimated to be about £N55,000. 

16. Then the last scheme, which is the one the Federal Office of 
Statistics is about to implement will provide the same information as 
obtainable f~om the first at a·.lower but still acceptable precision. The 
design is expected to allow for the calculation of the following indices :-

(i) National index with 1.5% precision 

(ii) State index with 5% precision . 

(iii) State Capital index with 6% precision 

(iv) Other towns· in State index with 9% precision 

Stratification as already described is just the same as we have in the first 
alternative except that in each state capital, 360 (instead of the .usual 540) 
households are selected (540 in lbadan, 720 in Lagos) and 180 households 
in each of the other strata. The cost is estimated at about £N70,000. 

17. · This paper has only attempted to outline the tentative plan for its 
first nationwide household budget survey for 1974/75. It is hoped that by 
that time another national population census would have taken place and 
that the population would have settled dowli after the mass movements of 
population during the civil war. The g~p between r.o\v and 1974/75 .will 
also allow enough time for the consumption patterns to return to normal 
in the war affected areas of the Federation. The sampling scheme will be 
reviewed from time to time before the survey year in order to take account 
of any significant shifts in the population. 
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A NOTE ON 

Dl~PARITIES IN THE LEVEL OF LIVING 

By P. c. l\IAHALANOBIS 

1. Leuls of lil·ing of lwu~eholds : A good deal of information on household 
t'Ousumption expenditure was eollected hy comparable methods in the National 
Sample Survey (XSS) in the form of 'rounds' of survey, year by year, for many 
years. The aggregate value of consumption per personl of a household may be used 
as an approximate indicator of the level of living of the household. For any given 
round of the :NSS, it is possible to arrange the. sample households in ascending 
order of the aggregate value of the total per capita consumption expenditure per 
month'; Auch ordering would cotTespond approximately to increasing levels of living. 
The sample households can then be divided into a suitable number of groups of 
equal size3 from the bottom. If, say, ten equal groups each of ten per cent (i.e., ten 
decile groups) nre used then the bottom ten per cent would represent the poorest 
section of the people, and the top ten per (•ent' the richest households. A comparison 
of the consumption in physical terms, or in money terms, of particular items, or 
of all items of goods or services, for the ten different decile groups would supply 
information about disparities in the le,·el of living between the ten decile groups. 

2. Comparison ol.:er time : Detailed information on the consumption of a· 
number of goods and services has been tabulated for se\~en rounds of the National 
Sample Survey. It is possible, in principle, to examine whether there has been any· 
change, O'V'er time, in the distribution by size of particular items of consumption, during · 
this period. In the case of expenditure on consumer goods and services, such com
parisons over time would be meaningful only if all prices bad remained the same or 
had changed in the same proportion. In fact, prices bad changed continually. 
Con'V'ersion of all these prices into a standard constant price involves great technical 
difficulties; ad~quate information for this purpose is also not available. No attempt 
has, therefore, been made to study the distribution by size of expenditure at 
constant prices. One way of getting O'\"'er the difficulty, at least partially, of making 
adjustments for changes in priees would be to consider, not the actual ~xpenditure of 
different fractile groups but, the relalit·e share of expenditure. 

3. Concentration czu't'es : By plotting on a graph paper the cumulative 
percentage shares of consumer expenditure against successive decile groups, it is 
possible to obtain the concentration cur'V'e for the distribution of consumer expendi
ture o'\"'er fractile groups. If the distribution is equal, that is, in the purely 

1 Oa·, in IH<'<'ntling ot·dca· of nggt'f'f!Utc con,.,umption l'X}.Jt'ndituro per h01asehold as a whole. Rt>snlts 
vnlitl fot' tlw two t,\·pes of nmkin).! woultl he \·alitl f•ll' rankin~ by any S<'O.lt~ of atlult equh·alt•nts. 

2 In the National Sample Sm\·ey ('stimat.<..•s are usually gh·en for a 'standard month of 30 days'. 

3 That is, contl\iniug an {'tl'ml nmnl)l'r of JX'l'SOIIS of tho ('stimat<.'<l]mpuhltion; Rueb groups 

of t'tJIIUl ::;izc urc called' fruct ik groups', in th(' tt••·minoloi,!Y usl'tl in }'a·U(·lilo Grapb_i<'nl Am•ly!\i!'J (~"'G.-\). 
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hypothetical case when each person (or household) has exactly the same per capita 
expenditure, the concentration curve would be the. same as the diagonal line at 
an angle of 45° with both the axes. In this case, if we continue t.o add the successive 
consumpti,~n expenditure of each person (or household}, the accumulated sum of such 
expenditure would be exactly the expenditure of each person (or household), 
multiplied by the number of persons (or households}. Therefore, the cumulative 
percentage share of total expenditure would be the same as the cumulative percen
tage of persons; all the points would then fall o:n the diagonal line mentioned above. 
The nearer the observed concentration curve is t.o this diagonal line of equal 
distribution, the greater. will be the equality of distribution. Also, the farth~r · · 
away the observed concentration curve is from the diagonal line, the greater will be 
the inequality of distribution 

4. Rise in the price of cereals : The price of cereals was at its lowest level in 
rounds 8 and 9, and at the highest level in rounds 15.and 16. Relevant information 

I . 

on the respective price_-inde_x number, period of survey, and the number of households 
(with about half the number in each sub-sample} which were covered in the survey 
in each of NSS rounds 8, 9, 15 and 16, are given in Statement (1) below. 

STATEMENT (1): NSS ROUNDS: PERIOD OF SURVEY, PRICE INDEX OF CEREALS, 
AND NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS IN COliBIXED SAliPLE 

NSS price index of cereals period of number of 
row1d 1952-53 price= 100 survey households 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

8 77.4 July 1954-:\Iarch 1955 1,833 
9 73.3 i\lay 1955-November 1955 1,600 

15 105.6 July 195~June 1960 7,14! 
16 103.2 July 1960-Junc 1961 3,703 

It would be seen that price index numbers for cereals were very low, 77.4 and 73.3 
(~ith 1952-53 price = 100), in rounds 8 and 9; the index number increased to 105~6 
in 1959-60, and was slightly lower, 103.2, in 1960-61. The general increase in prices 
of cereals was about- 45 per cent between 1954-55 and 1959-61. The period covered 
by survey rounds 8 _and 9 with low prices, on one hand, and the period covered 
by rounds· 15 and 16 with high prices on the other, therefore, ~:;upply suitable data 
for the study of the effect of increase in prices on the consumption of cereals. 

5. Index numbers of average prices of cereals in rounds 15 and 16, taken 
together, with corresponding prices in rounds 8 and 9, taken together, as base ( = 100) 
are shown in Statement (2). Decile groups arc shown in col. (1 ): and corresponding 
index number.:; are given, separately, for ' sub-sample 1 (s.s. 1 ), the combined 
samplel and sub-sample 2 (s.s. 2), in cols. (2), (3) and (4), respectively, in Statement (2). 

I The information in the Xational Sample Sm·vc>y wus collecte'l. in tho fonn of at least. two 
(and sometimes, more) interpenetrating net-work of sample.i (IPXS). Th('St.• two sarnpl~·s at·c statistically 
independent and <'quh·alcnt, awl arc ealle<l the two Hub-sampl" . .; (:.;.~. I and :-~.:--~. :?); p(mlin~ tlwm togethor 
one gt·ts the combine(\ sample that is, the Hample a:-; a. wholt' . 
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~ifferenc.£'s between the ~wo estimates for sub-sample 1 and sub-sample 2 supply 
mformatton on the margm of uncertainty of the est_imates for the combined sample 
inclusive of both sampling and non-sampling errors. The index-numbers are shown 
in a graphical form in Chart 1. It can beseenfromthe bottom line of Statement. (2), 

. that the index number for the whole (that is, 0 to 100 per cent) of the population was 
145 showing that the general rise in prices of cereals was 45 per cent. For the lowest 
decile, or bottom· 10 per cent of the population, index numbers, as shown in line 1, 
were of the order of 180 or 190, indicating that the price of cereals increased by 80 
or 90 per cent in the case of the poorest section of the population. Index numbers 

STATEMENT (2) : INDEX NUMBER OF AVERAGE PRICE 
OF CEREALS IN NSS ROUNDS (15. 16) WITH PRICE 

IN ROUNDS (8, 9) AS BASE=IOO, BY FRACTILE 
GROUPS: ALL INDIA RURAL 

fractile price index 
group 

(per cent) 8.8. 1 combined 8.8. 2 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

0-10 178 191 183 
10-20 165 162 159 

20-30 158 154 158 
30-40 161 151 158 
40-50 154 142 149 

50-60 143 141 144 
60-70 138 149 145 
70-80 ·138 139 139 

80-90 135 141 137 
90 --- 100 123 137 129 

0-100 145 145 145 

for the second, third, and fourth deciles were appreciably lower; and the rise in 
prices was of the order of somewhat less than 60 per cent. For the fifth decile (line 
5) the rise was of the order of 50 per cent. The percentage increase of prices gradually 
dropped in higher deciles, and was of the order of only 30 per cent in the tenth decile 
for the top 10 per cent of the population. The increase in the price of cereals was thus 

relatively much greater for the poorer sections of the people. 

6. In order to maintain the consumption of cereals at the same physical 
level, the increase in expenditure on cereals of the poorer households would have to be 
relatively much larger thau the increase of expenditure on cereals of the richer people .. 
For example, the bottom 10 per cent, or the poorest section, of the population would have 
to incur in rounds (15, 16} something of the order of 80 per cent more expenditure, and 
the top 1 o per cent of the population only about 30 per ce~t' more expenditure on cereals, 
in comparison with their respective expenditure on cereals in rounds (8, 9), in order 
to keep the per capita consumption of cereals in rounds (15, 16) the same in physical 

terms as in rounds (8, 9). 

.3 
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,7. Change., in share,(/ of cereals t:onsumpfion: The next point to be noted is 
that because the actual expenditure on epreal~ of the poorer households would have 
.to be relatively greater in rounds ( 15, 1 6), in ord~r to keep the level of consumption 
the salfe in physical terms, the share of expenditure of the poorer sections would 
also be relatively greater in rounds (15, 16) in comparison with their share of 
expenditure in rounds (8, 9). The cuuiulatiye proportion of the population and the 
accumulated share of expenditure from the bottom decile would also be higher for each 
decile upto the ninth decile, and would be~ome 100 per cent in the tenth decile, that 
is, for the population as a whole. Relevant data for consumption of cereals in rural 
areas in India are given in Statement (3), in which col. (2) shows the cumulative 

STATEliENT (3): AVERAGE CU:MUl.ATIVE PERCE:NTAGE SHARES OF QUANTITY . 
AND VALUE OF CEREALS CO~SUMED AND OF TOTAL CONSlJMER EXPENDITURE 

IN NATIONAL SAMPLE SURYEY l!'i ROUNDS (8, 9) (LOW PRICES) AND 
IN ROUNDS (15, 16) (HIGH PRICES): ALL INDIA RURAL 

cereals 
cumulative total 

sl. percentage quantity value expenditure 
no. of 

population rounds round~ round~ rounds rounds rounds 
8, 9 15, 16 8,9 }."), 16 8, 9 15, 16 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

I 10 6.28 5.52 4.50 5.02 3.00 3.54 
2 20 13.80 13.24 10.61 11.96 7.29 8.54 

3 30 22.44 21.64 18.18 19.88 12.67 14.50 
4 40 32.46 31.05 27.12 28.78 19.05 21.38 
5 50 42.22 40.78 36.62 38.41 26.41 29.17 

6 60 52.68. 51.26 47.28 48.84 35.00 37.98 
7 70 63.70 62.22 58.44 59.70 45.16 48.04 
8 80 74.74 7:J.49 70. 4:J 71.46 57.47 59.95 

9 90 86.92 85.34 R4.20 84.2t 72.88 74.62 
10 100 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

-----------. ·---- ------
•II top 10% 13.08 14.66 15.80 15.70 27.12 25.38 

• The bottom line 11 gives the respective shares of the top 10% of the population, which are 
obtained by subtracting the figures for the ninth decile in line 9 from 100 in each of cois. (3) to (8). 

percentage of population from the bottom. The cumulative shares of the quantity 
of cereal consum~d up to each fractile group in rounds (8, 9) are shown in col. (3), and 
in rounds (15, 16) are sho·wn in col. (4). The cumulative shares of the value of the 
cereals· consumed, that is, the cumulative shares of expenditure on cereals, are given 
in col. (5) for rounds (8, 9), and in col. (6) for rounds ( l•>, 1 6). The corresponding 
figures for total expenditure are given in cols. (7) and (8). 

8. In line 1 of Statement (3), for the bottom 10 per cent of the population, it 
can be seen from col. (3) and col. (4), that the share of consumption of cereals, in physical 
quantities, was 6.28 per cent in rounds (8,. 9) against 5.52 per cent in rounds (15, 16), 

showing a difference of 12.1 points1 in consumption in real terms. From cols. (5) 

and ( 6) it can be seen that the share of the money value of the consumption of 
cereals was 4.50 per cent in rounds (8, 9) and 5.02 per cent in rounds (15, 16), showing 

1 This is a measure of the difference of the two percentages expressed as a percentage of th~ 

estimate for the period of low prices in rounds (8, 9). 
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a ri~c of 1 1 .G points in th(" share ("Xpenditurc of C("l'{'ak From line 11 of Statcm{'~lt. 
(3), for the top 10 per cent of the population, it can also be seen that the share of 
("Onsumption of cereals in physical terms inct'l":lscd from l3.0S per cent in rounds (8,9) 
to 14.66 per cent in rounds (15, 16), showing a rise of 12.1 points, while the share of 
expenditure on cereals remained practically the same, about 15.80 per cent. Changes 
in the shares of the total C'onsumption expenditure can be compared from figures 
gh,-{'n in ("Ols. (7) and {8). It can be seen from line 1, for bottom 10 per cent of 
the population, th{' share of expenditure increas{'d from 3.00 per cent in rounds {8, 9) 
to 3.54 per cent in rounds ( 15, 16), or by 18.0 points, which was more than 
the increas{' of 11.6 points in the share of the expenditure on cereals. From line 11, 
it can be seen that the share of total consumption expenditure of the top 10 per cent 
of the population had d{'creas{'d from 27.12 per cP.nt to 2.5.38 per ·cent, showing_ a 
reduction of 6.4 points. To sum up, for the bottom 10 per cent of the population, 
the share of consumption of cereals decreased by 12.1 points in physical terms but 
the share of expenditure on cereals increased by 11.6 points, and the share of total 
expenditure increased by about. 18.0 points. For the top 10 p~r cent of the 
population th{' position was quite different. The share of consumption of cereals in 
physical quantiti{'s increased by 12.1 points, while the share of expenditure remained 
the same, and the share of total consumption expenditure decreased by 6.4 points._ 
It is clear that (lispariti{'S in thE'! consumption of cerC'als hatl increased '\\ith the rise 
in prices of cereals. 

9. Estimates of cumulative shares, for differ{'nt decile groups, given in 
Statem{'nt {3), are shown in the form of concentration curves in Chart 2. Two con
centration cnrv-r-s for ("onsumption of cereals, in physical t{'rms, are shown in green 
C'olour; and two C'orr{'sponding C'oncf"ntration curves for consumption of eer{'als in 
t{'rms of mon{'y, that is. the two concentration curves for the expenditure on cereals, 
ar{' shown in rNl C'olour. For purpos{'s of comparison, two C'OnC'entration curv{'s 
for the total consumption exp{'ndit.ur{' are given in hlaC'k colour .. In each case the 
solid graphs r{'pr{'sent conditions in rounds (I;), l6) when prices W{'re high, and the 
broken graphs repreS€'nt C'onditions in rounds {8, 9), when prices were low. It can 
be S{'en that the brok{'n ~r{'{'n graph, for the distribution of consumption ~f cereals in 
physical t{'rms when priC'{'S were low, is nearer to the lin{' of {'qual distribution than the 
solid gr{'{'n graph repr{'S{'nting the distribution of C'Onsnmption of cereals in physical 
terms wh{'n prices W{'re hi~h. On the other hand, in the cas{' of th{' two graphs in 
r("d C'olour (for distribution of expf"nditure on cereals) and also the two graphs in 
black colour (for distribution of total consumption ('Xpenditure), the position is 
reversed; broken graphs, repres{'nting C'ondit.ions when pric{'s were low, are further 
awav from the line of {'qual distribution than the solid ~raphs, repr<'senting C'Ondi
tion~ when priC'es W{'re high. In oth{'r words, wh{'n pric{'s increase, the distribution of 
consumption, in terms of mon{'y, tends to become mor~ equal, but the distribution 
of consumption, in physical terms, tends to become more unequal. It must be noted 
that it is onlv wh{'n the increase of prices of cereals (or of other goods and services) 
are relathyel): greater for the poorer sections of the population that one would expect 
the distribution of consumption in terms of money values (that is: of consumption 
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expenditure) to become more equal, and the distribution of consumption in phyRical 
terms to become more unequal. 

\lO. Test of significance of change in concentration : The greater equality of 
the distribution of total consumption expenditure when prices are high can be 
examined critically with the help of the two sub-sample estimates for s.s. 1 and 
s.s. 2 in the NS.S data for round 8 (July 1954-March 1955) and for round 16 
(July 1960-June 1961) which are given in Statement (4), and are shown graphi
cally in Chart 3. 

STATEMENT (4}: CUMULATIVE PERCENT SHARES OF TOTAL CONSUMER 
EXPENDITURE BY FRACTILE GROUPS FOR ROUNDS 8 AND 16 

OF THE NATIONAL SAMPLE SURVEY : ALL INDIA RURAL. 

cumulative round 8 (July 1954-March 1955) round 16 (July 1960.June 1961) 
percentage of 

combined* population s.s. I s.s. 2 s.s. 1 s.s. 2 combined* 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

10 2.90 3.11 3.00 3.47 3.36. 3.41 
20 7.03 7.50 7.26 8.39 8.04 8.21 

30 12.09 13.01 12.54 14.29 13.76 14.01 
40. 18.20 19.35 18.78 21.07 20.46 20.75 
50 25.34 26.61 25.98 28.79 28.04 28.40 

60 33.58 35.07 34.33 37.59 36.78 37.17 
70 43.25 45.20 44.23 47.65 46.71 47.16 
80 54.84 57.62 56.22 59.34 58.45 58.87 

'90 69.56 73.53 71.55 '13.90 73.48 73.M 
100 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

. . 
*No. of sample households: round 8, 1833; round 16, 3703 with roughly half the number in. 

each sub-sample. 

In Statement (4) the cumulative percentages of the population are given in col. (I); 

cumulative percentages of total consumption expenditure are given for sub-sample I, 

sub-sample 2 and the combined sample for round 8 in col. (2), col. (3) and col. (4) 

respectively ; and corresponding cumulative percep.tages of consumption expenditure 
for round 16 are given in col. (5), col. (6) and col. (7), respectively;. It would be seen 
in Statement (4) that, for each fractile (decile) group, all three figures for round 16 
when prices were· high, are greater than the corresponding figures for round 8 when 
prices were low. The three concentration curves, for the figures given in cols. (2), (3) 
and (4),. for round 8, when prices were low, are shown in black colour in Chart 3; 

and the three concentration curves for figures given in cols. (5), (6) and (7) for round 
16, when prices were high, are shown in red colour in Chart 3. As already pointed out, 
in fractile graphical analysis, the geographical area bounded by the two sub
sample graphs gives the error-area of the combined graphs. Also the 'separa
tion' is given by the area lying between the two graphs for the two combined samples, 
that is, in this case, the area lying between the graph in ~olid red line and the graph 
in solid blac~ line. It would be seen that the three graphs in red colour are completely 
separated from the three black graphs1,. and are nearer the line of equal distribution. 

1 With one exception at 9th decile for round 8, namely, the cumulative per cent share· 73.53 for 
s.s. 2 in col. (3), is slightly greater than the corresponding value 73.48 in col. {6) for round 16. 
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On the basis of studies on error-areas, it may be noted that such compiete separa
tion1 indicates that the difference between the two distributions of total consumption 
expenditure during periods of high and low prices respectively, was statistically signi
ficant. It is, therefore, reasonable to think that, with an increase in prices, the 
distribution of expenditw·e on consumption did become more equal~ 

11. Ranking of concentration curves by price levels : The concentration 
curves of consumption expenditure for seven NSS rounds · have been placed in · 
order of increasing concentration of distribution (that is, in order of increasing 
distance from the diagonal line) in col. ( 1) of Statement ( 5) together · with 
several series of index numbers of prices for the rural area. Each series of price 

sd. 
no. 

(0) 

I. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

STATE.l\IENT (5): RANKING 01<' CONCENTRATION CURVES FOR PER CAPITA. 
TOTAL CONSUMER EXPENDITURE OF DIFFERENT NSS ROUNDS IN ORDER OF 

INCREASL~G CONCE~'"TRATION (INCREASING .DISTANCE FROM: THE 
DIAGONAL OR EQUAL DISTRIBUTION LINE) AGAL~ST 

INDEX NUl\lBERS OF PRICES : ALL-INDIA Rt.TRAL · 

NSS round wholesale price index 
in order of national NSS pl'ice index of cereals (1952-53= 100) 
increa'iing income 
concentra- deflator bottom bottom general cercalo,~ other a.ll 

tion* 10 20 popula.- commo- · commo-
percent per cent tion dities dities 

-----
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

15 105.6 138 131 116. 105.6 122.4 119.1 
16 107.2 141 133 118 103.2 131.3 125.9 

12 100.4 131 126 Ill 103.0 110.8 109.3 
13 102.1 117 ll6 108 98.7 109.5 107.4 

7 tiS.O 100 100 100 92.8 104.1 101.9 
9 91.9 76 75 79 73.3 95.5 91.2 
8 90.4 76 79 82 77.4: 100.6 96.1 

• That is, in order of increac;ing distance from the diagonal line of absolute equality of distribution. 

index numbers has reference to a specific field of economic activity; the different 
series of price-index numbers are, therefore, not strictly comparable among 
themselves. Nevertheless, they show general agreement in the up or down move
ments of prices. For the rural population, it would be seen that two top 
curves for the 15th. and 16th rounds (lines 1, 2) are associated with the highest 
levels of all the series of price index numbers; the intermediate curves for the 12th 
and 13th rounds (lines 3, 4) are. associated with intermediate levels of prices; and 
finally, curves for the 7th, 8th and 9th rounds at the bottom (lines 5, 6, 7) are 

associated with the lowest levels of prices. 

12. Effect of rise in prices on disparities : On the whole, the higher the price 
level in any round of the survey, the nearer is the position of the corresponding 
concentration curve of total consumption expenditure to, the diagonal ~ine, that is, 
the greater is the equality of distribution, by size, of total consumption expenditure. 
Conversely, the lower the level of prices during a round of survey, the greater is 

1 The sizP of t.he sample. i. e., tho number of hoLH!Pholrls ( 1S33 in rounrl 8, and 3i03 in rounrl 16) 
· 1 tl . l t ... .,,. "staLli:;hin" tlw :;tati:;tical ::;ignifieanco of tho ::;cparaliou. 

Wll:< cVH L'll :> at eqllU. l· !'- ~.. o 
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the inequality of distribution, by size, of total consumption expenditure. An 
increase· in prices is thus associated with greater equality, and a decrease in prices 
with greater inequality, of distribution by size of expenditure. 

13~ Association between higher prices and greater equality of di8tribution of 
expenditure: This observed association between higher price levels and greater 
·equality of distributimi of consumption expenditure deserves further consideration. 
From Statement (5), cols. (6) and (7), it is seen that the increase in the wholesale 
price of commodities, other than cereals, was much greater t.han the rise in the whole
sale price of cereals, and, almost certainly, was also greater than the rise in the retail 
price of cereals. Sec~ondly, the ri~e in the price of cereals was relatively much great(lr · · 
for the poo~~r sections of the population;. and it is very likely that the rise in the price 
of commodities, other than cereals, was also relatively greater for the poorer people. 
The poorer sections of the population would haye to pay relatively higher prices to 
maintain the same level of real consumption, .and their share of total consumption 
expenditure would increase without, however, an increase . in their share of real 
consumption, in comparison with sections which were' better off. That is, an appre
ciable ·increase in pdces ·would affect poorer sections more adversely, and would 
generally lead to an increase of disparities in consumption in real terms. It may be 
noted, howeve~, that disparities may increase, or may remain the same, or may 
decrease, while the absolute level of consumption changes in one direction or in 
another. For sodal justice, it is necessary that the absolute level of real consump
tion should increase and inequalities should also decrease. Unfortunately, a rise 
of prices in India was found, Yery often, not only to have increased disparities 
but also to have lowered the absolute level of consumption in real terms of the poorest 
sections of the population1 . 

14. Ueneral conclusion : .From the information and analysis given in t~1e 

·paper in the press2, it seemed likely that there was some improvement in the level of 
living and an increase of opportunities in many directions for most of the people 
oflndia during the first decade of planning ( 1951-196 I). The rate of growth of con
sumption was still low. Benefits arising from growth also seemed to have accrued, 
in a larger proportion, to the riehcr sections of the people. In consequence, disparities 
between the rich and the poor dirl not. generally decrease, but increased in many 
respects. The level of living is so low for a very large part of the population that it 
would be difficult to bring about an appreciable improvement in the absolute level 
of real consumption ?r a reduction of disparities without a large and rapid in
crease of income and availability of goods and services in the near future. 

1 International comparisons could not be made because it was not possible, up to 1966 or 1967, to 
secure, or to trace, published data, (or unpublished information to which access could bo obtained) on 
changes in prices of cereals oYer time, separately, for different fra.ctile groups, or for different income
brackets or differf'!llt expenditure- bra'lkets, that is, separately, fot· householtls of different levels of living 
for any other country (not excepting U.K., U.S.A., U.S.S.R., Japan etc.) ,. 

2 The pres•mt nott> i>~ a slightly revised version of a noh• which was pla('e<l bt·forc the Sevt.•nth t't•n· 
ft~renco of Commonwealth Statistician;,~ in New Dt'lhi in Xovernber 1970. 

The opposite effec:t,; of l'ise in pt·ice;,~ on <·oncPutmtion of con.·mmption in uwm·y Vt\lues and in real 
terms were p!act•fl by me a,o; Chainnan with ot.hct· materials before thf" Income Distt-ibut.ion l'onnuittt~c of 
India in February 1964 aH a draft. of part 2 of it,; rt>port.. Becan"<~ of diffen•nPes of opinit•n, furthp•· 
studies wert'! undertaken during the nt•xt fom· year!-!. As no unanimous dt>cision coul<l be reached, p~:ut 2 
of t-hf' report was puhli,:hed in July 1969 l'xclucling the detailed studies which the Committee dc(•ided 
would IJe published a>~ u scientific pap(·t· by me in my i111livirlual capacity; this pape1· i;;; in tlu .. · pn•.,s. 
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8(b) 
CHART 1: NATIONAL SAMPLE SURVEY : ALL INDIA RURAL : 
INDEX NUMBERS, BY FRACTILE GROUPS, OF AVERAGE 

PRICE OF CEREALS IN ROUNDS (15, 16) WITH 
PRICE IN ROUNDS (8, 9) AS BASE = 100. 
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CHART 2: NATIONAL SAMPLE SURVEY: ALL INDIA RURAL: 
CoNCENTRATION CURvEs FOR PER CAPITA CoNsuMPTION oF 
CEREALS PER 30 DAYS, IN PHYSICAL TERMS (QUANTITY) AND 
IN VALUE TEBMS AND . ALso FOR TOTAL CoNSUMPTION 

EXPENDITURE IN ROUNDS (8, 9) AND (15, 16). 
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CHART 3 : NATioNAL SAMPLE SURVEY : ALL INDIA RURAL : RoUNDS 8 AND 16 : 
CoNCENTRATION CURVES FOR THE DisTRmUTION OF ToTAL 

PER CAPITA CoNSUMER EXPENDITURE :PER 30 DAYS. 


